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Vernier Dial
as illustrated
4/6 extra.

Is-under
there
anything
so
absurd
the new Geneva plan the ordinary Condenser
covers 39 Wavelengths between 0 and 10 on the dial, but
only 2 wavelengths between 90° and 100°.
WITH Jazz Bands and Grand Opera
almost inextricably intermixed in an

overcrowded ether no wonder the new

Geneva wavelength plan was necessary !
What is this plan and how does it affect
you ?

Briefly, the Geneva plan is to apportion a
share of the ether to all countries wishing
to Broadcast. Not every country can obtain
as many wavelengths as it

requires.

Great Britain

receives nine exclusive wave-

lengths. But-and here is the
great point to bear in mindthere is to be a separation of
10 kilocycles between each
wavelength. Not 10 metres

ORTHO-CYCLIC
.C.i

dial, while at the opposite
end of the scale the last ten
degrees will barely span 2

wavelengths.
How absurd ! Such a jostling
of stations just where we need
the most effective separation.
The new conditions of Broadcasting demand the use of a Eureka Ortho-

selectivity

With the Eureka Orthocyclic 10

44ut. Portalge Utilities Co. Ltd. Tri.Lhe,, SO4,

0 to 10-bearing in mind of course, that all
other conditions are unaltered-the ordinary
condenser covers 39 wavelengths. Practically 4 wavelengths to every degree on the

gives you real

degrees cover 10 wavelengths precisely-

Earif

kilocycles separation are covered.
But compare this new standard of performance with the ordinary condenser. From

The Eureka

but 10 kilocycles.
Metres have been
ignored in these calculations. The Eureka
Condenser also abandons metres and deals
with kilocycles. It gives orthocyclic tuning.
That is to say, it gives an even separation
between wavelengths no matter where they
may appear on the dial-crowding is impossible.

From end to end of the
dial therefore 100 wavelengths each of 10
no more, no less.

cyclic with its even separation, step by
step, all the way up the scale.

Instal these magnificent Condensers on your Set now
and enjoy real selectivity. The velvety smooth
Vernier dial-all metal and therefore a perfect shieldis a pleasure to use. Because gears are eliminated,
backlash is impossible, while the superb workman-

ship of the whole instrument will improve the
appearance of any Receiver. Order them from your
Dealer without delay.

CONDENSER
Gilbert Ad. 6459.
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A N ENTIRELY NEW type of Dull Emitter Power
Valve

combining outstanding performance with

cconofny in operation.

The D.E.P. 215.is for use in the last stages of Receiver
or Amplifiers operating from a two -volt accumulator.

44

It embodies _just those characteristics which combine
to make the ideal power valve :-

MAJESTIC VOLUME,
CRYSTAL - CLEAR TONE,

F RICE

1816 \

LONG LIFE and
VERY LOW CURRENT CONSUMPTION.

The Marconi intern('
tional Marine Com
mastication Co.- Ltd..
rennire 500 qualified
Wireless' Operated.
Apply to ServIce Manager. Marconi Monte,

The filament is exceptionally robust and rigid, and has
large emission surface.

Type D.E.P. 215 used with the correct H.T. and grid
bias voltage recommended in the .accompanying table

Strand, London. W.0.2

will handle great N'olurfie with a purity of reproduction
hitherto unObtainable.

IITrile for -the Marconi
LiteratureValve
detailed
containing
particulars of the

Filament
Valve Type

D.E.P. 215 and other

lion

Two-Valve D.E.2 H.F. Det.
Sc'
D.E.P. 215 L.F.

- types.

ThreeValve

MARCONI POWER VALVE
TYPE D.E.P. 215
for 2 -Volt Accumulators
2' 0 max.
fit. volts
(5.15 amps.
Fil. current
120 max.
Anode volts
6.25
Amplification factor
625o ohms
Impedance

Set

FourValve
Set -

D.E.2 H.P
D.E.P. 215
D.E.P. 215

Tension

Tension

Volts Amps. Volts Volts
1.8
l'S -

-12

+- 2

015

-9

Det.
1'8
I.L.F. 1'8
2 L.F. 113

012
015
015

-3
-9

I'8

012

0

1'8

0-12

D.E.2 H.F H.P.
D.E.2 H.F. Det.
L.F.
D.E.P. 215
D.EP.215 2 L F.
I

I'S
1.8

015
015

+2

+2

- 4'5

-9

80

1'6

.-I

4'6

*
?

60

l'O

S

60

2'5
4.6

,).:*

120

120

60
60
80
120

01
1.0

31
4'6

2

3
F. -

'X

0

Marconi Type D.E.R. or other 2 -volt valves are
also suitable for the high frequency detector or
first low frequency stages.

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD.,
1Zegii. Office
Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Head Office
210 212, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1.

THE NEWEST RADIO TRIUMPH
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Christmas Gifts that last a Year !
BEAUTIFUL BOOKS FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES
the jolly books illustrated here will give a child more lasting joy and pleasure
ANYthan
one aoftoy
costing two or three times as much. Ask your newsagent to show you

Each book is strongly bound in boards, with an attractive coloured
cover, and is packed with jolly stories and coloured pictures. All of them make ideal
Christmas gifts. BRUIN BOYS' ANNUAL is new this year. It contains many jolly-tales
of the world-famous Bruin Boys and the popular Wee. Woolly -Boys. MRS. HIPPO'S
ANNUAL is devoted almost entirely to the merry pranks of Tiger Tilly and the favourite
characters from the picture paper, Playbox.
RAINBOW ANNUAL contains many amusing adventures of the world-famotis Tiger Tim
and' the popular Bruin Boys. CHICKS' OWN ANNUAL is for very lime children just learning to
these books TO -DAY !

read: BUBBLES ANNUAL features popular characters from the weekly coloured paper, Bubbles.

is

31'6

net each.
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GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS
The Two Latest Numbers Now On Sale Everywhere.

MODERN
LOUDSPEAKER SETS

PICTORIAL

BLUE PRINTS

This book contains straightforward, amply
illustrated directions for constructing three
of the latest valve sets. The first is a
two -valve household loudspeaker set. The
second is a sensitive three-valver incorporating a novel reflex principle which
will receive European stations with ease.

This book consists of an up-to-date

including every possible modern refinement.

book deals. There are II circuits in all.

The third set described is a four-valver

CONSTRUCTORS USING THESE
BOOKS CANNOT GO WRONG.

and comprehensive

range

of

blue

print diagrams drawn in a simplified
pictorial style

so that the amateur

constructor cannot possibly go wrong
when building up a set on the lines of

any of the circuits with which the

AT ALL NEWSAGENTS. AND
EACH BOOKSTALLS EVERYWHERE.
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PHILIPS H.T. SUPPLY
UNIT
Gives from 20 to 160 volts approximately.
Ensures a supply of current to work any set
efficiently using standard types of valves.
Consumption is approximately 5-10 watts.
Output variable from 2 tappings. Safe and
silent in use.
Price complete £7 : 10 : 0

PHILIPS RECTIFIER
_TYPE 450.

Charges radio batteries from 2-6 volts at I 3
amps. consuming 3o watts. A full wave valve
rectifier using the specially constructed Philips
Rectifier Valve and Resistance. Lamp which
automatically regulates the current supply.
Needs no attention.

Price complete

:0:0

Both Units for Alternating Current.

TWO PHILIPS PRODUCTS
VERY SUITABLE FOR

XMAS PRESENTS
Ask your dealer to demonstrate.

PHILI

Advt. Philips Lamps Ltd., Philips House, 45, Charing Cross Road, London, W .C.2.
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TWO HEADS ....
Two heads are, proverbially,

YOU can adjust the
earpieces of B.T.H.

better than one. Therefore
when you require a Mans bridge Condenser, see that

Headphones in a second.

There are no screws or

you get a Dubilier-Mansbridge,
the cOndenser which has been
designed specially for wireless
purposes.

nuts to undo and tighten.
Just a 'Duch of the

finger! and the ear-

pieces retain their

position until deliberately

G. F. Mansbridge originated

re -adjusted.

this type of condenser over

B.T.H. Headphones are

years ago, and his uniqiie
experience is found combined
with that of Dubilier in

amazingly sensitive.
They are also extremely
light (9?, ozs.) and cannot catch in the hair
or cause headaches.

each Dubilier - Mansbridge
Condenser.

Take advantage of this combined experience which is to
be found in no other con-

denser and ask your Dealer

III

BRITISH and B.T.H.

Per Pair
(outside Irish

Free State.)

for Dubilier-Mansbridge Condensers.
The colour of these con-

densers is Maroon, they bear
the words " Mansbridge Condenser " embossed on the

case and they carry the full
Dubilier Guarantee.

DUBILIER

HEADPHONES
Sold by all good Radio Dealers
The British .Thornson-Hcuston Co. Ltd.
It89 A

ADVT. OF DUMMER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
Drogs WO. ES, VICTORIA ROAD, TT. ACTON, W.3.

t.r.s. 247
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The little brown box
that brings Valve results

to Crystal users

boon of Loud Speaker reproduction
without any of the upkeep cost and
trouble inseparable from the valve. Get
your Dealer to demonstrate the Crystal Amplifier to you on one of the nine vrown Loud Speakthose able to fill their whole room with
the music and speech of the night's broadcast ? ers. You'll be charmed. Most probably you'll agree
But now since the advent of the little ' brown with most people that Wireless reproduction is at its
box', anyone with a Crystal Set living within very best when the Crystal Amplifier and a vrowit
Loud Speaker is used. A purity that is
fifteen miles of a broadcasting
station [or eighty miles of Daven, - unrivalled. Volume full and adequate.
A fidelity of reproduction which is
try] is on a complete level
almost uncanny. Yours for L4 4s. Od.
with the Valve Set owner. The
JSrowit Crystal
and whichever
1. r.
.
di
Amplifier,
!Grown Loud
A
im
'4 VII 44, brystai Am
brings to the
Speaker you

WHERE is the owner -of -a Crystal Set who has not longed
for the results enjoyed by his
friend the valve user ? Who has not envied

Ci

The Disc.
2000 ohms.

Black and gold

£7. 7. 0.
Oxydised Silver

£8. 8. 0.

Crystal Set user

puts Crystal users on a level

thepriceless

with the Valve Set owner

desire.

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Avenue. North Acton, W.I.
15, Moorfields. Liverpool; 67, High Street, Southampton.
Retail Showrooms: 19, Mortimer Street, W. 1
Wholesale Depots 2, Lansdowne Place, West Bath 120, Wellington St., Glasgow; 5-7, Godwin Street,:
Bradford; Cross House. Westgate Road, Newcastle; Howard S. -Cooke & Go., 59, Caroline Street, Birmingham;
Robert. Garmany, Union Chambers, Union -Street, Belfast, N. Ireland.

The HI.
120ohres. £5. 5. 0.
2000 ohms. £5. 8. 0/4000 ohms. £5. 10 0.
G'd'..'ert

,348o,
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Heat

Cossor bids him

--the Destroyer

do kis worst

WITHIN every valve lurks
the grim spectre of heat.
Sometimes-as in the case
of a bright emitter-he completes
his deadly work speedily. The

new Cossor Point One is working you have

direct evidence that the harmful effect of
heat has at last been countered. After
2,000 hours of continuous use the Cossor
Kalanised filament is as supple and as

pliable as on the day it was first made.

This is equivalent to two years of ordinary
wear and tear.

frequent stretching and contracting

when the current

is turned on.
The crystalisation of the metal due
to the filament being incandescent.
These are his two favourite avenues

of attack.

But even Dull Emitters are not
free from his insidious onslaughts.

Quite a number work at a comparatively high temperature and

the fragile filaments fall easy victims.
There is one valve however, which bids
him do his worst. The Cossor with its
Because not even a
suspicion of a glow is visible when the
Kalanised filament.

SS

I, rated by A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London. 1l!3.

The Valve
with the
Kalenised

Small wonder that tens of thousands of
wireless enthusiasts are turning to this
long -life valve as a means of cutting down

filament
TYPES AND PRICES.

No. 210D. With Black Band. An ideal
super -sensitive Detector. Con- I di_
sumption: I amp. at 1.8 volts

No. 210H. With Red Band. Preeminent among H.F. valves. I/ A
Consumption

I

-

amp at 1.8 volts 1-

The new Cossor Stentor Two
No. 215P.

With Green Band.

For

Power Valve use-- ideal for Super Sets.
Consumption . I 5 amp. at 1'8 1 Q /6
volts

the cost of Radio. For the Cossor Point
One in addition to giving an exceptionally
long service-consumes only one -tenth of
an ampere. Seven of them take less
current than one bright emitter. While
its electron emission is so intense and the
user obtains such a wonderful wealth of
power and richness of tone that Broadcasting takes on a new standard of performance.

See your Dealer about these new valves
without delay-they will improve any
Receiver.

Gilbert Ad. 5471.
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
" P.W.'s " Christmas Number-Free Licences for the Blind-" Alternative Programmes "-

The

0,....ange
1c CI Loud Speaker-Wireless Police Van in Trouble-The Broadcasting.
uic,
Charter-San Sebastian's Slip.

" P.W.'s " Christmas Number.

NEXT week's " P.W." is the Christmas
Number. And as I was saying last
week, it's going to be some issue.
Instead of the familiar blue -and -yellow
cover there will be a coloured pictorial one,

and inside that cover will be pages, and
pages, and pages, of the best Christmas
radio fare ever offered.

A Word to the Wise.

OF course, extra size, isn't always an
advantage-as the paperhanger said,
when his lunch fell into the bucket.

But the extra size of "P.W."
next week is certainly very
gratifying, considering that
the price remains at 3d.
There is, in fact, only one
drawback. And that is,

Broadcasting and Opera.

IT is suggested that when
the new British Broad-

casting Corporation

comes into being on Janu-

ary 1st, it should give a leg up to British opera. The
idea is that part of its revenue

CAPTAIN IAN FRASER'S face was
k..4 fairly wreathed in smiles when his

Bill for Free Wireless for the Blind

passed the House of Commons in ten
minutes. Part of that time Was taken
up by cheering ; and it is hoped that its
passage through the Lords. will be equally
expeditious !

It is estimated that from 25,000 to 30,000
people will benefit by the measure.

here's the queerest instance that I've
just

heard about, that happened
before the wave -length alterations.

A schoolmaster's wife in the Yarrow

district tuned in Newcastle one evening on

the loud speaker (four -valve set, 1-v-2).

The set was in the drawing -room, and there
were extension leads to the living -room as

Presently she took the loud speaker
to the living -room, plugged in there, and
well.

found that the programme was now coming

from Dublin!

-EF-

We have to inform our readers that the proprietors of POPULAR
WIRELESS, the Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., have acquired from
the Radio Press, Ltd., the following journals : " Wireless," " Modern
Wireless," and " The Wireless Constructor."
" Wireless," the 2d. weekly, will be incorporated with POPULAR
WIRELESS. The two monthly magazines will be continued as before,

E

=_

pany, in return for the right to broadcast
extracts from the B.N.O.C.'s performances.

What most listeners think about it is not

yet clear, but in some operatic quarters the
project has been hailed like a reprieve from
the grave.
Radio for Air Liner.

IT was revealed to the Dominion Premiers
that the great new British Airship,
R 101, will be provided with loud
speakers, so that its passengers may listen
to wireless programmes.

The great vessel will have a cruising

range of 4,000 miles or so, at an altitude of

speaker voiced Dublin's programme, and gave 5N 0 the

My informant says : " I

suppose the additional capacity of the loud speaker

leads altered the tuning."
=-=

THE EDITOR.

But I must admit that I
can't see how it could. Has
any other reader had a
similar eXperience ?

could be set aside for the
British National Opera Com-

speaker was put in the other

go-by !

Street, London, E.C.4.

Further details regarding a revised scale of charges for the Queries
and Blue Print Services will be published shortly.

But as soon as the loud
room once more, the loud

= " The Wireless Constructor " being edited by Mr. Percy W. Harris,

whose special supplement in this journal will shortly be discontinued.
Mr. Harris will, however, continue to contribute constructional articles
to " P.W." and to " Modern Wireless."
" Modern Wireless " and " The Wireless Constructor " will, in the
near future, be issued from the offices of POPULAR WIRELESS, and
queries relating to these journals should be temporarily addressed to
Queries Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS, Fleetway House, Farringdon

The Quick -Change Loud
Speaker.

PUZZLED to account for
this, she took the loud
speaker back to the
drawing -room, plugged in
again, and the set responded
by giving Newcastle again.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

hate to rub it in, but again
after the last had gone !)

Free Licences for the Blind.

SALE OF RADIO PRESS JOURNALS.

them, and you may miss your
copy unless you order it. (I

and asked me to send you
a Christmas Number, long

A Queer Case.

TALKING about alternative programmes,

,IiiiiiiiiIIIIIIII111111iimiumininim111111111m1H1111111111111111miiiiiiidirn11111111111111iiimmili111111111ILL

there is sure to be a run on

last year dozens of you wrote

5,000 ft., and a minimum speed of 50 miles

per hour.

Manchester Medley.
Alternative Programmes.

" CERTAINLY we now have Birmingwith Aberdeen,
the scheme for
regional stations, and alternative programmes ? What about that ? " writes an
indignant and sarcastic Aberdonian.
Well, whut aboot it, ma bonny Scot ?
When the British Broadcasting CorhamVI mixed

but where

up

is

poration takes over at thg end of the year,
the uncertain finance which handicapped
the B.B.C. will be no bar to the regional
stations scheme. It seems likely that we
shall have a definite announcement on the
subject ere long.

THE new wave -lengths, which came into
operation last month under the

Geneva wave - plan, appear to have

hit Manchester listeners rather badly.
2 Z Y itself is still clear enough, but valve set owners there used to enjoy Nottingham
and Liverpool, whilst Stoke also was good,
and Sheffield quite a favourite. Now that

nearly all the relay stations are on one

all these programmes are
" stringy;" as one. Atherton reader calls it.
And it's useless to turn to Birmingham- for
relief, for a skirl of the Aberdeen pipes has
been mixed with the 5 I T items !

wave -length,

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS
(Continued from previous page.)

" Mother Goose."
"MOTHER' GOOSE," of

the 51 T

Children's Corner, has sent me a
copy of " The Twilight' Book,"
containing many of the charming verses
and lullabies that have been read to the
kiddies from the Birmingham studio.
Some of them are simply topping.

Published at 5s., as a Christmas gift book for children, the proceeds are to go
towards wireless sets 'for the sick and the
blind.
The Continent on a Crystal.

IAM still hearing frequently of Continental stations being picked up on Crystal
sets. One Thornton Heath- (Croydon)
reader, who made up the P.W." Ultra..
not only gets 2 L 0 and 5 X X, but on Sunday mornings Radio -Paris as well. Pretty
good going, isn't it ?

a few pence.) As might be expected it is
full of rich jocund phrases and good round
legal terms, but the King's declaration that

" We deem it desirable that the service
should be developed and exploited to the
best advantage and in the national interest,"
Will meet with approVal everywhere.
More Wave -length Changes.

have been expected, the wave-

AS length
might - sharing

Aberdeen would transmit on 500 metres,
whilst Birmingham remained upon 491.8
metres.
viiiiniliiiiliiiimiumimili11011111011119111111111190!!!!!!!!!KI

TECHNICAL TERMS ILLUSTRATED
The Loud Speaker.
Meaker,

77

of contradiction, that the gramophone is

excellent one recently upon that old rascal,
Pepys. By the way, Miss Yvonne Arnaud,
who is playing Mrs. Pepys in " And So to
Bed," will be broadcasting from London on
December 12th.
Wireless Police Van in Trouble.

ONE of Scotland Yard's wireless patrol

vans was involved in a collision

recently, and for the first time the interior was disclosed to public view. The van

was returning home after a late night out,
when a taxi crashed into it, and an interested crowd soon gathered to see all that

could be seen of the transmitting and
receiving sets.

The Yard uses six of these vans, which
keep the flying squad in constant touch
with headquarters when a police raid is
being carried out.
Committees' Control of Broadcasting.

NONE of these wireless control committees seem to be very gay, or
cheery, do they ? The new Irish

Free State Wireless Bill provides for a
committee of at least five members, one of

whom will be nominated by the Minister
of Education, and another by the Minister
of Agriculture. One more good kill-joy
on that committee, and the Irish ether will
be about as light and joyous as an Irish bog!
The Broadcasting Charter.

j HAVE just been reading the full term
1 of the draft of the Royal Charter for
Broadcasting. (It is obtainable from
H.M. Stationery Office, in booklet form, for

Links in the Chain,
links in the Empire broad-

SUGGESTED
casting chain are at Moncton, N.B. ;
Vancouver, Fanning Island, Sydney,
New Zealand, Perth, Cape Town, Colombo,
Bombay, and Malta.

time when it takes over on January 1st,

and it is hardly likely that such a bold scheme

could be entered upon for a year or two.

T

" Frankfort, Hamburg, Berne, Toulouse, Leipzig, and Dublin came through
on two pairs of 'phones nearly up to the
local station in strength. " Starting at
Munster, and going up to Frankfort, I re-

able to announce the result of the

£200 Prize Competition in next week's
issue of "Popular Wireless."

.21111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L:

SHORT WAVES

ceived

call sign, Clearly spoken."

=

=
E Listeners who have not got a wireless licence,
E
declares an authority, have not got the right E
_
= spirit. But we understand that the amateur =
H crystal user who got America the other night E
H had the right spirit, even if it was a wet one. =
E -(Popular Radio Weekly.)
E
Radio without a set is the latest invention of
E a post -office worker. As a radio receiver. we =
H should think it would make a very good pillar =
E box.
=
=
*
=
E Mr. Clement Jeffery holds that it is as great a
H crime to empty rubbish into the air as it is =
= into the street. Do the B.B.C. know this P- E
-:--771-

.

_
=

==

*

*

The Chairman of the Society said he saw to =
H reason why the lady members should not try =
H the short waves.-(Provincial Paper.)
EE
He was probably under the impression that
E the results were more permanent.
=
=
E
Heave
a
deep
sigh
=
-fE
For all of the boobs
=
Who cross up their batteries
=
And burn out five tubes.
(" Radio Digest.")

*

E

*

_
=

Fz-

One who is disgusted with the programmes =
provided by the B.B.C., writes that he switches'=
= off each evening depressed and desperate. He =
should try non-Stdible headphones. (" Birming- =
1-; ham Gazette and Express.")
*

*

*

E-

A Swiss scientist says that the nerve centres -E
which react to music are in the feet. Possibly -.E.
= this is why I often want to kick the wireless set =
--f-

= out of the window.-(" Sunday Pictorial.")

.

-

What set was he using, did you say ?

Oh, our old friend the Unidyne (Det. and
L.F., 1926 model).

E With a daft movement of his hands, the boy =
E put the finishing touches to his set., --(Suburban E
Paper.).
E There was evidently method in his madness.

E ("Punch.")

without

-E=

Mr. Justice Astbury has asked : " What is
E 2 L 0 P " It is becoming impossible to keep
E anything from these inquisitive judges. -=
E=
= (" Punch.") *
=
= A writer points out that wireless enthusiasts E
=
= have difficulty in getting a good earth. There's E
E no doubt that something seems to have spoilt E
7,1
E' this one.-(" Passing Show.")
=
*

twenty --eight stations

changing a coil. Of these, twenty-four
stations were definitely identified by their

San Sebastian's Slip.

-t:

E

New Wave -lengths.

lengths, a Darlington reader says

The " P.W." Constructors' Competition.

-

The new Broadcasting

CorporatiOn,is going to have a pretty hectic

Unidyne

THE Editor tells me that he hopes to be

EE

hemiapheres.

WHITING of results on the new wave-

-

The A. A. chat on the Pillion Girl, for
instance, was well done, and there was an

picked up by a well-equipped chain of
receiving stations in the Empire, and
relayed to the various countries in both

-

t7iiimumiummiiinninuniumununiniutuniummuniinfil

ally about that contradiction bit !

duplicate 'staff. This station would push out
a 24 -hour programme, on short waves, to be

Because his new baby boy,1
Who at first was a joy,

Became a noisy

may venture to assert, without fear

should be erected at Daventry, with a

I think the scheme is hardly likely to

Foiind his love getting weaker and I]
weaker,

for broadcasting simultaneously to
every part of the Empire, has been
getting itself talked about a good deal
recently. The idea is that a special station

materialise yet.

A HAPPY young Daddy named;

r

" And So to Bed."
NOBODY dislikes talkee-talkee in the
Yet
programmes more than I.
lately I've enjoyed several, so I
think they must be brightening them.

Aberdeen and

Biriningham did not last long without
an outcry being raised. Consequently, the
B.B.C. announced that do November 24th

Can You Beat It
to one of the London dailies,
I
WRITING
a correspondent says' "

far ahead of wireless, not Only in " how " it
gives, but also in " what " it gives."
He ought to try and think again, especi-

of

Round the Empire Radio.
AROUND -THE -WORLD radio scheme

-2=
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THEY say that if you took all the worms

in the world and arranged them in one
long, straight line, one of them would

be sure to wriggle and spoil the Whole
effect !

Whatever the truth about that may be,
it is certain that at the great change -over,
when every broadcasting station in Europe
should have adopted the Geneva wave -

plan, one of them apparently forgot all

about it ! San Sebastian was the bad boy

of the piece, and horrified listeners found
hini still banging away on his old position

on the dials, after everybody else had

changed, like a sturdy old Don Quixote.
I haven't heard the explanation yet, but
I guess it was something to do with a brighteyed senorita.
A Brighter Ether.

THERE's to be great radio doings on the
Continent,- I hear. Several schemes
for a brighter ether are being prepared,

the two that will affect British listeners

most being the broadcasting of pictures and
the proposed reorganisation of the French
radio service.
Pictures from Paris ?

THE former scheme is for pictures to be
sent from Vienna and Radio -Paris, and

Mr. Thorne Baker-the inventor of the
" telectograph," which is used by listeners
to receive the pictures-hopes to get going
in a week or so.
The projected French reorganisation may
mean the erection of more stations, and the
doubling of the power of Radio -Paris.
ARIEL.
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1T is well known

teeth on a rotating

1 that the funda-

and is then
reflected back from a
wheel,

mental frequency

of a tuned circuit is

distant mirror along
the same path. The

affected by the proxi-

mity of any outside

wheel

the tuned circuit

speed that the returning ray is blocked by
the next tooth which

has just moved into

pOsition. When this
occurs continuously
the ray is entirely cut
off from an observer

is

increased and its normal wave -length
changes accordingly.

at the starting point.

Knowing the dis-

An example of this
is seen in the peculiar
way in which the

tance travelled by the

ray to and from the

toothed wheel, and
also the time taken for
the wheel to rotate
through the angle between a " space " and
the adjacent tooth, the
velocity of light is
easily determined.

effect of hand -capacity

alters the tuning of a

sensitive receiver, particularly when searching for a distant
station.
In the case of a con-

ducting body, such as
a metal sheet, the

In. the same way,

Dr. Lowy utilises the

magnetic field from

apparatus

the tuned circuit sets

up induction currents in the metal. These
induced currents, in turn, produce a
secondary magnetic flux which opposes the
first, and so changes the original tuning.
This effect is illustrated in the so-called

" spade " or shadow systems of tuning -

An Interesting Article on a New i
Radio Development.

survey.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR

control, where the wave -length of a receivanode inductance.

Fig. 1. The aerial is energised from a valve
set carried by the airship through a central

If, therefore, an accurately tuned circuit

a short distance above the ground.

the system can be utilised as a highly sensi-

hidden minerals or water are small, they are
sufficiently pronounced to be detected as a

tive means of detecting or indicating any
change in its immediate neighbourhood.

For instance, such a circuit can be em-

ployed as a burglar alarm by locating a part

of the tuning coil around or near the door

or window of a house, Or near any particular
object to be guarded, such as a safe.
A Novel Alarm.
-

The approach of a burglar alters the

normal tuning, and therefore the value of
the current flowing in the circuit. This in
turn releases the armature of an electromagnet and so operates a relay, which may
be made to sound an alarm either in the

house or, by arrangement, at the local

telephone exchange.
An arrangement of this type is at present
being used in a German factory as a means

separate anodes. The electron stream from
the filament is vibrated to and fro, across
the row of anodes, at a rapid rate by apply-

ing an electrostatic field across a pair of

by accidental collision.
The same invendamag 3

tor

has

also

developed an ingenious apparatus for
ascertaining t h e
actual distance between a conducting

body and a local
transmitter,

by
measuring the time -

elapses between

" tuning ' note produced by the solenoid

this way the height

the receipt of the

17o / Aeospecrhvaeae WATER OR

reflected wave. In

/LA

aft7S/TS

of an aeroplane, or the depth of a mineral
deposit below the surface of the earth, can
be estimated.

ployed a similar principle as a means of

Measuring the Velocity of Light.

A symmetrical aerial or Hertzian
oscillator is suspended from an airship or
aeroplane, as shown diagrammatically in

used by Fizeau when first measuring the
velocity of light. A light ray is projected
outwards through the space between two

sula.

graph, but provided with a number of

aerial, the latter is suspended by supports
whi-h are semi -rigid, although sufficiently
flexible to prevent

outgoing signal and

prospecting for minerals in the Sinai Penin-

mitter is quiescent.
The " interrupter " consists of a discharge
tube, somewhat similar to a Braun oscillo-

boat note due to swaying movements of the

the dispatch of an

Dr. Lowy, an Austrian professor, has em-

wave during the periods when the trans-

In order to minimise fluctuation in the

in the pockets or otherwise hidden about
the person of the workmen, is at once de-

keeper.

the transmitter at very rapid intervals. Also
the receiving aerial must be protected from
the shock of transmission and only thrown
into circuit, so as to intercept the reflected

specially sensitive wave -meter of the four electrode type.

interval which

telephones of which are worn by the door-

a special form of interrupter for breaking

change in the heterodyne note given by a

open centre of a loop winding or solenoid.
The presence of any metallic body, either

winding and a heterodyne receiver, the

Owing to the enormous velocity at which
ether waves travel, it is necessary to employ

Although the varying damping effects
upon the aerial system, as it passes over

of detecting pilfering. As the employees
leave the works at the end of the day, they
pass through a narrow door which forms the

tected hy an alteration in the normal

Calculating Distance.

coupling coil and is arranged to trail at

is energised by means of a thermionic valve,

it is easy to see that once the circuit has
been set into a steady state of oscillation,

shown

diagrammatically 'n Fig. 2 first to transmit
a pulse of radio energy and then to catch
the " echo " reflected back from the aeroplane or other conducting body' under

*-...--....-...--.---0----..--4.-..--4-..--.....-.-4,4,-*

*-4.--4-4-----.......--6.-------.-----*

ing circuit is adjusted by moving a metal
disc towards or from the aerial or tuned -

meanwhile' is
such

rotated at

When the disturbing bcdy is a nonconductor introduced
near a point of varying
H.F. potential, the
electrostatic field of
body.

The principle is somewhat similar to that

SRORTIIAYE OSCALATOR
LI-Af

1,1

.electrodes C, mounted inside the tube and
connected to a separate H.F. generator, the
frequency of which is under control.
As the stream passes from one anode to the

next, the plate circuit of the transmitter
valve is broken, and that of the receiving
valve is made. The shock effect of the

transmitting aerial on the receiver is mean (Continued on next page.)
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for holes up to three -eighths of an inch.
Chatterton's has the disadvantage of being
rather sticky and difficult to rub down so
as to leave a neat repair, and it is not easy

THE RANGE OF A STATION

to buy, although it is Cheap enough when it
can be obtained.

Some interesting details on the various factors which govern the range over
which a wireless receiver will pick up, and adequately reproduce, broadcasting.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

Easily Carried Out.

The best way to use it is to make a pelle t
by rolling a scrap of warmed compound be-

*
QUITE close to a broadcasting station

transmissions cause considerable dis-

turbances in the ether, disturbances
sufficient in magnitude to induce currents
in receiving aerials large enough to actuate
comparatively insensitive receivers. Thus a
crystal set connected to an antennee
erected two miles from that used by 2 L 0,

generally gives very good signals, but a
hundred miles away from 2 1:0 'a crystal
set is useless for 2 L O's ether shaking at
that distance will be quite feeble, and an

while large mineral deposits in and the geographical formation of the land over which
they pass affect the passage of ether waves.
h. Rain and snow
will affect transmis-

sions, for- by covering

the earth with a less

electrically insulative
layer there will be

In some cases it might be a little
more certainly,. but in others it might be

ether waves.
6. Transmission will

energy.

considerably less.
Many Variable Factors.

Now the rated power of a transmitting
station is no real indication at all as to the
amount of energy that it will induce in a
certain receiving aerial situated at a

Certain number of miles away from it.
There are so many variable factors to he

taken into consideration that it is impossible

to calculate a station's transmitting range
with any real degree of accuracy. And as
the old, old enquiry, " What stations will I
receive ? ". depends on this as much as on
the nature of the receiving equipment, it
might be interesting if we enumerate
just a few of the stumbling blocks.
1. The wave -length of the transmitting
station is of initial importance, the shorter

less absorption of the

be better during the

winter months because there arc less
statics.
At the actual re-

ceiving end local
conditions will affect

results, and the presence of large buildings, trees, etc., all

have to be taken into
consideration. With a

A sensitive type of receiver. This set utilises the Reinartss circuit and was
constructed by the students of an Italian radio school.

super -het. okreally modern design, distance

AND ALARMS

the hole from the under -side, so that the
wax cannot drip. When the wax has set
(in a few seconds) the middle of the blob
will sink, and it will be necessary to add
another drop on top of that already partly
filling the hole. Any surplus should he
removed carefully with a knife, as the

PANELS

Chatterton's Compound and cobbler's
heel -ball. Both may be used successfully

(Continued from previous page.)

hole, it usually drips through. This may be
prevented by screwing a bolt half -way into

FILLING UP HOLES IN /

watts."..

RADIO INDICATORS

that, when melted and dropped into a

*
t

*

surplus may be removed with a sharp knife
and the panel finished off with sandpaper.
Heel -ball presents its own difficulties in

imposed by local conditions.

2. The current , in the ' aerial - and the
effective height of the aerial of the transmitting station determine the -" power " of
the station 'more accurately than " kilo3. Transmission is better by night than

about half an hour to set, after which time any

is, to a certain extent, annihilated in the
truest sense of the word, but even with
such a receiver as this, various limits are

(but not very short) waves being more
easily absorbed than the longer ones.

than filled. The pellet should then be lighted
and allowed to burn for a second or two. As
it melts it will spread. It should be left for

other stretches of water than over land,

aerial would be lucky if it had induced in it

as much as one millionth of a watt of

tween moistened fingers and pressing the
pellet into the hole until this is rather more

by day, and better still when it is a moonless
night.
4. Transmission is better over sea or

THE two materials most commonly used
for

filling up holes in ebonite are

wax has a tendency to chip.

generator governing the speed of the discharge stream in the interrupter. As the
velocity of the wave is already known, the

When this occurs, the transmitted wave has
travelled towards the given object, and the
reflected energy or echo " has just returned.

The time interval between these two

required distance of the body under observtion becomes a matter of simple calculation.

events is given by the setting of the local

A6nwageAmAzAmc

RMTHISDEAVAERIAL

while neutralised by means of a special
decoupling circuit not shown in the diagram.

The sequence of events is as follows :
First, the transmission outwards of a
pulse of energy as the circuit of the trans-

mitter valve

completed through the
interrupter. During this time the circuit
of the receiving valve is broken by the
interrupter. Immediately afterwards the
circuit of the transmitting valve is broken
as the discharge stream inside the inter-

N.r*

hilrefiZe

lerze,crAere.e

;-- -.N,
`sue.....
-410-114. -iie

is

rupter moves on to the next anode segment.
Simultaneously the receiving valve is energised ready to pick up the reflected wave.

The speed of the generator feeding the

control electrodes C is adjusted until maximum signal strength is heard in the receiver.
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IT is a recognised fact that the super -het.
is essentially a lona-distance receiver,
capable, when working properly, of
the' reception of telephony over sur-

799

*

By G. V. COLLE
4- *

as "pick-up." Unfortunately, however, it is

(when home built) to operate successfully.
In the experience of the Q aery Department
'

this journal the main cause for the

of

failure of super-hets. can be confidently
stated as one of valves. In many cases
valves have to be matched exceedingly
carefully before satisfactory-sometimes
before any-results are obtained. The first

detector, especially when used as an
oscillator as well, is a frequent offender.
To make a super -het. foolproof " would'
be an exceedingly difficult task, but a great

deal can be done to obviate the valve matching trouble by altering the initial
stages of the set. In this article we have

taken as an example a set operating on the
well-known Tropadyne system-the " P.W."
Super Het.
This can easily be converted, so that the
careful matching process of the intermediate

The grid and plate coils, which consist
of 45 turns each of No. 28 D.C.C. or S.S.C.
wire, are wound on a cardboard former of
2 in. external diameter by 3,} in. long.
The coils should be both wound in the same
direction, with a gap of lin. between them.
This gap can be reduced to,' in. if necessary,
but the number of turns in each case must
be identical. Bring all leads out the same
side of the former.
Constructional DetaEs.

The reaction coil can next be taken in

This consists of a piece of wooden
rod or a cardboard former, 11 in. in diahand.

meter and

in. wide.

sharply from one side to the other on the
completion of the first 11 turns. When the
correct numbers of turns are wound on, the

(Technical Staff.)

prising ranges with only a small frame aerial

not alWays easy to get such a receiver

*

-4- -4- -4-

Before winding this

wire can be fastened by passing the ends
through little holes bored in the former
with a sharp pin or compass point. Sufficient lengths of the wire must be left to
take leads to the
L.T. lead of the oscil-,
lator valve (through its rheostat) and the
tap terminal for the frame aerial.
This " reaction " coil is fitted inside the

diameter former by making holes
again exactly in the diameter of the latter
in the space left between the grid and plate
2 -in.

coils.

A piece of stiff No. 16 gauge S.W.G.

copper wire passed through the holes so

provided, and again through the "reaction"
coil, will then compete the coupler, which
can be fitted to the baseboard of the set in
any manner satisfactory to the constructor.
As far as the construction of the oscillator
" P.W." Super -Het.,
the exact layout of the various components
coupler affects the

stages is unnecessary, and by the simple
process of converting the H.F. valve into
a separate oscillator and doing away with
the tropadyne portion of the circuit.
Perhaps it would be well to mention here

also

that the new arrangement can be

adapted to any super -het. operating on the
ordinary fundamental harmonic principle,
and is therefore particularly useful if, say,

the prospective constructor has a set of

intermediate H.F. transformers, including
a filter, on hand.
The Oscillator Coupler.

Referring first to the theoretical circuit

of the arrangement, it will be seen the action

centres round an interesting, if simple,

This coupler consists of
a- grid; plate, and .a "reaction " coil which is
oscillator -coupler.

situated exactly in the centre of the first named two coils. The " reaction " coil is,
in

effect, an aerial coil, which must be

coupled equally to the grid and plate coils
for good results.

Should the reader not feel competent
enough to undertake* its construction, a
suitable one can be obtained from Messrs.
Peto-Scott, 77, City Road, London, E.C.1.
For the benefit of those who care to make
the coupler, the following particulars should
prove useful.

This photograph gives a clear indication of the
original layout of the Super -Het. described in " P.W," No. 196, and to
which the modifications dealt with in the accompanying article mainly refer.

a hole sufficiently large to take a length
of No. 16 S.W.G. copper wire (bare) should

be drilled through its exact diameter and
in.).
exactly in the centre of its width
The little former can then be wound with
11 -rums of No. 32 or 34 each side of the hole,

so that altogether 22 turns are wound on
in one length, the wire being taken over

will be clearly seen, from the accompanying

photographs (no reference should yet be

made to the wiring diagram).
The alterations to the original wiring, of

the set will be : removal of the tropadyne
unit, first potentiometer; H.F. transformer

(resistaformer) base, variable grid leak, and
(continued on next page.)
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I

FITTING A SEPARATE

" + HT "on foiswAn thyfr

(celled .4-")
4+

OSCILLATOR.
A

the alteration in the positions of the first
All the wiring of these

units can be destroyed

as well

FRAME
AERIAL

as the

connections to the two variable condensers.

Before rearranging or fitting the new
terminal must be

B
O002

components, another

fitted on the ebonite strip holding the frame

aerial terminals, and the - H.T. terminal
must be joined to - L.T. instead of + L.T.
The latter can easily be done by removing
the lead between the - H.T. terminal and
the left-hand filament socket of the seventh

valve holder, and connecting the
- H.T. terminal direct to the - L.T.

(last)

terminal instead.

Mounting the New Components.

A Peto-Scott panel mounting neutrodyne condenser can be fitted in the hole
which previously accommodated the first
potentiometer, and the hole left by the
variable grid leak can either be filled in with
a piece of ebonite or Chatterton's compound.
Another grid leak and condenser will then
be needed (.0002 mfd. and 2 megs.), a Lissenor Dubilier unit being O.K. for the purpose.
For the exact position of this, the oscillator
coupler and the two valve holders, reference

can be made to the two photographs and
the wiring diagram..

antermethete HF

Neut.Cond. (vernier)

(Continued from previous page.)

two valve holders.

+ HT

Ed/swan Ilmt

C//%77dX

or Peto.5cott

°se/Peter

Detector

Tapped Fiume Aerkil.

LT

BRAVYN BY 7Y.D.

CHIci, BY GVC
SERIAL N^ 8308

This theoretical diagram clearly shows the circuits of the first two stages subsequent to the alterations.

It is important, especially if grid and
plate leads are to be kept short (which is

that the valve
holders are arrange din the positions indicated

strongly recommended),

on the latter diagram, with the oscillator coupler leads facing the oscillator valve ;
and a .01 mid. fixed condenser (T.C.C.)
close up to both. This condenser is placed

across the outside leads of the grid and

plate coils and acts as a by-pass condenser
across the H.T. battery
With all the components now in position
and arranged as shown, the wiring can be

commenced, the wire used being No. 22
S.W.G. round tinned copper.

For best results all leads should be taken
direct from point to point, right-angle
bends being avoided.

So as to have a check on the wiring, a

D111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IN

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.

One side of the first rheostat to one

filament socket of the first detector valve
holder (other side of rheostat to + L.T.).
E
One side of the second rheostat to one
filament socket of the oscillator valve E.
holder (other side of rheostat to + L.T.).
Remaining filament sockets of both valve
E holders joined together, to one tag of the E
.01 mfd. fixed condenser and to the bottom F-

E
E

end of the bottom coil of the oscillator -2

= coupler (4) and to L.T.
" B " frame aerial terminal to one side

of the grid leak and condenser (.0002

=-7.. and 2 megs.) and to the moving vanes of
the first .0005 variable condenser.

Fixed vanes of same condenser to the

moving vanes of the neutrodyne condenser E

and to the " A " frame aerial terminal.
E

Other side of the grid leak and condenser
socket of the first detector valve E

E to the grid
E holder.

a

Top terminal of the frame aerial to one

lf=

lator coupler. Other end of " reaction "

end of the " reaction " coil of the oscil-

coil to the + L.T. filament socket of the E
= oscillator valve holder (to + L.T. via the
second rheostat).

Plate socket of the first detector valve
to the fixed vanes of the neutrodyne con- -E
1E. denser and to the first " P " terminal on
the Edison intermediate unit (or to the
= primary of the filter if other makes of
intermediate H.F. transformers are used).
Grid socket of the oscillator valve
holder to the inner end of the bottom coil
or oscillator coupler (3) and to the fixed E
S. vanes of the second '0005 variable eon-

denser.

Moving vanes of same condenser to the
plate socket of the oscillator valve holder E
= and to the inner end of the top coil of the
-7- oscillator coupler (2).
Outer end of same =
F.- coil to the remaining tag on the .01 mfd.
E fixed condenser and to the + H.T.
E terminal (previously representing the
1--2

H.F. valve).
This completes the wiring.

list of point-to-point connections is included and will be found above.
If all is correct, the soldered joints should

be carefully examined to see if any have
become " dry " (no uncommon occurrence.

Showing the disposition of the various components affected after the separate oscillator modification has been made.

(Continued on next page.)
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set is operating
properly) with the
potentiometer, the

FITTING A SEPARATE

two variable con-

OSCILLATOR.

densers

and the
frame aerial, other
controls being left
" set."

(Continued from previous page.)

unfortunately), and if also found O.K. the

Forty Stations,

receiver can b3 " hooked up."
During tests, all the + H.T. terminals,

For the benefit of
those who are interested in this super het., it may be
mentioned that one
made exactly as
above (a revision of
the one described in

except the last (for the L.F. valve), can be
joined together and one lead taken from

the whole, as the combination of valves
used will take approximately the same H.T.
voltage.

It should be pointed out that a centre

tapped franie aerial will be necessary with
this set, and a Peto-Scott or Climax is
recommended.

No.

196)

and situated
proximately

six

` .` P.W."

Final Adjustments.

from 2 L 0;

miles

Further, great care must be taken in

ap-

brings in regularly

seeing that the second .0005 variable condenser does net short-circuit.
Finally, do not expect to pick up distant
transmissions immediately, as it will take

at least 20 stations

on the loud speaker,
the log altogether
being 40 stations,

some time to understand the exact func-

remainder

the

tioning of the set.

either being receivable on the 'phones
or else being spoilt

The neutradyne condenser (which acts
as a small reaction condenser) should be
set about a quarter of the way in, and the
" reaction " coil on the oscillator -coupler

by Morse, heterodyning and other
forms of interfer-

set at about 45 degrees to the outside coils.

All controlling will be done (when the

ence.

A close-up of the new oscillator coupler. The first detector valve -holder can
be seen behind the coupler, with the oscillator valve -holder and '01 fixed
condenser in the foreground,

SUITABLE COMBINATIONS OF VALVES.

2 volts.

First detector.-Cossor red or plain top or Mullard P.M.1. H.F.

Oscillator.-Ediswan P.V.6 D.E., Osram D.E.6 or Mullard P.M.2.
Intermediate H.F.-Three Cossor red top, three Osram D.E.R., or three
Mullard P.M.1 H.F.
Second detector.-Cossor plain top, Mullard P.M.1 or Osram D.E.2 L.F.

L.F.-Cossor Stentor green top, Mullard P.M.2, Ediswan P.V.6 D.E.
or Osram D.E.6.
e

0

'0

.4-

00

Intermediate H.F.-Three Osram D.E.3b, three B.T.H. B.5.H., or three

,

0

0

se

12005./kr

4 volts.
First detector.--Osram D.E.3, B.T.H. B.5, Radio -Micro or Mullard P.M.3.
Oscillator.--Osram D.E.4, Mullard P.M.4 or Ediswan P.V.8 D.E.

000s,.,r
,

Mullard P.M.3.
Second detector.-Osram D.E.3, B.T.H. B5, or Mullard P.M.3.
L.F.-Mullard P.M.4, Osram D.E.4, Ediswan P.V.8 D.E., Radio -Micro
Power or Cosmos A.45.
6 Volts.
First detector.-Osram D.E.8 H.F., Mullard D.F.A.4 or B.T.H. R.
Oscillator.-D.E.5, B.T.H. BA or Mullard P.M.6.

..o

9A1

c

0

0
0

a

A.

0

Intermediate H.F.-Three Mullard D.F.A. 4, three D.E.5b or three

B.T.H. B.4.H.
Second detector.--Osram D.E.8 L.F., Cosmos A.45, Mullard D.F.A.4 or
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BROADCAST NOTES.

land; on Thursday, December 9th, is to be
broadcast from Newcastle Station.
New Wave -length Difficulties.

The chief troubles experienced in con-

The Broadcast Debate-Beethoven Centenary-Christmas Dancing-Community Singing at Newcastle-New Wave -length Difficulties-Queen's Hall
Broadcast?-The News Bulletins.

nection with the new wave -lengths are due

BY OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

Union of Broadcasters at Geneva, and

t

to the obstruction of the French Government, which ignores

the International

disregards its decisions. If this attitude is
continued it may become necessary for the

THE much - heralded Parliamentary
Debate on Broadcasting fizzled out.
Not more than twenty members of a
House of 600 were sufficiently interested to

put in an appearance. True, those who

were present were keen enough, but hardly

any of them had taken the trouble to acquaint themselves with the rudiments of
the problem. Nevertheless, the P.M.G.
had prepared his statement in expectation

The Eton Concert.

The end -of -term concert which is to be
relayed from Eton on Wednesday, December
8th, will include the overture " King Otho "

and Stanford's " Phn,udri,g Croboore " for
chorus and orchestra. The winner of the
House Instrument Competition will play a
pianoforte solo.

members of the Union to take reprisals by
blotting out, all French Government transmissions.

An Announcer's Adventures.

Those listeners who heard the special

message sent out from Daventry after the
morning shipping forecast, the other day,

may not have understood its full

Lord Northesk on Winter Sport.

Lord Northesk will broadcast on winter
sports in Switzerland on Tuesday, Decempear to be no real Intention at least on his ber 7th. Last year Lord Northesk won
part to apply the restrictive clauses of the both the Grand National and the Curzon
Charter. and Licence. If the P.M.G.'s.. Cup in tobogganing at St. Moritz.
of a critical House, and it was on the whole
eminently satisfactory. There would ap-

pledges are carried out, the Corporation

sent to Germany to undergo a special operation. The events leading up to this

operation are particularly romantic.

Mr.

McCulloch was taken
prisoner -of -War by the Ger-

mans on the Western Front.

all-

was badly wounded,
having one eye knocked out

He

important aspect of finance, the P.M.G. was
disposed to unexpected generosity. If the

present arrangement is inadequate he will
reconsider it in two years. The income of
the Corporation exclusive- of profits on
" Radio Times " will next year. not be leSs
than £800,000.

signi-

It was a greeting to Mr. .McCulloch, the R.B.C. announcer, who, had been
ficance.

should have considerably greater freedom

than the B.B.C. has had. On the

But it is still hoped that such

severe measures will be avoided.

by shrapnel, and three bullets
lodged in his lungs. The

Germans cared for him with
great skill, and miraculously

saved his life. But the
treatment is still unfinished
and the patient visits Ger-

The B.B.C. has been asking

for a million ; but I doubt if they really
expect to get more than £759,000. There
was considerable interest in a point made
by Sir Harry Brittain. This had to do with.

Many at intervals for further
attention.

the wording on the front cover of the White
Paper. It was stated there that the terms
of the Charter and Licence had been

A Queen's Hall Move.

clearly an inaccurate description, and some
unpleasantness was avoided by the reading

Mr. Roger Eckersley; the
head of B.B.C. programmes,
and Mr. Herman Dareswki,
Musical Director of People's
Popular Concerts, were seen

are imposed in accordance with Government

day. There is no doubt considerable significance in this
meeting. People's Popular
Concerts propose to take over

ments,

plans include active and continuous co-operation with the

" mutually agreed " betweeif the P.M.G.
and the Governors Designate of the Corporation. In the circumstances this was.
of Lord Clarendon's letter of acceptance.
In a case of a Charter or .Licence such as
these, there is no " give and take " in the
ordinary way of negotiation. Settlements

lunching together the other

decisions, and the wording is that of the
legal draftsmen of Government Depart-

the Queen's Hall, and their
B.B.C.

An Audition.

There is a good deal of curiosity about
the methods of the B.B.C. in conducting
auditions. This should be partly satisfied
by the mock audition that will be broadcast
from London on December 6th.

A Nativity Play.
A Mediaeval Nativity Play will be broadcast on December 22nd from 8 to 9 o'clock.
The Beethoven Centenary.
March 26th, 1927, is the Beethoven

Centenary, and the B.B.C. is making special
plans for an appropriate celebration. There

is likely to be a special Beethoven week,
including a Beethoven Concert broadcast
from the Queen's Hall.
Mass Telepathy.

There is to be a serious experiment in
broadcast mass telepathy on February 16th.
This is under the expert.management of the

Psychic Research Society, and will be
radiated after programme tints

News Collection by the B.B.C.

In view of the fact that

This five -valve rec:iver, which includes a cone loud speaker,
enjoys great popularity in the United States where it retails
for the reasonable sum of £21

Christmas Dancing.

stood to

There will be supplemented dance broad-

casts every night during Christmas week

from both London and Daventry.

On

Christmas Eve there will he an extension of
dance music to 2 a.m. at both stations.
John Ireland at Glasgow.
John Ireland, the eminent composer, will
visit the Glasgow Studio on Sunday,

December 5th, to conduct one of his own
works, in addition to playing a group of
his own pianoforte solos.
Community Singing at Newcastle.

Community Singing is taking on afresh
in the Newcastle area. The Community
Singing concert at Victoria Hall, Sunder -

there is so far no certainty of

a new agreement between
the broadcasters and the

PresS, the B.B.C. are under-

be making arrangements for
the collection of both news at home and
abroad if they are thrown back on their
own resources in this respect.

This would
be prodigiously expensive and surely
should be unnecessary.
Heavy Music Later.

Among the more pronounced tendencies
being observed in future programme
building is the putting' back of serious

music and the putting forward of light

Those who are fond of the lighter
brands of music will in futtire have their
music.

wishes gratified before nine o'clock; whereas the devotees of heavy harmbnies will get
more thrills after nine.
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BY the term " local interference"

in crystal reception, or in
valve reception, for that

matter, we include local generator

hum, interference from passing
electric trains or cars, and other

INTERFERENCE
STA

more or less persistent noises which
are, in general, due to the presence

in the set of stray currents set

up by similF causes.. Local interference, in the sense in which
it is used in this article, does
not include disturbances in reception due to the mistaken activities of

between the body and

the earth.

Theoretically, some of the actual

some neighbouring oscillator.

In many districts favourably situated

for crystal reception, troubles of the above
description are fairly common, and in some
cases the trouble attains such a degree of
intensity as to render comfortable reception
totally impossible.
Can be Cured.

Crystal set owners who are subjected to

the above trouble may be divided into

two general classes with reference to the

frame

of

and other similar causes.

By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.
(Staff Consultant.)

mind in
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regard

to prevent the eleetrical:generators situated

which they
the

annoyance.
Members of

the first
class, being
more or less

technic ally

minded

rapidly
diagnose the

trouble, and
Fig. 1. A wall pattern.

An article of special interest to all
listeners, and especially those using
crystal sets, troubled by interference
from electric trains, trams, mains,

then take

the requisite
steps to put an end to it. Individuals belonging to the second class mentioned
above (and they are surprisingly numerous),
however, adopt a different attitude. They

in the neighbourhood from broadcasting
their unwelcome buzzes and hums. What
we have to do in such, cases as these is to
adopt some means whereby the locally
generated interference is prevented from
reaching the set ; or, if it does reach the

set, of leading it away to earth in such
a manner that the signals are not diminished

in strength.
The " classical " method of preventing
interference of this nature consists in the
use of a counterpoiSe,aerial, in place of the
earth. Such an aerial may be erected by
providing an aerial identical in dimensions
with the elevated aerial, and by suspending it immediately under the main aerial

seem to regard the presence of a persistent
hum in the headphones of the set as a sort
of incurable visitation of Providence, and,
with a fortitude worthy of better ends, they
proceed to sit back and endure the trouble
to the best of their ability.
Now, all this sort of radio martyrdom is
quite unnecessary. For, as a rule, the

of the set, and at a distance of about

of noises
due to local
electrical

A Practical Illustration.

elimination

attain-

ment. Let

us, therefore, deal

ances is to attach a bare wire to the earth
terminal of the set, and to let it dangle on
the floor, preferably in contact with some
metallic object. In many cases, this procedure will result in the complete elimination of the disturbances.
In many houses there is placed behind the
wallpaper a layer of lead foil (known in the

noticed when this method is put into
operation.

method is wonderfully effective.

of

putting an

to

troubles of
this nature.

Now, it

But

that it

Fig. 2. The tinfoil strip method.

Fig. 3.

Screening the base of a cabinet.

decorating trade as " laminated lead "), the

image, during the whole of the listening in period. Hence some more suitable
means of procedure must be adopted.
The success of the above method is due
to the fact that when a finger is placed on
the earth terminal of the set the currents

object of the lead foil being to prevent

away to earth via the body, and in virtue
of the capabity leakage which is set up

the annoyance will cease immediately.

responsible for the - interference are led

obvious

is
impossib 1 e

of

one foot above the ground. This method
is effective, but the use of the counterpoise aerial is, in most cases, inconvenient, and. what is more, some
decrease in signal strength is usually

naturally one cannot stand, finger on
earth terminal of the set, like a wooden

with some
of the best

is

A simple method of getting rid

generator

in the 'phones, you will almost invariably be. able to make this noise disappeareby the simple method of placing
a slightly moistened finger on the earth
terminal of the set. In fact, even in
very bad cases this moistened finger

quite easy

end

Quite Successful.

Let us consider another point now.

a matter

modes

terminal of the set, the current reading

decreased to 52 microamps., the annoying
hum entirely disappeared and, at the same
time, no appreciable difference in the signal
strength of the broadcast could be detected
by the headhpones.

If your crystal set gives a continual hum

reception is
of

signal current received
by, the set is led away
also, but this current is
so small that it does not make any appreciable difference in the signal strength of
the reception. As a matter of illustration,
a crystal set troubled with a most annoying
generator hum gave a current reading of
58 micro -amps. when its 'phone terminals
were connected up to a sensitive microammeter. On placing a finger on the earth

the dampness of the wall from reaching the
wallpaper. Now, if this protecting device
exists in the house, an easy cure of generator
hum in radio reception can be made. Simply

run a lead from the earth terminal of the
set to the lead foil under the paper, and
(Continued on next page)

sot
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Fig. 1 depicts a wall pattress situated in
an ordinary room. For a considerable
distance around the room, sheets of lead
foil have been placed under the wallpaper

The method of " screening " is also of
very great use for eliminating local electrical disturbances.

Such

a method

is

readily_ put into practice by pasting a
number of strips along the inner sides and

base of the cabinet containing the set.
The metal strips are all interconnected,
and a wire lead is taken from them to a
large sheet of tin or leads foil, which is pasted

on to the outside base of the
cabinet. The metal foil is

rearrangement of the aerial does not completely eliminate the interference, it will
almost invariably be found to do so if one
of the methods outlined above is brought
into operation.

Finally, two novel methods of dealing
with bad disturbance troubles may be of
interest to the experimenter. I do not put
these methods forward as being absolutely

heavily sliellacked in order to
prevent the possibility of any

short circuit being set up if
any- of the connecting Wires

the receiver happen to
touch the metal foil inside
of

the cabinet.
Screening.

A cabinet so treated with
tinfoil on its inside is shown
at Fig. 2, whilst Fig.

depicts the outside base of
the same cabinet. Iri both
cases, ,the tinfoil used has
been cemented to the cabinet

with ordinary paste, and a
thick layer of pure shellac
in order to keep out the damp. The wall . varnish has been applied to
pattress illustrated is one of many which
the surface of the foil.
are wired up to a central crystal set. A
Such an arrangement forms
lead is taken from one of the" pattress a screen which, in many cases,
-

terminals to the lead sheet under the wallpaper.

(In actual fact, the lead is run

under the wallpaper, but in the photograph
shown at Fig. 1 .a duplicate lead is included merely for the sake of illustration.)

A new American Amplion hornless loudspeaker which retails at
about £6 in the United States.

prevents interfering currents from reaching
the coils of the set. Any interfering current
flowing into the set from the aerial may be
eliminated by making a connection between

the underside of the earth terminal of the
set and one' of the strips of
metal foil on the inner side

of the cabinet. Under these
conditions, stray currents are

earthed via :the metal foil
strips, and the capacity leakage due to the sheet of metal

foil on the outer base of the
cabinet,

Two Novel Methods.

VERY HIGH

RESISTANCE

Another met hod of eliminating local electrical disturb-

CONTAiN/NG

AN/I./NE

ances, such as those due to

passing electric trains and cars,

AND

and to the presence in the

EUREKA

neighbourhood of electrical
generators, -consists in placing

E2ECTAIILICS

a small fixed condenser (with
EARTH

or without a variable high -

fia .37

resistance grid leak across it)

in circuit between the earth

end of the variometer, or

Now, before this system was rigged up,
the owner of the crystal set (situated seven

other tuner used in the set, and the crystal

troubled incessantly with local generator

may fail to act owing to the

miles from a main B.B.C. station) was

hum in the headphones. The above method

of earthing the set, however, has resulted
in a complete cure.
Extension Leads.

It may be mentioned, in passing, that

crystal set owners who run leads from

their sets up and down the house are very
much lest troubled with interference than
are indiViduals who merely connect their

'phones' directly to the panel of the set.

In cases,of slight generator hum, the adoption of long 'phone extensions up and down

the house Will remove the trouble, some
slight capacity leakage of the offending
currents occurring in the 'phone extension
leads.

cup.
Such an arrangement is shown at
Fig. 4. In some cases, however, this method

effective, but nevertheless, they are ones
which I have seen in actual experimental
practice, and, from all appearances, they
would seem to give promising results.

The first of these methods consists in

placing

an

extremely

high

resistance

directly between the aerial and the earth.

A small cylindrical vessel containing aniline,
or some other organic oil of high resistance,

contains two electrodes consisting of fine
Eureka wire. The electrodes are situated
at variable distances apart (generally about
an inch and a half). The whole arrange-

ment is then placed in circuit directly
between the aerial and the earth, as
indicated in the diagram, Fig. 5, the idea

being to short away the disturbing currents
without interfering with the actual reception
currents. On paper, the idea certainly
does not look at all promising, but nevertheless in actual practice it has been foUnd to
be fairly efficient.

The second method takes the form of

having a special aerial wire composed of
the usual enamel insulated 7/22's wire,
over which is wound a single layer of well
insulated wire of about No.. 30's gauge.
The turns of the latter wire are spaced at

a distance of approximately one inch apart,
and both ends of this winding are earthed,
in the manner shown in the diagram, Fig.fi.'

shortino of some of the signal
current. Nevertheless, for the

amateur who is persistently
bothered with local interference troubles, the method is

certainly worth while experimenting with.
Disturbandes in crystal reception set up through passing

w
TURNS

AISCaAmes
./PACED

Of Tiov

M'Re (4P 9)

LI;VAMEi INSULATED

,i/ERIAz

JZ7

(721)

tramcars and electric trains
are

sometimes

eradicated

merely by altering the direction of the aerial. The aerial

Z4/775 rANBE coNNscr.e-BAs
AL TEAW.477VE EXP4W441Z/V7

should, whenever possible; be.

run in a direction at right
angles to the source of the
distUrbances.

If this simple

)
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will
have noticed

READERS
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on page 1 of
" Radio Notes and
News" in this issue
an announcement

published by the

crlficisms,

CURRENT TOPICS
....
+e+ -+++s-.*
By THE EDITOR.
" P.W." and the Radio Press Ltd. New Queries Scheme-Major
Corbett Smith's New Book-The Geneva Wavelength Changes

concerning the
change in proprietorship of certain organs

805

*-4-0-

Radio Press, Ltd.,

viz. " Wireless," " Modern Wireless," and

" The Wireless Constructor."

The purchase has been effected by the

proprietors of POPULAR WIRELESS, the

Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., and in

future " Wireless "-the 2d. wireless weekly,
recently produced by the Radio Press-will
be incorporated with this journal.
As our readers know, some weeks ago we

We should like to take this opportunity of
wishing Mr. Scott -Taggart every success in
his new venture, and we are sure our readers
will join with us in expressing the hope that
he will continua to write from time to time

his valuable and interesting articles on

wireless subjects.

We hope to publish further details concerning the future of the above -mentioned

invited Mr. Percy W. Harris, late Editor

journals in early issues of those journals

of " The Wireless Constructor," to produce

and in POPULAR WIRELESS.

a special eight -page supplement for the
constructor in this journal. The success of
this supplement has been very great, and
we are pleased to announce that now that
we have acquired " The Wireless Con-

An Amusing Book.

structor," we have invited Mr. Percy W.
Harris to edit it.
The Radio Supplement.

The special supplement conducted by
Mr. Harris in POPULAR WIRELESS will, in

due course, be discontinued in its present

form, but Mr. Harris will still continue

special constructional and other technical
articles in these pages, so readers of

We have received from Major. Corbett -

station, a booklet entitled : " Our Radio
Programmes; What is Wrong and Why,"
published at the price of is. net by Messrs.
John Bale, Sons & Danielson, Ltd., of
83-91, Great Titchfield Street, London,
W.1.

Major Corbett -Smith sets himself out to
teach the B.B.C. how to run the business,
especially the programme side of the busi11 III I 11111111111111 1 1111 111 111111111111M 1 1 11111 1 1111111111111 1 1111 11 1111V

NEXT WEEK

of his invaluable knowledge of amateur

radio technique.

In the meantime, will readers who have
in the past purchased any of the above mentioned journals please make it known
to their friends that a change in proprietorship has been effected. Incidentally, many

GREATLY ENLARGED XMAS
DOUBLE NUMBER.
Same Price 3d. !
Look

out

for

readers of the Radio Press journals may
be wondering as to how their queries in
connection with sets described in those
journals will be dealt with.
In the course of a few issues of POPULAR
WIRELESS, full details about the new Query

" THE KING OF THE AIR."

Scheme in connection with POPULAR WIRE-

Percy Harris.

LESS, " Modern Wireless " and " The Wireless Constructor " will be published, but we
can now announce in this issue that Mr. G. P.
Xendall, B.Sc., has joined our staff, and will
occupy the position of Chief of the Queries
Department, while Mr. P. R. Bird, who has
hitherto filled that position, has been transferred to another important editorial appointment in connection with POPULAR WIRELESS

-LE

"P.W.'s " special

coloured cover Xmas Double Number,
on Sale next Thursday. It will be full
of first-rate features, including the first
published details of

A new and original receiver by Mr.
Mr.

Marconi also

explains many

points about the " Beam " System ; Captain Eckersley, Captain Round and other
well-known people will also contribute
to our Xmas Double Number.

Order Your Copy Now !
--7t111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ll

and the two other magazines mentioned.
Blue Print Service.

The free Blue Flint service hitherto
carried on by the Radio Press will be re-

vised, and particulars will be published very

shortly. We have every intention of continuing to maintain the high standard set

by Mr. John Scott -Taggart, the founder of

" Modern Wireless " and " The Wireless
Constructor," and it is our intention to

invite Mr. Scott -Taggart to contribute from
time to time, not only to POPULAR WIRELESS but to " Modern Wireless " and " The
Wireless Constructor,"
As our readers are well aware, Mr. John
Scott -Taggart has relinquished his control

of the Radio Press and has commenced
active operations as a valve manufacturer,

department can

only be referred to

as being one-sided
and illogical.
Here is a

quotation of Major

Corbett-Smi th's
of the programmes

department:

" One industrial firm appointed a Director
of Programmes. He was an enthusiast on
the technical side, well-known during the
Great War and a capable journalist.

But, again, art and entertainment were
quite outside his ken. Another firm appointed an Organiser of Programmes-a
young Flying Officer lately returned from
trying to teach the Chinese something of
the science. He, too, very naturally knew
nothing of enlightenment work. . , A
.

Smith, one time director of the Cardiff

POPULAR WIRELESS will not lose the benefit

indeed

of the programmes

Controller or Chief of Staff was appointeda retired Admiral of the Royal Navy. He,

too, had no knowledge of entertainment
work, and:as a Senior Naval Officer his outlook on the subject may be readily gauged."
These criticisms of gentlemen who have

helped to make a great success of British
Broadcasting are made by one who himself

has now left the staff of the B.B.C., and
cannot be regarded as up to date.

But it is futile to go on criticising this

little booklet. Although it makes amusing

reading, it is absolutely of no value as a

constructive criticism of British Broadcasting matters, and we can only hope that
in future Major Corbett -Smith will leave
broadcasting alone and turn his undoubted
energies in te direction of matters of which
he is more competent to criticise,
The New Wave -lengths.

More details about the effect of the change

in wave-Iengths continue to come into this
office. The results in the North of England
seem to be as anticipated. There seems to

be a loss of reception from all the Relay
Stations and of interrupted reception from
two main stations, Birmingham and Aber-

deen.

Reception from these and the remaining British stations within range seem
to vary considerably, but are at all times,
according to the reports we have received,
in conflict with other transmissions, resulting in a heterodyne whistle. Owing to the

change of the wave -length of Newcastle
from 404 to 312.5 metres, many listeners in

that district have had to make alterations
in their sets ; but, on the whole, it seems
that reception shows an improvement.

ness, and although there is much amusing
reading in his pages and all the signs and
portents of a good amateur journalist, his

Further Reports Required.

arguments are somewhat fallacious.
Major Corbett -Smith has, in fact, attempted to emulate and to put into practice
that old saying : " Teach your grandmother
to suck eggs ! " He has undoubtedly

the latter working on 3061 metres, although,
as has been pointed out, this may be caused
by Marseilles or Leningrad working on
.
309'3 and 310 metres respectively.

failed.

Illogical Criticisms.

His remarks about the B.B.C. are by no
means harsh but, on the other hand, there
is an air of condescending superiority in his
criticisms which makes one glad that Major
Corbett -Smith is not on the Board of the
new B.B.C. We venture to think that Major
Corbett -Smith has absolutely no idea of
what constitutes a popular programme. His

There has been some.heterodyne trouble
between this station and Bournemouth,

We hear that 2 L 0 is now received in

the north-east district at a greatly enhanced

strength and, on the whole, Continental
stations are now being received with greater
ease.

We should welcome further reports from
readers in other parts of the country, for it

is only by collating these reports that a
really satisfactory idea as to the efficiency

of the new wave -length scheme can be
gauged.
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In its essentials, the new form of water
loud speaker consists of a heavy wooden
cabinet in which is securely mounted a
metal horn, fitted at both ends with a skin

THE TWO -PLATE VALVE

diaphragm. The smaller diaphragm

Some details of a recent development that is being tested out in France.

By 0. J. RANKIN.

*4-4

4.*

MANY French amateurs are now busy
experimenting with a new type of
valve which was recently placed on

the market by the Compagnie Radio technique, and, judging by the few reports

received up` to the time of writing these

remarks, it would seem that some extremely
interesting' developments are likely to take
place in the near future. The valve, which
is called the " lampe bi-plaque," has, as its
name implies, two separate plates, the

The development of new circuits for use
with these valves is naturally attracting the
attention of many experimenters who, like
most of us here, have
almost reached "saturation point" as far as
circuit designing is concerned, and in this

respect the two -plate
valve is regarded as
something really new,
and- given very warm

is

vibrated by means of an ordinary electromagnetic telephone receiver into which the
signal current from the receiving set is fed
in the usual manner.
The instrument is illustrated in sectional
fashion in the diagram Fig. 1. It will be

observed that the horn must be coinPPE FOR FILLING COMPLETELY MTN WATER

/1/000EW

130X

ORO/NARY',/01/05rEAKER
40/APHRAGM

lu..Erza-aliarr,,Tams
113=2:811111111r.v.momm

T

4/44/BRAive
1100:0100

welcome.

Whether
it will
eventually replace the
Z&IPHRAGM
ordinary single plate
libo,oen ..5e/P,o,er
A.0744.5TMENT
valve is, of coure, a
matter to be yet
proved. French techLARGE HORN COMPLETELY FILLED WITH MITER RESONA77N6
nicians have reported
CHAMBER
very favourably on its
possibilities, and many
" fans " declare it is the much hoped for pletely filled with water, and for, this
" invention revolutionaire " of the radio purpose a water vent or entrance is pro
world.
vided so that the liquid can completely fill

jd

the horn and be brought up to a higher

level than the highest portion of the latter.

t

THE LATEST IN
LOUD SPEAKERS
From a Correspondent.

I

Amplified Sound.

t

Water, as is well known, is extremely
incompressible, and, in fact, it is upon this
characteristic property that the functioning

WHILST much careful thought and
ingenuity has been expended on
research into

resonance problems

connected with the development of loud
speakers, it is perhaps rather surprising

of all hydraulic devices rests. If, now,
the smaller skin diaphragm of the water
horn is compressed, a wave will travel

through the water and will cause the
larger skin
outwards.

diaPhragm

to

be pushed

that until now very little attention has

been given to any serious effort to replace

arrangement of same being shown in the
accompanying sketch. The mutual capa-

city of the plates is said to be practically nil.
Push -Pull Amplification.

So far the most successful circuit used
in conjunction with these valves consists
of two stages of H.F. amplification with
push-pull " transformer couplings, valve
detector, and two stages of push-pull "
L.F. amplification.
circuit is given below.

The

undeveloped

It is claimed that
for sensitivity and good loud undistorted
signals such an arrangement leaves nothing

to be desired, and that by adding an extra

stage of L.F. amplification the circuit is capable of operating three large loud speakers.

the vibrating column of air in a loud speaker

with another sound -transmitting medium,
to wit, a liquid.
Recently, however, a French journal has
published an article in which is described
a new form of - loud speaker in which the
greater portion of the resonating column
of air is replaced by water. The basic idea
of a liquid as a transmitter of vibrations is,
of course, not new. In fact, a system of
transmitting vibrational impulses through
a column of oil was employed during the
late war for the purpose of synchronising

0

0
0

valve

cabinet

Mr. A. W.
Edward Road, Ed?.
by

bullets fired from an aeroplane machine gun

with the revolutions of the propeller. In

this way it became possible for the observer

in the 'plane to actually fire through the

revolving propeller
without in any way

III

1/4.

A handsome three receiver constructed
Bland,' of 45.

3

hitting the blades.
In the past, also,
there are quite a num-

ber of experiments
which have been
carried out in the sphere

of sound transmission
through liquids, but
nevertheless the present hydraulic form of

loud speaker, said to
be the invention of a
M. Polatzek, appears to

be the first of its kind.

Further, water being so greatly incompressible, the wave transmission througl
it will not be liable to become distorted in
any way at all. Thus, if clear and accurate
reproduction of the transmitted speech or
music is attained at the small diaphragm,
this undistorted

reproduction

will

be

faithfully transmitted through the water,
and will give rise to a greater volume of
sound at the larger diaphragm.
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(Christmas in Three Weeks)

TWO GIANTS IN PERFORMANCE

-

Now a LISSENOLA HORN

as well as a

UNIT !

12" flare 1316
14" flare 1716

1316

Sold separately or
with LISSENOLA
Unit complete.

;\

THE CHALLENGE:

the LISSENOLA Horn fitted to itmade in 12 -in. and 14 -in. flares-we
challenge comparison of this fine
combination against any loud speaker

selling at any price up to £20-that
means any loud speaker on the
market irrespective of price. Yet
this LISSENOLA combination will

only cost you 31/-. Compare what
you pay for an expensive loud speaker
with what this fine LISSENOLA
combination costs you.
LTD.,

8 -16,

you do not prefer the
LISSENOLA Combination to any
other loud speaker for tone, quality
If

Try the LISSENOLA Unit now with

LISSEN

Sold separately or
with LISSENOLA
horn complete.

FRIARS

and volume, your money will be
willingly refunded, if you ask your
dealer within 7 days of purchase.
If you already have a LISSENOLA
Unit, now get this handsome factory made LISSENOLA horn, 12 in. or
14 in. flare-GET IT NOW BEFORE
CHRIST M A S. If unable to obtain from
your dealer send direct, and add 2 - to
price to cover part cost of packing and
carriage. AND PLEASE MENTION
DEALER'S NAME AND ADDRESS.

YOU CAN NOW OBTAIN THE

LISSENOLA UNIT COMPLETE WITH

FINE HORN-or purchase either separately. Any dealer will obtain for you.
LANE,

RICHMOND,

SURREY

Managing Director : Thomas N. Cole)
1,

.A.
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BEI.gALIIN

VALVE HOLDER
This is the usual view of the
Benjamin Valve Holder without
attachments.

Price 2/9 each.

The one-piece

spring feature
This

is

a

BENJAMIN Anti-Microphonic Valve Holder

turned upside down. The four metal strips you see are
the patent BENJAMIN one-piece springs-each a complete

length of tempered metal, cut and shaped to form the
VALVE HOLDER
AND GRID LEAK
Nickel -plated copper clips on a
rigid insulating bar carry a Dubilier Dumetohm 2 megohm Grid
Leak. Wiring and space saved,
perfect connections assured.

Price 5/3 complete.

soldering tag and the valve pin socket, and the spring.
Most anti-microphonic valve holders have in place of

this two or three strips of metal soldered or rivetted
together.
In time, the joints work loose and become
The BENJAMIN Valve Holder with its one-piece
spring feature overcomes this difficulty.
The .BENJAMIN Valve Holder has also four other important
`noisy.'

features:-

(1) It allows the valve to float in any direction.
(2) Valves can be inserted or removed easily and
safely.

Valve legs cannot possibly foul the baseboard.
Both terminals and soldering tags are provided.
This world-famous component, which trebles the life of
your valves and completely disperses all microphonic
noises, can be purchased either alone or with the attachments shown on the left. So!el by radio retailers everywhere.
(3)
(4)

VALVE HOLDER, GRID
LEAK AND CONDENSER
The same as above but with the
addition of a Dubilier Fixed Condenser (.00O3 mfd.). Grid Leak
can be in series or parallel. Wiring entirely dispensed with, space
saved, installation simplified,
connection troubles banished.

Price 7/- complete.
PATENT NOS:
250431-1925
REGD. DESIGN: No. 714847

222085-1923

Clearer Cone, Anti-microphonic

VALVE HOLDER
British Made

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Brantwood

BENJAMIN-Makers

Works

of

Tottenham,

things

London,

more

N.17

useful

19213.
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24.Te Quest For the

'Cold Valve`
There is a fortune awaiting the inventor of a valve that needs no L.T. supply --the told
valve. In this article our Contributor discusses some of the problems to be overcome
before such a valve can be made possible.

FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

*

-4- 0-

1 -0 -

Thus, on account. of the
widely increasing interest in the subject,
practical use.

ticks called " electrons," revolvint, round
the nucleus, in a manner similar to that in
which the earth and the planets revolve
round the sun. The electrons revolving

it is proposed in this article to place before
the reader some considerations concerning

the matter, and to indicate, also, some of

round the nucleus of the atom are therefore

the general lines upon which the cold valve
of the future may ultimately come about.
H APS i

known as " nuclear electrons."

we use the term in an

PERextremely wide sense, the cold valve

may be said to be, and, indeed, to.

have long been, an accomplished fact. For,
after all, the multitudinous variety of
crystal rectifiers, film coherers, electrolytic

ANODE

viding a one-way conducting path for

EzEcrRoN

oscillatory

current

electrons.

im-

rReAn-f

Dream of the Future.
The common and acknowledged usage of
the term " cold valve,': however, has a very

definite implication, a meaning which is
very greatly different from that expressed
by any other term. The hypothetical " cold
valve" nowadays is taken to mean some
type of rectifying and amplifying device
which will work on a principle similar to
that of the present-day valve, and which
will only differ fundamentally from the
latter in possessing some means of generating a steady, abundant and perfectly
controllable electron stream without the
aid of filament heating arrangements and the
like.
xRa er

SeR,, no,

,',- - ,...-

I

AO
art

ORIV, ' BY

Ica/

-----0

. ..

B 3B4

AM'ENT
CONS/57/N6
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SMALL QUANTITY

OF A
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The basic fact the application of which

makes the present-day valve possible is, as
every reader is aware, the well-known

1

/Vacteus a THE OUTER RANETARY ELECTRONS
"PEPOLINNG ROUND

Suoh an ideal valve is, of course, entirely
in the nature of a dream of the future. It
is very' definitely not a praCtical proposition'
at the present day. Nevertheless, there is

growing evidence of the fact that serious
attention is being turned towards the possibility

of producing such a valve

for

around which a number of electrons revolve

in planetary fashion. An atom itself, however, is quite a neutral body. Tints we

conclude that the positive charge on the

nucleus is -just balanced by the combined
negative charges of the planetary or 'outer
revolving electrons.
Fig. 1 will serve to make the aTove
explanat i o n

rather more

clear.

It

shows the

constituti o n
of an atom of
the metal

day valve filainent ' in action is nothing
more or less than an electron fountain. It
emits a continuous. stream of electrons in
all directions, and it is a portion of this

three positive charges
on the nu-

surface of a heated filament. The present-

Electron Emission.

ZJEORET/CAL REPRESENTAT/ON OF A

In an atom, as we have seen, there is a
central nucleus of protons and electrons.

lithium. In a
lithium atom

matter to the reader.
LIB/TN/UM/470A1, 5NON/N6 THE CENTRAL

Construction of the Atom.

principle of electronic emission from the

electron stream which is used as the current
conducting path in the valve. All of
which will, no doubt, be perfectly familiar

,

1,

The nucleus of the atom consists of an
agglomeration of electrons, and positively
charged particles called " protons." And
Maher, as the central nucleus of the' atom
is always found to be positively charged as

a whole, it follows that there are always
more protons in the nucleus than there are

detectors. and other rectifying devices of
an allied nature are nothing else but cold
working valve -like arrangements for prohigh -frequency
pulses.

termed' " planetary electrons," whilst the
electrons in the nucleus of the atoms are

Now let us consider in rather more detail
the nature of electron emission. According
to the modern theories concerning the con-

stitution of matter, an atom is no longer
considered to be the hard, solid, impenetrable particle of matter which the earlier
scientists believed It to be. It is now
certain that an atom is really a very complex system of electrically charged particles.

Every atom contains a central nucleus,
and one or more negatively charged par -

there are
cleus,

these

being balanced by a

like number

of negatively
charged electrons revolv-

ing around
the nucleus.

When a

current

of

electricity

ows
through a

f

1

The three electrodes of the present

day valve-the filament, grid and plate.

wire, what really happens *is that there is
an interchange of electrons between the
atoms of the wire, and it is this exceedingly
(Continued on next page.)
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THE QUEST FOR THE
COLD VALVE.
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(Crmlinved from prezioua. page.)

*

rapid electron drift which forms the current.

It must be noted, however, that only the
planetary electrons of the atom are concerned in this electron drift, the nuclear
electrons. being too firmly fixed to be moved

in that manner.

When a wire or a filament is heated,
the energy of the planetary electrons in-

creases, so much so that a number of them
literally jump out of the attractive sphere
of the nucleus of the atom. Thus, a valve
filament heated to redness is continuously
ejecting electrons from its surface owing to,
the additional energy of motion -which has
been given to the electrons by the influence
of heat.
Action of Heat.

We have now .two important facts to

The first is that, as in the case of a
wire carrying a current, only the planetary
electrons are affected by the heating energy,
notice.

and that the electrons associated with the

protons in the atomic nucleus remain

The second fact about which we
ought to be quite clear is that it is not
fixed.

valves, and the development of this basic
idea within the last few years- has resulted

force in the atom, and their production is
wellnigh a perpetual one, for a radium salt

even at a temperature very considerably

of beta ray electrons for at least 20,000

electron emission equal to that obtained

Different Principle Required.

In a cold valve working on this principle,
the radium salt contained in a small
capsule would take the place of the filament
as it stands at present. This would be sealed
up in the valve, together with the anode and

In view of the great improvements which
have been made and are still being effected

to take the place of these components.

in the production of- valve filaments which,

will go ,on generating a continuous stream

below that Of dull red heat, give rise to an

years.

from a plain tungsten filament working- at
bright red heat.

A sketch of this hypothetical future
in the sphere of these low temperature
emitting filaments, one is sometimes apt_ cold valve employing a radium compound
rather hastily to conclude that it is in this is given at Fig. 2, and it is interesting to
direction that the -solution of the cold valve compare it with an actual photograph of the
internal parts of the present-day valve
lies. A little thought, however, will show
(Fig. 3), and also with an illustration
that such a soluof the valve's precursor-the Edison
tion to the
electric lamp of 1879 (Fig. 4).
problem is impossible. For,
It would probably be possible to produce
-

as only 'the

always

It is the heat energy which

does the trick, and the filament current is

only used on account of its extremely great
convenience for use in heating the filament.

All material bodies emit electrons to a

greater or less extent when they are heated,

but, nevertheless, they do not all emit the

same number of electrons at the same
a .3

ta

(7

could not, after all, be called excessive.
A Further Method.

The principle of the cold-wOrking radium

valve would be baSed on the fact that

needed in order

electrons f r o
their orbits. The

Fig. 4.

uTiloigerie= of the

does this in the
most convenient way is heat energy, and
although it is very 'possible, of course, that
filaments may be devised which will be able
to give a satisfactory electronic emission at

temperatures even still lower than those at

which the present dull emitter filaments

work; it is -never:thole,* a logical conclusion

that a valve working on this principle will
always require some external source of
energy, however small, to be applied to its
filament in order to get same of the
planetary electrons away from the attractive spheres of the atoms.
The cold valve, therefore, must of necessity be devised on a different principle. Such
a valve requires a filament, or something in

place of the filament, which will emit a
satisfactory stream of electrons without
the application of any external source of

METAL

energy.

SPHERE

its temperature is raised to a bright red

heat at least.
If, however, such a filament is given a
coating of certain rare metal oxides, or if
similar materials are incorporated in the

body of the filament, the latter, under

these conditions, becomes endowed with

the property of beino, able to emit an
abundant stream of _electrons at a very

much lower temperature. This forms the

principle of the well-known dull emitter

represented two metallic objects mounted
on insulating stands. If such objects are
equally electrified, the spherical one will
retain its charge for a long period, -hilt the

rays* from radium are really positively
charged atoms of helium. The beta rays

battery. Rapid accumulation of the charge

larly the salts of radium. Radium and its
off an electron stream sufficiently abundant
to form the conducting path in a valve until ,

rise to still further waves.
Another suggested principle for the basis
of a cold valve was put forward some five
or six years ago, and, indeed, a few experiments were carried but on the subject.
Glance at Fig. 5 for a mothent. Here are

various compounds

The Radium Valve.

Now we have a number of spontaneously
electron -emitting materials available in the
form of the radio -active substances, particu-

temperature. To take a practical example.
A plain tungsten filament does not throw

would surely cause trouble, especially in
view of the fact that the gamma rays of
radium (short-wave ether vibrations) give

charge on the pear-shaped body will quickly
leak off at the pointed end.
Now, by having bodies which are
sharpened off to extremely fine ;points, and
by charging them up electrically, it is
possible to produce a silent diScharge from
the sharp point. This discharge is, of course,

/ /V SC/1117/ NG

TAA/Og

act as permanent
emitters of electrons. However, the radium
valve is not so practicable as it looks at first
sight. In fact, the whole idea is; a veritable
quagmire of snags. In the first place, the
electron stream emitted in the form of beta
rays from radium compounds is absolutely
uncontrollable in amount,
Again, in an'ordinary valve, nothing but
electrons are shot off from the filament. In
a radium cold valve, however, the emanation from the " filament " would consist of
negatively charged electrons, - positively
charged helium atoms, and short-wave ether
vibrations all mixed up together. These
radium compounds

be

energy which

emit electrons.

time, but for a few thousand lifetimes,

filament, it follows that some
external supply
of energy must

electron emission. A wire will emit electrons

it is not the current passing through the
filament which serves to make the latter

such a valve would last not only for one life-

cerned i n this'
electron o m fission from the

to displace the

is an electron emitter also. Thus, in a valve

commercial cold valves of this nature at a
cost round about £15-4.20, a price which,
considering the fact that with ordinary care

outer planetary
electrons of the
atom are con-

necessary to pass a current through a
filament or a wire in order to obtain an
if it is heated to redness in the flame of a
candle. A red-hot poker or soldering iron

grid, or, alternatively, some other device

all emit perfectly
spontaneously three types of emanation or
rays," these being known as the " alpha,"
" beta," and " gamma " rays. The alpha

comprise electrons, pure and simple, whilst
the gamma rays are, not material particles
at all, but are in 'reality a species 'of wave.'
motion in the ether. ,
.

It would be. with the beta rays that the

.

nothing else than a stream of electrons.
In a valve the filament might he replaced
by a pointed metallic body.. This body
would derive its charge from the H.T.
on its surface would take place, and then
the charge would leak off continuously in
the form of an electron stream.

The reader will now see that the cold

valve is really a very difficult proposition.

prodnction of a radium cold valve would be "Nevertheless, it is not to he doubted that
The electrons which comprise at some future time-probably a distant
the beta rays collie -from .the nuclei of the one-the cold and permanent valve will
atoms. They are shot out spontaneously make its appearance and oust all its
by__ some __mysterious internal disruptive predecessors,

concerned.
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LOUD SPEAKER,
Cultured refinement, uneqUalled

delicacy,

accuracy

and fidelity of reproduction are idealized in the new
GECoPHONE Cone Loud Speaker. The artistic lines

give to it a charm of its own ; and the coin -bronze finish
of the metalwork, with the self -coloured and beautifully grained cone, place this instrument far above the ordinary.
It

is

perfectly balaneed, the base being heavy and generous in

dimensions.

I

The cone can be tilted to any angle desired.
The moderate price of the GECoPHONE Cone Loud Speaker permits
all to experience the joys of pride of possession, and the infinite satisfaction that ensues after the best has been strived for, and gained.

PRICE SIX GUINEAS'

,GEC0PHON
BRITAIN'S BEST BROADCASTING
SETS AND LOUD SPEAKERS
670.W-yeeirleardectes

&Ad by all Wireh,ss ri.ealers and Storni
Advt. !,; I it. tienerat Elect!

'0., Ltd., Magna House, Kingsway, London,

.C.2.
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SOME VALVES ARE VALVES
(CONTINUED)

cr k)

IT was surprising when the first " Cosmos " SHORTPATH
Valves were put on the market, only some two years ago,

ri-(-,..--4,

...,,...;
fi-'-- 'i'e.!)

A.)

the number of letters received from purchasers to whom the
S.P. Valves came as a revelation. They could not understand it.

er- e" ",)

CC
7"----7$
.''

Now, of course, the Valve is well known and in the greatest demand, not brought

4..S.,___4,,,-1

re" r(,)

about by immense sums spent in advertising-relatively speaking, very little
money is spent in this direction ; the supreme position the " Cosmos " S.P.
Valve has attained is largely due to the generous personal recommendation of
the enthusiastic constructor, who, on to a good thing himself, must let his
friends into it too.
And how were such revolutionary
SHORTPATH is not merely a name,
results obtained ? Not by mysterious
it means something namely, that
filaments, though S.P. filaments are
this meth9d of construction provides
of the very best oxide -coated type ;
the shortest possible path for the
not by extraordinary manufacturing
electrons to travel, and it is this that
skill or marvellous supervision, alenables such remarkable results to

kS,l')
,....,,..7)
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though the Metropolitan -Vickers
Electrical Co. are recognized through-

ri-ri-,7')
ILt. I-)
....--=.-,.

out the world as setting a very high
standard in such matters. No, the

....----4:7:
(,)

secret lies

ks__

er

be obtained. " Cosmos " Valves also
have this distinction; they are designed

to be most efficient for a particular
purpose. They are not general pur-

in the discovery of an

pose Valves in the commonly accepted

entirely novel and scientific method
of construction, marking the greatest
advance in Valve construction since
their conception.

3-1i- --,
"e -i---74

sense, and while they will function
admirably in many positions, there
is always one particular application

er-e.1-',

in which they will give super results.
It is a significant fact that at the Manchester Wireless
Exhibition, in the £500 Wireless Research Competition,

re-

all

w_ L"
.1,ft..rs.,...:,

..t....._k____$.

prize winners in the Four -valve Receiving Set
class used " Cosmos " SHORTPATH Valves.
1st prize winner used 4 " Cosmos " S.P. Valves.
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2nd
3rd
4th
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Valve.

"Cosmos " SHORTPATH Valves are and always have been tested dynamically.

+:e.".-"
7_,,,.1-!:

If you are interested rather in Sets than Valves, ask your dealer for the " Cosmos " Five Valve Musician's Set, as supplied to recognized musical authorities like Sir Landon Ronald
and Mr. Percy Scholes. Fitted with " Cosmos " Valves, to a critical ear, such a set is a
a pure joy. The Baby Grand Three -valve Set for smaller rooms has the same distinctive
purity of reproduction.
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e
in terms of their capacity, 'AA.
is ex-

pressed in microfarads (mfds.). If a diagram
shows a variable condenser with, say,

*0005 printed by it, this means that the

maximum capacity of the condenser in
question is -0005 microfarad.

The symbol given in No. 10 represents

a coil of wire, such as a cylindrical, honeycomb, or spider coil. The same symbol is
employed whatever the function of the coil,
which might be an aerial tuner, or a high frequency choke, or an anode coupling coil.
Transformers and Coupled Coils.

The value

of

an inductance coil is

properly expressed in henries, but, for
convenience in wireless work, it is customary

to mark a coil with the number of turns of
wire with which it is wound.

Part I.

When two coils are wound and mounted
in such a way that one influences the other,
they are said to be coupled, and constitute

By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.
Discussing some of the simpler circuits and the more usual
symbols employed.

a high -frequency transformer, shown in
-

ONE of the many difficulties encountered
by wireless amateurs is that of

understanding the circuit diagrams

with which nearly all wireless articles are
illustrated. Many readers ask for diagrams

to be given in pictorial form, but there
are several reasons why a theoretical
circuit diagram is much to be preferred.
For one thing, of course, a circuit diagram

is very easy to construct, and the full

First of all, it is necessary to be able
to recognise the symbols which are used

simple sketches of the apparatus which
they represent, as will be seen from the
accompanying list.
A few words of explanation in connection
with one or two of these may prove helpful.
No. 1, of course, re presents wires crossing
one another without
touching.
The symbol given in

4/44=m,,,, SAWINNNON8A7r

EARni
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No. 4 is used to represent a battery, because

a

cell

single

consists essentially of
two plates immersed in

I.

9

-L

conducting

a

liquid.

These are represented
6. kl,s/sso/ce

Pima

7 &mate

REsarAme

81/7rms
Comm/est-A.

St ARABLE
CONOZNSER

A9. Aro AVI/OWICE,
COIL COY/RE OR
illioRICeetevEWCY CNOKE

by two strokes, one
short and thick, the
other longer and thin-

ner, and one pair

of

these indicate a single
dry cell, or two -volt

accumulator.

Two

pairs of lines indicate
a four -volt accumula.4.4AawCafr ae

CA'r57),A

14/snomAnotrmea /Zitanizrze /faskAatur ZarremeArr Mcrae
Comma

7:1;;'7Y 14
f7ii,

to represent wireless components.
This presents very little difficulty, because
the symbols employed are really very

AF AF
1 /tiers Camay ZAemm,

-

ZiAsormterm

, fiat
No. 18.
degree of

If their relative positions and

coupling are adjustable, the .
symbol giv en in No. 13 is employed. This
might represent a loose -coupler, consisting
of one cylindrical coil sliding inside a

larger one, or two plug-in coils mounted
in a two-way coil holder.

With regard to the symbol for a valve,

given in No. 17, the dotted line in the

centre represents the grid. Below this is
the filament, and at the top is the plate, or
anode.

These three portions are connected to
four legs at the base of the valve. It will
be seen:that if opposite pairs of valve legs
are joined, a cross is formed. The head of
the cross is the grid terminal, the ends of
the. cross -arm are the filament pins, and
the foot of the cross is the plate connection.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to add
(Continued on next page.)

tor, or two dry cells,

and so forth. The longer

stroke is the positive
terminal.

)

Battery Symbols.

The battery employed

&leave:anew
LOW iCkEWENCY

CAare.

/7 Time-EimrAom /8/1/ACoes a?
Ihro cvueerr
&me

wiring of the most complicated set may be
sketched out in one or two minutes.

This, however, is a_ minor point, the

greatest advantage being the ease with
which it is possible to see at a glance the
type of circuit, and to gain an idea as to
how it operates.
Theoretical Circuits Best.

No one who can understand a circuit
diagram would ever dream of using the

pictorial form, and there is no reason why
everybody interested in wireless should not
be able to discuss circuits with the aid of
intelligible diagrams.

/9 lite/ma/me

TRA,v.rPoRmeR.

for lighting valve filaments in a wireless set

is usually referred to as
the low-tension (L.T.)

battery, to distinguish
it from the high- ension (H.T.) or plate
battery shown in No. 5.

A resistance, as represented in No. 6,
may have a low value, as in the case of a
filament rheostat, or it may be exceedingly

high, as in the case of a grid leak. Low

resistances are measured in ohms, for
which the Greek letter w is empldYed,

high values being measured in megohms,
symbolised by 9.

One megohm is one million ohms, so

that is hen we see a grid leak, for example,

labelled 20, we know that the resistance
between its terminals is two million ohms.
Condensers, Nos. 8 and 9, are measured

The 2 -valve Lodge " N " Receiver. as made bg tit'
Cleartron Radio Co.
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up a circuit represented by one particular

HOW TO READ CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS

diagram.

possible, it must be remembered that so
long as two points in a circuit are shown
joined by a piece of wire, it does not matter

how long the wire is, or how often it may
divide, provided that the current flowing

22,

(Continued from previous page.)

alOng it does not have to pass through

other apparatus on the way.

In Fig. 2, for instance, H and G are

that straight lines represent connecting
wires, but it does not follow that in the
construction. of a set the arrangement of

joined directly -in b, whereas in d, G is on a

branch from the wire joining H and E.

In Fig. 2e they are almost together.

wires is exactly the same as that shown on
the circuit diagram. Similarly, the theoretical diagram for a given circuit may be
arranged in a variety of ways.
Let us take some examples.

In all these eases the points G and H
are joined by lines (wires) without intervening apparatus, and so may be yegarded
as being electrically the same point.

Although, in practice, it is generally
desirable to keep all wiring as short as

Once this fact is fully appreciated, half
the difficulties in connection with the use
of circuit diagrams disappear.
In another article we will consider some
combinations of components which appear
in nearly all wireless circuits; and also
some of the expressions which- constantly
recur in technical articles.

NOVEL RADIO

satisfactory, for a storm will sometimes
break with great suddenness, and the
,watcher could not notify- the generating

If we wished to join a battery to a coil
of wire in order to cause a current to flow

through the latter, the two battery terminals would be joined respectively to
the two ends of the coil, as shown in
Fig. la. In a theoretical diagram, similarly,

each side of the battery is connected (by

a line) to one end of the spiral, which

symbolises the coil (Fig. lb).
Now, imagine that we require to connect
up thrce coils of wire to the battery in such

/Ca. c (e).

a way that the current from the latter
divides into three portions, one flowing
through each coil.
Synonymous Circuits.

Perhaps the most obvious way of carrying

this out is to connect three wires to 'each
battery terminal as shown in Fig. 2a, but
there are many ways in which the same
connections might be shown in a diagram.
For instance, in order to render a diagram
more easy to follow in certain circumstances,

the circuit might be given in any one of
the forms shown in Fig. 2.
At first sight it may appear as if these
diagrams represent different circuits, but
this is not so, for it will be seen that in
each case a current leaving the battery,
say, at A will divide and take three paths
to B, C, and 1), pass through the coils
to E, F, and C, and return to the battery
at H.
This example

is given to

emphasise

the fact that there are a great many
different ways of drawing a diagram of one
circuit, or, alternatively, of connecting

I

SE4 /V. B. .334

BAROMETER
By NORMAN C. BicLOUD
WATCHING the heavens for the signs of
a coming storm is one of the uses of

radio few people probably suspect,

yet on the roof of Waterside Station, in
New York, there is a radio apparatus the
sole function of which is this sort of

mechanical star -gazing.

It serves the interests of the New York

Edison system generating stations. A

sudden storm, the lowering of the clouds
obscuring the daylight means that in
thousands of New York offices and homes
the electric light is suddenly switched on ;
within two or three minutes this may mean

that the power required is increased by
something like 60,000 horse power.

Should the generating stations be taken
by surprise by s ich a sudden demand, it

would he unable to cope
with it ; electricity, in

such large quantities as
are required by the city
of New York, cannot be
stored,

but must

quired.

Yet it is obvious

be

generated as it is rethat they cannot be run
on the extravagant lines
that would be rendered

stations in time since they require about an
hour to get activity pitched tip to the
required degree.
With radio it is different. The apparatus
gives warning of a storm when it is still 50
miles away, in many cases hours before it
actually breaks over the city.
This little radio device, unlike an ordinary
receiving set, is helped, not hurt, by static ;
the atmospheric conditions that operate the

storm detector are precisely those which
cause static.

Automatic Warning.
The storm detector consists of an ordinary
radio aerial, a short-circuiting switch, a

spark gap, a coherer, a relay and battery, a
bell, and a condenser with . an earth
condenser.

It stands behind the desk of the System
Operator at Waterside. upon whom rests
the responsibility for the maintenance of
efficient service throughout the city. On

the big board in front of the desk are

hundreds of little coloured lights indicating
the conditions of every generator and every
transmission line ; meters show the capacity
of the entire system and the current
transmitted on the various feeders. On the
desk is direct telephone transmission with
80 men. At the left of the desk is a tele-

NEXT WEEK
Don't Miss " P.W.'s "

necessary were the aver-

it SPECIAL XMAS NUMBER :If
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW a

amount normally used.
Early notice of a coming

FAIIIHUMOHIMHUNIMMIIMHHHHHHIMINHUM,

age power generated
vastly superior to the

of the storm clouds is

therefore essential to the
efficient and economical
working of the system.
For this purpose, in the

days before the coming
of radio, a man used to
be employed doing nothing else than scouring the

heavens with his tele-

scope, watching the
gathering of the clouds.

This was the best pos-

sible, but it was not very

graphic signal apparatus, similar to that
used in the fire department, enabling the
system operator to give a message simul-

taneously to all the forty sub- and generating
stations in the system.

When the radio .storm- detector gives

Warning of the approach of the clouds, by
quiet, intermittent ringing, the system

operator is thus able to broadcast,- to all

stations the signal to get ready for a bigger
output. As the storm draws nearer, the
ringing gets more frequent and more
insistent, thus affording exact guidance to
the operator until the very Moment when
the clouds burst over the city.
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ORMOND GANG CONDENS ERS
THESE CONDENSERS are similar to our Low

EACH IS composed of two or more separate

Loss models and are designed for use in cir.
cuits of the " Single Dial Control " Type.

condensers, insulated from each other, of
maximum capacity '0005 microfarad,

The ORMOND 3 -Gang Condenser

4111111,\AIIIIIiiik4_wAr111111
lar

\,*1

111/IN..

Mark the low prices:Two-Gang 32/-

Tri-Gang 40/-

An easy independent7adjustment of rotors
is provided, for balancing out circuit
variations.
Special ball bearings on each rotor, ensure
a smooth action, giving a liquid -like
movement, facilitating precise tuning
with noiseless operation.
Construction is very rigid.
anti -capacity earthing
shield is supplied which m4
be insulated from Condenser
and earthed by separate conAn

nection.

Four -Gang 50/ -

For panel mounting the " One Hole "
fixing method is used, and two adjustable legs are attached to truss rods for
rear support.
Complete with 4 in. Knob and Dial, shield,

and Tommy Bar with insulated handle
for bank adjustment.

Terminals and soldering tags
for connections.
These Condensers are not
fitted with 'slow - motion
movement.
When fitted with 4 in. Slow Motion Dial ratio 55-r, these

prices are 8/- extra respectively.

199-205, PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.
Telegrams : " Ormondengi, Kincross."
Factories : Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
Continental Agents : Messrs. Pettigrew & Me:Liman, Ltd., " Plionos House," 2-4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street. W.C.I.
Telephone : Clerkenwell 9344-5-6.
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE BOWYER - LOWE CO. LTD. LETCHWORTH. HERTS

The BOWYER-LOWE

PRINCIPLE
is- to give clear evidence, by performance, of being beyond comparison-that evidence is unmis-

takable in the Bowyer -Lowe range
of Components now available
Wireless enthusiasts and dealers

everywhere recognise the significance of the Bowyer-Lowie nameplate on components. It is a
definite Guarantee of mechanical
and electrical peffection, as a free

replacement is effected within.
twelve Months of purchase shOtild

a component prove unsatisfactory.

Look for the name-BowyerLowe-it stands high in the
company of fine Radio products.

NORT004-110EWBOULD LTD.
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This valuable eight -page supplement, devoted" to the Interests of
amateur wireless constructors, appears

every week in POPULAR WIRELESS.

Tell your friends about it, for it is
only in " P.W. " that they will, find
the
= radio articles by the leading con-

structor expert, Mr. Percy W. Harris.

THE wireless correspondent of a well-known London daily pap -r,
in devoting a column to the Hale circuit and the remarkable
.

results he has achieved with it, was venturesome enough t)
declare, " I am positively convinced that the circuit was invented
by accident." So anxious is he that the reader.should grasp this

point of view that he finishes off the article with the same statement :

" I repeat, I am certain it was discovered by accident."
It so happens that I know the facts relating to the Hale circuit
very accurately. Mt. Hale is -the inventor of several devices and a
very careful and painstaking research worker. He has a number

of wireless inventions to his credit, and
the Hale circuit, which I had the privilege
of introducing to the wireless public in

although the actual patent had a later date. His rights were

purchased by one of the bi,4 commercial companies of America
for a sum sufficient to allow him to live in affluence for the rest
of his life.

From time to time I meet well-known research engineers, and

only too frequently suggestions are made that amateur experimenters
should develop certain ideas. The Hale circuit uses no more parts

and no different components from those built into a thousand sets
throughout this country. It was evolved as the result of logical

reasoning and gives, as readers are certifying, very remarkable
results. May there not be many other
combinations with possibilities of still better
results ?

the first issue of " The Radio Constructor,"
was the result of many months of investi-

Don't Take It for Granted !

gation and careful test, and was logically
worked out from certain deductions.

Do not take too much for granted in

radio. experimental work. In particular,
beware of assuming that an arrangement
will not work because it does not fit in
with preconceived theories. When enough

,

Chance Discoveries.

Yet, although our newspaper

corre-

data has been collected on a particular
subject, when this data has been sorted
out, collated, and studied, we can fre-

spondent is wrong in this respect, it is
quite true than many important inventions
have originated from chance discoveries,
and in radio . such discoveries may come
the way of alMost any experimenter,
provided he is sufficiently observant. I
always do all I can to encourage experimental work, and I would like to take this

quently deduce laws, and these may prove
very useful in predicting what will happen
in still other sets of circumstances.
But do not forget that much of our radio
theory is based on very incomplete data.
Only the very new, experimenter is dogmatic

opportunity of impressing upon every reader

on theoretical subjects. Too many people
confine their wireless experimental work to

that he 'has an excellent chance of discovering something important.

So many

sketches on the back of an envelope.

experimenters have said to me, " What
is the use of lily trying to discover something new ? Look at all -the famous scien-

tists who are investigating radio in wellequipped laboratories. What chance is
there for me to

pit my few months'

Mr. G. W. Hale, inventor o! the " Hale " circuit which
is proving so popular with our readers.

experience against theirs of many years ?
Besides, I cannot afford the elaborate apparatus necessary for
such work."

This attitude is quite wrong. Firstly, the trained investigators,
working either in private laboratories or in conjunction with big
commercial companies, have all far more problems waiting solutions

than they can possibly handle. It must not be forgotten that in a
commercial company it is the commercial problems that call for
first solution. Senatore Marconi himself told me recently that his

company had given comparatively little attention to telephony

on very short waves, owing to the need of developing the telegraphic
side for commercial purposes. Major Armstrong, when he discovered

Within the last twenty-four hours I have
received a letter from a critic of the Hale
circuit pointing out a number of points
" wrong with it," and indicating how,

" theoretically," it cannot equal a much
older circuit which he names. But there is

also internal evidence in the letter that he has not even tried
the circuit, and his theory is certainly erroneous.
The Walking Stick.

By all means learn all the useful theory you can, and try and
reason out why circuits work as they do; but always remember
that, however good a walking -stick theory may 'be, it is a very
bad crutch and, if you rely too much upon it, -will let you down
badly.

In the next issue will appear first details of the "King of tht

Armstrong and the LawyCr.

Air," which, in_its final and fully developed form (slightly modified, by the way, from the first scheme) gives remarkable results in
selectivity, sensitiveness and purity. Those readers who think that
quality must be sacrificed in obtaining

Undaunted, he went to a lawyer friend and swore an affidavit
relating to certain rough sketches and notes which.- he then had in

long-distance - reeep"tion will be -agreeably

regeneration (or "reaction," as we call it in this country), had just

left college and lacked funds to take out a patent.

his possession. Years later, in a law action, the fact that he had

made this declaration was taken as proof of priority of invention,

surprised When they
build it
!

!
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All Hail the
HALE !

" IT DOES BRING THEM IN !"

Dear Sir,-You were correct in saying that the

Hale. receiver set was astonishing. It is great I Here
are my results of last evening on this simple set wired

as in Fig. 1, using 45 volts only H.T. My aerial is
50 ft. single, about 30 ft. high, screened by trees and
houses.

Wishing you every success.
Yours faithfully,

F. U. YEOMANS.

Newton Avenue,
-

2 L 0 came in loud and clear on my Dinkie loud

speaker. Other results were.:
Dial Readings.
5 degrees Spanish station, " Cartagena."
French station..
12
Tenor singing ('? language).
15
20
Orchestra.
26
Opera (1 Leipzig).
German station, a talk (1 Hamburg).
32
Young lady singing (? language).
05
Frankfort.
100
110
Birmingham:
122
140
150

write and support your
point No. I.
I shall

Brussels.
A hand.

Duet with orchestral accompaniment.

Without magnifying the results that one can get

I can only say that " it does bring thein
Wishing you luck, and also " Popular."
Yours, etc.,

L. SHERSBY.

Beverley Road.
Bermondsey, S.E.
REALLY ASTOUNDING

Dear Sir,-It is with pleasure that I submit my

experiences with an experimental " Hale " circuit
receiver, for, in my opinion, you deserve the best
thanks of every enthusiast for bringing to your
readers' notice such an interesting design.
You could have used the word " astounding " in
classifying it, for it is nothing less.
A
hook-up " using home-made basket -weave
" Brownie " crystal, permanent detector (a
badly used one, too), with D.E.5 valve, given voltages
as recommended by the makers on prate and grid,
brings in during daylight (i.e., prior to 4 p.m.) load
on Cardiff, Manchester, Newcastle, Plymouth, and
Birmingham, .with many foreign stations I have
been too impatient to identify. On loud speakers
(Primax and Sterling Baby in series), 5 X N. Radio Paris,. Hilversum, Bournemouth and 2 L 0, at
strength sufficient to permit persons of normal
hearing who aielistening W stet comfortable reception
anywhere in a 16 ft. by 15 ft. room, speech king
word perfect.

Appreciating your articles to the full, believe me to

rental n,

Yours truly.

St.

Hove, Sussex.
IN SPITE OF DIFFICULTIES

Dear Sir,-Coagratulations to Alr. Gale ail your-

self for designing and publishing -the Halti receiver.
hookmpIentlectiOns of more or .less Scrap
With
parts,- and on, a small indeer aerial .only. S ft. 9
from the giciiind Mid 3 in'. front the 'Ceiling, 1 got
Landini at realty good; loinBspftker Strength.. The'

volume equal to and ninth Odra. than -a twe-valve
Reinarti. receiver used on the same:aerial but made

With -first-class components.- '

Bearing in mind that the aerial was so poor-it will
not work a crystal set-the variable -condenser, an

ordinary cheap all -loss pattern of two years ago, the

coil holder suffering from severe rheumatism. the valve

holder of guaranteed maximum capacity, the crystal
detector of the whisker type, and that no condensers

were fitted across either the loud speaker or the
H.T. battery, no distant reception was to be hoped
for. .The valve and transformer were of the best
quality. being P.M. -4 and a Marconiphone 'Ideal
Junior respectively.
Owing to the large capacity of the aerial it was
necessary to insert a small fixed condenser in series
with It before a proper reaction effect could be
obtained.
Having in the past made many sets, I can honestly
support your " nine good points " (with the exception
of No. 1). Upon each of these points the Hale re-

ceiver is superior to any other reflex set I have so
far handled.
In fact, I am, so impressed with the results obtained

l hat I shall build the set with the highest quality
conponents, and use the Reinartz form of reaction,
which is, in my opinion, miles ahead of the swing
coil type I used in this hook-up, and then probably

Acton, -W.3.

60 MILES FROM DAVENTRY
hooked up last

Dear 6.1r,-I

week's Hale circuit and used practically all parts as per "
and
here, 60 tidies (approx.) from
London and Daventry, I get results

too strong for 'phones, but hardly
loud enough for speaker, and it is
very fine tuning. In fact, I can
get three stations in two degrees
of condenser quite distinct from
each other. That is with Goswell
quality coils and Marconi D.E.6,
with 2 volts L.T. and about 120
volts H.T. I have tried several
transformer stage valves at 2, 4,
and 6 volts, also power, but the
Marconi D.E.6 is by far the best, and this is only
on my testing aerial, about 30 ft. high and 60 ft.
long, with about 30 telegraph wires a few feet above
my aerial. 1 have still to test it on my big aerial.
The reaction is controlled beautifully and smooth
with an Ormond !0003 variable condenser.
Yours faithfully,
Soham, Cambs.

S. S.

" OUT AND AWAY THE BEST :"

Dear Sir,-Re " Hale Receiver." I made up this
circuit last week with a number of components I
had about, viz., R.I. transformer, an old 5-1 ratio,
two very ordinary condensers, Lissen H.F. choke. ail
ordinary cat's -whisker crystal, valve Monad P.M.S.

Using a 35 aerial coil tapped in the centre. and a
home-made 80 basket coil in the plate circuit, the

Here are a few of the hundreds of letters received.
Have you tried the 'Hale' yet?
711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i7

result was a very pleasant surprise. Quite up to the

average two -valve for volume, and its purity delightful.
I adopted the Reinartz reaction suggested by you,
and beg to express my thanks for out and away the
best one -valve I have yet come across. I do not see
how mere could be got out of a one -valve. Loots
like finality. I am much - struck by its purity of
reproduction.

I tried other two -volt valves, but none functioned
so well as the one meutioned (i'.M.2). I also found a
biggish coil IS the reaction necessary. During the middle

of the day I picked up Dublin and the relay station
nicely- with a one -valve amplifier behind it.
Again thanking you and wishing You every success

in your endeavours to help amateurs,
Yours etc.,
Pendleton, Salford.

JOHN H. LEEK.

5 X X IN DEVON

Dear Sir,-Although I expect you will have been
snowed under by letters of appreciation since you
published details of the Hale receiver, yet I feel that
I must add my " Thank you " to the others.
I altered the wiring, but not the lay -out, of my two valve set to make up the one -valve Hale, and was
more than astonished at the volume it gave, together
with purity of signals ; 5 X X simply barked.
Although I only wired it yesterday, I have already
added one recruit to this circuit. I do hope you will
let us have particulars of a Hale receiver with one
stage of neat H.F. following recent practice, and add
to the indebtedness which everyone who tries the
Hale must feel towards you and Mr. Hale.
Yours gratefully,

Iludleigh Salterten,
Devon.

E. PRIESTLEY.

STUTTGART IN THE AFTERNOON.

Dear Sir,-As you have asked for letters, I am
writing to thank you for publishing this most excellent circuit. I have tried many one-valvers, 'and
thought I had found finality in the . . . set,
of which I have been singing the praises of the past
twelve months, and I am. now astonished at the
superiority of the " Hale."

I made the Hale up from odd components on a base- -

hoard in about twenty minutes, and was so satisfied
with the results that I immediately started to modify
my existing set.

I ant using Reinartg reaction, and with a Radio micro 3.5 -valve and galena crystal and
Imanie coils, the result was excellent on the loud
speaker from 2 L 0, four miles, but I found an lin-

provemsnt in changing the transformer leads. Lalso
tried a --001 fixed condenser across the transformer
primary without appreciable difference. I then

changed the valve for a Comm S.P.15 Blue Spot,
with a further increase In volume, although I have
only 56 volts on the plate.
I logged Stuttgart this afternoon at weak loud
speaker strength, and got two other continental
stations comfortably audible in the 'phones, and
successfully cut out a local transmitter. Daventry
comes in at better strength than I have had it before,
but I cannot cut out 2 L O. One trouble I have,
and that is a strong hand capacity- effect on the
reaction condenser, and this is only evident In trying
for distant stations. I can swing the condenser right round the dial on 2 L 0 without much effect,
yet I get ample reaction on the same coils tcincm
trying for distant stations.
Kilburn, N.\\.6.

Yours faithfully-.
A. E. _VENT.

DID NOT SPEND 10; -

Dear Sir,-Following my letter of yesterday, I ant

very pleased to toll you that I have mastered the

Hale one -valve set you designed in POPULAR WIRE- LESS after a little- patience.

It is going splendidly. It is, as you claim, sufficient
for the ordinary small room. 1 wish you could hear it,'
and no doubt your skill would put -50 per cent on its
volume. I am asking my friends to come and.hear its
I am working it thus : 90 volts H.T. ; 4 -volt accumulator ; Marconi valve ; grid bias, 11 volts ; Amplion
loud speaker, A.R.111 ; resistance, an old one, but

only just touches the coil of resistance, and I fancy
it would even be better if I could take it off more;
transformer Croix, 5-1, secondhand; Lissen H.F.
choke ; 2 mfd. condenser, secondhand, foreign
make ; hack I did not use, but fitted ohLterminals.

I did not spend. 10s., but used up any old stuff I
laid my hands on. Now I am only waiting for you to
give sts the two -valve design of same Hale receiver.
If one valve gives the volume I am getting, what will
two valves give ?

I heard Paris and Daventry this morning through
the loud speaker, but softly, of course.
Thanking you.
Yours faithfully,
THOS. PIZEY.

P.H.--Paris and Daventry : my wife, grandson, and

granddaughter all heard this themselves., so I OM
not without witnesses.
Dinrd, Essex.
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SO many readers have

altered when changing over

publish particulars of

another ;
(6) Provision of certain shunting
condensers where needed.

from one combination to

written asking me to

how to bring the " Four Valve Family " receiver
up4o-date that I have
decided to make this the

I have now taken a standard

four -valve family set and modi-

it in accordance with the
I can say at
once that both sensitivity and
fied

first of the older and popular receiving sets to be

above six points.

modernised in detail. The
receiver, as many experi-

selectivity have been very con-

siderably improved, while on

menters know, was first
published two or three
years ago, and for this
reason lacks a number of

the audio -frequency side the
wide variety of valves now
made possible, together with

the correct adjustment of grid
bias, makes the quality far

refinements and improve-

ments which have been

popularised since that
time.

The set consists in its

essentials of a four -valve
receiver,

all the parts

being mounted on a hori-

zontal panel, as was the
vogue at the time the set

better than was -previously pos-

2elifillifilelle11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fiNIM11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U:i

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.LR.E.

-

sible.

F.'.

For an expenditure of about thirty shillings this well-

g known and very popular receiver can be greatly improved
in both selectivity and sensitiveness.
=
=

in the London district there is

f' -z

difficulty in separating
Radio -Paris from Daventry, and
vice versa. For tests I have
no

E.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111k

was first published. The
first is a high -frequency amplifier, and this

is followed by a detector and two low -

frequency stages, transformer coupled. The
high -frequency coupling is of the tuned anode

variety, reaction on to the tuned anode coil
being provided with a movable coil holder.
The aerial is directly coupled, and three

terminals are provided so that series and
parallel arrangements on the aerial tuning
condenser can be made. No separate grid

bias is provided on the low -frequency stages,

as when the receiver was first produced
bright emitters were in universal use with
6 -volt accumulators on 4 -volt filament.

It

As an example of the

additional selectivity I may say
that on the large outdoor aerial

made in broad daylight have
shown both stations to be free from one
another when giving, full loud -speaker
results. On the shorter waves-i.e. between
300 and 600 metres-the selectivity is also
very similarly improved, but it cannot be
clearly defined for everyone by a general
statement. For example, the man who

that one could change from telephones to

loud speaker by simply turning a knob.
When there were few broadcasting

stations working and selectivity was a

factor of no particular value and we had not
the specially designed high -frequency

valves, power valves and the like, the set
gave results which
have been very flatteringly described from
time to time. In

studying the question
of modernising the receiver ,it has occurred

was thus possible to arrange for a grid bias to me that relatively
of two volts by connecting the grid return few structural changes
of the transformers to the negative battery and at a comparativelead, the filament resistance being placed in ly small expenditure
the negative leg of the valve. This arrange- 'of money would bring
ment gave the difference between the 6 -volt
accumulator and the 4 -volt supplied to the

this set up to date in

many features, giving

filament-i.e. two volts-as negative grid

results

bias, which with the voltages then generally
used for high tension was reasonably
adequate for the particular valve.

specially

New Switching Scheme.

Furthermore, for simplicity's sake, one

high-tension voltage was supplied to all
valves.

One of the most popular features of the
set was the switching scheme, which enabled

several interesting arrangements and combinations to be tried. For example, it was
- possible to cut out the high -frequency stage

and work on the detector alone or on the

detector followed by one or two note
magnifying valves. Similarly, one could
use the high -frequency preceTing the deteetor alone, the high frequency, detector and

one note mag., or the high frequency,
detector and two note mags.

The switching system to obtain this

flexibility was rather peculiar, and in the
arrangement published it was not very
practicable to arrange for separate high
tension voltages without making drastic
changes.

Lastly, a switch was provided so

which,

while

not quite so good as a

designed

modern receiver,
would yet

be very
little behind modern

practice and, indeed,
in most respects quite
equal to the best. The
changes I had in mind
were as follows :

The first change.

Adding a coupling coil for the aerial and a centre tapped
coil for the grid circuit.

(I) Introduction of

separate grid bias for the note -magnifying valves ;

(2) Provision of separate supply for high
frequency and detector, first
magnifying valve and second
magnifying valve ;

note
note

lives, say. five miles from a broadcasting
station is ill not be able to get the selectivity
given at, say, ten miles, but here at
Wimbledon a very large number of stations

can be received while London is working,
and there was not a great deal of interfer-

(3) Substitution of a coupled aerial for the

ence on Bournemouth's old wave from

improving Selectivity ;
(4) Neutralisation of the high -frequency

Selectivity.

direct connection, for the purpose of

stage so as to simultaneously improve
both the sensitivity and selectivity ;

(5) The substitution of jack switching so that
the voltages applied to the detector and

note magnifying valves would not be

London.

As I have already indicated in a weekly
chat

published

in

a

recent

issue,

sonic readers will get better results and
(Continued on neat page.)
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The original circuit.
0.Jimiliiiimilittim1111111111111111111111111111111111itionnumv:

: The " 4 -VALVE FAMILY"
UP-TO-DATE

0

Compare this with the new arrangement below.

practically everything that the reader may
require. On the second type, however, the

type of sets; but will still be very much

selectivity is not so good as the best modern

(Continued on next page.)

better than the existing " four-valvefamily,"

(Continued from, previous page.)
Fill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i7

others not so good ; so much depends upon
local conditions.

Do. not forget, too, that selectivity must

be considered from two angles. First of all,

we must consider the selectivity which
enables us to differentiate between two

stations with very little wave length separa-

tion and not very near to our receiver.

secondly, there is the selectivity which is
dependent upon getting rid of the interference of a powerful nearby station. The
first kind of selectivity will be found

excellent on the modernised four -valve
family receiver, and will give, I think,

The external appearance is very little changed.
r

t3

0

A

1

OCOZ

L.7"

The new circuit. sbowing neutTalising. grid bias, and separate

with jack switches.

1
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witch -arms went, and two or three smaller

In each of the larger holes you can
place the jacks, while the smaller holes can
:mks.

'IWIIIIMII11111111IIIitiffilIninII111111111111111111111i11111I111111111L,

ADDITIONAL PARTS REQUIRED FOR
CONVERSION

- One fixed coil socket for panel mounting.
One .0002 mfd. fixed condenser, T.C.C.
Dubilier, Igranic or other good make.

E
E One neutralising condenser, Erie hole fixing
E
type (Gambrel!, Neutroverifier; Polar. E

Keystone, or other well-known makes.) E

Two terminals.
Two double circuit jacks, Bowyer -Lowe,

Frost, Lotus, etc.
One plug for same.
E One 1 mfd. Mansbridge condenser (T.C.C., E
Dubilier, or other good make).
One .01 mfd. fixed condenser.
E
And in addition to present coils one or

two centre tapped plug in coils to be

Approximate cost of above E.
additional parts, 30s.

s -f-- described.

This photograph shows the grid bias connections.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111HE
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The " 4 -VALVE FAMILY"
UP-TO-DATE

E. --

C'
(onnue
ti from
d
previous
i page.)

moment. Now remove the second and
third switches (" one, two and three valves,"

and " telephones " and " loud speaker "),
and you will have two large holes where the

be filled up quite unobtrusively by using
black wax. A stick of such black wax is
obtainable from any stationer's, where it is

i1111111111111111111111111MMI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117:

in this respect. Before long I hope readers
who have made the changes in design will
write to me and tell me the results they get
compared with what they used to get, and

a publication of such actual results from
readers themselves will he a much better
guide than any form of, test report that I
could give.

The circuit changes are shown-. in the

pixviotis page, in

which

the. first de-

picts the original diagram as published
with the set, and the second the circuit
as modified. I have been able to arrange the changes so that the panel is
not spoilt and that as far as possible the

existing appearance is retained. Most -of
the changes are in the wiring beneath the
panel.

The first step in modernising, then, is to
remove the potentiometer (Which is probably of the one -hole -fixing type) and
substitute for it the modern neutralising
condenser. Ignore the wiring for the

The black tube between the variable condensers is the neutralising condenser.

sold -under the title of " Glitterwax " for
children's modelling. The two holes for
the terminals at the back of the panel must

now be drilled, as shown in the photograph,
and the single coil holder placed alongside

the existing single coil holder at the left

end of the panel. Near by the original coil
holuer drill a hole to take the flexible lead
to the centre tap of the coil.
The terminal markings on the right-hand'
end of the panel will remain the same, but.
the four terminals in front, previously
marked for telephones positive and negative, will now be used for .grid bias, so

remove any indicating marks you may

have made by them. By the use of a jack
you will be able to plug in after the detector
valve, when by inserting the plug into the

jack the next valve is automatically dis-

connected. illy plugging in the second jack
you will lister. after the first note magnifying

valve, the last valve being automatically
disconnected.
Showing the leek svritehes.

(To be coidinited.)
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MORE ABOUT THE.

E

'STATION MASTER" SUPER-HETERODYNEI
Valve Notes and Test Report.
By PERCY VC HARRIS,
MIIMMUMMMHMHMHUMIIMMUMIIHMHMWMIIHMMHMHMUMHMHMIIMIIMMMUMHMIIMIIMUMMIIMH

SO far as the mounting of the Indigraph

to squeak on the lowest readings of the

the dials, so that I need not go into that

below 10, but these will not be used on the

dial is concerned this is fully explained
by the makers in a leaflet issued with

oscillator condenser. In any case. they will
have a slight tendency to squeak on readings

matter here. In any cage, only two holes
are reqUired for this, one to take the spindle
of the condenser itself and the other to take
the screw which prevents the dial rotating'
bodily. You will notice that a Manshridge

oscillator condenser on the Wave -lengths for

which the receiver is designed. This tendency to squawk I have often, found in sets
using the combined detector and oscillator
valve circuit. If the D.E.2 L.F. Marconi
and Osrani is used the reader will have the
satisfaction of knowing that this is a valve
recommended by the makers of the units.

and H.T. battery by means of the flexible
leads indicated and join the frame aerial
to the two front terminals. Connect a pair

of 'phones to the plug, plug in the jack.

and pull the on -and -off switch out, which
will then he at the " on " position. Turn
the potentiometer knob slowly in a clockwise direction until you hear the set

oscillate, whereupon it should be turned

If it is desired to use valves other than

back again below the oscillation point.
Now simultaneously rotate the two
tuning controls and you will soon pick up
your nearest station. If the set tends to

as the positive telephone terminal is directly

can be mounted on the wooden panel acting

little way in the anti -clockwise position.

Notice, too, that Aire positive flexible lead
from the H.T. accumulator goes to the on and -off switch, the other terminal of which
is connected by stiff wire to the supersonic
unit. Two flexible leads from the H.T.

battery compartment,- and the flexible
leads from the positive of the accumulator

hand capacity effect on the oscillator (left)

condenser connected on one side of the

negative H.T., and the other side not to the

positive H.T. terminal but to the positive
telephone terminal.

This shortens the

wiring somewhat, and is quite satisfactory

connected to the positive H.T. terminal.

two volts a variable filament resistance

as a partition between the set and the

oscillate turn back the potentiometer a

It may be found that there is a slight
condenser due to the particular form of
circuit used to combine the detector and

oscillator functions in one, but you
will soon get used to this and will
be able to compensate for it on the
tuning dial.

positive and H.T. negative respectively

go to the H.T. battery which is contained in
the back of the cabinet.

After about a quarter of an

hour's practice you will find the

Valves.

searchings for stations a very easy

In a fixed unit of this type

matter, for the two dials read

where the coupling of the oscillator coils and other adjustments
are fixed once for all there is not
the same variety of valves available as is the case with some

about the same over a large portion
of their tuning range.

As with other supersonic heterodyne receivers, you will find that
a given station will come in at Iwo

instruments. There ig no filament
resistance included in this set as it
is intended that it should be used
with 2 -volt valves throughout,

and the makers recommend the
Marconi or Osram D.E.2 L.F. for the first
socket, D.E.2 H.F. for the second, third
and fourth, and D.E.2 L.F. for the fifth

respectively.
While all of these work excellently, I have

.

found the following combination to give
good results. First, Butridept H.L. 213 ;
second, third and fourth, Cossor 1 H.F.
and the fifth valve practically any 2 -volt
detector valve on the market. The use of
2 -volt H.F. valves in the second, third and
fourth stages is strongly recommended, and
the first valve socket seems to be the tricky
one.

While I have tried a number of valves in

this I have not. found that they are all

equally good, as with some tls set tends

positions on the positions on the
oscillating dial, one of which will
probably be slightly better than

To gife you a few

The "Station mastir " out of its cabinet. the other.

can be taken to grid filament resistance and

from the other terminal of the filament
resistance to the on -and -off switch.

It should be remembered that this one
filament resistance will control all valves,
and should therefore be of such a value as
to give the requisite control. For example,
.06 -ampere valves running from a 4 -volt

accumulator will require a variable filament
resistance of 6 ohms.
Operation.

When the set is wired up put the on -and off switch at " off," then the potentiometer

knob as far as it will go to the left and set
the two variable condensers at about
50 deg. each. Now join up the accumulator

A few of the types of super -heterodyne intermediate transformers used in my experiments.

readings that I have taken, with

this instrument, using the frame with
2 -volt valves and 60 volts H.T., I quote the
following figures.

I have taken only one

reading of the oscillator condenser:
Oscillator
Dial

Station

Birmingham
Bournemouth

.. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
Unione Radio Madrid
Barcelona .. .. ..
Hamburg .. .. ..
Dublin
.. ..
Miinster
.. .. ..
Stuttgart .. ..
Berne .. ..

London
Breslau

000 -metre signal

Some are British, some

Frame
Aerial
Dial

45
311
281

301
29
221
81
321
34
36
87
38
72

Arnertean.

,

15}
301
25
37
27
19
291
311
34
36
37

49
94
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A FOUR -SHILLING FRAME AERIAL
FOR THE " STATION -MASTER " RECEIVER
By THE EDITOR
LAST week, in describing " The Station
Master," a five -valve supersonic
heterodyne receiver, I promised to
describe how to build a suitable frame aerial

for the instrument. Fortunately, I have
been able to hit upon a method of construction which, while giving an efficiency

equal to the best of many frames I have
tried, is extraordinarily simple to make.
The whole cost is just 4s., assuming. that

material. The particular wire used is made

up of a multitude of fine strands with

braided silk insulating covering. The wire
has the advantage of being extremely
flexible, and is such as to enable tappings
to be taken in a manner subsequently to be
described. Furthermore, the braided silk

covering gives a smart appearance and
helps to provide insulation where needed.

Cutting the Sticks.
The first step is to cut one of the broom-.

you have to buy two perfectly new broomsticks at 3d. each. If you are lawless enough
surreptitiously to remove the heads of two

sticks to a length of about 3 ft., and the

expense referred to, you will only have to
buy 100 ft. of special frame aerial wire

of the shorter of the two, in the manner
shown, by sawing two cuts half -way
through the stick, the width between the
cuts being equal to the diameter of the

domestic brooms and thus obviate the
at a cost of 3s. 6d.

Simple Work.
The constructional work is of the simplest,

and provided reasonable care is taken, a
sound, workmanlike job will result, while
you will be able to obtain results which,

other to about 3 ft. 0 in. -Then slot the middle

you again
come out to

stick. Be careful not to cut more than half-

way through, and then remove the wood
between the cuts. Repeat the process
with the longer stick, but in this

the longest
arm,
the

case cut, not in the middle, but a dis6 lors,

5/0E S 0

APA&

At

AVEIllIONS
\N\

FRAAIE

\\N\

PRONCENTRE

front and
wind in the
second slot

then push the two

from the inside. Once

er piece.

You can

sticks together, one
fitting into the other

and making a neat

OFFRAME

to use a touch of glue
before joining the

two pieces together,
and -then a single
screw (preferably of
brass) can be driven
through the join,
thus holding it tight..
You will now haVe

1

cross with three
equal, and one una

equal, arms.

The

next step is to measure off 14 in. from

the centre point on

each stick. Make a
pencil mark for this,

6-5ZOT5
CUT ARMS Ar
CENTRES & 80LT
TricErNziz

and then make five
other marks half an
inch apart. There

ginal:MillikfessasswzAves

SVOSPII /

The whole job can be finished in the spare time of one evening.

I can assure you from personal tests in
my laboratory, are not excelled by the
ready-made article selling for twenty times

the cost. The appearance and finish, of
course, will be largely determined by your
own personal taste, and if you are skilled

in woodwork, french polishing, or wood

turnery, yoti should be able to make a frame

aerial yitick would not disgrace the most.

tastefully furnished room. If, as is often the
case, you are mainly interested in electrical
results, the whole job can be finished during
an evening.
Apart from the two broomsticks or other
similar pieces of wood required to make the

frame, you will need to purchase one

100 -ft. carton of frame aerial wire at a cost
of 3s. 6d. from The London Electric Wire
Co., Ltd., or any other firm making similar

round, car.

joint. It is advisable
1-4!

wire

half the
length of the shortequal to

eAcw 4*

will thus be six marks

on each arm all half
an inch apart.
Now repeat the process on the other side
of the frame, and then, with a saw, cut in
diagonally for about a third of an inch into
each side of each arm, as shown. When you

have done this, bore two holes about an
eighth of an inch diameter in the longest
arm of the four, about an inch below the
bottom slot (considering the frame to be
held vertically with the longest arm at the
bottom). Now pass one end of your wire
through one of these holes, and tie it temporarily to the stick. Take the wire to the
innermost slot on the left-hand transverse
arm, from there to the top arm, down to

,

over to the

tance from one end

MPE INOUND ON
AL TERNA rE

take

,

ry on to
the back,

As efficient as it is inexpensive!

and so on,
being careful to take one complete turn
round the front and then round the back
until the whole frame is filled. You will
find that the hundred feet of wire will just

about fill the frame as indicated.
On completion of winding pass the end
through the other hole and secure. The
method of fixing the ends is not important
so long as they are properly secured.
-

Probably the best way is to pass the wire

twice through each hole with a knot.
Enough wire should be left at the end to

connect to your set, or, if you like, you can
do as I have done, complete each wire by a
Clix terminal.

There now remains only the base to be
made. This can consist of any heavy piece
of wood that may be handy.
How to make Tappings.

In a previous paragraph I have referred

to the ability to make tappings in this
frame. The method is very simple, if unconventional. It consists in soldering a
piece of flexible wire to a pin and then
pushing the pin through the frame wire
at any point where a tapping is desired.
The pin makes good electrical contact,
and the strands of the Wire 'are not appreciably injured by its insertion. By adopting
this method an infinite number -of tappings
is made available for experimental work
without the need of bringing them out to

terminals or interfering with the general
winding.

Many readers have asked how they can

use Reinartz reaction with a frame aerial on

the right arm, and back again to the longest
arm. On reaching point, turn over the

the Hale receive:, and the diagram given
last week showed how this can be done.

one complete Wm on that side, and when -

be left to experiment.

frame and slip the wire into the bottom
slot on the other side. Now carry on for

The frame now described suits excellently,
and the choice of a suitable tapping should
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of having been kept in stock for a long
time, should be rejected and not even
accepted at a reduced price.
There are no other special _precautions,

except that it is just as well to make sure
that your wireless licence does not expire
while you are away. If the date falls

in the period covered by the holiday, make

a note of it in your diary, acid -see that
you remit the "amount, otherwise you are
liable to forget until you return and get
yourself in trouble.
A Frank Talk.

-

" I am very anxious to obtain a transmitting licence,' as I want to' amuse my
friends with the reproduction- of some
excellent 'gramophone records. I have

available,".. writes a North of Enghind
reader.' " I dO-- not know much abotit

Note.-In this section, Mr. Harris will discuss each week interesting points from

wireless, but ,haVe been operating a five
valve receiving set successfully . for the

the large correspondence he regularly receives. Readers are invited to write to him on

the usual obvious faults."

last two years, and am able to remedy

matters of interest, and extracts from their letters, together with Mr. Harris'

At the risk of causing offence, I am going to talk to this correspondent very
frankly. First of all, the possession of a
transmitting licence is a greatly valued

comments, will be published from time to time. It must be pointed out, however,
that general and technical queries cannot be answered in this section, but should be

addressed to the Technical Query Department, complying with the conditions laid down
under the heading " Technical Queries" in each week's issue of POPULAR WIRELESS.

AM going abroad," writes , a reader

from the South of England, " and
I shall be very glad of your advice
about my wireless set while I am away.
I shall be away for at least six months,
"

privilege, and is rightly only granted after

have been charged within the last week or

two and have not been used much. A
slightly discharged accumulator will not

keep in condition half so well as one which
is 'fully charged.

If you have a good and reliable battery
service station in your neighbourhood, it

and the house will be unoccupied. I haVe
a five -valve set with 100 ampere (actual)
accumulators and 120 -volts high-tension

is worth paying a little to deposit the

purchased."
The first precaution in leaving a wireless

by occasional charge and discharge.

in dry battery form; which- I have just

set is to disconnect the aerial
it directly to earth. This should be done
outside of the house, and the wires preferably completely removed from the leading
insulator and joined to, a wire connected

directly to the earth, if this is external.
If an indoor earth has been used on a water -

accumulator at this station, where it can
be watched and kept in good condition
-1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.14

ground,

to this.

and connect the aerial lead-in

'

Lowering the Aerial.
Of course; if it is convenient to do so,

it is better still to lower the whole aerial
on to the ground. In many cases it is not
practicable to effect the lowering, and in
such a case the direct earth connection
indicated shoUld be used. As the six
months will cover the very windy period
at the beginning of the spring, make quite
sure that the mast is well -supported and
that the guyropes are in good. condition.
In some forms of staying the breaking or
loosening of a single guy rope will throw
a tremendous strain upon the whole mast,

EE

AIR."

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

work.

Even then the applicant has to

give the authorities some kind of indication

of the line of experiments he is going to

undertake, and mere general claims such as
" improvements of modulation," " experimental work on microphones," " evolving

new transmitting circuits," and the like,
are not sufficient evidence of the line of

In the past too many experimenters have
abused the privileges conferred upon them,

by grinding out gramophone records for
the presumed amusement of their friends,
E=

-E

anannumnismnnanianannannimaninanmannima:

In any case, H.T. batteries deteriorate

generally from the time that they are

made, whether they are used or not, and
at the end of six months my correspondent

must not expect to find them in as good
condition as when they were left, even if
they have been most carefully put away.
This steady deterioration of dry batteries
is one of the reasons why I advise readers

to purchase their H.T. batteries from a
dealer who does a good, brisk trade; and
any battery that looks shabby, dusty, or
soiled, or in any other Way gives evidenc

and probably cause it to collapse.
With regard to the set itself, all batteries
should be. .completely disconnected, not
forgetting those used for grid bias. The

thus occupying one of the few wave -bands
available to the genuine experimenter and

doing nothing whatever to further the art.
It is quite evident that my correspondent's
sole motive in desiring to obtain a -transmitting licence is one of what is commonly
called " swank." This is evident from

several phrases in his letter which I have
not quoted. Furthermore, my correspondent
is completely unknown to me, and I do not
appreciate being asked
to vouch for him,"

and to

endorse his
application for a transmitting licence just

because he pays me

the compliment of
reading the " Radio
each
Constructor
week.

NifififififilifinififiuMMfifitt.;

This Weeks'

valves should be picked away in some
place out Of harm's way, and the whole
set covered with a cloth, in particular

E

=

protecting the ebonite panel from exposure
to the sun or even bright light. The set
should pr6terably.'be placed in -the driest

E

E. --

Practical Hint.
Scratch a centre E.

line on the back

of every panel as

a guide in laying E:
out.

room of the house, since damp plays

Also mark the
E width of the box E.

havoc with the best wireless apparatus.

. Special care is required with regard to

the accumulators. These should be fully
charged up when the set is left, even if they

licence should be granted to him it would
be properly used for general experimental

Abusing a Privilege.

FIRST PARTICULARS AND
PHOTOGRAPHS OF

" THE KING OF THE

pipe, I would suggest obtaining one 'of the
copper earth tubes now sold, fix it into the

knowledge of the art, and (2) that if a

work.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE :

E-

the applicant has shown the Post Office
authorities that (1) he has a really sound

E beading in the Ti
Using a Scriber o mark the panel.

__=="-

same way.

-
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GUARANTEED

for 12 months.
Turns ratio 3 to 1.
Resistance ratio 4
Pte;

SMALL ENERGY -CONSERVING

CONDENSERS-

Fit LISSEN-these sma
condensers
deliver all their stored -up energy. The

following capacities are male in mica
(LISSEN also make the Mansbridge
in larger capacities).
Leaky
condensers' waste energy --fit LISSEN

to 1.

type

Use it for 1, 2, or 3
stage. L.F.
It is suitable for
alt circuits and all

and save it.
Capacities '0001 to '001 I /- each (much

valves

you

want to use.

will

reduced).

'002 to '006 1 6 each (much reduced).

tttsset

8'6

-11
t:Zat *
tOss.Nkt

Note the new case which enables the
condenser to be fitted upright or used

flat. At present the new case is available

in the capacities most used, but will
quickly

standard

become

capacities.

ADD

10°:

for

all

LIFE

MORE

TO

YOUR H.T. BATTERY

-merely by using a LISSEN 2 mid, or
1

mid. (Mansbridge type)

condenser

It cuts out
all the noise from your H.T. battery
across your H.T. battery.

when the battery is old, and keeps the

PERFORMANCE WINS
CURVES, curves, curves, and talk, talk talk about

a transbrmer, curves and claims and claims

and curves- all mean notning against performance
under actual working conditions:

energy flow steady and quiet in the meantime.
One LISSEN condenser will
outlast
many
batteries,
and
the
lengthened life you get out of your
battery will pay for the cost of the
LISSEN condenser over and over again.

Your dealer will tell you how you can
easily

stood in the way of the widespread use of loud speakers and
powerful amplification ?

Who else but LISSEN NOW GIVES YOU SUCH A TRANSFORMER AT SUCH A PRICE WHICH AMPLIFIES EVERY

TONE, EVERY HARMONIC, EVERY OVERTONE ?
Never again be ill advised enough to pay a high price for a transformer- LISSEN has unhesitatingly withdrawn all their own expensive transformers which have been on the market and largely sold

for several years past, IN FAVOUR OF THIS NEW LISSEN- A
BETTER TRANSFORMER THAN ANY THAT HAVE BEEN
BEFORE.

the

condenser

when

effective.

LISSEN (Mansbridge type) condenser
2 mfd. 4 8
1 mfd. 3 10
Other capacities made are
:

'01
'025
'05
'1

AND WHO ELSE BUT LISSEN HAS THE COURAGE TO
GIVE YOU A 7 -DAY TRIAL OF A TRANSFORMER WHICH
HAS REVOLUTIONIZED ALL PREVIOUS IDEAS OF PERFORMANCE AND PRICE ?
Who else but LISSEN has removed the last obstacle of price which

connect

buying it. Use either 2 mfd. or 1 mid.
capacity --the larger condenser is more

24
24
24
26

'25
'5
1'0
2'0

3

34

3'10
48

Instead of a tin case, the LISSEN Condenser, unlike all other condensers of

the Mansbridge type, has a specially
moulded case which IN ITSELF IS A

SOLID INSULATOR. That is why it
is impossible for the LISSEN condenser
to short circuit on to its case, an
important protection for the user when
the condensers are being used in a
circuit connected straight on to the
electric light mains. And due to our new
direct -to dealer pclicy of distribution
THESE LISSEN CONDENSERS COST

YOU NO MORE THAN THE ORDINARY KIND.

LISSEN GRID LEAKS THAT
DEFIED BOTH RAIN & SUN-

7 DAYS' TEST OFFER

If within 7 days of purchase you can find a better transformer at
any price, take the LISSEN back to your dealers and get your
money back.

Obtainable at any dealers, or direct from factory. If any difficulty
post free, but please mention dealer's name and address,
Let nobody persuade you there is any valve or circuit you cannot
use it with -REMEMBER THE 7 DAYS' TEST OFFER,
The unheard-of low price for such a high grade master -part is made possible

by a huge production, special plant, a determination to place big powerful
amplifiers within the reach of all who cared to build them, and to our new
direct -to -dealer policy of distribution which cuts out all wholesale profits for
your benefit.

LISSEN

LTD.,

8 -16,

FRIARS

LANE,

During the summer of 1925 -

LISSEN Fixed Grid Leaks was left on

our factory roof-soaked by rain and

baked by sun, yet the resistance in each
grid leak never altered.
All capacities one price, previously 1,8,

NOW 1,'-.

RICHMOND,

(Managing Director : Thomas N. Cole)

tw.

SURREY
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AMAZING
PONIE
to our FREE offer of
Blue Print
and Instruction Book.
Results from our first announcements have been
positively amazing ! . . . Tens of thousands of

FREE Blue Prints and Instruction Books have
been issued in response to coupons received
.

.

wireless enthusiasts-as never before-

are now enjoying clear, undistorted tone, made

possible by the wonderful R. C. Threesome.
Using the new Ediswan Valves-R.C.2. and
P.V.2.-in the new quarter -watt POINT ONE
ECONOMY Range-the R. C. Threesome is,
without doubt, the receiver of to -day.

Make the
R. C. Threesome Now.

Ask your dealer

about the new

EDISWAN

It's simple-you can build it in 3 hours for

ECON 0 M Y
VALVES

less than £3. One dial tuning !-High -power

QUARTER -WATT
POINT ONE RANGE

There is an Ediswan
Valve for every

Wireless Purpose,
FIT EDISWAN VALVES
AND NURSE YOUR SET

station and local station come through with
absolute purity and abundant volume.
The new Ediswan POINT ONE ECONOMY
Valves are renowned for tonal quality . .
.

for long service

.

.

.

for irreducible economy.

Get EDISWAN Valves for your R. C.
Threesome, and be sure of perfect reception.

Send for this FREE
BLUE PRINT & BOOK

Don't wait. Tear out the coupon and post
it right away !
Don't forget your name and address-many
coupons, sent in haste, have been received
blank. Avoid disappointment-do it NOW !

D I SWA 1'4
To THE EDISON SWAN

ELECTRIC CO., LTD. (Publicity),

12.9/S, Queen Victoria Street. London, EC.

Mouse send, pat free, presentation copies of
the

R C.

1'hroosotne " Instruction Boolt and
Bine Prf.:t.

Arne
,Address
PLEASE USE
BLUER LETTERS

V.13

1,.11. 4.1z.:16
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CRYSTAL -VALVE combinations have
always been of particular interest

to the experimenter and many are

the circuits, both straight and reflex, that
have achieved popularity in the past.
More recently, attention has been drawn
to circuits in which the crystal is used as a
potential rectifier. In previous circuits,
whether connected across the tuned anode
circuit, as in the reflex, or across the grid

827
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An Analysis of the Use of a Crystal
as a Potential Rectifier.
By J. ENGLISH

overcome by increasing the amount of
H.F. energy reaching the grid. Usually
the crystal detector passes on sufficient,
but where this is not so, a very small

*......-4,--.4.-.4-4-...--.--0-4.--...-4-----*

condenser such as a neutrodyne balancing

upon the tuned circuit to which it is con-

crystal. This capacity bypasses sufficient
H.F. energy without appreciably decreasing
the efficiency of the detector. The capacity
of this condenser is usually less than .00001

nected.

This load, unless counteracted by

reaction, results in flat tuning, while the

input and output loads of the crystal
detector must be properly adjusted for
maximum efficiency. In contrast to this,
when the crystal is used

condenser, can be connected across the

mfd.

Before proceeding with the consideration

of other circuits a few important points

as a potential rectifier there

is no L.F. current -producing

stage, so that the load on

the tuned circuit is infinitely
smaller.
This entails a
smaller degree of reaction

V

40 ]URNS ON

4 "/".4.A,L.-R

.

r -1F-1

0001

for sharp tuning. In addiPOP vrn Sr

tpZo OY

tion, the efficiency of the crystal as a detector is considerably increased. Although
the step-up effect of the
reflexing transformer is lost,

it will be obvious that the
circuit, as in the Trinadyne, the crysta
detector transforms the H.F. energy into_ advantages of potential rectiL.F. currents. These currents are then fication more than make up
converted into L.F. voltages by means of
the iron -cored transformer and fed back to

Smoother Reaction.

voltage impulses; the crystal being con-

A typical circuit embodying potential rectification is
that of Fig. 1. A proportion

nected to the grid as in Fig. 1.
Now, ,when the crystal detector is used
to produce an L,F. current, it places a load

1.1.FD.

for this.

the grid circuit. The crystal used as a

potential rectifier, however, transforms the
H.F. voltage impulses direct into L.F.

0005
C>
C>

of the H.F. signal voltage

/e7G 3
0003 Al ro.

()IC
c, 30

reaches. the grid of the
valve, where it is amplified

and fed back to the grid circuit by the

coupling of L2 and L1. This provides the
reaction effect as in the normal one -valve
set with a. reaction coil.

Instead of magnetic coupling, a condenser coupling can be used to obtain
reaction as in Fig. 2. The control of
reaction in this circuit by means of C2 is

similar to that used in the popular modified
Reinartz receiver. The advantages of this
form of control are too well-known to need
a further description.
The circuits of Figs. 1 and 2 both function
identically, the second having the smoother
reaction control. It may be noticed that

either circuit will not oscillate on certain
wavelengths, especially if the damping of
the aerial circuit is large. This can be

Tugs ON 4 '1-5RMER

ORFiwit' BY

C x0, 1W

Att.,
,s

about the valve itself should be noted.
As in the reflex, the valve functions in a
dual Capacity, amplifying both L.F. and
H.F. voltage impulses, the L.F. coming
direct from the crystal, while the H.F. is

part of the initial signal voltage. Considered as an L.F. amplifier, the most

important point is the adjustment of anode
and grid bias voltages for distortionless
amplification as in the normal L.F. valve.
As an H.F. amplifier, it provides the reaction effect which is used to obtain sharper
tuning and louder signals.
Some Detector Observations.

The circuits so far analysed are most

suitable for the reeep'Aon of strong signals,
(Continaeit on sestiesge.)
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SOME CRYSTAL -VALVE
CIRCUITS

volume and purity of signals was remarkably
good.

Unlike the detector valve, more

reaction could be used without introducing
distortion. A curious effect was noticed

(Continued from previous page.)

*

when sufficient reaction was used the

-4-4-4.-------------.1.-4.-4-*

such as the local station's programmes, upon
which they give very excellent results.

Now, given strong incoming signals, the
connections of the crystal detector are of
importance as will be shown.
-Some observations were made upon the
reception of 2 L 0 using the circuit of Fig. 2,

when the grid circuit was very slightly
detuned. A sudden " peak " effect was
then obtained resulting in loud and pure

1926.

current rectifier, is very small when the
H.F. input is extremely weak. Therefore,

if the circuit is preceded by a stage of H.F.
amplification, the H.F. input to the crystal
will

be stronger and the corresponding

increase in efficiency of the latter as a rectifier will result in a greater range for the set.

signals.

Adding An H.F. Stage.

an L.F. valve to this circuit constitutes a
powerful receiver for the faithful repro-

its " juice." The H.F. valve of Fig. 4,

This setting required critical
tuning of the grid circuit. The addition of

duction of the local programme.

The particular adjustment of grid bias
mentioned above applies to the reception

K2

It is sometimes said .that a single H.F.
valve is useless and does nothing to earn
however, does increase considerably the

efficiency of the receiver while adding but
one more tuning control. This circuit
constitutes an excellent two -valve receiver
for pure reception of distant stations, and
is well worth a trial. The tuning, while not
difficult, is sufficiently selective to confine

the local station to a very narrow wave-

Kr

band. The

c>

" peak "

effect

mentioned

above was noticeable on several of the

111111!III

stronger stations.
Regarding components it is essential for
maximum H.F. amplification that the
choke Kl should possess large inductance
and small self -capacity, and be wound

1Oos

with not too thin a gauge of wire.

00 OS

ri

002

A

No. 1,500 Igranio coil proved very satisfactory for wave -lengths up to 3,000 metres,
while for the choke K2 a No. 250 was used.

Another 1,500 coil would be even better.

II

Values of other components are given in the
diagram. It may be noted that the

coupling condenser C2 has been given a

/764

afN en., Iv
CHAD' BY

SLR: N'

value of 0005 mfd. instead of the con,C) ay

5.231

ventional .0003 mfd.

This improves slightly

both amplification and stability.
A Satisfactory Compromise.

with a zincite-tellurium detector.

of loud signals, and only then does the

point, it was found that a positive potential
of 2 volts was automatically applied to the
grid with tellurium connected to grid.
With zincite connected to grid, a negative

grid bias needs to be much smaller when

When
reaction was adjusted well off the oscillation

potential of 2 volts was produced.

Ob-

" peak " effect take place. The amount of

receiving weak signals and a potentiometer
is then more satisfactory for controlling the
grid potential.

viously, this fact influences the amount of
negative grid bias to be used for distortion less amplification and allowance has to be
made for the automatic grid bias set up by
the crystal itself. The value of this automatic bias is proportional to the amplitude

A " DX " One-Valver.

of the incoming signal.

observed in the usual detector
valve circuits, such as a
selective form of aerial

A Curious Effect.

At six miles from 2 L 0, using a D.E.3

valve with 56 volts H.T., tellurium to grid,

the best value of negative grid bias was

- Now for real DX work the circuits
already described are hardly satisfactory.
In working out a suitable
circuit, due attention must

Another important feature is the con-

nection from this coupling condenser to the
grid coil of the second valve. Tapping

points are provided on this coil and the

smaller the number of turns in circuit with

the condenser C2, the greater the selec-

tivity. Amplification, however, is reduced
correspondingly. A satisfactory com-

promise is obtained by connecting C2 to

about the 10th turn counted from the

be devoted to those details
coupling and a smooth control of reaction free from
" backlash." A single -valve
circuit capable of good DX
work is that of Fig. 3,

wherein these details have
been observed as closely as
possible. The type of crystal
detector used is of importance and some combinations
may give better results than
others. The cat's -whisker
and galena detector, although
the most sensitive, is some-

what erratic when used in
these circuits and the more

stable " Perikon" type, such
as the combinations zincitetellurium or zincite-pyrites, work better..
In the experiments described in this article,
fOund to be -4.2 volts, or .2 volts with - the zincite-tellurium combination was used.
zincite to grid.. It will be seen that either This detector proved quite satisfactory,
value gives the grid a bias of 22 volts both as regards stability and sensitivity to

negative, which is approximately correct weak signals.
Now the efficiency of the crystal as a
for the anode voltage used. Telluritirii to
grid appeared to give the best results, and - detector, whether used as a potential or a

filament end. Where a high degree of
selectivity is desired a tapped coil should
be used for the grid coil of the first valve,
thus forming an auto -coupled aerial circuit,
as in Fig. 3.
Returning once more to the single valve

circuits, there is a development of Fig.
(Continued on next page).

1
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Look

Hera the STEEP SLOPE

"A WONDERFUL new power valve for 2 -volt users.

It more

L I than justifies the name Steep Slope.' Really a remarkable curve, see
how sharply it rises and what splendid overall amplification that means,"
so remarked our friend POWER.

"I quite agree, POWER, but tell the public exactly what you mean by
'Steep Slope,'" replied TONE.
"Well, you know," said POWER, " I cannot do my work properly unless
the loudspeaker is fed with plenty of current, and the strength of my
voice depends on the fluctuations of this current.
'Steep Slope' means
that very large fluctuations of anode current are produced by minute
changes of grid voltage, so that a valve which has a Steep Slope'
characteristic is extremely sensitive and powerful."
"I think you are getting it all your own way and leaving me out," complained TONE. " Mere loudness is not what the public wants."

"Sure thing," answered POWER, "but these new OSRAM POWER

VALVES look after you all right. The fellows who designed them have
had their eyes on both of us. It is wonderful how pure and mellow is
the tone of

7heNew Osram STEEP SLOPE' PowerValve
Type DEP. _215

It

.1

I

7.1te.Mtv

Osram STEEP SLOPE PowerValve

2 Volt Power Amplifier

.4'

(TYPE DlEP 215 )
PRICE 18'6

ArINIMMINMEM01111=01.

The Osram STEEP HOPE' is the Masterpiece of TONE 'O 'POWER'
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The "IDEAL" Christmas Present
THE BLUE -SPOT TONE CLARIFIER

Entirely New.
Scientific.
Perfect.

It will
surprise
you.

Make your reception perfect
by fitting a Blue -Spot Tone Clarifier
wireless enthusiast can now obtain a " Blue -Spot " Tone Clarifier, the result of which is the last word

EVERY
in purity of reception. It is accurately adjustable to the finest degree in 6 stages, so that by degrees a clearer
tone can be obtained without damping or reducing the volume of sound.
By turning the milled ring, 6 stages can be obtained which are shown 0 to 6 on the dial.
At 0, the instrument is switched off, whilst the figures I to 6 give different degrees
best of which is invariably perceptible and gives surprisingly good results.

of

clarification, the

-

The "Blue -Spot" Tone Clarifier will fit any set, either Crystal or Valve without alteration,
One end connects to your set terminals, the other to the Headphones or Loudspeaker wires.

PRICE 9/6 EACH
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LINDALLS, LIMITED

70, Lombard Street

BIRMINGHAM
'Phone

Mid. 596.

'Grams : "Lifelike."
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SOME CRYSTAL -VALVE
CIRCUITS.
(Continued from page 828.)

*

*

due to A. W. Sharman.

This is shown in
of this
circuit is the introduction of the condenser
C in front of the crystal. This condenser
Fig. 5.

The important feature

should have a very small capacity, say
.00005 mfd., and the highest possible
insulation resistance.

Its introduction into

the circuit improves the function of the

831

Under the best conditions of operation

the response of the detector valve with
reaction does not exceed that of this
circuit, which appears to combine all the
sensitivity and selectivity of the regenerative valve with the distortionless rectification of the drystal.

A Frame Aerial Circuit.

Experimenters interested in frame aerial

reception should try out the interesting

The insertion of the leak resistance
across the condenser C involves a departure
from the requirements of the Sharman
the former.

Reaction is controlled by a three -plate

circuit, and this modified circuit would
appear not to function in the same way as

A really satisfactory DX circuit that
can be thoroughly recommended is one

tapping going to filament negative, either
through bias cells

or a

potentiometer.

condenser C8.

This circuit is excellent for
the pure reception of the local station.

TWO USEFUL HINTS. I

eK,
40 7,-;AWS

be obtainable when the more
favourable winter season arrives.

circuit'of Fig. 8, which is an adaption of the.
Hartley oscillator circuit, using a crystal as a
potential rectifier. The frame aerial constitutes the inductance L1, the centre

Kz

8

should

By J. F. C.
>i7ve,wt-R

THE amateur is often apt to become

rather puzzled over the matter of the
best fixed condenser capacity to use
for the purpose of placing across the headphones of a set. Happily, although to a
certain extent every receiver has its own
individual requirements, so to speak, a few

general rules for guidance in this matter
can be laid down.

For use with a crystal set, a telephone
condenser having a capacity of about
002 mid. will be found to give the best
Higher value condensers may, of
course, sometimes be used effectively with
crystal sets, but very often their employ results.

2.5 TURNS av 4-/Seo'Fie
50 7i/RN5 cw 4 'AjdellER-11

0003

A76 7

$ERser

tv0,

crystal as a potential rectifier. While bypassing freely the H.F.
voltages,
this condenser C appears to serve the purpose

of preventing the rectified L.F. voltages
from flowing back to the filament end
of the circuit. Reaction is obtained by
coupling L2 and L1, or by a capacity
coupling,

as in the circuits

/

8.234

shown in Fig. 7.

an H.F. valve having been

'phones.

previously

While the Sharman circuit works very

well on loud signals, its disadvantage,
in the writer's opinion, is the " free "

is often very necessary to make soldered
Especially is

IT connections to tinfoil.

It will be evident froM the circuit dia-

this so in the case of small fixed condenser construction. Unfortunately, the
amateur does not always find it an easy job
to effect these soldered joints, the reason

gram that the grid is effectivelY insulated
by the condenser C, and thus no control of the working grid potential is possible.
This results in inefficiency and unstable
signals.

when

being, of course, that the metal foil is so

receiving weak

thin that it quickly oxidises and sometimes
even burns away when heat is applied to it.
Such soldering operations, however, can
be made Very much easier by the use of a
special' type of flux. Flux suitable for the

,

Attempts were made to overcome this
disadvantage by connecting a grid leak
with grid bias cells in series between the
grid and filament negative, as in the usual
method for an amplifying valve. Provided

the grid leak had a high value of several
inegohms,-this method worked satisfactorily,

but much better results were obtained by
connecting a resistance of .5 to 1 megohm
across the condenser C with potentiometer
control Of grid bias, as in Fig. 6, capacity
reaction control being used. This circuit

was now quite stable and gave full

undiStoited amplification of loud signals,
the " peak " effect being noticeable. More-

over," its response to weak signalS was

much better, and in this respect superior
to the Circuits previously mentioned.

Sometimes the use of such a

condenser, despite all theory, will be found
to have surprisingly effective results in
toning up the signal clarity, and in freeing
the reception from extraneous noise.

Sensitive and Stable.

reaction control

'phones.
For a 1-valver, use a telephone condenser
having a value somewhere between .002 and

This is a development ..005 mfd. Two -valve sets can do with a
'phone condenser of *01 mfd. capacity, or
added, choke coupled, as in Fig. 4. The even More. In fact, with multi -valve
values of components and details of con- receivers it is a good plan to try the effect
nections given for that circuit apply , of placing a fixed condenser of large
equally well here. As mentioned pre- capacity, say a .05 mfd. condenser, across the
of Fig. 6,

mentioned.

grid.

went reduces the signal strength in the

viously, the crystal detector can be bridged
by a very small capacity to obtain sufficient

reaction, but this should be used only

as a last resort.

This circuit, even when roughly wired up,

proved very selective and stable in operation. Under the -adverse conditions of full
daylight during midsummer, several B.B.C.

and Continental stations were received at

good 'phone strength. The addition of one
L.F. valve brought, in several foreign
stations at quiet loud=speaker strength

after dark, and full loud -speaker strength

above type of work may be prepared by
heating equal parts -of vaseline and highgrade wax. After the ingredients have
become intimately mixed, finely ground
sal -ammoniac is added in the proportion of
1 part of the vaseline-wax mixture to 11 parts of the sal -ammoniac. The resulting
Mixture should be thOroughly well stirred,
after which it may be stored in small tins or
other containers.
When dealing with tinfoil soldering work,

only use the slightest smear of the above
It will be found to be very efficient,
and will considerably lighten the labour
incurred by the delicate soldering work,

.
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in connection
A' wAli
the cone loud speaker consists
of a conical diaphragm in which the-,

metal crystals, in particular crystals 6f

itcrest ing invention

apex is not at the, centre.; the base of the

cone is an ellipse, and therefore the distance

from the apex to the edge is different in
different directions.

The reason for this arrangement may

not at first be evident.

But a little

reflection will show that in the case of a
circular and perfectly symmetrical diaphragm, which is excited at the geometrical

copper.

;TECHNICAL
NOTES
e

A Weekly Feature

+

Conducted by

however, owing- .-to the unsymmetrical
arrangement, it is intended that the

fundathental tone may be suppressed; that
is to say, it is intended in general that the
diaphragm shall vibrate or respond more
or lest uniformly at all frequencies within
the required range:
Before discussing this matter further, it

should be mentioned that the idea of an
elliptical diaphragm is by no means new.
Elliptical diaphragms were used during the

war for various acoustical reception purposes.

Furthermore, it does not appear to be a
proper conclusion that the displacement of
the point of excitation to an unsymmetrical
position will have the effect of making the
diaphragm aperiodic..
lf it becomes truly aperiodic it will
inev itably suffer from the insensitivity which

is characteristic of all aperiodic or quasiaperiodic systems and, in fact, one of the
outstanding advantages of a resonant
system
greatly enhanced
A very familiar example of this is
to be found in the electrically resonant circuit of a receiving set ;
i t goes without saying that every
experimenter is aware of the
great difference between a tuned
and an untuned receiver.
In any case, it is practically
certain that the elliptical dia-

4
$

The reproducer unit is introduced between
the two diaphragms, and is secured to the
first -mentioned diaphragm at its apex.
A New Rectifier.
A new type of gas -discharge rectifier has

recently been introduced from the 'United

It is a full -wave rectifier, and
consists essentially of a central plate of
nickel or molybdenum, this plate being
placed in a vertical plane (that it to say,
States.

when the valve is in a vertical position the
central plate is vertical), on each side of the

plate being a wire of tungsten or nickel,
the plate being the cathode and the two

tungsten wires acting as anodes alternately
in accordance with the alternations in the
A.C. current. The valve contains a gas
which has a comparatively low ionisation
petential ; this gas .may be either helium

and noon mixed, or helium alone. The
pressure of the gas which gives the best

results depends, of course, upon the. aetual.

size and the geometrieal features of the

remarkable

(Staff Consultant.)

bulb and the electrodes, as well as upon the
voltage at which it is intended to work the
rectifier. Pressures from 5 millimetres of

mercury up to 80 millimetres have been

used, but when helium gas alone is employed,
a pressure of about 20 millimetres of

Mercury has been found to be the best.

In the laboratories mentioned above a

single crystal of copper has been produced
of the amazing size of 17 inches in length
and over 2 inches in diameter and Weighing
about 12 pounds. This crystal was 'withdrawn from the electric furnace in which
it was produced at the rate of a quarter -of -

an -inch per hour; that is, it tock about
three days to withdraw It entirely from
the furnace. This very careful annealing
permitted the copper atoms to arrange
themselves in regular formation.

A curious property of these large single
crystals is that they can be bent quite easily
by hand, but once. having been so bent they
become practically like ordinary copper,

and cannot be straightened with the same'
ease ! At the same time, their electrical
the valve in order to get rid of gaseous conductivity falls to about the same value
impurities, and the 'potential drop across the as that of ordinary copper.
Unfortunately, there is no immediate
rectifier is
reduced considerably
by introduc- prospect of utilising this newly discovered
kaline metal highly -conducting copper in a commercial
ing an al such as
caesium or. way, owing to the single crystals being so
rubidium
before the delicate and difficult to manufacture.
getter "
is volatilised.
There is a
good deal of Another New Condenser.
other interesting in A new die-cast condenser has been 'proformation
in the speci- duced by the Unicontrol Condenser Corporafication of
this new de - tion which, in addition to having the stator

" Silite " Electrodes.

Magnesium or calcium is introduced into

vice,

and

tion itself

the specifica(237236)

and rotor each cast as a single unit in
the usual way, obtains a straight-line
frequency reading with circular
plates. This effect is achieved by

tapering the circular segments in an
appropriate way so that as the rotor
is moved the clearance between the
plates is varied. - The condenser has
also certain other novel features in

connection with the method

of

mounting the rotor in its bearings.

phragm is not by any means
aperiodic system, but that -it

has definite natural frequencies of
vibration.
In a particular form of the cone
type loud -speaker diaphragm the
principal cone is secured at its
edge to another cone, -which kilns the support and which is secured to a suitable stand.

most

blage of tiny crystals without any particular
method of arrangement.

Non-reSohant Diaphragm.

In the ease -of the elliptical diaphragm,

the

cent higher than that of ordinary copper,
which consists, of course, of a vast assem-

+ Dr. J. R. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

centre, there will he a definite frequency of
vibrations and definite overtones.

One of

properties of a single copper crystal is that
its electrical conductivity is up ,to 13 per

It is claimed that by the use of

An elaborate American
neutrodyne receiver which incorporates
disc" tuning instead of the more usual knobs and dials.

circular plates, instead of the usual
off -set plates which are commonly
employed for straight-line frequency
condensers, the size of the condenser
is considerably reduced.

should be consulted by those who require
further details.

Automatic Aerial Switch.
A new and interesting little device consists

considerable amount of experimental work
has been carried out upon this effect. As a

set (thereby disconnecting it from earth,
to which it is ordinarily connected) when

It is well known that silicon has a
rectifying action for A.C. current, and a

result, a new type of material for the

electrodes in an electrolytic rectifier has
been developed, known as "Silite." These
Silite electrodes are metallic -glass rectify-

elements based upon the rectifying
property of silicon. They are said to -give
ing

a higher charging rate than nciost other
electrodes and by moans of the Hite
electrodes it is a comparatively simple
matter to convert an L.T. battery into a

of an electro-magnetic arrangement which
automatically connects the aerial to. the
the valves are switched on.

It will not take

the reader more than a few moments to
think out how this is done. The device
contains a small eleetro-magnet and a
rocking bar, the two ends of which dip
alternately into mercury cups. A spring

keeps one end in the mercury cup, which is
connected to earth, unless the electromagnet is energised, in which case the other
end of the rocking lever dips into its

appropriate mercury cup. The aerial is
connected to the rocking bar, one mercury
cup to earth, the other mercury cup to the
Those experimenters who take an interest , aerial terminal of the set. The filament
in crystal structure, and its influence upon current for the valves passes through the
contact -rectification will he interested to electro-magnet. It is easy to see that on
power unit.

Copper Cilistals.

know of some experiments which have
recently been made at the General Electric
Cempany's laboratories in- the United

States upon the growth of large

single

switching on .the filaments the aerial is
instantly and automatically disconnected

from earth and connected to the set.
(Continued on page 852.)
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Igranic Radio Devices
for short-wave work

IGRANIC Short - Wave Coils are wound with
heavy gauge wire, rigidly supported with a
minimum of insulating material, which accurately preserves the spacing between turns. The self capacity and losses are particularly low so that oscillation is obtained easily.

Igranic Short -Wave Coils are made in four sizes for
wave -lengths of To to too metres.
PRICES : 2 (turns) 2.'6
0 (turns) 2/8
9
2;9
2/7
,,
4
Set of four, 10:-.
-

Igranic 'NONMIC '
Valve Holder

Igranic-Pacent S.L.F.

(Rcgd.)

Variable Condenser

T G R ANIC-PACENT Straight -Line
Frequency
Condensers
are

IGRANIC " Nonrnic " Valve

Holders have extremely

and
are, therefore, particularly suitable for short-wave work.

particularly suitable -for shortwave work as the gradual increase
in capacity near the minimum position greatly facilitates fine tuning.

The sockets are suspended by

Extremely low losses and negligible
minimum capacity.

low

self -capacity

means of special springs, which
give extreme resiliency and
effectively absorb all shocks.
Made in two types for panel
or baseboard mounting ; both
types fitted with terminals
and soldering tags,

" INDIGRAPH ' (Regd.) Vernier Knob

and Dial
ii5OR smooth control, entirely free from backlash, always

use ".Indigraph " Vernier Knobs and Dials. Two.
scales are provided, reading in opposite directions,

so that the " Indigra.ph " Vernier is suitable for condensers
having a:clockwise or anti -clockwise movement. Space is
provided opposite the dial readings so that records can be
made of tuning positions. The Igranic Vernier, Knob and

Dial is simple to fix and very handsome in appearance.

The metal dial acts as a shield against
capacity effects

Prices for Panel
or Baseboard
Mounting, 3/ -each

-

-

-

-

Wri'c for the new Igranic. Calaloga.;

-

hand- .74
Price /

No. R. 37.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC C 9
149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON.

Build this fine Set for Xmas.

The CHALLENGE "

Makers of the

is designed first for eesy hand-

ling-a real family set which
will delight the lady

o!

ORIGINAL world-famous

the

house.

Tutting is ideally easy, and
the smooth reaction control
brings up strength as required
without altering the tuning a
scrap. And yet, a large number of distant stations are
easily brought in.
There is -unlimited opportunity for searching the ether, always some new interest, and
always an alternative programme.
You can build it easily. It is a standard factory type, tested and tried, but sent out

in parts with full plans, instructions

LTD

Prices :
.00035 mfd. - 14/6
.0005 mfd. - 18/6

etc.

Cabinet is a handsome double -door enclosed type, in brown oak.
4 Valve.
3 Valve.
Prices.
6 2 0
5 5 0
If panel and components are par Kit of Components
chased at the same time, the Marconi
10
6
14 6
Pane! Engraved
Royalty of 12/6 per valve is payable.
1 16 0 2 2 0
Cabinet 82 Baseboard
.

Fuller particulars, free.
State if catalogue of all our manufactures and components

required also.

RADIAX LTD., 10, Accessory House,Palmer Place, London, N.7.
Pat cs. Ad.

BECOL LoW\LoSs FORMER
As used in sets that took the first four
Registered Trade Mark.

prizes at the 1926 " Manchester Evening

Chronicle " Wireless Exhibition and the set that won the
Gold Medal at the 1926
Amsterdam Exhibition.
Size

3

incites diameter to outside of

wings. Prices :

6 inch lengths 3/- (Postage Od.)
4 inch lengths 2/- (Postage 6d.)
3 inch lengths 1 6 (Postage 6d.)

;
;
;

Up to 36 in. lengths.
Write for List C."

Ebonite Rods, Tubes and Sheets. Panels guaranteed free from surface leakage.

THE BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd., Hanwell, London, W.7.
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fThe
Truth about the Tests
4

Vt

Not only do S.T. Valves represent the highest level of valve
'4 design and manufacture to -day, but whenever or wherever you
,6,

AAV
pos4...

Dget an S.T., yin' know that that particular valve has. been V
approved by John Scott -Taggart, F. Inst. P., A.M.I.E.E.

.,

it:.1

V
A You take your packagehome, knowing it has actually been in A
his own hands; and it is almost as if Scott -Taggart himself h.
D were standing by you, confidently waiting for your set to spring 4
izi into new life as you put his picked valve into your set.
If it' tl
17,4

'i'i
.

...<
VA

, ;4

sounds too good to be true, read the following Statutory

. Declaration made before a Commissioner for Oaths :

p,NI

,t4

Statutory
Declaration
I, John Scott -Taggart, of 2, Melbourne Mace, in the

V

,4
V. ,

C

County of London, do solemnly and sincerely declare

Q

if.

.c..4

that:

:,...I

V,

z.

29
Vt

s
'IV,,

.9
11"

AV

P

,

D

V
VA

.1.1

D
IV,

N
if

I am the Managing and Technical Director of S.T.
Limited and am responsible for the maintenance of
the high standard of S.T. valves,

V,
.14
VA

Zi

2, The test department is under my immediate control and every S.T, valve is given a number of tests
which include a factory test, a laboratory test in
which a minimum of nine electrical measurements
are taken with precision meters, a test in a receiver
on broadcasting and a final laboratory test identical
to the previous one, in which the same nine or more
measurements are taken by a different technical
assistant,a
3. Only those valves which pass all four independent
tests are sold and after I have satisfied myself that a
valve is within this specification, it is packed in a

V,,

,
K
,,WI

,'

v,
:4cl
I>
..,4

P,
,,,'?

carton bearing a certificate containing a white space
on which I sign my initials.

V:,,

4. No single valve has been issued by S.T. Limited
which has not passed the required tests and every
carton bears my initials which, without exception,

....4

FP,

,

:al

V'

G

have been affixed with my own hand and ten.
And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously

d

Provisions of the Statutory Declarations Act of 1935,

lig

29

believing the same to be true and by virtue of the

17_,

V,.

Va

411

VA

21'

Declared at 10, Norfolk

,

2'1

Strand,

the County of London, this 19th
day of November, 1926, before me

if
1:1

V

D

V,

V
1191

.

0. I SIC,

ti4"1/1. )

j

5

A Commissioner

for Oaths.

117,

Itli

g

TYPES AND PRICES :
S.T.21 (H.F.)

iA1

.14

S.T.41 (H.F. and a A !

1:),

0'1 amp. 1 4, Det.) 0'1 amp. 14 - ,....4
S.T.22(L.F. and i A I S.T.42 (Power) i 0 p. V
Det) Oa amp. 1%, 0'1 amp. 10 o -el
S.T.23 (Power)
3.T.43 (Super
0'
amp. _1 8,6 P wer)0-25 a
S.T.61 (H.F. and
315

0-1 amp.

S.T.62 (Power)
0'1 amp.

S.T.63 (Super

fp

.p.22/6 ve,
4

18/6
18/6

Power) 0'25 amp 22/6

QDet.)

4V
F:'

AP

4.4:7ASP4WAV4 %).*17417
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The

Winner's

Championship

Recommendation

Messrs. S.T. Ltd. have received a letter (open to inspection at their offices) from M. R. W.
Emerson, the British Amateur who won, in the face of world-wide competition, the charripionship

at the International Exhibition at Amsterdam. This letter is of extreme interest to " Popular
Wireless" readers because it bears eloquent testimony to S.T. valves and further offers readers
the opportunity of hearing them for themselves, You cannot do better than follow the advice

of the world's leading amateur and use S.T.'s in your Elstree Six, Solodyne or other set.
EXTRACT FROM MR. EMERSON'S LETTER.
You will, no doubt, be interested to hear the results I have obtained with the new S.T. valves, which I imme.
diatcly obtained on seeing the announcements.

First of all I tried them in the actual Elstree Six with which I won the InWrnational Gold Medal at
Amsterdam.

Using S.T.61, S.T.62, S.T.63, in this order, I obtained with the set results considerably better than those
given by other makes I had been using, and that is saying a great deal. I have since tried theta in several
other sets I have built, including the Solodyne, with equal success, and 1 ant frankly delighted with the
results, and as the current consumption is so small they are extremely economical.
They give really high amplification and are exceptionally pure in reproduction.3Iy Elstree Six has created so much interest that I «In having to give denwnstrations to friends, etc., and
,I shall be happy to let anyone hear it working with S.T. valves if an appointment is matte.
R. WALDO EMERSON.

3, St. Ann's Terrace, St. John's Wood, N.W.S.

KEEP IT

S.T. VALVE GUIDE
2 Volt

4 Volt

6 Volt

3 VALVES-contd.

r

S.T.22.

S.T.4r

S.T.61

i

S.T.23

S.T.42

S.T.62

Dual, Detector, L.F.
valve
(e.g.,
3

1 VALVE

Detector ..

..

Dual valve
crystal
2 VALVES

..
and

Dot & L.F. (trans-

1

former)

z

Det. & L.F. (resistance or choke)

H.F. & detector

r
2

..

1

2

Dual, crystal and

L.F. (e.g., S.T. roo,
Elstreltex, etc.)

Dual & Detector

(e.g. Twin Valve)

Two duals and crystal (e.g. Distaflex)

x

2

i
2
x

2

S.T.22
S.T.23

S.T.4r

S.T.42

S.T.6x
S.T.62

Dual)

H.E. Dual & Delvefor (e.g.,. Mew-

S.T.4x
S.T.42

S.T.61
S.T.62

S.T.21
S.T.22

S.T.4x
S.T.41

S.T.6t
S.T.6x

4 VALVES

S.T.23
S.T.23

S.T.42
S.T.42

S.T.62
S.T.62

H.F., Det., 2 L.F.

S.T.23
S.T.22

S.T.42

S.T.6z
S.T.6x

S.T.23
S.T.23

S.T.42

or
S.T.43
S.T.42
or
S.T.43

S.T.62
or
S.T.63
S.T.6z

s
2

3

(transformer),

1

a
3

e.g., Monodial,
4 -Valve Family

4

a Volt

4 Volt

6 Volt

S.T.23
S.T.22
S.T.23

S.T.42
S.T.4 I
S.T.42
or
S.T,43

S.T.6i

S.T.41
S.T.42
or
S.T.43
S.T.41

S.T.61 '
S.T.62
or
S.T.63

S.T.2r

S.T.23
S.T.22

S.T.2r
S.T.22
S.T.22
S.T.23

S.T.4i
S.T.4x
S.T.42
S.T.42
Or

S.T.43

H.F., Det., 2 L,F.,
(resistance
or
choke followed by
transformer) (But

in the Everyman

or

Four

the

I
2
3

4

S.T.2i

S.T.2x
S.T.22
S.T.23

3rd

S.T.63

valve should be

S.T.61
S.T.62
S.T.62

H.F., Det., 2 L.F.
(transformer followed by resistance or choke)

S.T.41

Det. & 2 L.F. (both
trans.)

1

a
3

Det. & L.E. (choke
or resistance fol-

lowed by trans-

1

a
3

former)

S.T.22
S.T.22
S.T.23

S.T.2r

S.T.22
S.T.23

S.T.4r
S.T.4z
S.T.42
or
S.T.43

S.T.4t

S.T.4z
S.T.42
or
S.T.43

S.T.61
S.T.62
S.T.62
or
S.T.63

S.T.41
S.T.4x

S'.T.6r

'

Det. & 2 L.F. (two

two

H:F., detector, L.F.
(transformer),e.g.
Spanspacc Three,
All Concert, and
Simplicity Three

r
a

S.T.-2x

S.T.2 I
3 S.T.23

1

a
3

S.T.ae
S.T.22
S.T.23

H.F., detector, L.F. i S.T.2I

or
S.T.63

S.T.42.

or
S.T.43

S.T.41
S.T.41
S.T.42

S.T.6t
S.T.6z
or

S.T.63
S.T.6x
S.T.6x
S.T.62

S.T.6t
S.T.6r

3

S.T.2 I
S.T.23

S.T.41
S.T.41
S.T.42

2 H.F. & Detector

x

S.T.2i

S.T.41

S.T.6i

,

a

S.T.41

S.T.6t

(resistance or choke)

2

3

S.T.2 I
S.T.22

S.T.4r

a

2
3

4

2 H.F., Dot., L.F.
(trausfouner)

2

S.T.22
S.T.22
or
S.T.2 I
S.T.23

S.T.2i
S. T.2 I

s.T.2.,,
4 S.T.23

H.F., Det., L.E.
(resistance

r
2
3

S.T.2r

S.T.bi

S.T.62
S.T.62
or
S.T.63

S.T.42
S.T.42.
or

S. T.62
or

S.T.43

S,T.63

S.T.41
'S.T.41

S.T.6x
S.T.6x
S.T.62
or

or

choke)

1

2
3
4

S.T.2r
S.T.2i
S. T.21

S.T.23

S.T.4r
s.T.41
S.T.42

s.T.4.

S.T.4i
S. T.41

q J. I 2

a Volt 4 Volt

6 Volt

1

S.T.2r

'2

S.T.2 I

S.T.61
S.T.61

3

by' transformer),
e.g., Nighthawk

4.

5

2

H.F., Oct., 2
L.F. (transforMCI' followed by
resistance
- or

I
a

choke),

S.T.2r

S.T.22
or
S.T.23
S.T.23

S.T.2 I

I

L.F. (trans.) e.g.,
Solodyne, Magic
Five, 1927 Five

2

S.T .21

3

S.T.62
or
S.T.63

S.T,23

1

2
3

S.T.zi

S.T.2 I
S.T.2 1
S.T.22
or

S.T.2r

4

S.T.22
S.T.22

5

S.T.23
S.T.23

3

S.T.62

or

S.T.61

H.F.,Det.,

2

L.F. ( transformer), grid rectification, e,g., All
British Six

3

H.F., Dot., 2
( trans f OrL.F.
mer), anode bend
rectification, e.g.,

Elstree Six

or

S.T.63
S.T.61
S.T.61

S.T.4r

S.T.61
S.T.6x
or
S.T.62
S.T.62
or
S.T.63

S.T.6r

t

S.T.2 I
S.T.2 I

S.T.41
S.T.41

2
3

S.T.2r

4

S.T.22

5

S.T.,22

I
2
3
4

6

or
S.T.23
S.T.23

S.T.61

S.T.4r
S.T.4i
S.T.4z

S.T.6r
S.T.6r
S.T.62
.

S.T.43
or
S.T.42

S.T.63
or
S.T.62

S.T.2 I
S.T.2 I

S. T.4 I

S.T.6t

S.T.23
S.T.23
S.T.23

S.T.42
S.T.42
S.T.43

S.T.2r

S.T.41

S.T.4r
.Or

S.T.63.

If you are unable to obtain an S.T. valve from your local
retailer write direct to us, or call. All valves will be sent
by post and insured by us against breakage. C.O.D. orders

executed on receipt of post -card.
S.T. LTD., 2, Melbourne Place, Aldwych, LONDON, W.C.2
(Next to Australia House).

or;

S.T.62
S.T.62

S.T.41

S.T.23

5

S.T.62

S.T.62
or

S.T.6.1

S.T.4i

S.T.2i

6

s.T.61
S.T 6r

S.T.42
or
S.T.43

S.T.61

or
S.T.43

5

-

S.T.61

S.T.61
S.T.6x
S.T.61
S.T.62

S.T.6r

S.T.42.

S.T.41
or
s. T.42
S.T.42
or
S.T.43

4

5T.6i

S.T.41
S.T.41
S.T.4x
S.T.42

s.T.6i

Or

S.T.63

8 VALVES

3
2

S.T.41

S,T,42

-

5 VALVES
z
H.E., Det.,

S.T.62

S.T.2 1

-

S.T.6t

S.T.61
S.T.61
S.T.62,

-

S. T.22

or

S.T.62

S.T.42
or
S.T.43

4

.

H.F., Oct., 2
L.E. ,(2 resistances, tWo chokes
or one of each
either Way round)

S.T.42

S.T.4r
S.T.4r
S.T.4r

S. T.2 I

S.T.6r

S.T.4 1

S.T.22

5

a

S.T.4x
S.T.41

3

Special Five

S.T.6r

S.T...

S.T.4x

L.F, (resistance
or choke followed

S.T.61

S.T.61
S.T.6x
S.T.62

S.T.42
or
S.T.41
S.T.42
or
S.T.43

5 VALVES-contd.
2
H.F., Oct., 2

S.T.61
S.T.62
or
S.T.63

same as and.)

3 VALVES

resist, or
'chokes)

a
3

flex)'

S.T.2r
S.T.23

S.T.4r

1

IT'S VALUABLE

H.F., Det.,

S.T.4e
S.T.2 f S.T.4v

I
2

S.T.21

L. F.^

S.T.2x

by transformer),

3
4
5

S.T.22
or
S.T.23
S.T.23

a

(resistance
or choke, followed

grid or anode
rectification

6

S.T.4a

S.T.2r

S.T.4i
S.T.4r

S.T.42
S.T.43
or
S.T.42

S;T.6 r
S.T..61

S.T.62
S.T.6z
S.T.63
or
S.T.62
S.T.61
S. T.6 r

S.T.6t
S.T.6t

S.T.62
S.T.63
or
S.T.62
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Loudspeaker

A RADIO
CHRISTMAS
Snug and warm by
the fire with " Touch -

tone's" wonderful

music-what could -be
better ? Make this a

real radio Christmas
by assuring yourself

that your reception

perfect. A
" Touchtone " Loudspeaker will help you.
will be

All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E.,M.R.S.L
F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
P. R. BIRD.
K. D. ROGERS.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultant-, :

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. ; J.

E. J. SIMMONDS, M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.
Foreign Correspondents :

Dr. ALFRED
M. DELANO, Paris ;
ORADENWITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT,
New York ; P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W.
PEETERS, Holland.

:

Technical Query

Dept., " Popular Wireless," The Fleetway Home,

Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

They should be written on one side of the paper
be accompanied by a stamped

only, and MUST
addressed envelope.

Queries should be asked in the form of the numbered
questions: (1), (2), (3), etc., but may be accompanied
a short letter giving any necessary additional
For every question asked a fee of 6d. should be

by

F.

CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.; C.E. FIELD, B.Sc.;
F.

TECHNICAL QUERIES.

Letters should be addressed to

particulars as briefly as possible.

A copy of the numbered questions should be
kept, so that the replies may be given under the numbers.
(It is not possible to reproduce the question in the
answer.)
enclosed.

BACK OF PANEL DIAGRAMS can be specially
drawn up to suit the requirements of individual
readers at the following rates : Crystal Sets, 6d. ;

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to

One -Valve Sets, 6d.; One -Valve and Crystal(Reflex),1s.;
Two -Valve and Crystal (Reflex), ls. ; Two -Valve Sets,
ls. ; Three -Valve Sets, ls. ; Three -Valve and Crystal

stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with

Valve Sets (straight Circuits), ls. 6d. Except SUPERHETERODYNE DIAGRAMS, all of which, irrespective
of number of Valves used. are 2s. 6d.

wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
to return MSS. not accepted for publication. A
All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lite. Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
As much of the information given in the columns of
this paper concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent,
and the amateur and the trader would be well advised to
obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents
every article.

before dying so.

Readers' letters dealing with patent questions, if sent
to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers. The envelope should be clearly marked
" Patent Adriee."

(Reflex), Is. 6d. ; Four -valve Sets, ls.

fid.

;

Multi -

It a panel lay -out or list of point-to-point connec-

tions is required an additional fee of
enclosed.

Is. must be

Wiring diagrams of commercial apparatus, such as

sets of any particular manufacture, etc., cannot be
supplied. (Such particulars can only be obtained
from the makers.)
Readers may submit their own diagrams, etc., for
The tee is ls. per diagram.
and these should be large, and as clear as possible.
No questions can be answered by 'phone.
Remittances should be in the form of Postal Orders.
correction or for criticism.

BLUE PRINTS.

Details of the " P.W." 6d. Blue Prints will be found

on page 845.

connected to the H.T. battery so that it carries a

Perfectly constructed
and beautifully designed. The attractive
cabinet
harmonises
with any furniture.

utest ony
a ndAn wery

-

- £6 : 6 : 0
- £7 : 0 : 0

story of the Marconi Valve "-gives a good idea of
the process:
The standard type of valve contains three essential
parts, or electrodes as they are sometimes called.
The first is the filament.

This is a very fine piece of

wire-usually of tungsten-which is connected up to
an accumulator or L.T. battery. The current from
the accumulator heats the filament and in so doing
causes it to emit a stream of electrons.
An electron is the fundamental unit or " atom "
of electricity. It is inconceivably small, having a
mass only one two -thousandth that of an atom of
hydrogen, but it constitutes the very essence of
electricity. One can safely say that whenever electrons
are in motion there is an electric current in being.

way to the tiny bubbles that arc sometimes to be
seen over a glass of champagne or aerated water.
London :

25, Victoria Street,
11.19.1.

Newcastle -on -Tyne :
TANGENT House,
Black ett Street.

O

7orb
al
e,:
c
0
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20
40
60
80
100
125
150
175
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1250
1500

24
24
24
24
24
26
26
26
26
28
28
28
28
30
30
30
32
32
32
36
36
36

S. W. H. (Waterloo, Liverpool).-How does

a wireless valve pass an electric current through
the vacuum ?

The electrons given off by the heated filament may,
in the first pla-e, be considered as behaving in a similar

I

" P.W." COIL TABLES.
No. 5.-Honeycomb Type Coils.

(n) AERIAL COILS WITH SERIES TUNING CONDENSER.

- P..

CURRENT THROUGH A VALVE.

This is too large a question to answer in detail, but
the following brief account-taken from " The

Price in Oak
Mahogany

strong positive voltage. As the .electrons are negative in character, they are strongly attracted towards
the positively -charged plate.

These shoot up a little way into the air and then fall
back on to the liquid surface. The electrons emitted
by the heated filament would fall back in much the
same way, were it not for the action of the second
electrode called the plate or anode.
The plate is a hollow cylinder of nickel (sometimes
in oval form), which surrounds the filament, and is

Wave -length, in Metres.
Suitable
Capacity of Capacity of
No. of
Series ConSeries Con- turns in
denser in mfd denser in mfd. reaction
--- .0005
= -0003
coil.

Max. MM.
155

100

250
350
455
565
700
840
980
1130
1440
1740
1980
2240
2510
2860
3480
4120
4720
5350
5950
7360
9000

165

230
295
370
460
550
640
740
940
1140
1300
1470
1640
1880
2270
2700
3090
3500
3890
4830
5880

Max. Min.

165
270
375
485
605
755
900
1050
1210
1540
1860

2120
2400
2680
3070
3720
4410
5050
5730
6350
7880
9600

105
170
240
310
390
480
575
070
775
985
1190
1350
1530
1710
1960

2360
2810
3220
3650
4050
5030
6150

20- 40
20- 40
20- 60
20- 60
40- 80
40- SO

40- 80
40- 80
40- 80
40- 80

60-100
60-100
60-100
60-100
60-100
100-150
100-150
100-150
100-150
100-150
100-200
100-200

The result is that instead of falling aim essly back
on to the filament, the electrons are sucked forward
and impact on the plate in a continuous stream. From

there they pass on, through the telephones in the

outside circuit, and so back to the L.T. battery from

(Continued on page 842.)
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Your Last Chance
to Win

Pat. No.
256833

Pro. Pat.
No. 20339

The Grid Leal,

is

not

discernible, being totally enclosed in Bakelite

Valve Holder Base.

Something new and good

component design

in

The latest LOTUS triumph
is a Combination Grid Leak

The closing date for the
Dubilicon competition
is now fixed for

and Valve Holder which
eliminates unnecessary wiring

and soldering and makes for

DECEMBER 31st.

economy in cost and space.

If

Guaranteed efficient in construction and design.

Valve Holder
Terminal Valve Holder ..
Valve Holder without Terminals
All Anti-Microphonic Type.

3, 9

2/6
2/3

"onus
Combination

NAYkYNA VALVE HOLDER

Anti-Microphonic

Works, Broadgreen Road,

is

in itself a most valuable

acquisition for any wireless

man) and then calculate the
number of different capacities
which it is possible to obtain
from various combinations of
the eight separate capacities.

Your dealer will be glad to

explain the scheme fully, or,
in case of difficulty, we will
furnish full particulars.

No entries reaching .us after
first post on December 31st
can be considered.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd.
Lotus

already

All you have to do is to buv
a Dubilicon Multiple fixed
Condenser, price 30/- (which

Combination Grid Leak and Terminal

BJ

have not

petition, do so to -day.

From all Radio Dealers

GRID LEAK

you

entered for this novel com-

Liverpool.

The name of the winner will
be published in the Press in
due course-will it be "-your
name ?

Makers of the famous
Lotus" Vcrnicr Coil Holders.

DUBILIER
A DV ERT. OF THE DUMMER CONDENSER Co., (1925)
LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTQRIA ROAD, N. ACTON, W.B.
P.S. 246
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The price of this Bretwood. Patent
Variable Condenser is 17s. W. (capacity
.0005 mfd.).

Apparatus
sto

.

The latest Formo variable, a straight -line frequency, low loss component, has normal
vanes, and is as good as anything going at
the price asked for it -9s. without dial. Its
design is not outstandingly original,

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the
"P.W." Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the
"P.W." Test room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is

asked to note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased guide as
to what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.
BRETWOOD PATENT VARIABLE
CONDENSER

Probably readers will have noted how

frequently of late 'we have had occasion to
comment on variable condensers of novel
design. Well, here we have another variable
that comes into the same category. Indeed,

it is of an exceptionally novel character,
and really deserves greater space than we
are able to devote to its description.

In the first place, the movement is a

worm -gear one, which provides a reduction
ratio equivalent to about 10 to 1. The

vanes are of a peculiar shape, and lie at
right angles to the dial. The fixed set is
vertically placed, the moving set falling
away from them or coming upwards into

mesh in accordance with the direction of
the dial rotation. An indicator is provided
to show on which of the ten revolutions the
dial readings are being taken. The overall

Width of the variable behind the panel
is only about 3 in., and its greatest

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

SOME FORMO COMPONENTS

The Former Co. seem to have stopped
producing variable condensers with corrugated vanes, and, personally, we do not
think that this will cause much sorrow.

depth ( with vanes " all out ") barely 41- in.
This " Bretwood " gives true " square
law " variations and is designed on modern
low loss lines. The workmanship is first-

class and the movement as positive and
free from backlash as could be. The result of

having a worm -gear is not only that these
desirable qualities obtain, but also that the
vanes cannot be moved independently of
the dial.
We consider that the makers would have
pleased many constructors if they had
provided for more than " one hole fixing,"
More especially as the indicator requires to
be kept in alignment with an observation

aperture in the panel, but this is a small
point, and must not be allowed to weigh
the many excellent features
embodied in the component.
Electrically the device is as good as it is
mechanically, and its minimum is low and
its maximum as stated. A " megger " test
between its terminals recorded infinity."
against

1111111111111111111111

PRICES :

Jack 4/6
Plug 2/6

although it has one or two. features of

a novel character. The moving yanes are
securely held together at their ends by a
metal bar similarly to the fixed vanes,
but " shorting " cannot possibly occur
owing to the incoiporation of a stop of a

most poSitive nature. A very Small amount
of insulating material figures in this Formo
Product, merely. that required to form two.
larp bushes to insulate the fixed vanes from

the frame to which they are fixed.
The single bearing is of cone form, and,

besides introducing a smooth movement, it

wears concentrically, and thus the alignment of the instrument is preserved however hard and for whatever period it is used.
Single hole mounting is provided fdr, and,
as previously indicated, this Formo variable
operates smoothly throughout the whole arc

of its movement, and there is an entire
absence of backlash and " rough spots."
The maximum capacity was found to be

'0005 mfd. as stated. A plain dial is available for Is. 6d. extra, although we would
recommend purchasers of the Formo S.L.F.
(Continued on page 840.)

Losses and
Gains
Losses are disastrous in S.L.F. Condenser design.
The more supports there are
between the fixed and moving
vartes, the greater is the leakage.

The Bretwood is the only condenser,
made that has only TWO supports,
and losses are therefore reduced to a

Fit
Guaranteed Components
Another popular ' Utility' Component-the jack and
Plug-As shown above. Designed by skilled electrical engineers and constructed with the same attention
to detail that distinguishes all ' Utility' Guaranteed
ensure best results in actual use. -

-

WILKINS &WRIGHT Le

per

Lose nOthing, but rather gain greatly in selectivity and general reception results by fitting

'00025
.

Lutist npon-" Utility " Jack and Plug. Micro Dial, No -Capacity Change -Over
Switch, Low -Loss Condenser, Push -Pull Switch. All good dealers stock them

KENYON ST.

other design.

Prices :
'0005 - 17/6
'0003 - 14/9

Components.

Low. capacity, smooth action and perfect contact

greater minimum than that of any

BIRMINGHAM
INIIREM111=1111111M1

000I5

-

14/13/6

Obtainable
From all Dealers.'

BRETWOOD
S.L.F: LOW -LOSS CONDENSERS.
Free illustrated folders of all
Bretwood Components on request.

Grid Leak de Luxe-Auto-Audio Fre,
quency Amplifier-Filament Rheostats-,
Valve Holders - Coil Plugs --- Switches.
Send p.e: for copies by return of post.

BRETWOOD LTD.,

16, LONDON MEWS, MAPLE ST., LONDON, W.I.
Parrs Ad.
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Have You Heard
-the " Beco

Rose Bowl Hornless Loud Speaker? It reproduces
faithfully, with a pure, clear tone,
and-if desired -----sufficient volume
for dancing. Apart from its perfect
5

Rose
perfor mance the " Beco
Bowl Model is of really beautiful appearance. Combining as it

does, a perfect loud speaker with a
useful and artistic flower bowl, the
Beco Rose Bowl Model makes
a cherished addition to the furnish.
ing of the home. Whether the bowl
is empty, or filled with water and
flowers, the splendid tone remains
unaltered. Obtainable in three
varieties : Nickel Plate E5 5 0.
Oxyd. Silver, £5 17 6. Antique

Bronze, .E5 17 6.

;SI M

PiiiT RI 01
100°,', EFFICIENCY,

SHARPER TUNING.
MORE POWERFUL
ISIGNALS.

DELIGHTFUL TO
USE.

Entirely British Manufacture.

I
I

SIAIPLE-STRIP " is made of the finest
hard -drawn copper-heavily tinnedperforated to take 4.B.A. connections,
aittd will stay put without solder. No need
for bits and pieces. One livgth of " Simple Strip " will cover several connections.

And

between these connections it will turn and
twist as you will.
The most complicated circuit can now he wired by
any amateur without difficulty and without waste,
Simple Strip may lie cut with an ordinary pair of

scissors, bends and twists can he made with the

lingers to any angle.

12 FEET

Aul.KgIAL

21.

S/M Pi E-STR I P

POST FREE

ROSE BOWL
Hornless

Loud

Speaker

Deferred payments can be arranged on
application to the address below.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate.

Any length obtainable.

ON SALE
EVERYWHERE.

`,2101410.takagoomaftgamemlanna.t.....-..--.-,J

Simple -Strip must be included in the kit of every
wireless enthusiast. It has many uses : A spade
terminal with one snip of the scissors : A battery
or accumulator connection : an excellent earth clip
for gas or water pipe-and roc other uses.
THE

ht case of difficulty write direct to

Other " Seco " Models from 52/6.

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, Ltd.

If your dealer cannot supply write to:

(Dept. 19), EAST HAM, LONDON, E.6.

Dept. P.W., BRITISH ELECTRICAL SALES ORGANISATION.

(Members of the B.B.C)
Telegrams. Stannum, London.

623, Australia House. Strand. London, W.C.2
Telephone. City 7665.

Telegrams: "Becospeker, Estrand, London."
q1111111111

all

Telephone: Grangewood 1408.

INIIMID OM
MC

d
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SOME " EDDYSTONE " COMPONENTS

We recently received a- number of

APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued from pays 50 )

variable to obtain at the same time a

Formo dial, which, selling at a modest 6s.,
has a 16 to 1 vernier movement, and is one
of the best propositions of its kind we have
seen. We particularly like the " hair line "
and the finely engraved dial marked off for
kilocycle and wave -length readings with

which it is possible to obtain extremely
delicate adjustments. The drive is a direct

frictional one on to a large aluminium plate,

which also acts as a shielding plate. An
opening is cut in the clear 'celluloid window

so that the matt surface of the aluminium
plate can be written on. The action of this
dial is silent and smooth.
The Formo shrouded L.F. transformer,
which, we believe, was one of the earliest
of all shielded radio components, has now
assumed a very attractive appearance.

Both its casing and its terminals are of
golden hue, the latter items being very
strongly mounted in an even row on the
top of the component. Terminal indica-

tions- are in the form of embossed lettering
on the casing itself. The Formo shrouded
L.F. transformer can be obtained with any
of the following ratios : 1-1, 1-2, 1-3,

1-4, and 1-5.

We incorporated ;that one sent us for
test in a straight Det.-L.F. 2,,valver, and

it gave good results. Sold at the reasonable
pride. of 10s. 6d., it should attract many

amateurs both by its appearance and per-

formance.

mended circuit, together with full details of
the necessary additional components. The

" Eddystone" components from the makers,
Stratton & Co., Ltd., Kent Street, Birmingham. Of particular interest to constructors
are the " Eddystone " panel supports, which
are supplied with screws and nuts, and are
nicely nickelled and of just the right shape
for most baseboard sets. The " Eddystone "
absorbers are refinements which will appeal
to many amateurs. They are springy rubber

circuit in question is a Reinartz and will

receivers to absorb vibration and prevent the
scratching of furniture. A special feature is
the easy method in which they can be fixed
by means of one small screw in the centre of
each one.

Carefully designed and nicely made and

fitments for attaching to the bottom of

meet with general approval.
PENTON THREE-WAY COIL -HOLDER

The Penton Engineering Co. recently sent
us one of their three-way coil -holders, but, as

it operates on the same principle as their
two-way model which we recently reported

on, it is unnecessary to describe it at

length. It is known as the " A " type geared.
It is an excellent piece of apparatus.

finished, it is a component that should meet

with the approval of the most critical of
amateurs. The retail price is les. 6d.

But the most interesting of all is the

" Eddystone " Short
Wave Unit. This is

suitable for a range
between 15 and 200

metres. Four coils are
supplied, and these
are exceptionally well
made and are designed

to conform with all
modern S.W,, L.L. and

other " fan " require-

ments. Complete with

stand, the units cost
15s. 6d., for which price

we consider it good
value for money. A
sheet of thoughtfully
prepared instructions
for the use of the unit
is supplied. It includes
a diagram of a recom-

A handsome cabinet loud speaker built up with a Lissenola unit and al'set of
parts supplied by Messrs. Hobbies.

The Public and the
Trade alike acclaim
"The ETHOVOX"
LOUD -SPEAKERS

They say the results arc simply amazing and
that our claims have been too modest. They
write us to this effect. Have you heard broadcast

via the " Ethovox " ? It has to be heard to be believed.

Ask your local dealer for a demonstration.
The "ETHOVOX" LOUD-

The "ETHOVOX" LOUD-

SPEAKER with Metal Horn

SPEAKER with Mahogany Horn

The Standard full-size " Ethovox " with

Similar to above, but the flare is of dark
coloured polished mahogany and constructed by a special process which gives it
great strength, and is particularly neat in

rubber -covered feet.

Finished in Bumdept
exclusive dustproof rich mahogany colour.
Imitated but unequalled. Height 26 ins.
Flare diam. 55 ins. No. 963 Ethovox "(Type 750), with Metal Horn; . for use
direct in the plateice
circuit.
£4 : 1

0:0

Head Office sad Fad sty:

Blackheath, London, S.E.3.

Also

15, Bedford St., Strand, W.C.2.

£5:5:0

a " Junior" Model at £2 2 -0

London Office & Showrooms!

where you are invited to hear
demonstrations during broadcasting hours -

appearance. No vibration is possible. No.
966 "Ethovox" (Type 750), with Mahogany
Morn; for use direct in
the plate circuit. Price

,

r!...,31JRNDEPT I
,

The Burndept range includes
everything for efficient radio
reception. Guaranteed Super
Valves,

Components, Loud -

Speakers and complete
installations. Write for lists.

RA
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Economy.

No scrap or waste, all parts inter
changeable and reasonably priced -

Simplicity.

Everything ready for assembly.

been working all the time.

Speed.

Sets of any power can be con-

Mr. P. Hearn, of Long Stratton, has had over 12 months satisfactory use
from the two Louden Valves in his Little Giant Set.
Like all other Louden Valve users, Mr. Hearn is highly satisfied with the
results, and he shows it by ordering two more Loudens.
Read what he says :-

Adaptability.

The constructor can start in a

The Street.

Long 5sranort

The two original valves have

Dear Sir,
Enclosed please find P.O. for 9"6. Please forward, if possible by return, two
Louden Valves. (Flf at 4:'6 each).
My Little Giant two valve set has now been in use for twelve months, and

The two original valves have been working all
" the time.
I feel that everything that bears the stamp of Fellows' is worthy of recom-

ing or soldering.

structed or dismantled in the
minimum of time.

pleting, say, an efficient one -

Variety.
No Tools.

" mendation, and it gives me pleasure in being able to thus express my satisfaction.

Yours troll!.

' P. HEARN (Long Stratton)...

the middleman's profit.
The list below gives prices and full particulars.
Order your Louden Valves from us by post.

4/6

L.F. Amplifier.
II.F. Amplifier.
Detector.

FE
F.Z.

F.3.

2 volts 0'2 amps.

5'5 volts 0'4 amps.

9/L.F. Amplifier. - F.E.R.I.
H.F. Amplifier. F.E.R.2.
F.E.R.3.
Detector

6 volts 0'1 amps.
Postage and packing :

I

12/..

D.E. Power Valves.

D.E. Power Valves.

Trans.is Amplifiers P.E.R.2.

Trans. Amplifiers P.E.R.I
Resist. Amplifiers P.E.R.2.

4 volts 0'2 amps.

6 volts 0'2 amps.

2 or 3 Valves, 6d. 4, 5 or 6 Valves, 9d.

Branches:

LONDON: 20, Store Street. Tottenham Court Rd., W.C.

48 pp.

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE

No. 33 FREE.

(Museum

parts numbered and tech-

nically described with prices.
The components are of the
highest quality and can be

Service.

Our Service Sheets !price 3d. each)

Efficiency.

formation and diagrams of various up-to-date circuits of merit.
Results from our sets are equal
to any on the market of the same

printed in loose-leaf form, can be
obtained and give Blackadda enthusiasts easily understood in-

power,

FELLOWS, PARK ROYAL, N.W.10.
WRITE FOR

All

4 volts 0'1 amps.

Tras. Amplifiers P.E.R.I

Valve, 4d.

also series of

components.

L.F. Amplifier. F.E.R.I
H.F. Amplifier. F.E.R.2'
F.E.R.3
Detector.

11/-

Dull Emitters.

receiver,

adaptors for use with user's own

supplied singly or as required.

8/ -

L.E.R.1.
H.F. Amplifier. L.E.R.2.
Detector.
L.E.R.3.

L.F. Amplifier.

valve

Dull Emitters.

-

With the exception of a small

box spanner we supply, tools are
unnecessary.

We list everything required to
build a crystal, single or multi -

Supplies.

Prices.

8/-

Dull Emitters.

Bright Emitters.

small way, if so inclined, comsalve receiver, then adding
another section converting to
two -valve, and so on.
New circuits can be tried out "
the same evening with ease, and
valuable data recorded.

" has given me covey satisfaction,

Louden Valves are made by British labour in a British factory with
British capital and can be depended upon for the finest volume, range
and silver clearness. They can only be offered at such low prices because
of our well-known policy of selling direct to the public and cutting out

no cutting, drilling, filing., screw-

9200).

BIRMINGHAM: 248, Corporation Street (Central 435).
BRIGHTON : 31, Queen's Road (Brighton 899).
BRISTOL : 36, Narrow Wine Street (Bristol 7922).
CARDIFF Dominions Arcade, Queen St. (Cardiff 7685).

LEEDS : 65, Park Lane (Leeds 21479).
MANCHESTER : 33, John Dalton Street.
NOTTINGHAM 30, Bridlesmith Gate (Nottingham 5551).

TONBRIDGE: 34 Quarry Hill (Tonbridpe 172).

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE MONEY
E.P.S. 97.

and the veriest novice

who follows our instructions can
feel confidence in the result.

Finally.

Our method of numbering the
holes in the ready -drilled base, as

well as all components and wiring points, renders construction
literally " as easy as A.B.C."

The Blackadda renders obsolete the old-fashioned

laborious method of home construction and
opens fresh vistas for amateur and expert alike.
Have you written for the Blackadda

Circuit Book (price I -) ?

BLACKADDA RADIO CO., LTD.,
SADLER GATE, DERBY.
'Phone : Derby 1820.
'Grams : Blackadda, Derby.

Popular Wireless, December 4th, 1926.
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BEST VALVE CaStrti
asf""4 bY 141619 only /4g/1

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 836.)
In short, the filament and plate
co-operate to set up a constant one-way electron
stream or current flowing through the valve and
thence through the outside circuit containing the
whence they Caine.

POSITION OF THE LOUD SPEAKER.

E. A. (Streatham Hill, S.W.).-Is it a fact

that the position of the loud speaker affects the
performance of the receiving set ?
Yes; a loud speaker should be carefully placed in a
room and not set down haphazardly in the most
convenient spot ; that is, if first-class results are
,-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111:

For the Constructor g_

'phones or loud speaker.

No. 10-Separate H.T.

OHM'S LAW IN PRACTICE.
NEW TC-B GUARANTEED RESISTANCE
(Patent No. 225,132)
Smooth and dead silent in operation; perfect insulation; positive stops for " Off ' and " Full On"
positions; a travel from " Off to " On " in two turns

of the knob; 'easy to fit; occupies minimum panel
space. Illustration is three -fifths actual size.

Eve6, one carries our written guarantee to replace
it free if the slightest d:Ject be found within three
months from dale of purchase.

Resistance 6, 13, or 3o ohms
Resistance 5o ohms
Potentiometer Soo ohms

-

-

-

2s. 6d.
as.
fis. 6d.

-

BRITISH THROUGHOUT
Of all dealers or direct, post free, from the sole manufacturers. If ordering direct, state whetlin one or
two hole fixing is desired.

Descriptive folder on request.

Dept. P., Queen Street, Hitchin.

VALVES
BATTERIES
Radio Micro 2-v. '06,
each

Radio Micro Power,

ve eau

rama z -v.

7/ -

Power 2-v.

6/3
6

3-v. 1, each 10/9 SO -v. Batteries, guaranueed
lama 4-v. '06,
5/9 5-v tappings, each 7'6
TRADE, LNQUI It I ES tNI, 7 El)

11 TUT

ALL roods N of post free.

F'OR LISTS.

BISHOPSGATE. ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
180, Eishopegate, London, E.C.2

P. B. D. (Cricklewood).-I always thought
that the current passing through a conductor
was proportional to the pressure present at

1-77:

If this is really the case, and across

each end.

the 'phone terminals of a receiving set there
exists a certain voltage, why is it that if such
terminals are connected together with a short

piece of wire no signals are heard in thg
Surely, according to Ohm's law,
a proportion of the current should still flow
through them
'phones ?

When such terminals, are so " shorted " the
pressure across them is reduced to an almost negligible
quantity, and subsequently the current flowing
through the telephone receivers drops to practically
nothing.

The pressure, or, rather, potential difference

existing between any two points in an electrical

circuit is directly proportional to the resistance
existing between such points and the total resistance
of the complete circuit. For instance, supposing a
battery of negligible internal resistance had its
terminals externally connected to four 10 -ohm

resistances in series, these forming with the battery
1. complete
closed circuit. If 4 -volts' pressure
exists across the terminals of the battery on open
circuit, when the circuit is closed by the resistances.
measurements would prove that 1 volt potential
difference exists across each of the four resistances,
of equal value, 2 volts across two of them, and 3 volts
across three. Now, in the case of the telephone
terminals, the " shorting " wire would have a very
small resistance in comparison with the rest of
the circuit, which, in the case of a valve set would
consist of the valve (about 10,000 ohms), H.T.
battery, etc., so that the potential difference existing
across the shorted terminals would not be sufficient
to cause appreciable current to flow through the
'phones. Signals would therefore be nil.

A typical three -valve circuit (11.F.
Det. and L.F.) is shown here, all wiring
not affected by the change for separate
H.T. being eliminated.
The dotted
connections show how the new wiring

differs from the old (providing only
one H.T.). At the end of each dotted
section a wander plug for insertion
in the H.T. battery should be fixed.
The original tapping (from 'phones to
H.T.) will be retained, and the, wires

from the anode coil and condenser, and E
the L.F. transformer, -should be dis-

connected at A and B, and taken to
terminals so that wander plugs may
be attached. The final connections read :

Anode coil to one H.T. tapping, LIP.
trans. to second H.T. tapping and
'phones to to third H.T. tapping.

771111)11111.t11111111111111111.41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

(Con Ior uerl on page 845.)

The children drink food in

URNVILLE
COCOA

It has delicious
flavour too
and is
food below
pre-war price
`Keep fit on Cocoa'

the name ' Cadbury ' on every piece of chocolate

Christmas fihusic !
BE SURE OF A

PROTECT YOUR VALVES
BY

" GOOD RECEPTION "

USING W.B. ANTI-PHONIC
LOW LOSS
VALVE

wherever you go this Christmas.

HOLDERS

TAKE AND GIVE A

PRICE
Complete

SFERAVOX

with Terminals

THE "PERFECT LOUD SPEAKER"
Ask your local
let you hear it.

Obtainable everywhere.

£2 10 0

retailer to

SFERAVOX, 130, Fenchurch St., E.C.3
Tel.: Avenue 2481 (2 lines).

SECTIONAL VIEW,

2/3

If unable to obtain from your dealer write direct.
by WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,
Duke Street, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

Manufactured

a*
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(.0.0....s.,,,,N)
triumphs at NEWYORK VANISTERDAK

,,

it

i

"Elstree Six" fitted

,

World's Fair, New
and 3rd prizes
were won by receivers fitted with CYLDON Condensers. These
were a "Mewflex " and "All British Six" respectively. All in

\

,

i{i

competition with American and European receivers.

'ilgu)
'I irl)
II
'

,

Verb. sap.

There is a complete range of cympoN
Condensers in all capacities-Square
Law, S.L.F., Dual, 2 -Gang, Triple
Gang, and 4 Gang condensers. Each

SQUARE LAW.

tionally well designed and finished.

2- '(0-ailliGifdS22.51.0-:0.WVRIIPiill GANG (as
illustrated), £3:10:0. 4 -GANG, £4:10:0.

mfd. 17/6, '0003
mid. 16/6, '00025. mfd. 16/-, '0002 mfd.
15/6. With dials.

S.L,M25'omoa

1m41;61.1

4

,'% \

*. ,
1

.014

la

i

I

)

MN)
it
4i.911tifilltir

a11.4

P. 44

,

W

(it, I,.

1.4

1-12.4"
-

'

buying or be sure to give name of
valve and voltage of accumulator

supplying current to the valve.

:.4

CYLDON TEMPRYTES
HOLDER MOUNTINGS

/1and

each
1/6 each
2/.6

Get full particulars of the CYLDON WAVEMETER (identifies unknown stations

makes searching and testing simplicity itself) and all the other CYLDON products
from your dealer. If unable to obtain CYLDON products locally, send direct to :-

,

..- -,....4,4' 4

-'

1

,

' '

.

.

\

/

40005 mfd. 27/6,

CYLDON TEMPRYTES.

,,ItftMiiiii

mUr

'

i v!

British made and fully. guaranLed. Can be supplied in correct
resistance for any valve. State
resistance (ohms) required when

4,-_-.1

.

k1)

VW ,

-ifrigirtril;- .

siik,

/'

?

,,
it.,.'"-,

Val; rfArnal.fd. 151'

The best means of valve control..

ri,-' --,\ 4_,,,,,,-.1 _1

;

*0005

DUAL CONDENSERS.

is the premier of its class-excep-

s

At the Radio

with CYLDON Condensers.
York, September 1926, znd

-'1,,

/,

f

At Amsterdam the International Gold Medal was awarded to an

,.._,

,

__.

SYDNEY S.. BIRD & SONS,

\

.\\

1/4 ici

iN

\

kk

\-. ,,,,,,..,!
I le
......4!"=-- --,..--,-

" CYLDON " WORKS, Sarnesfield Road, Enfield Town, MIDDLESEX
.

Tolenhnne r Enfield 0672.

"oftevykrk.l.fwV,..1",,VVVVn.N.m1/1.P.,1/1.,/,,VIoNle,,,,to

A Mile of Wire,
wound the Watmel

Way, in the

AUTO -CHOKE If
The special windings are done by expensive and
absolutely up-to-date machines which lay the
wire exactly parallel and interweave cotton

strands between each layer. Cotton acts as
binder and ensures perfect insulation. Get to
know the other reasons for the fine amplification
and natural -toned reproduction, possible only
with the WA.TMEEL AIITO-CHOKE. Write
for N.P.L. Curve 103/1, and Booklet describing

The

securely
then':

Prico 18,6. From your dealer or direct free,

prises three sets of enclosed
precision machine -cut gears,
and reduces the speed of the
moving block by eight times.

THE WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C. 1.
Telephone: Cleekenwell 7990.
and Cheshire Representative
Telephone 975 Heaton Moor.
Manchester.
Lancs.,

Yorks.,

Mr. J. B. Levee, 2a Hartley Street, Levenshulme,

r

DonVorget to use
Lir

GL AZ

Gii

BRITISH MADE REGD

COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
[ RED YELLOW BLUE BLACK WHITE and GREEN]

717r-71efir descriptive leaflet to
PlaghouseYard. Golden Lane. London.E.C.1.
ilfaAersq/fIecinci,ffre

Patent

Side plates, coil blocks, and

No. 244,251

knobs in artistic bakelite
mouldings. All metal parts
heavily nickel plated. Made

for left as well as right hand.

PRICES:

Two Types:
For outside panel mounting :

7/.

Two-way

Three-way
10/6
For inside baseboard mount-

ing, with 6 -in, handle :
Two-way
Three -way

..

8/ 12/6

Made by the makers of the famous

Lotus Buoyancy Valve Holder.

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE C9 & SMITHS E°

iffir over 40 gears
JUDD.

Cannot Fall
The vernier movement com-

Auto -Choke.

Veolt[7(414-"-

Moving Block

minus
VERNIER

COIL HOLDERS,

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., LIVERPOOL
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FINETON SCREENED COELS.

Aerial Coil, 5/6.
Split Primary H.F. Transformer, with reaction, 716.
SS.. H.F.T., 7/6. Reinert..
7/6. 5XX, above, w5/16,

B.B.C.

in,

Element
showing signs
of glass stress.

7/6,- 11/, Screen and
Base 91,

6-

ETF7FAX1.7 sr ouNER-s.
Ferranti A. F.3, 25/-;A.F.4,
17/8;Eureka Concert,251-:
2nd Stage 21/-; Baby jet
or 2nd, 11.1.; Reflex, 15/.;

COIL STANDS. - Lotus
2 -way, 7/-F 3 -way, 10'6 CALLER'S COLUMN
(extension handles extra).
Polar 2 -way, 6/.: 3 -way,
9!6. Sterling Triple, 21/,
Kay Ray, geared 2-waY.
3/11; 3 -way, geared, 6/11.
Penton 2 -way, geared 61,

'

WATMEL PRODUCTS.
0002 or 0003 and Grid
Leak, 2'6. Fixed Condon.
Fortno shrouded, 10'6; ger, all caps. 21.. Variable
(I.L.
2,6 (3 to 5 me.).
.Suecess(Black), 211 -;Royal
20/..Orniond newest model,- Anode, 50,000, to 100,000,
Ditto, 10,000 to
15/6:' Wates' Supra, 1016. 3/6.
Croix 5-1..3-1, 4;6. Mar. 75,000, 3/6. Auto Choke
cool "-Ideal," all stages, L.F. Coupling, 18/6. Post
25/- each. C.A.V., 15/, extra.
Pye, ..22'6.. Gambrel', 2 FIXED CONDENSERS.
Stages, 25/6. Ideal Junior, Dubilier, 0001, 2, 3, 4.
201-. R.I., 251.. Multi- 5, each 216. .001, 2. 3,
Ratio: 25/-.
4 5 6 each 3/, Grid
FITEW11120 to Demand Leak, 2/6. Edison Bell,
Stocked for Wireless.
001, -0001, 2, 3, 4, 5,
11-; 002, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1/6.
0003 and grid leak, 2/,
.

COMPONENTS 27 : 7 : 0.

N-*

All as specified.

THIS MAGNIFICENT

2 -VALVE SET ( D. &L.F.)
As . shewn, in handsome
:pelished .- American. l type
cabinet, with 2 Dull emitter

et

ttrIvre. ti3,,s.d Coils,

Features of

the OCTRON

Radio Valve

No. 3
Glass
Stress

The strength of a Valve is in proportion to its
weakest point-usually the glass. Much depends on the care devoted to this in manufacture.

Inefficient methods result in stress and strain
being put upon the glass components-resulting
in frequent breakages. Above are two illustra.
(ions of Octron Valve parts, the one on the left
having been tested by our special method. This
part shows signs of stress* in the glass.

The element on the right has been made with
the up-to-date " Octron " plant and shows no
strain or stress under test. Every element is
carefully tested at every stage of manufacture
to ensure the long life of Octron Valves. You
can fit Octron Valves safe in the knowledge
that they will give long and efficient service.
*A simple explanation of glass stress is as
follows :-If a plain piece of glass is held in
a clip it can be held firmly without undue
strain, but if pressure is applied, defective
glass tends to show signs of stress. This
stress can be discovered and measured by
suitable scientific instruments as used by the
manufacturers of Octron Valves.
Every Oc ron Valve is tested in this manner
before being s nt out, thus minimising the
risk of breakage.

the

Octron

Prices from 12/6

VALVE

Manufacturer,

H. S. ELECTRIC LTD.,

IS

BRITISH
MADE

32,

Electrical Engineers,
Charlotte Street, Birmingham.

Telephone -

Central 7460

4f

Telegrams

Hosaval, Birmingham.

7--

(# T

,:''
..liN.,-A

.!
,.o.,

AO

,lli,,,,,,f)hevels411,0iilterOceronermare

gligilll,
,-,

gEaf i' : LOW

-OR with Valves,
Vp.ils,

LOSS SQUARE LAW

This variable

11.T. , 100-v., L.T.,

Aerial -Equipments, Leads,
and 251. Loud Speaker, tax
paid. The Lot,
K1n0
Carr. 51-.
.
G.141

..i.and Value in NON -MICROPtiONIE YALU! HOLDERS.

oar,' slountin, ,/i

OUR NO a......$)

Twin Flex, R. & B ,12 yde. ,
1/4. 1/6, 2/, Miniatur.
Silk Twin Flex, 6 yds 6d.

Maroon Lighting Flex

6

'yds. 9d. Insulats,
Copper,e 2 tor
lid. Tinned

1/16th

eq.,
ld. 2 f t. D C.0 Wire.
i lb. reel, 20g 9d.. 22e
624g. Ild 264 1
28g, 1/1. Ebonite. Grade
"A," cut while you wait

to 00005. 2/6 each. 001 is id. sq. inch. Stock sizes
mtoo-N0006D,IA3L/-.
RECEIVER 6 a 6. 1/3; 8 1_6, 1 9:

.

3 ,Iiis

i.:),..
.

3d
R. or B
Staples 4 a ld, Valve Pins
2 a Id. 4 or 2B.A. Rod.
3d. ft. Earth TubesCopper, 2/3; Climax, 5,
Fin e 71 22 Aerial. 100 ft
1/11; Special Heavyweight..
1' h.o..W.ler1-B,.
2/3.
(rands,1°W
r(eftriiert
-Socket,

McMichael with clips, 0001 3/16th is id. sq. inch; Ain.

,

.

NOT SENT SY POST
Terminals with N. and W ,
Id.; Nickel, lid. Spade
Tags, 6 a id. Soldering.
3d. doz. E6 Bushes. id

ScreW Wander Plugs 2d.,
vernier 3d. 4d pair. Plus and

Imperial
2 -way
knob, 61-.

.

The Ontron
Element
shows no sign
of stress.

19.26.

i i A.L..vr..

i.

and CRYSTAL SET. .11

solid polished cabinet, new
pieta with valves *phones.
N.T
and L.T.
Cents,
Aerial Equipment, vestry
Coll. Extraordinary value.

Condenser is

9'hex"6e,r1/7; :0 i5i .61 133:
12 a 9, 4/, Also cheaper
quality for crystal sets
Special offer in Crystal
Sets, 6/11, 7/6, 8-11. 9 8
12/8. Also in enclosed
cabinet. wonderful value.
18/11.AMERIEANTYt Dv'
Cabinets,

'If V;, 13w eboniteitN as,elgrGi :

12

x

9.

11 '9!

-,

ri

-.

16/11. 18/11. Handsome

simply ma, panel switches,DPDT.,116;

quality
venous value. sPITI,1;. (Highest
Arresters, 1.
It cannot be Lightning
length
Permanent
equalled in Wave
Det.,
Etd. Red Dintn-rd
Price or Quality. Perin
2
Detector,
Liberty, 3/6; Brownie
Sy cost- g '11 .°°°5" 4 11
11.1., 6/.. Crystals
With VERNIER 1/- extra. Shaw's Genuine Elertzite
; Neutron Wyray
S.L.F. CONDENSERS sealed,8d
1/6; Dayzite 2/13. Splen
LATEST MODEL did enclosed Crystal D.
NOW READY. teeters. on base, 1/.. 1,3.
1,9.
Micrometer.
Service do., 2,9 iwith en
6/11
stall. P & P Switches.
POST 6d.
11.. Non-microphonic V II
1/3. Solid Rod Eb 1,
-. \
Baseboard,
8d. -2-was
_

;

'OM '3/-;

., a , ve am -

45/11. Carriage, 2/..

Ad NUN Ina l.i
VALVE in i. e
puler, 25/li,
&uplift, in or COMPLETE

handsome
with valves,
polished box, HT and L.T.
valve, .6/1: Units AA

smear .i

..

Newey stocked

.arrisse, ar

. era...Suet..
i..0w Lune
.0005; 8/6; -0003. 8.8
11,6 each less no vernier'
)Friction Geared 000h.
15/. -0003,14 8; 00025,
134. Straight Line
Frequency
Friction
0005
20 -:
Geared
.4 rill ....,fi...
d...17, . b

00035,

.

Geared Coil Holders. 2.11
3/11. Penton,Lotus. Polar.

8LF

119r6

,....

. .
Sri 1
With knob and dial 7(11

'0003 or '0005 .

.

JACKSON EE68.7.I.B.)13.L.5r

._

'0005 11/6 "00055 10/6 Brass
Vanes,
Geared, -4'
'""6-' -.---1III dial,.

Law. T'ingeng ereeked'

ALL CIRCUITS, PARTS,

COILS & SETS STOCKED.

.0005, 12,.; -00025, 11 - ilaUlU MICRO VALVES.
SQ. LAW LOW LOSEI .06, 3-v. Gill; 25, 2.v.,
DUAL, -0005. for Elstrce ,iii.dower,
846;
Six, 16/11 each Ormond power ' .1oweriji.13, (power
Friction D i al, 10/6. Arer.4 volts). Phillips' 4.
Filament Rheostats

-"

4 in for UniElectrode.-pin
Dual. 2/6; 6 ohms or 50 dyne
6d each.
Sill
ohms.
2/, Potentlo PAR'ill
-7..1 ---.
IN STOCK FOR THE
meter, 400 ohms, 2,8. ELSTRER
SIX, SOLODYNE,
L.F Shrouded. latest
ELSTREEFLEX,

model. 151..

MEWFLEX,

Aa... . . AAA, aiL LIVO .. i 1927 FIV
CHIEF CIRCUITS.
0061. INL.UCTtitA a IL,:
30, 2/91 40. 2/9: 50. SVALt...t..., ,OILS. 11.B.0.
2/19. 60, 31- 75, 3/3;
250/550
100, 3,6: 150, 3/9; 200 Tapped Primary met".
4/-1 5 46 300 CO: Aerial Coils
Eir
400. 6/6' 5001, 71.; 750, ti F Tran.fornars (Relit
I .250, 14 /-; 1,500. Primary and reaction) 10, 9-6:
;wt.,
Ie
split Secondary H.F.

Back

re

panel, W.L.L., 4,11; Rev
Ray. 3/11 V drills for 1-b
fixing, 1/3. 'Phone Cord,
1,.,1/3. L.S.do.,1/6.1,9
H T & L.T tends. 4.wai
I'll. nor ohl friend,
ADICO Batteries, 60 -volt
(not one in a 1,000 has to
be returned). I will change
any faulty. Price 6'11
Adico; Everrnady, Siemens
Hellesens, 60-v. & 100v ,

15 Batteries here.
Wohliniiia always stocked)
Dr. Nesper L.S. Unit
nickel, 14,11.Dr. Nesper
De -Luxe Senior'. 4,00n chili
all

Loud Speaker. 35/. Radio
Micro " Saflr." tine
value, 22/6.

STOP II - Adjustable
4,000 ohm Headphones
(Deeper pattern) double
leather headbands, 7/11 pr

CALLERS: MAHE 011T

YOUR LIST FOR A

SPIT Cl/ AL nrIOTIITTO'
CALL HERE FOR LINEN,

BENJAMIN. DETERS COS
206' MTJLLARILEDISWAN,
'
C OS S 0 R,
MARCONI,
JACKSON (JB/,
Transformers ... ... 101 OSRAM,
CHORES.-Cosmos 2.p., Reinert.
DUBILIER,
McAllen AEL ,
Transformers lot- SUCCESS,BEARD&FITCH,
6/6; Urine H.F. or L. g P. IIIIRNE-JONES,
LEWCOS.
10/- each: Success L.F. or
LEWCOs
MX ., 10/- each; Bowyer. PETO-SCOTT, BOWYER LOWS BOWYER-LOWS,
EUREKA,
Lowe H.F., with base; 9/, VARLEY.-Anodes, 7/6; IGRA9,10,
MOR
UTILITV, FORO,
250,000 ohm, 943. H.F.-- MOND,
WARNING!
EDISONBELL,FERRANTI
Sb. 4. RAYMOND'S SARI Choke, 9/6, 12,'8.
RI
POLAR, DEWEY,
ON PREMISES rats WILL tiEARD & PITCH (Success).- P. & M., MAGNUM. We
.

ASSURE YOU GETTING THE H.F. and L.F. Chokes, each, have the . goods I Call and
GOODS I ADVERTISE.
10/6. Midget Neut. Condenser see us. All lines in demand
PLEASE ASK "IS
RAVIWOwn'

Nils

'-

7/6.

"Black" L.Y. Trans etoeked. Special terms -to

former, 21/,

THORPE 1E4 nif READPHONES,e114.000
VALVES, 5 -pin
0 U ohms N. & R. Standard
Pattern, 7/11 pair. N.

Radio Clubs, genuine execelmenters.

stalICHAELI-07Con k K. Genuine, new light- fuisiMMIAM-FARISH
WEST END DEPOT.
denser, 4/9. All Fixed Conweights, 1116, 13/6. Dr. Bold on MoaeyBacli (l_eare_atee_

"

densers. H.F.Transformers,
each 10/. Dimio Coils 101Balms. 2%6.
PORB111 Variable S.L.F.
Condenser, 0003 or -0005,
9. Formo L.F. shrouded,
10/8.

Condenaers, 11-. 116 .
Nesper, 10/6 and 12/11. Fixed
and Grid Leak. 2'
Telefunken, adjustable, 0003
genuine I 20/- inode1),14111. for Series and parallel

Brunet 1119. 12111
ERICSSON (Continental)
E.V, 7/11 pr. (Post 6d..
Headphones,:
PRANCO. - Midget Bal. iirritish
Bl'll 'ir Featherweight ,20. -

Grid Leaks. 1,3 each
LISSEN.-Lissenola,1318.
L.F. Transformer, 8/6. 35
ohm Rheostat, 2/6. H.F.
or L.P. Choke, 10,-. Field-

Cond.,3/
9. Panel
Brackets,less
Coils.1316. Grid Leaks,
Brown's
A Type (Reed).301
pair 1/-.
Ditto, variable.

Sterile/L20/.
1., 11-;
GANG CONDENSERS ' B.T.H
.... 2/8
'' 15/All parts available.
WEST
END
D .tvOir
Dual -0005.
Dem. Calibre Dials, 5'9:
" MAGNUM , Detex
ORMOND, with dial, 32/ FOR
Dials. 4'8:
CYLDON, no dial, 50/. Rewey 2 -way geared coil. IgranieVermo
Control, 613;
stand, 7/8. 4 -point conden- Star " TTone
Triple
"
Coils
for Rein
ORMOND, with dial, 40/- ser.17/6.15/.. "R.I." New ertz B.D.C.. 2/-; 5XX
CYLDON. no dial, 70, Type Aerial Tuner, 39/6. 8/-; Ormond Neutralizing
IGRANIC, no dial. 75/. Gambrel' Neutrovernla, 5/6. 841- liar Base or Panel)

Ngglifiti

2E7ICES2TEaR, LISLE STREET,

K.
RAYnioNo
i
HOURS
9.15 to
_,

SATURDAY ..
SUNDAY
..

9

to

7.45

13.45

11 it.:. 1

N

SQUARE W.C.2
Back of Daly's Theatre

t Tube,Leicester' Square.

'Phone : Gerrard 4637
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RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 942.)
Many people stand their loud speakers on
the top of their receiving sets, little realising that by
so doing they may be seriously impairing the quality of
their signals. A loud speaker vibrates when in
operation, and it is liable to transmit this vibration
desired.

EXPERTS

IN

RADIO ACOUSTICS

SINCE

1908

through the cabinet of the set to the valves and
cause " roughness " and sometimes even howling.
Contrary to general belief the use of anti-thicrophonic
valve holders is not a sure prevention against the
above taking place.

WAVE -LENGTH OF AN AERIAL.

(Southampton). -W h a t
by the " natural " wave -length of an

" CURIOUS."

ismeant

aerial ?

The " natural " or fundamental wave -length of an
aerial is that wave -length it possesses, and to which
it will respond without " tuning." Wave -length

"P.W." 6d. BLUE PRINTS.

A Series of 20 Blue Prints can be obtained
from the Query Dept., PRICE 6d. PER BLUE =E
(A stamped addressed envelope must =
E PRINT.
accompany each application, and the number =
= of the required Blue Print must be given when E

E ordering.)
The following are the numbers, and the =
E
E circuits covered.
E
E P.W. BLUE PRINT
E Number
E 1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION. E
DETECTOR VALVE WITH E
E 2. UNIDYNE
=
REACTION.
E I. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.

-

DETECTOR WITH

L.F.

E.

4.

CRYSTAL

E.

5.

H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL,

E=

=
=
=
=
=
=
E

G.

7.
8.
9.

AMPLIFIER.

1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL =
DETECTOR (H.F. Transformer, with- E
=
out Reaction).
H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode, =
=
Reaction on Anode).
H.F. AND DETECTOR (Transformer E
=
Coupled, with Reaction).

(Switch to Cut H

13.
14.

2 -VALVE REFLEX (Valve Detector).

AND

L.F.

UNIDYNE E

DETECTOR

17.

a

Coupled, Without Reaction).
=
1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL. =_
DETECTOR (Tuned Anode).
=

12.

16.

=

WITH REACTION.
_
H.F.
AND
CRYSTAL (Transformer=

=
E
= 10.
= 11. DETECTOR and L.F.
=
Out L.F.).

15.

1---...,

(Switch to Cut Out LE).

2 -VALVE

L.F.

AMPLIFIER (Trans- E

former -coupled with Switch).
2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer -Resistance Coupled with Switch). E

H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DE- =
TECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch for E
Last Valve).
CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO =
L.F. AMPLIFIERS (with Switching).

=

ft 18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL E
"71---

19.
20.

DETECTOR, with 1 -VALVE L.F. =
=
AMPLIFIER, controlled by Switch.
H.F. DETECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch H

for the Last Valve).
DETECTOR AND 2 L.F. AMPLIFIERS =

TWO NEW CONES
THE

THE

ELLIPTICON TABLE CONE
(Registered Trade -mark)

(Trade -mark)

The handsome cabinet is finished in dark
walnut and will admirably harmonise with

The cone is housed in an attractive cabinet
of unique .design, which has a walnut

The circular diaphragm has an
extremely sensitive driving unit which

any decorative scheme or fureishings.

finish.

for 1, 2, or 3 Valves).
: All these sets are of the Hat panel =
-H type.Note (Switches

The elliptical concavity of this casing reflects the full body of sound with wonder-

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117-.11

pleasing and natural tone with plenty of
power. The magnets in the cone unit are
very large. There is no diaphragm, but a
small armature which, reacting- to the
faintest impulse, faithfully reproduces ex-

is readily altered by inductance (in the form of

a coil) or by capacity (in the form of a condenser),
but if neither coil or condenser is used, every aerial

has a certain inductance and capacity of its own,
and it is the product of these ttho propertiee that
determine- itst wave -length. The natural wavelength of a standard P.M.G. aerial, for instance (100
feet), is 'approximately 135 metres, and its natural
capacity approximately *0002 nifd.

ADDING AN AMPLIFIER.

(Colchester).-I have a
2-valte detector and L.F. Unidyne set which
" INTEnEsTED "

I have made from your blue print No. 12.

depth and sweetness. The large
vibrating area of the cone, together with a
driving unit of special design, brings

brings a wealth of volume with pure
The magnet in
and effortless ease.
the cone unit is unusually large. The

ful

tremely low and high tones.

Height IA} ins., depth 71
ins., width to} ins.

5 10

-

instrument is supplied complete with
cord connection, and is a proposition of excellent value. It has a
better than
genuine claim to be
any similar instrument at the price.
Height to inches,

breadth
It/ ins. at 2 15
base, depth gf ins.

Brandes
From ally reputable Dealer.

This set is giving splendid results, music and
speech coming through at good 'phone strength.
Can you please tell me if a microphone ampli-

fier would be a sufficient addition to work a
small loud speaker, or would it be better to
add a 1 -valve amplifier as your blue print
No. 3 ?
As valves are already in use we should Oder to
use a third valve for increasing the volume. The
arrangement shown on blue print No. 3 is quite
suitable for your purpose.

BRANDES LIMITED, 296 REGENT ST., LONDON, W.I
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CORRESPONDENCE.

*0002000000000
EVERY LOUDSPEAKER

Letters from readers discussing interesting
and topical wireless events, or recording unusual experiences, are always welcomed ;
but it must be clearly understood that the
publication of such does in no way indicate
that we associate ourselves with the views
expressed by our correspondents, and we

DESERVES
MULLARD

MASTER
VALVES

cannot accept any responsibility for informa-

tion given.-Editor.

SPARK JAMMING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir..=I write this letter in protest at the many

selfish grumbles one hears re the interference of
ships' wireless transmitters with the broadcast
programmes. So-called wireless experts have (lipped

their pens in vitrol and written scathing indictments

in various journals against marine operators and
the way they handle their sets.
The usual complaints from these writers are (1)

Panel '1 albs:

Here

Panel

is a

that will not split
or break or crack
DO you know how it feels to split
your panel just when you have

almost completed your drilling? No,

you don't-if your choice fell on Resiston.

For Resiston Ands (like Radion) are
made throughout from nothing but pure
rubber. Because of this they are tough
yet not brittle. They are strong. They
will not break.

Or split.

Or crack. They

can be sawn with ease and with safety.
They can be drilled without difficulty
and, when tapped, will take a good thread.
Thus, when the home constructor buys a
Radion or Resiston Pabel, in one of its 17
sizes, he knows that even though he is not

quite an expert with the drill or the saw,
he is in very little danger of ruining his

Its very constitution facilitates
easy working.
panel.

If, in the past, your experience of ebonite
has been discouraging- yOu'll appreciate the
worth of Resiston. Its perfect insulation.

The broad band of wavelengths covered by a ship's
spark transmitter ; (2) The obsolete apparatus
employed on so many ships which causes this flat
tuning; (3) Unnecessary information to various
coast stations such as where the steamer is bound
and where from.
Point OH -Each ship station uses a commercial
wavelength of 600 metres for ordinary traffic. As
there are so many ships working at the same time it
is obvious that were they all working exactly on that
wavelength absolute chaos would ensue. A snore
important point, and one which has been entirely
overlooked' by the grousers, is the utility of this
broad tuning -in cases of distress. An operator on
watch cannot be varying the controls of his receiver

Resist on-names which. give you positive

Send for the Radion Book
In its twenty-four fully illustrated pages are
details for building four unique Receivers
together with
wireless hints

many useful
.ts.B4°t kof.

thThelaednit°1ne
4.

tpolge easthee

rswientah

choosing

t1TbofOlzlet,P.W., Dec.

one' s Panel.'

Name...........................................................................

Address...........

It's FREE. Trade Supplied.

JH-TAN"LOR&CO
4. RADIO HOLLSE

ACAULAY Si- HUDDERSFIELD

-4".;;s6)

A BOON to the

ledge of French polishing, can obtain
highly pleasing and satisfactory results
with S.P. FRENCH POLISH. The S.P.

Do Your Own French Polishing L.
Anyone, without even the slightest know-

Point (2)-This is more or less a corollary of

Point (I), but there is one thing I would like to draw

OUTFIT contains woodfiller, stains,
polish, accessories, and complete yet

the attention of the grumblers to, and that is : the

apparatus on most ships is fftted under contract with
some wireless company for a certain number of years,

and should _all the old types of gear be dispensed
with and more up-to-date apparatus fitted a very
heavy financial loss would be entailed. It is hardly
to be expected that the shipowners or wireless company will be philanthropic enough to pander to the
desires of a selfish minority.
Point (3)-A ship's T It consists of the steamer's
name, her destination and the most recent port sho
has left, also the distance in nautical miles of the
ship from the coast station with which she is working.
People who call this unnecessary working must have
very little intelligence not to see that these particulars
are of vital importance to a coast station in determin-

tlay'S work.

Alexandria.

simple instructions. , . .
Price
Post Paid from:

°-')Aa Ideal Xmas Gift for Your Boyr
O

a
a
O

m
a

G.A. 6493.

a

RMONIC

119
DONT lAv

MORE

VALVE HOLD.E,
Don't pay more. You can't buy more
New design eliminates losses New
springing system gives better results.
JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, Ltd.,

246 West Street, SHEFFIELD.

1,ondon Agents: A F BULGIN & CO.,
10. Cursiter Street London. 6.0 4

The High Tension System of the Future

BATTERIES
Due to the silent back-

Mt ET

ground and great economy
of working., WET H.T.
Batteries have almost
everything to recommend
them. They offer all the
advantages .of an H.T.
accumulator, with none
of the disadvantages such

as the inconvenience of
charging and the liability
to sulphate if left run
down. The cost is less
than 3d. a volt, and upkeep lid, per volt per
annum.

Send lid. for full details.

Jars 21' high, li

waxed
dozen 1/3
Sac Elements
1/6

a wonder to me that the combine do not hold a pistol
at your head for accepting advertisements that state

(Continued on page 848.)

a

DEBENNAM & CO., 28, eastland. Road, LONDON, &EA

the combine in England could do so.
Perhaps they have not heard of the saying " Small
profits, quick. returns." By foreign manufactures
I do not mean all the valves that come from Germany

slightest doubt they will do when they get a better grip.

O

NCervrVaalre(xol.' Valve
AMPLIFIERS !-Treble
receptionthat with
Amp Hier. It's guaranteed to do the job. Simple and
cheap to make from our special electrodes, filling, will
plans, diagrams, instructions, 2/8 post free. No valves
buttons, etc. Worked by two 1.5-v. dry cells.

Operator, S.S. " Fezara."

valve prices lower than they do. I have not the

O
O

WIRELESS "
when
communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

JAMES L. MAITLAND.

Dear Sir,-I have just read Mr. Cumrning's letter
under the heading " It Pays to Buy British," and I
am afraid that I am not in agreement with him.
While I have known of repairs to burnt -out loudspeaker bases for a very small figure, I think that
the manufacturers are quite capable of doing so
seeing that they charge so high a price in the first
case.
Take, for instance, valves. If foreign manufacturers can put on the market valves that cost less
than two-thirds of the price asked for by British
manufacturers, surely the valve manufacturers in

0

PLEASE be sure to
mention POPULAR

Yours faithfully,

BUY BRITISH GOODS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

4'6

S.P. POLISHES, 5, High Holborn, W.C.1

or France (although anybody outside the combine
must be " foreigners " to the combinites), but a
certain firm that is claimed to be of American origin
(they have just put a gas -filled detector valve on the
market) whose valves were 12s. 6d. and 15s. before
they joined the combine, now they range front 18s. -6d.
The query is, who gets the difference ? In fact, it is

American Hard Rubber Co.,Ltd., 13a, Fore St., E.C.2

..i--

.GsePtoll.

a nice mess commercial working -would be in through
delay of -traffic.

S.S. " Fezara,"

choosing an unnamed panel in preference to

New Edition No. 9 ready
Complete Reference Book and
Price List of everything in
Wireless. Send Postcard Now.

steamer were fitted with this type of apparatus what

assurance of lasting satisfaction ?

you court failure and disappointment by

WIRELESS GUIDE

HOME CABINET Maker

one bearing such a name as Radion or

colour permanence and its strength.
For the sake, perhaps, of a few pence, will

OZZOZZE,50V.:09:0;Za
RELIABILITY

for four hours on end in the hope of picking up a
distress call. Lately, some ships have been fitted
with tonic train transmitters which are extremely
selective, but what is the result ? They call a' tation
and are only heard by accident. Imagine ,if every

ing how long the ship wilt he within range. There
are -many other advantages of this T It business too
numerable to mention. Such things as operators'
chats around the coasts of any country in the world
are very few and far between, as the offenders are
visited- with the most rigorous penalties.
I should like some of these misinformed grumblers
to spend a day in the wireless cabin of a ship at sea
when jamming is pretty had, then they would see
what their professional confreres have to put up with.
We operators don't growl at Q1t3I. It is part of our

Its superfine surface (which no hand has
touched since it left the 'factory). Its

Ask tor

_a Stallard P. M. Power Valves.

Zincs

WET H.1.

Carriage Extra.

BATTERY

amberwell Green, S.E.5.

CO.,

1/ -

Coldharbonr Lane.
Phone:' Brixton 2539.

23,
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Mu ltum

in parvo.

(Latin, you know, meaning 'muck in little.')

THE fixed Condenser is the smallest component

in your set. 'Yet, like the sparking plug
of the car, it is one of the most vital parts of your
Receiver. It is like a cog in a machine-if it is
faulty the success of your whole Receiver will
be prejudiced.

When you

ask your
Dealer for a Condenser,

of years, it will give
absolute

satisfaction.

he may show you two That it is dead accurate.
which
look
alike. That it is leak -proof.
Yet the one which has That it is impervious to

no name may cost

a

little less than the one
which has the letters

T.C.C.' stamped on
If you buy

all

climatic conditions.

That it, in short,

is

Multum in parvo'
which, being interpreted

you do not know for

means

much in little,'
is an apt description of

what you are paying.
But if you choose the the T.C.C. For-little
it be-the
T.C.C. you know that, though
because of the reputa- T.C.C. contains much
tion T.C.C. have -in fact, everything
had
for
than a

more
score

which a master Condenser should.

BUY

Prices:

No. 33, all capaand 001 mfds.,
2s. 4d.

they're

British!

THE

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES
is the secret of uniform, silent and economical H.T. supply. Choose a Hellesen

Dry Battery as a Xmas gift for your

wireless friends and you have the twofold satisfaction of knowing that your gift

is "the best in the world " of its kind
and also that it will be appreciated.
Wireless reception to -day demands H.T.

Batteries with recuperating power to

withstand long and frequent usage.
Make the Hellesen secret your Xmas gift
and long though the battery may last the
appreciation will out -live it.
Ask your dealer for a Hellesen Dry

T.C.C.
Condensers'
cities between 004

IN

the perfect Condenser.

the unnamed Condenser

its case.

RECUPERATING AGENT

Prices :

No. 34, all capacities between '009
and '0001 mfds.,
2s. 4d.

Battery, it will cost you no more, it only
gives Sou more.

60 volt " WIRIN " 1216
99 volt " WIRUP " 211(Postago Ext,a)

All types, voltages, etc., in Double and
Treble

capacities

for

H.T.

and

L.T.

Ask your dealer for the type
to suit your set and get the maximum
service, or write us for full particulars.
Supply.

sera
a}
Telegraph Condenser

Co. Ltd., Wales Farm
Road, N. Acton, W. 3.

Gilbert Ad. 65o5,

Obtainable at all Radio, Electrical and General
Stores, Harrods, Selfridges, etc., or direct from

A. H. HUNT, Ltd. (Oept. 12), CROYDON, SURREY
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ME NEW LOTUS
JACKS & PLUGS

CORRESPONDENCE.

20/down

(Continued from page 846.)
It is absolutely no use saying that British goods
we have to pay more, because one has only to go
through the experience of screwing the rod of a
well-known grid leak home and find on trying to
withdraw the rod that the microscopic nut under
the flanged knob has come loose, to get those ideas
knocked out of his head.
Fixed condensers make another case of sheer
robbery.
I think manufacturers are trying to get hack to
the prices I am just reading in your No. ,2 issue of
June lath, 1922, and if they had any hand in the
are better than anybody else's in the world, therefore

picking of the new B.B. Corporation I will think still
less of them, seeing that there appears to be only one

out of the whole bunch that knows anything about
wireless, namely Mr. Reith.
Anyhow, whatever comes or goes, please keep the
same standard of publication that you are now
issuing, which is, shall we say, It 0.
- Yours faithfully,

Great New

DAVID FULLELOVE.

85, Addison Crescent,
Old Trafford. Manchester.

Wireless Offer.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -Re the letter headed " It Pays to Buy
British" in your issue dated November 20th.
May I add further testimony to the wisdom and
.

Our wonderful 2 -valve set with

loud speaker and headphones

advtontage of buying British goods..
Recently I bought a -0003 Newey four -point condenser which developed a slight fault. I wrote

installed free in your own home

-anywhere-by our own Installation
Engineers for £12 cash ; or £1 down
and 20/- a month for twelve months

Messrs. Newey, and they immediately sent me- a
-0005 condenser, apologising for any inconvenience
and asking me to return my condenser. 'No charge
whatever was made.
In My ignorance I built the .0005 into my tuned
anode circuit, with the result that reception was
badly affected.
I was at a loss to understand the reason until a
wireless enthusiast told me that the value of the
condenser was too high.
I wrote to Messrs. Newey explaining the circumstances, and they -immediately and without demur
changed the condenser a second time without any
charge.
Further comment on the advisability of dealing

LOTUS JACIC
SWITCHES

only, And we guarantee satisfaction
Chore is nothing else to buy-the set is
complete with all accessories.

,

This push-pull switch
is designed to occupy

the minimum space

being only 11 in
deep. ,Of the finest.

Bakelite. it has nickel
silver springs and

contacts of pure silver. Soldering con
tacts can bo made to
suit any wiring

When our Engineers have installed the
set just switch on and enjoy perfect and
powerful loud -speaker reception. You
are also entitled to two free calls from
our Engineers after the set is working.
The General Radio set is British made,
unsurpassed in efficiency and purity of
tone. It has no superfluous controls and
is as easy to work as turning on the light

with British firms of repute is unnecessary.
Yours faithfully,

Prises:

No. 9, as illus. 41'
Others from
2'

96, Marshall Road,
Woodseats, Sheffield.

.

E. IL WEBSTER.

a postcard to -day for free
illustrated catalogue No. SW and
Send

full particulars of this offer.

RE THE HOME-MADE H.T. BATTERY.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear. Sir, -Some time ago I built sip an H.T.

battery on the same principle as that described. by
W. F. Whitby in this week's " P.W." N6. 232. The
one drawback I find is that the sal -ammoniac eats
the zinc plates away very quickly, otherwise it is a
great success. If Mr. Whitby would tell us in your
esteemed paper how this could be remedied he would
earn the thanks of a great number of " P.W." readers,
including, of course,
Yours faithfully.°
ALFRED TIRSON.

The name ' LOTUS ' is
your guarantee of sound

results

solid

and

satisfaction.

From all Radio Dealers.

incurs

Manton House,
42, Uppingham Road. Leicester.
(Rubbing the clean zinc with mercury in order to
produce an amalgamated surface may assist in
decreasing the action on the metal.-EDITOR.1

GENERAL RADIO CO. LTD

RADIO HOUSE
235 Regent Street, W

.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA<

REPAIRS

Made by the makers of the
famed
LOTUS
Vernier
Coil Holders and LOTUS
Buoyancy

Valve

Holders.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED LOWESTRATEs 2411OURSERVICE

Cash on Delivery if Desired
JOHN W. MILLER, 68, Tarringdon St., B.C.4.
reel v.0 1950

B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your correspondent, " Anti -Grouser,"
is right to some extent, but like a great many other
people who prefer a certain portion of the programme
to some other portion, he immediately labels anyone
a " jazzite " who does not appreciate talks or music
of a certain type. First of all, I might,say that we
all admire the way in which -the B.B.C. keeps up its
variety. Few of us could do as well, and we certainly
would make a complete hash of the programmes for
the first week or so. At the same time, however, I

do not think that the great majority of licence payers desire high-grade heavy music of the type
supplied so often, and I doubt also it jazz music or
talks early in the evening are very popular. It is

Lotus Works,

Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

but because a lot of it lacks melody, - and -it is -not
educational talks which cause the loud speaker to
be switched off, but the fact that the average listener
doesn't want any deep thoughts after his day's work.

I am of the opinion, wrongly or rightly, that the
B.B.C. type of programme which appeals to the
majority is, alas, the afternoon concert type-and

these are given when the " majority " of people are
at work.
Yours faithfully,
Bedford.

SETS. PHONES.
TRANSFORMERS

Officially Approved by Studio A ssocia lion.

AGAR' S

ZERO.

CONGRATULATIONS.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I feel I must congratulate you upon

obtaining the services of Mr. Percy Harris. who was
undoubtedly the one bright spot in the Radio Press :

no doubt thousands more will write to you, but I
'must do it.
(Continued On page 850.)
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Resin -Cored Radio Solder.
Guaranteed
Non - Corrosive
-

(British Made).
exclusively by all
Telephone Manufacturers,
Government Departments,
Used

etc.
Makes

No Pug required.

a perfect joint.
Low melting point. Eliminates messy Flux.

not that the music is high-class which is the objection,

JACKSSWITCH ES- PLUGi

.5

The Safe Solder for Radio
ands Electrical Work.

1 1^Per
Carton.

Obtainable front Leading Stores,
Electricians, Radio Dealirs,fron-

mongers, or Post Free direct (Min:

Whitecross Place, Wilson
W. H. AGAR,19.Street,
LONDON E.O.2

ACCUMULATORS
ON EASY PAYMENTS

High -Tension Accumulators built up from,, 20 -volt
sections (15!- each). Example: -60 -Volt 11.T 45).
CASH or 12(8 DOWN and 6 monthly payments
of 61-. Carriage Paid. Satisfaction or money hack

Write for Lists to DEM 11,

JOVENTRY

DIRECT SUPPLIES LTD.. 23,
Wiewick 'Row. COVENTRY.

Any Wireless Goods sup.
'plied on easy payments.

r

II
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RADIO
SOFT LIGHTS - TRIED FRIENDS
AN EDISON BELL SET AND SPEAKER

THIS HAPPY COMBINATION WILL ALWAYS ENSURE AN ENJOYABLE EVENING

-_1".1 UR SET ", No. need to go out in the rain, get damp
A TED and

I ',LI N

PHE
I

£4 10 0
1",thw. now, c,3
;.7`;`,

spEAKER

run risk of cold in a chilly Concert
AS
Hall when you can obtain perfect ILLUSTRATED
,,,.E
radio reception Tin your own comfort-

able home by merely switching on

your set. Your friends will enjoy it, too,

ali

Fr, -,f!

42'-

;f4figtt

MULTIPLE CONNECTOR
Non -reversible, detachable name plates, built with Eeles standardised Plugs
and Sockets. All parts are standard, detachable and interchangeable. Coloured
flexibles can be supplied in the following colours red, blue, green yellow,
bla'ck, white and maroon at I I.,d.'per yard. If at any time sets change so that
multiple connectors ale no longer required, then the parts can be put to other
uses. It will pay you to adopt the Eden Standardised system of Connections.

5/6

I

Complete

5/6

1,0111ittillt:,,VO4:,...,
-

Complete

.044

10000 on:A
14,104
,

iii
H

41.411

PLUG
.. 3d.
EYE, PIN
OR SPADE

TREBLE DUTY
TERMINAL

ADAPTORS ld.

Made in 26 different lettered

tops and six different

col-

0-11-"firo

oured indications.
StandarcEsed connections,
absolutely unique and priced
at 4%d. each.
Nickel finish.
Write for illustrated list No. P W.5.

7-

1

3, 9 ;

4

mfd.,

6,'- ;

etc., etc.

Hydra Condensers operate perfectly at
all voltages up to 700 D.C. Guaranteed precise within 5 to 10 per cent.
of their rated capacity and to maintain
rated capacity through all variations
in temperature. From all good dealers.

%,"""lookiko
Hydra Condensers have
mfd. guaranteed.

a

resistance of 200 megohms per

1

Louis Holzman

ASTIC

Ee.ex House, 118, Eurthill Ecw, E.C.

Although the standard
of quality has been
raised prices are very
reasonable. Capacities
stocked are
from
'00011 mfd. to 10 mid.
mfd. 219 ; 2 mfd.,

M.

Phone: eillNnErell 9282, 9283

109 KINGSWAY. LONDON., W.C. 2
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Britain's Best in Radio

(Continued ,/'rant p?qe 848.)

4410111/Vift

Your journal appears to be the only one which has

2 -VALVE

kept up its general interest to the enthusiast, and
which still has unatrophied brains on its staff, and

LOUD SPEAKER BARGAIN.

is not developing into a COMIC PAPER !

One of the most interesting parts of your tournal
is the answers to correspondents and readers' views
and experiments, and in the others you will notice
these features have gradually been squeezed out, I
believe to the detriment of circulation.
I hope you will never forget that your biggest
customer is the dabbling experimenter with very
little scientific knowledge.
-Wishing your paper every success.
Yours faithfully,
A. WRIGHT,
Russington, Shepperton.

LAMPLUGH
RHEOSTAT
ars al
POTENTIOMETER

Using the famous Lamplugh Buffer Cot,.
tact, ensuring absolutely silent operation.
Resistance 500 ohms.

.

ONE VALVE RESULTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

l)eg to agree with Mr. W. F. Wilbee when he suggests
that. B. P. S., of Warrington, either uses a poor circuit
or lives in a very unfavourable reception district.

It gives a volume and quality of tone unattained
by any instrument of a similar price and is the
essence of simplicity. Fitted with coils covering
all the British wave -lengths, including Daventry.
THE CABINET is of beautifully polished Oak, &
all components are of the highest quality. Dull
Emitter Valves with patent valve holders, &c.; H.T.
Battery, 2.volt accumulator and complete Aerial
Outfit. LOUD SPEAMER of exclusive design
4.4
with unique magnetic system and
improved mica diaphragm.

TERMS : Our Bargain Price is for deferred payinents. Send 10/6 now, &
complete purchase in 14
monthly payments of 10/8
If you wish to 1.5, cash,

Price

I have -builL the one-valver described in " P.W.'
(Jan. -30th, 1926), and the results obtained with it

leave nothing to be desired.
Using a Cossor Wuncell and 67i volts tapped H.T.,
I have received Radio -Paris, Daventry, Konigswusterhausen, Hilversum, Dublin, Manchester,
London; Glasgow, Aberdeen, Newcastle, Bournemouth, Cardiff, Belfast, Birmingham, Frankfort,
Hamburg, Munich (0), Breslau, Radio -Vienna (531 III.),

£4:1705

San Sebastian and Cassel, along with a couple of

Of

jwored

unknown stations.
All these were well received With the- exception of
Cardiff and Birmingham. My aerial -earth system is
good, the former being about 40 ff. high.
Thanking you for your excellent paper and advising
B.P.S. to build this set if he has not done so.
Yours

efficiency

per cent discount is allowed

Catalogue Post Free.
Up-todate Crystal & Valve
sets at keenest prices.
J. G. Graves Ltd. Sheffield
Cullest

.

.

JOHN D. HOUSTON.

-found that a .001 condenser across the

'phones,and the reversal of L.T. connections improved
control and results.
26, Sandytnount Avenue, Ballsbridge, Dublin.

Approval

ARTIFICIAL " Xs."
The Editor, Portman WIRELESS,
Dear Sir,Noticing in your" Radio Notes and News "

In " P.W.," Nov. 23th, a paragraph or two about a
reader hearing atmospherics in his 'phones when
stroking a eat, reminded me that I had a similar

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND

Transformers, Phones, Loudspeakers, Rewound and Repaired to Maximum Efficiency.

All One Price 41- each. Don't discard if burnt out.

7

II x

Wood in No. 232, of November 13, 1926, it is quite

Dear Sir.-In reply to the letter of Mr. E. H.

9x 6,1/7

8 x 6,1/4
10

.6,1/8 x 5,1/2

INTERESTING TESTS OF INSULATION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

6X

5,1/-

7 x 6,1/3

8 2/3
12 x 8,2/6
12 X 9,2/10

8,2/1

10 x 9,2/4

correct that some of the wood in -question must
Lave been damp. But this was not shown by

inspection, and the result proves the need of testing
it. Untreated, or unbushed, wood may let a man down
-badly at any time, by accidental expositre to damp
air ; but ebonite will not.
Some wood, especially

14 X 10,3/5

12x 10,3/-

in. thick
Post Free.

11 x 12. 4/.

Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity.

American whitewood, is known to be a good practical
insulator, if it can be kept dry ; but how is an
experimenter to do this in England ?
As to a suitable valve it is clearly advisable for the
grid -filament resistance to be low (other factors
keeping the same), and I should think the impedance

Callers cut any size. Quotations by post, Of 'phone Clerken.

ell 7853. Samples and prices post free to the Trade.

CROXSONIA CO., 10. South St., MOORGATE, E.C.2

of the valve used by Mr. Wood was far too high,
judging by its amplification factor of 32. There is
no direct connection between the amplification factor,
and the multiplier due to the use of a valve, over
direct testing with the same H.T. battery. The
valve increases the current very much more than by
the amplification factor, in some cases. The matter
needs further investigation. I have used a low

lrabwo
ileitabled
AS COOC) AS NEW
(Except Wren, S.P.'s, and low
capacity types). Minimum D.E.

Current 0.15 amps when repaired.
ALI. BRIGHT & DULL EMITTERS
Listed at less than 10)..
Minimum charge - 5)..

resistance, bright emitter, Cossor valve and another
soft valve ; but a correspondent writes that, he finds

a power valve best. and I should like to hear that
someone has tried the four -electrode type.
The best way to insulate the valve, and to get rid
of all leakage, or capacity, effects, in the holder. is
simply to cast -it, upside down, in a small earthenware
Pot in paraffin wax. This will not melt. Then

LID., Dept. P.W. Tabor

V

1.1.1

Grove, Wimblelon, S. W

BUILD A LOUDSPEAKER
WITH OUR NEW
-

SEAMLESS
MOULDED CONE
(Prow. Patent 25069/26.)
and a 13ROW N A, or LISSENOLA. You will
obtain PERFECT RESULTS.
Successful
Construction for a minimum outlay' is ea.
eared with our Specialities. Illustrated Lista

and full particulars for Stamp.

300DISAN'S, 27, PARRINGBON ST.,. E.C.4.

Glasgow.

Obtainable from all leading Wireless Dealers.

Send for

RADlo

Lists.

LAMPLUGH
This mark is

PRODUCTS

our Guarantee

Ely H.T. BATTERI SI
BUY BRITISH. Complete Units 3/6 per doz.

All
goods BRITISH MADE by BRITISH LABOUR.
Jars 1/3, Sines 1/.. Sara 1/6 per do,. Carriage
and Packing extra. Trade inquiries invited.-Demon

BatteryCo.,513,Badlisltd.,Walthamstow,E.17

Pay while you Listen /

Don't deny yourself the Toys of Radio because of the
initial cost of a complete Reneiyet We can supply

the latest

Popular Wireless " and other wen-

t( now.. sets, guaranteed Components and

,..

'new Imites SALES CO., 77, CITY ROAD,

ERIC BATES.

Inches

Sole Distributors for London and. Southern
Counties: The Empire' Electric Co., 303,
Euston Road, London, N.W.
Scottish -Depot: 38, Montrose Street,

disgust.

30, Spausykiii St., Ilexthorpe, Doncaster.

Inches

S. A, LAMPLUGH LTD.
King's Road, Tyseley,
BIRMINGHAM.

sar;r. on the Pasy Payment System. Technical
advice free. Write at once for our comprehemuye
and let us know Amur reouirements
Cal hour

Best wishes and long life to "
from a No. 1
reader.
Yours, faithfully,

lctivets

4/6

Each.

experience two or three months ago.
I also noticed that crackles occurred when my hand
touched the cat's ears after stroking from head to tail.
What the eat felt I don't know, but did not appear

to like it, and finally got up and walked away in

All work guaranteed for 12 months. write for trade terms.
TRANSFORM 00.,I15, LINKS RO., TOOTING, LONDON. S.W.I7

,x0

Price

Dear Sir,-I have read with interest a letter
appealing in a recent issue of your journal, and

This highly efficient 2 -Valve
Loud -Speaker Set is the finest
wireless value ever offered.

sufficiently puzzling static effects,' for a beginning,
can be got by rubbint a stick of celluloid on a piece of
flannel, and holding he stick near the wire joined to
the grid, while watching the milhammeter. After
that, connect the grid to a well -insulated wire,
stretched overhead across a room, where the air and
everything else is day : and the mystery of the cause
of the movements of the needle will deepen.
Yours faithfully.
.

.

LESLIE MILLER.

23 Rural Way, Streatham London, 6.-W.10.

Ar.

6503

-

ADVERTISEMENTS
As far as possible all advertisements appearing in " P.W." are

subjected to careful scrutiny before
publication, but should any reader
experience delay or difficulty
in getting orders fulfilled, or

should the goods supplied not be
as advertised, information should
sent to the Advertisement
Manager, "Popular Wireless,"
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E -C-4
be

'SAYE YOUR VALVES-1
PRICE
complete

Bulbs

2.f

6d. each

SAFETY
FUSE
COSTS PENCle
A. H. HUNT. LTD.,
"seeleant

Ne N

WANDER PLua

SAVES POUNDS

rt.,z.),Qroyaon, S acre,
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Orphean
LOUDSPEAKERS

851

CHARGE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
E1111111111111111111111111111P1111 AT HOME

Are unsurpassed for Purity
of Tone. TEST ONE FOR

rto TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE OR ATTENTION
REQUIRED. RELIABLE AND EFFICIENT.

YOURSELF FREE OF

supplied complete with Adaptor,
full instructions.

Connecting

"Goltone Pendelton"

(Patent

Simply plug-in to any convenient lampholder. Each Outfit

CHARGE.
Your wireless dealer will let
you test either of these
Orphean instruments on

Cords

and

App.)

(Alternating Current.)
Charges the Low Tension Accumulator economically and effectively at minimum cost.
Charging rate
approx.
No Renewals.
nips. Price complete .. £2 12 6

If it is
not better than any loudspeaker you, have heard,
your set at home.

Fitted with Ammeter, as illustrated £3 7 6
When ordering please state voltage
and frequency of Lighting Mains.

return it within seven days.

There is no obligation to
purchase.

F,,111

illustrated
Catalogue

The No. 12 model gives the

No. R' 116
Free
on
request.

power, volume and purity

of tone that has hitherto
been the justification of the
5 o loudspeaker.
Model

" INDISPENSO" (Direct Current.)

No I2 is similar to that
illustrated, but a smaller

price 90/- De Luxe

Price 50c,

Wheel adjustment.

M a h o g an y finish, Mahogany finish, Red and Black
Knobs to indicate Polarity.
height 21", flare 12".
Height 24". Dia. of Flare 16".

Charges the High Tension Accumulator at
no extra cost When light is in use.
Price complete

.
61"ALTERNO".(Alternating Current.)
Charges the High Tension Accumulator at
Price complete

negligible cost.

Stocked by the Leading Store,.

21 /,

.

Refuse Substitutes.

LONDON RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.
Loads peaker Specialists

61,

Borough Road, London, S.E.1,

" Pendelton
Charger with cover
removed.

(iird5aoldslac)
PENDLETON,

.:&;16.2LINCIlISII.R.

11111111111111111111111111111111147
vi10.111111M01111111.1.1111*MINEIW

The New VALVES

ICUIR0
A-1 SINGLE FILAMENT 0.06 amp.
Bi-2 DOUBLE FILAMENT 0.06 amp.
the calve with Iwo

C-3 SUPER AMPLIODYNE 0'1 amp.

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
NV IIOLE PAGE £40 QUARTER PAGE £10
II ALF PAGE - £20 EIGHTH PAGE - £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 columns to page) per inch 30/.
-

NO SERIES DISCOUNTS. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB-

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN

JECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

1

Rue de .I'vfetz, PARIS (Xe), France

-

HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

Communications respecting

Power value for low frequency amplification,

Ets. A. BERTRAND,

half inch 15/.

:liniminn Space accepted

ALLadvertising must be

JOHN H. LILE LTD.,

made to

4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

'Phone

City 7261.

HIGH & LOW TENSION
ACCUMULATOR HIRE SERVICE

A MONUMENT IN THE
MARCH OF PROGRESS
The Formo Shrouded Transformer
is the universal favourite.

Rotax

Made in Ratios I -I, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5

Tension

and
1-5
for
10/6 1-3
1st and
2nd
stages

Send for' Catalogue and Descriptive
Literature of Complete Forma Range

THE FORMO COMPANY
Crown Works. Cricklewood, N.W.2
'Phone: Hampstead 1787.

Manchester Mr. J. B. Levee, 23,
Hartley St.. Lovenshulme.
'Phone Heaton Moor 475.

High

Here's a way of improving reception,
saving money, time, and trouble for
all valve set users who live within 1.2
miles of Charing Cross. Write now
for particulars of the unique service.

0ur
Low

RADIO SERVICE COMPANY,
105, Torriuno Avenue. N. W. 5.

Accumulators
greatly

improve

Loud Speaker reception eliminating t h e
uncanny noises
....-.used by part-

ly run down dry

batteries and may
be hired ready for use

Tension

Phone North 0623. (3 lines).

Service
r e
SE

a
effects
considerable
saving if you
add the depreciation in
value to the
cost of having

n -accu-

mulator unskilfully
recharged.d
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TECHNICAL NOTES

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS!

No. 208.
ACCUMULATOR SALE. -Fuller " BJ X21," 2 V011
; 6 volt 24 amp.,
4
V
0
it
24 amp.,
24 amp.,
16/- ; " B.1)(30," 2 volt 3o amp., 6/8 ; 4 volt

Fuller 30 amp., 12/- ; 6 volt 3o amp.,
2 volt 45 amp., 10/-; 4 volt 5o amp., 20/- 2 volt
8o amp., 13/-; Iixide-6 volt 8 amp., 6/13'; H.D.,
4 volt 40 amp., 13/8.
2 'volt 40 amp., 7/- ;
HIGH TENSION ACCUMULATORS. -6d. per volt.
Co., 8o volt t amp., with taps, ebonite case
and lid, glass cells, new, 40/,

THE DIXON ULTRA ONEMETER is a Radio Standard
b.strument, 50/- ; Multipliers, 6/6. Order now.
STAMPINGS FOR TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES. -

E. or T, 10d. per doz. Hedghog wire for Transformers or Chokes, 1/- lb.
SILVER POLAR PANEL CRYSTAL DETECTORS,
EVERSET HERTZITE, at halt -price, 2/-,

LEATHER -COVERED WOOD CABINETS, with lid and

handle, for portable sets, 12 in. by 8 in.

depth,
(-4 in.
Cases only, 7/8. NVith ebonite pane!, 10'6.
POLAR SURPLUS ALL NEW. -Precision Condensers,
list 12/6. Sale, 4/8. 3 gang Varia Cowl, I0'-.
l'olar Varia H.F. Transformers, 300/500, 3/8.
Dubilicr Anode Res., all sizes, a/e. Holders on
cbonite, 1/-. Polar Cosmos Variometer, on panel,
scale and dial. List, 21/, Sale, 8/6.
;

COIL HOLDERS. -Polar Panel 2 -way Vernier, C..
Geared 2 -way, 4/6.

2 -Way Quality, back of panel,

3 -Way " Hava," 8/6, Long Handles, 46.
AMPLIFIERS. -Brown's Micro for Crystals, works
Loud -speaker, 50/-; t -valve Sterling, brand new,
32;6; R.A.F. 2 -valve T.B., M..; Marconi 3 -valve
L.F., with Selector Switch for t, 2, or 3, £2 les.
'rested and guaranteed H.F. Amplifiers for Super
filets., 3 -valve, 40/-;
7 -valve,
£5; 7 -valve
Marconi Straight D35, £3.
Ci P.O. 2 -RANGE No. 146 TESTERS. -23o Inia and
2.3 volts 1/6 each. 3 -range Milliammeter, 37/6.
Capacity and Insulation Testers in stock, 27 10s.,
£12. Have you ordered your " One-tneter " yet :
You must have one.
SWITCHES. -Lucas panel 3 -lever flush, 1/3, quarter
price, 8 -way, 41. Plugs and Jacks, 2!6 pair
4 -pin plug and socket with switch,' 4/6. Earth
Aerial, 1/-. Arresters, 3d. Pewars, 1/8 and 2/6.
TRANSFORMERS.-Intervalve Marconi, 10/-. Dix
Ironclad, 10/-. Microphone, 5/-. 220 volt to 3,
5 and 8 volt, 121. Dixon H.T. for Receivers, 22.0
10 150 volt, tapped for Rectifying, 25/, Fuller
6?-.

IL & 13., back of panel, 3 -coil, 7/6.

O

ype Chokes, 200 to 1,000 ohms, 1/6. 2 1111d. W. D.
Condensers, 2/6. New 2 mt., 4/3. 4 mf.,
I

C. H.T. MAINS UNITS. -220 volt to 6o volt. 8o
volt and 120 volt, 35/, DIX L.T. and ELT. from

Mains, £3 10s. H.T. from A.C. Mains, £5.
GYROSCOPES. -Navy, cost (.25. Sale, 15/-.
AERIALS.-R.A.F. Ito it. 7 -strand bronze pocket,
1/3.' Navy 7123 -strand cnarn., 3/- Inc ft. Indoor
Special Aerial, 1/- too ft. Small Frame Aerials, 10/-.
1SSULATORS.-R.A.F. Drip-proo, id, Bulldix,
l'orcelain Tubes, 6d. and 9d, All sizes. Egg and
Shell, 16. Mica, 2 in. by 2 in. by mo2, 1/- doz.
EARTH MATS.-Galv., with Electron wire, 2/3.
Copper Mesh, 2/6. Earth Spikes, 1/3.
rIASTS.-R.AT:SfeelTube, 15 ft., 7/6 ; 20 ft.,10/32 ft., 197-, in 2 ft. 81, in: by ry in. sections. I12avv
Mast Sections, 4 ft. 3 in. by 21. in., 5/- each.
ELECTRIC HEATERS. -Immersion, 4/... Toasters.
;16 ; Hotp!ates, 7/6; Flat Irons, 10/-; Soldering
Sale,
Irons, 7/6. Massage Vibrator Sets, list
21/8. Violet Ray Sets, 45/-:
NEW 45 -METRE MARCONI SETS, with 2-ValV2
Telephony Transmitters, with 6 -valve Receiver,
:

3

H.F. and 2 L.F. Transformers, Tuning

Condensers, etc. Siemens' Microphone on arm.
Potentiometers, _
Mod. Transformer, Choke, 2

Weston combined Amp. and Milliammeter, o-6
amp., 0-120 milliamps. Instrument alone is
We offer the whole of above, 6 -valve

worth f3.

Receiver and 2 -valve Transmitter, in mahogany case,

complete, tested. These sets cost £4.5. Our price
£5 10s. ; carriage 3/8. Trans. Valves, 15/- each.

'PHONES.-R.A.F. 3,000 ohms with fur headband,
8/6; with Brown's Alumin. swivel, 8/6. Marconi,
12/, B.T.H., 12/-. Heath's, 11/-. New Mello,
7/8 pair. Single receivers, H.R., 3/9. Sullivan's
L.R., 3,6 pair. All parts for Paper Loud -speakers.
Brown's
A," 121. 12 in. 'Twin Brass Rings,

5/. pair. Stays, 3 for 1./:;. Machine Pleated Parch Paper for Diaphragms, 2/3.
MARCONI RB 10 CRYSTAL DET. and 1 -VALVE
L.F. AMPLIFIERS. -Engraved Ebonite Panel,
Spade Variable Vernier Condenser, T.C.C. Condenser, 2 high-freq. Chokes, Crystal Detector,
Valve Holder, Terminals, L. and S. -wave Switch,
etc. In lidded black leather -covered case. New

and partly wired. With diagram and I Osraru
Valye. Our price to. clear, 10/- each. Post, 113.

arts mentioned above are contained in sets.
SENSITIVE MICROPHONE BUTTONS. - For amplifying. without valves. Speech transmission,
detectaphone :work and other applications: List
All

(Continued (tom page 832 )

Experimenters may have remarked that
the anode resistances .wItich are now used
are its general smaller and more compact
than those which were sold a year or two
There are two main reasons for

ago.

this, these reasons being connected firstly
with the development of the resistance coupled

and secondly

valve,

with the

nature of the resistance elements.

In the

case of a resistance -coupled amplifying
valve having an amplifiCation factor of. say,

20 and an impedance of perhaps 20,000 to
30,000 ohms, the value of the anode
resistance for the best result would probably
be about 100,000 to 150,001) ohms. But
these resistances had to carry a current of
several milliamps., and consequently, if they

were of the ordinary type they had to be

made somewhat bulky or alternatively they
reqUired to be wound with fine metal wire.
the windings being, of course, arranged non inductively,

The design of resistance -coupled amplifying, 'valves has, however, undergone
considerable developments during the past

two years .with the result that valves are
now available having a very high impedance (100,000 ohms) and a high amplification -factor, as high as 40. With such
valves it is necessary to employ -for the
best results -an anode resistance of perhaps
half a megohns, and evidently such .a
resiAance,- if made ein the conventional
form, or even in the Wire -wound form, to

carry a current

of several

milliamperes

would become unduly bulky.

Blackfriars Sta., Met. Rly.

eity.cant

In tins at 1/3 from Wir'eless Dealers and
1 ron mon go rs.

Trade Enquiries to

lye

Sol:

Manularlivers :-

THE TRANSPORT SUPPLY CO
LTD., WARRINGTON.
Telephone: Warrington 459.

WIRELESS. -Capable, trustworthy men
with spare time who wish to substantially increase income required where we are
not fully represented. Applicants must
have practical knowledge of installation or Sot
and Aerial, be a householder or live with

parents, and be able to give references; state

valve is very much smaller, the same applies
to the anode -resistance, and it is possible
to use a resistance-e!cment consisting of

ABOLISH SOLDERING TROUBLES

a metallised insulator, such as a strip of

mica Upon which metallic vapour has been
condensed to the required thickness.. This
type of anode -resistance and grid -leak
rapidly gaining favour, ,as it is very com-

Address: Dept. 32, General
Radio Company, Limited, Radio House. Regent
Street, London, W,1

Moreover, it

Dwarf " size, 3/11; Larger sizes, 8:9 A 7,9,
Straight or Hatchet Bit, as desired.
ADJUSTABLE TOOLS. LTD., Fitzroy St.,
ASIITONlinder-LYNE. --.......i
Post Free

T r I llehorp

valves and anode resistances is advanCing
,even still further and sets are appearing oil
the market with resistances of 3 megohms
in the anode circuits,

Give Books This Year !
There is nothing that will give the
children greater pleasure at Christmas or
Birthday than a copy of their favourite picture

and etory Annual. Bach gifts are of lasting
popularity -they will be read again and again.

Among, the many excellent gift -books available

this winter. none are more attractive than
those which are issued in connection with
the popular coloured papers which delight
boys and girls every week. Those famous
characters, Tiger Tins and the Bruin Boys,
who play the leading part in " Rainbow "
and " Tiger Tim's Weekly," appear in
PLAYBOX ANNUAL and TIGER TIM'S

ANNUAL, both of which are published at 6:-.

0 Puck," appear in the PUCE ANNUAL (6'-).
All these annuals are profusely illustrated,

obtained from bookseller's and newsagents
.

.

CENUIN03EvBOtITEI

comparatively cheap and

is

easy to manufacture.
As a matter of fact recent design in

everywhere.

Soldering Iron for Flexible Gat Tubo

Blow-pita,

pact in size and constant in operation.

contain many pages and plates in colour,
and are packed with entertaining stories.
jokes, riddles, poems, etc.
They can be

St., 10.1C-

" Flusolea " has made soldering =mole
lust apply " Flusolcia
and
at last.
then apply heat and a perfect ;oin' must

age and experience.

Owing, however, to the fact that the
current -carrying capacity with this type of

Post 3d.. Polar Precision Condensers,0003, list 12/6,
Sal 4/6. Pblar H.F. Varia Transformers, B.B.C.,
3/6; ' Polar Cosmos Variometer, list 211- Sale,
8/6. Polar 3 -gang Condensers tor Treble Tuning,
list 251-. Sale, 10/4.
E LAE CTEt.14.13I
1:114.101(IGIS,

tippler,

with complete confidence,

Easy to Manufacture.

Children who read " Playtime " will find
all their favourites in the new PLAYTIME
ANNUAL (3'-), and all the little people from

218,

One clean handy fluid -no finning,
no flux -now enables expert or
novice to handle any soldering job

result.

More Efficient Design.

price, 8/-. Clearing these
Microphone Transformers,

at 1/- each, post 2d.
POLAR Patent Filament Rheostats, to ohms, 1/3.

The Secret
of Simple Solderiny

-

itraiarkt

STOCKED HT ALL THE BEST DEALERS
TRELEJF.BORGS EBONITE WORKS I.a Audrey House. EC.L

EASY

inud

PAYMENTSncluAuding lovasT

down'D''1rari1,19_01. instalments valves, £77

105

or

;

18..9

CASH BARGAINS.
Amplifiers. 17/6 and 21/.. 'Phones, Telefunken
type, 7/9; Pr. T. Houston, 11/'. Good H.T. 60 5,9, or 4f -v. (laboratory test), 4/. doz.
Famous Metal Valves (French), 2-v. 2. 5/-; 2-v. -06,
5, Power, 8/9; 4-v. 06, 5/6. Straight
5/9;
dial, 7/3. TransLine Condensers, 5/9; Ditto,
formers: Habana, 318; Radiolys, 3/8; t r. T.
Houston, 8,3; Brunet. 7/9. Also Ferranti, Ehreka,
Formo, etc. Postage extra. Everything in wireless,,
reliable and cheap. Satisfaction or cash refunded.
MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE. 29, nigh
volt,

Clapham, London, S.W.4,

Re -wound and re -magnetised 5,-

pe-

Loud

pair

Speakers repaired 5/- Traesfoimers re -wound 5/- each
All work onaranferil and tested before delivery.
Write for Trade Prices.
'Phone: Clerk 1795.
MASON & CO., 44, East Road, City Road, 8.1.

4 - ELECTRODE VALVES

we are the suppliers of the genuine

U.C. and Thorpe valves, as specially
tested

and

recommended

by

the

"Unidyne" inventors and "Popular
Wireless " 0.0.5 and Thorpe
1(.4 (both 4 -electrode 5 -bin
raluts), each, post free
10/6
Cain
Order direct from-

LUDGATE RADIO CO., oTathr
56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON. E.C.4
RIR
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MAKES THE MOST OF ANY VALVE
Now that the tendency in modern radio
valves is towards a high emission current
it is essential that these filaments shall
not be choked by excessive transformer
impedance and D.C. resistance.
The R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformer is
absolutely suitable for use with these
valves. The quality of the iron used in
the core ensures very low losses, while

the unique patented system cf coil winding

reduces the self -capacity to the extraordinarily low figure of only 18 micromicrofarads.

From its range of impedance values you
can always choose one to operate correctly
conjunction with the valve without
choking the filament emission.
Therefore, to obtain the best results from
in

any amplifying valve use the R.I. Multi Ratio Transformer -the Transformer for
every valve and every circuit.
The Wireless Journals are now including
this transformer in all their latest circuits.
It has solved the problem of distortion.

PRICE 25/Write fcr the R.I. CatalogueR.I. Ltd., 12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.

The, mark of
Better Itadio

lit

December 4th, 1920,
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WRITE
NOW
for your copy of the complete

ct

0

N.P.L. Report giving irrefutable

CO
utai

proof of the value and merits

of Mullard P.M. Valves with the
wonderful P.M. Filament.
Full valve guide and instructions
to secure better results from your

1:4

.#

radio.

An opportunity that should not

.

be missed by any radio valve user.

Mullard
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY TEST

C)

0a.
'2"

11,c

The
Mullard Wireless
Service Co., Ltd.

Ig
IE
II

Mullard House, Denmark St.
London, W.C.2

-5
E

.
cD

(C'S send me a copy of your N.P.L.
t}iz-Please
,-i\) Brochure and Valve guide giving me full par- '1 ti4
ticulars why valves with the wonderful P.M. _ <

THE MASTER.- VALVE
THE RADIO VALVE WITH A PUBLISHED

O

:

I

t0..

cp3V

:44

I

II

o

#M

Filament will improve my radio receiver.

I

Address
P.\\ .

I

2

.2

74

'''
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Offices, Messrs. J. H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. Itegistered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates:
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The "P.W." Constructors' Comnetition

Prize Winners
Every Thursday

No. 237. Vol. X.

it

PRICE

3d.

loss

INCaRPORATING " WIRELESS'.
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Special Features In This Issue
Do Sunspots Affect Our Radio
When the Set Won't Oscillate
Further Notes on the "Hale" Circuit
More
About
The
King
of
the Air. By Percy W. Harris
Lacking the Essentials
H.F. Amplification

Crystals in Valve Circuits

A group of enthusiastic young sailors receiving radio instruction on the famous flagship H.M.S. "Iron Duke " is shown on our cover this week.

POPULAR WIRELESS

1'

December 18th, 1926,

There are many
valves aover 100 different makes

are obtainable in this
country alone -there are

many to choose from and
correct choice is essential

to good results.
important of all

Most
is the

selection of suitable valves
for loud speaker operation.
You can avoid all possibil-

ity of error by asking for

AMPLION VALVES
Every Amplion Valve is backed by the reputation
of

the House of Graham, manufacturers of

the World's Standard Ampuoti Wireless loud Speaker
Obtainable of all accredited AMPLION
STOCKISTS, Radio Dealers or Stores.
Patentees and Manufacturers:

GRAHAM AMPLION LIMITED, z5 SAVILE ROW LONDON W.x

111
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NEW POWER -VA LY-E
Disciplined Volume
A wealth of deep sonorous volume;
clear, well defined, perfectly

admirably

expressed,
controlled.

MARCONI VALVE

Type D.E.P. 215
for 2 -Volt Accumulators

A new type of Dull Emitter POWER
Valve for the last stages of low fre
queacy work. Has an unusually robust

PRICE

1816
THE MARCONIPHONE
Registered Office :
nt.p.0.1S(1)

-

Marconi House, Stand, W.C.2.

COMPANY
Head Office :

-

filament, of great emission surface.
Write for the Marconi Valve Likrature
containing detailed particulars of this
and other types.

LIMITED
2 10-2 1 2, Tottenham Court Road, W.1

pct©N FROM YOUR HoiLiSE

MARCONIPHONE H.T. SUPPLY UNIT
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT
This instrument works without " hum " on
any supply. The output, which can be taken

in three pressures, via., 42, 84 and 126 volts,
is sufficient to operate any set on the market,
and permits the use of power valves on full
By using. alternative terminals proload.
vi,:ed on the unit, it can be utilised on mains
of different pressures, varying from 95 to 240
volts, and on all frequencies above 32.
The current is rectified by a Marconi US
valve, the filament of which is heated Otto/tell
the medium of a specially wound transformer
contained in the instrument.
No. B925. Marconiphene A.C. High £ s. A.
9 50
...
Tension Supply Unit ...
12 6
Royalty.
Marconi 115 Rectifying Valve In- 1 10 0
strument, complete with Valve.
.£11 7 0

MARCONIPHONE H.T. SUPPLY UNIT
FOR DIRECT CURRENT
Similar in appearance to the A.C. unit, but
as its purpose is to smooth out direct current,
no valve is necessary. Different types of D.C.

Mains, however, require different,
mounted by providing adjustable connecting
links to enable the unit to be connected up by
Supply

smoothing circuits, and this has been sur-

Write for Booklet No. 364G.

including Boy/ally

teries.

Suitable for all types
of Receivers

HIGH TENSION SUPPLY UNITS

The Marconi International

Marine Communication Co.,

Ltd., require 500 qualified
Wireless Operators. Apply
to

Service Manager, Mar-

coni House, Strand_ London,

THE MARCONIPHONE
Regd. Office.

Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.
M.P.O. 8I1C

of voltages not, exceeding 90/100.
No. B926. Marconiphone D.C. High £ s. d.
.
800
Tension Supply Unit ...

arcomiphorke

Designed by the Marconi
Company's Engineers to

obtain high tension current
from house mains, without
using High Temkin !'Bat-

the user in a way most suitable to the supply,
system-full instructions are furnished with
the unit. Output tappings at 42, 84 and
100/120 volts are provided. Can be used on
mains of 1001120 or 200/240 volts. In tio,
latter case a pair of ordinary metal filament
lamps are inserted in the instrument. A
variety of output voltages can be obtained by
the use of different lamps. This instrumenr
can be used for charging II.T. accumulators

COMPANY LIMITED.
Head Officr'
210-212, Tottenhain Covet Road, W.1.

W.C.2.

"

'
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THIS H.T. BATTERY
- costs only 8,9,
-is made throughout in London,
-is sent post and packing free,
-reaches you, brim full of energy, within a few
hours of manufacture owing to the enormous
number we sell daily,
- maintains its voltage for the longest possible time
owing to the extremely generous " elements of

Over 4,600 degrees

of Vernier Tuning!
The " Univane " gives the equivalent
of a continuous Vernier adjustment
between minimum capacity and 0.0005
mfd.
Rotation of the scale moves

one vane at a time, adding it to or
subtracting it from those already in

which it is made,

-will give you a long life of loud, clear reception

opposition.

free from all crackling noises,
=is tapped every 3 volts enabling you to apply the exact
voltage required by your valves for best results,

This enables you to pick up station

. -is supplied complete with Red and Black wander
plugs-no extras to buy,

-is,

in short, the FINEST IN THE WORLD
because no other H.T. Battery made (except

other Fellophone batteries) can come anywhere
near it in performance or value.
Other Fellophone Batteries are listed below. We can

only offer you this astounding value because, by

supplying you direct we can save all the middleman's
profits and so give you a better battery for less money.

Order from us or from our Branches to -night.

54 Volt
60 Volt
108 Volt

Lvith 3 volt tap for grid b:as).
(tappedewitehv

P031 FREE

supplied dpicuognsli.

voltseizieyd3..d

Blackan

Post FREE

6/6
8/9

(tapped every 6 voltS and upt.1e_
a

cmpkte

with

wander plugs).

Red

and

lack 13/.

Post FREE

FELLOWS, PARK ROYAL, N.W.10
Branches :

I (Museum 9200).

LONDON: 20, Store Street, Tottenham Court, Road. \V C.

Send

for

48 -page

Catalogue

No. 33,

FREE.

BIRMINGHAM: 245, Corporation Street. (Central 435).
BRIGHTON: 31, Queen's Road (Brighton 899).
BRISTOL . 36, Narrow Wine Street. (Bristol 7972).
CARDIFF Dominions Arcade, Queen Street. (Cardiff 76.85).
LEEDS : 65, Park Lane. (Leeds 21479).
MANCHESTER 33, John Dalton Street. (Contra! 1164).
NEWCASTLE: 36, Grey Street,.

NOTTINGHAM . 30 Bridlesmith Gate. (Nottingham 5551).
TONBR1DGE : 34, Quarry Hill. (Tonhridge 172.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE MOKV

after station with the greatest accuracy,

and the figures on the small dial can
be noted to form a permanent log of
al! stations heard.

The " Univane " is intended for use
on every occasion where the ordinary
variable condenser is now employed.
It is in no sense a condenser for special
circuits, and in these days of ultra fine

tuning it is a necessity whether you
" search the ether " or merely listen
to your local station.

It is backed by the full Dubilier guarantee and is further described in our new

Catalogue. May we send you a copy?

Price, of all dealers

25f-

DUBILIER
P.DVT. OF THE DEMMER CONDENSER CO. ( 1925) LTD.
L L CON
WORKS,
VICTORIA ROAD) N. ACTON, W.3
ItELEVIIONE : CHISWICK 2241-2-3.
F.P.S. 250
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()he

ideal combination

fir

6volt accumulator

B.4.H.

B.4.

6
6
Volts
0.25
'I Amps
025
40 to 120
60 to 120
H.T. Volts
6.5
Ampn. Fac.
20
Impedance 28000 ohms 6000 ohms
18/6
PRICE
16;6

THE famous B.4. Valve-the finest power -amplifying valve

ever made-has now its counterpart in the new B.4.H.
In these two valves we have provided the ideal combin-

ation for 6 -volt accumulators. The B.4.H is intended for H.F.,
detector and early L.F. stages, and the B.4 for the final L.F. stage.

Those who have had experience of the B.4 valve will find
the B.4.H. no less remarkable in its own sphere, while from
the combination they will obtain a quality pf reproduction
hitherto undreamed of.

If you hays a B.4, buy a B.4.H. If you haven't, buy both

B .T. H. VALVE S

a724

The &dish Thomsen-Ifov,ilon Cola:
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WHY PAY MORE THAN DOUBLE for other
or for a valve set, when you can get as good results with THE

amplifiers

MAGNETIC MICROPHONE BAR AMPLIFIER
A 0 CRYSTAL SET IS COMPLETE II ITHOLl"FHIS

Patent No. 2485S1/15

ONDERI C L ATTACHMENT."

NOT a Microphone Button.

Not only will this marvellous
device give really good LOUD-

SPEAKER RESULTS from
CRYSTAL RECEPTION of
average strength, but
absolutely the ONLY

it

NO

is

means
of increasing the strength of
weak signals

in

Valves, Accumulators or
H.T. Batteries.
Fragile parts.
Distortion.

Simple as A B C.

HEADPHONES

MICROPHONE AND OTHER PARTS OF
AMPLIFIER SUPPLIED SEPARATELY

without using valves.

Works perfectly on one or

FULLY ILLUSTRATED LISTS

two dry cells.

FREE

COMPLETE AMPLIFIER as
shown PRICE post free 38/

A BOON TO DEAF PERSONS

3 -volt DRY BATTERY lasting
over three months 4,/- extra.

EQUALLY EFFICIENT ON
VALVE SETS

No other accessories required.

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY

ORDER DIRECT FROM SOLE
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES:

(Two-thirds

gamma=

actual size.)

DELIVERY BY RETURN FROM STOCK
EVERY AMPLIFIER GUARANTEED.

NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 1LONDTOZNtw1STREE phoo nUe S.

MuseT 11081

c=t = =7
Here arefor thethe Parts IF.ERELAT
D.E.
'''''''''''''''
, ,,,,'MEV

`KING of the AIR' Receiver
(described by 3lr. Pere W. Harris
in last leech's issue of P.W.")

,,

III

I Keystone S.L.F. Condensers, .0005 and .0003 red.
.. 17
2 Pilot Vernier Dials .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. 10
1 Keystone B.M. Neutralising Condenser ..
1 Keystone P.M. Reaction Condenser.. ..
..
8
4 W.B. Valve Holders .. .. .. .. .. ..
..
1 Keystone Binocular Coil 1250-550n0 with Base ..
12
1 Copex H.F. Transformer (250-550m) with Special 6 -pin base 13
1 On and
Switch .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
..
1
4 Keystone Fixed Resistors and Bases
.. ..
.. 10
1 Gecophone L.F. Transformer, 2-1 ratio ..
.. 17
1 Varley Split -Coil H.F. Choke .. .. ..
.. 12
2 T.C.C. Mansbridge Condensers, 1 mfd. .. .. .. .. ..7
2 Mullard Wire -wound Resistances, 100,000 ohms and bases 11
2 Dubilier Fixed Mica Condensers, .015 mfd. .. .. .. ..
9
1 Dubilier Grid Condenser, .0003 mfd., and Grid Leak, .25 meg. 5
2 Aluminium Angle Brackets .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2
1 C.A.V. Multiple Fixed Condenser .. .. .. .. .. ..
5
Wire, Screws. Nuts, etc. . .. .. .. ..
.. .. ..
11
.

TYPE K.

.

Detector and
amplifier
2 volt '3 amp.

C When complete Sets

of

parts and panel are
purchased together a Marconi
royalty of 12 6 per calm:
must be remitted
-11

life they are unexcelled and yet the Type K.
valve costs only 4/11. Next time put Frelat
to the test and let this guaranteed valve prove
that high prices are not necessarily the key to

Let us put your name

71 down for an early copy
of the new 24 -page edition

Head Office &

the best reception,-If your dealer cannot

of the' Pilot Manual' now

supply, send direct : For C.O.D. terms add

at press Fully illustrated,
it gi es details of the latest

0

Receivers and much other
useful information
ad.
Post tree U

THE PILOT MANUAL

FETO- SCOTT
Works :

CO.,

1'8-2v. '3 amp.
New 2 volt power -valve.

CUT out the high maintenance cost in
Radio and use Frelat Dull Emitter
Valves, For performance and long

27 17

ce/ion :)

TYPE D.K.P.

MUCH MORE FOR MUCH LESS.

.

1 Red Triangle Ebon- s. d.
ite Panel, 16 in. by
8 in. by I in. drilled 10 0
(Price of Cabinet on op/i-

/..,.....

LTD. II

77, City Road, LONDON, E.C.1

Branches: 62. High Holborn, London, W.C.1. WALTHAMSTOW -230, Wood
Street. PLYMOUTH-Bank of England Place. LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street.
P.S. 67(4

IL

4d. --postage free.

CONTINENTAL RADIO IMPORT CO., LTD.,
8, SPITAL SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.1.

11
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RADIO COMPONENTS

ensure reliable sets.
Constructors who desire smooth working and
efficient sets use " Cosmos" Precision components. The " Cosmos " Rheostat, The principal features of the " Cosmos
Filament Rheostat are its sturdy construction and reliable, smooth
movement. The contact arm cannot easily be damaged, having
its movement on the inner side of a porcelain bobbin which carries
the windings. Other pleasing features of this Precision Rheostat
are the handsome knob and dial, ONE ROLE fixing, and the small
space it occupies.

The "Cosmos" Rheostat.

Made in four types, Imo of which are double -wound for

DULL or BRIGHT Valves and one a Potentiometer.
Description

Single Wound
Double .,

Current

Ohms

1.0 amp.
'4

6'0
20

'2

34

Potentiometer

300

-

Price
d.
4 6
5 0
5 0
6 0

s.

The " Cosmos " Permacon 's an ideal fixed condenser, being light
in weight, of guaranteed accurate capacity, and having the lowest

The "Cosmos" Permacon.

possible losses.

.

.

The dielectric is mica, and each condenser i3 tested at 50o volts
during inspection. Nickel -plated cases give them a particularly
neat appearance.

'0001 mfd.
'0002
'0005
(with clips for grid leak)
'0003

1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8

'001 raid.
'002
'005
'01

1/8
1/10
2/8
819

The " Cosmos " Resistance Coupling Unit.-Real purity of reproduction can only be obtained with resistance capacity coupling.
The " Cosmos " Coupling Unit with a suitable valve is as effective
as an ordinary transformer -coupled stage. It avoids all distortion
and effects considerable economies in first and operating costs:
Designed primarily for use with the " Cosmos " S.P. Blue Spot
Valves, it can be used successfully with any valve having an amplification factor of 3o or emore. Special attention is directed to the
following adiraqtages of the " Cosmos " Coupling Unit :
(r)

The "Cosmos" Coupling Unit

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

and spring valve holder.

It takes up little space in a set.
It is not liable to be broken.
It has permanent resistance values.
It allows for simplified wiring.
It is economical in L.T. 'current (S.P. Blue Spot Valves consume ce09).

(6)

It is economical in H.T. Battery consumption (less than 112o
normal).

And lastly its use results in purity of reproduction without loss in
volume.
8/6
Type ' 0," the Unit alone
Type ." V," the Unit incorporating spring valve holder (as illustrated)

Suitable valves for use with this unit -are " Cosmos " 8.P. 18/B at 14/ and " Cosmos" 8.P. -55/13L at 18/8.

1

tj
71, old &an dwoi),

te,

)

tive Folders on
" Cosmos " Valve,.

Sets and ComPonents.

"I\

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.),

METRO-VICK HOUSE,
Ask your dealer
for these attrac-

10/8

155, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
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Ifouben
No. 1
Things area
not always.

what they
seem.

"The Cowl does not
make the Monk"
r.

. The Street,

Long StraFl.on.

"The two original valves have

been working all the time."
Mr. P. Hearn, of Long Stratton, has had over 12 months satisfactory use
from the two Louden Valves in his Little Giant Set.
Like all other Louden Valve users, Mr. Hearn is highly satisfied with the
results, and he shows it by ordering two more Loudens.
Read what he says :Dcar Sir,
" Enclosed Please find P.O. for 9/6. Please forward, it possible by return, two
" Louden Valves (FI el 4,6 each).
" My Little Girmt two valve set has now been in see for twelve months, and
" has given me every satisfaction.
" the time.

The two original valves have been working all

" I feel that everything that bears the stamp of Fellows' is worthy of recommendation, and if gives me pleasure in being able to thus express my satisfaction.
Yours truly,

" P. HEARN (Long Stratton)."

Louden Valves are made by British labour in a British factory with
British capital and can be depended upon for the finest volume, range
and silver clearness. They can only be offered at such low prices because

of our well-known policy of selling direct to the public and cutting out
the middleman's profit.
The list below gives prices and full particulars.
Order your Louden Valves from us by post.

4/6
Bright Emitters.

L.F. Amplifier.

LLE. Amplifier.
Detector.

8/-

Dull Emitters.

F.I.

L.F. Amplifier. L.E.R.I.
H.F. Amplifier. L.E.R.2.
Detector.
L.E.R.3.

F.2.
F.3.

2 volts 0'2 amps.

5'5 volts 04 amps.

8/"I
Dull Emitters.

L.F. Amplifier. F.E.R.I.
H.F. Amplifier, F.E.R.2.
Detector.
F.E.R .3.

9/-

11 /-

12/-

D.E. Power Valves.

D.E. Power Valves.

Trans. Amplifiers P.E.R.I .
Resist. Amplifiers P.ER.2.

Trans. Amplifiers P.E.12.1.
Resist. Amplifkers P.E.R.2.

4 volts 0'2 amps.

6 volts 02 amps.

F.E.12.3.

6 volts 0'1 amps.
Postage and packing

I

Valve, 4d.

Of all the faults in a Receiver
more are traceable to the fixed condenser than to
any other component. Yet you buy it on faith :
you may have the choice of two Condensers-alike
in outward appearance, except that one bears the
name " T.C.C. stamped upon its case. .The unfixed Condenser ?

named condenser may be nothing but a case shield-

ing inferior materials and bad workmanship-an

impostor. To buy such is false economy.
Although to buy T.C.C. may cost a few pence more

in the first place, it will assuredly save you time,

money and temper, for when you buy a T.C.C. Mica

or Mansbridge Condenser you obtain a product
behind which is the experience of England's Condenser pioneers. Because only the finest materials
available are used, by men -with more -than -a -score
years' experience in Condenser manufacturing, you
know you are buying a Component whose capacity

is guaranteed to be within an ace of accuracy, and
that your set will be entirely free from leakage and
all other condenser -troubles.
a T. C. C Mansbridge Condensers are Priced
from 2;.0d. upwards; Mica are frau; 2s. 4d.

4 volts 0'1 amps.

Dull Emitters.
L F. Amplifier. E,E.R.I.
II F Amplifier. F.E.R ?.
Detector

THINGS arc not always what they seem," says
the old adage. A man may wear cloak and
cowl, yet who can tell he is of the Monasteryuntil he probes beneath. Who knows but that the
sacred cowl may be but the shield of an impostor ?
Is there a " Judas " in your Wireless Set ? Those
constant cracklings and that worrying weakening of
your signals-where do you suspect; lies the culprit?
You examine the components, check over the wiring
-everything seems correct. Are you sure of the

2 or 3 Valves, 6d. 4, 5 or 6 Valves, 93,

FELLOWS, PARK ROYAL, N.W.10.
Branches
LONDON: 20, Store Street, Tottenham Court Rd., W.C.

WRITE FOR

48 pp.

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE

No. 33 FREE.

(Museum 9200).

BIRMINGHAM: 248, Corporation Street (Central 435).
BRIGHTON: 31, Queen's Road (Brighton 899).
BRISTOL : 36, Narrow Wine Street (Bristol 7972).
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hese are the phone

thatB.1 Ft Nfld.

PER

his is the diaphrdgm,
5Itlootii, uttfrilred,

(0

mi..

Nii5 is the body -

of good Fabrolk

Used .in the 'phones

that Bill build.

06

Whence come the leads, sinuous, sound,
Connecting the spools, with wire wound

6)hese are the poles,
ground square and true,
That draw the diaphragm,
smooth, unfrilled,
Used in the 'phones
that B.T.B. build.

That helfthe inagnetisiddeufromvieul

Ohl s is the magnet,

hick screws on the body
of good Fabrolite,

hidden from view
Behind the poles,
ground square and true,

Behind the poles, round square and true,
in,sluooth,untrilled,
That draw the chap

Used in the 'phones that B.T.H.

)his is the cap,
bothlight and tight
Ill/hence come the leads, sinuous, sound,
Connecting the spools, with wire wound,

That draw the diaylnagut,stnooth,unfrilled,

That help the triagnethidden fromvietv

the 'phones that B.T.H.build

Behind the poles,ground square and true,
That draw the diaphragm, smooth amtrilled,

Lis

Obese are the spools,
with wire wound,

'That help the tnasnet,
hidden from iNew
Behind the poles,
That draw the diap

squarcand true,
tu,smootli,unfrilled,

Used in the'phones that B.T.H.build.

hese are litc leads,
sinuous, sound,
Connecting the spools,
with wire wound,
That help the magnethidden from view
Behind the poles,ground square and true
iliatdraw the diaphragm, smooth uncrillcd,

Used in the'phottes that B.T.H' build.

NATURAL

TONE El'

PERFECT

COMFORT

Used in the 'phones

(

that B.T.H.build.

1111-4('Ne,/his is the stirrup,
of screws quite bats,
Holding the cap,

both light and tight

Vim screws on the body of goodrabrofile
Whence come the leads, sinuous,souti4
Connecting the spools, with wire wound,
That help the wag tiethidden front view
Behind time poles, ground square and true,

That draw the dialitiragitt,sutootit,utdrilled,

UsedUt the 'phones that B.T.H.Imild.

O'his is the 'headband,

easy to wear,
/4 ft -ached to the stirrup,
of screws quite bare,
lding the cap, both light and_ tight,
Which screws on the body Ogoodtabrolite,
Whence come the leads, sinuous, sound,

Connecting the spools with wire wound,
That help The nuguet, hidden from view
Behind the yles,gavuud squareand true,
That draw the chaphragni,sinoolunfrilled,

Used in the ThotieS that 13. .11.build,

2723
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HEAT

-

--shackled and harmless
cannot damage the new
Cossor Kalenised filament
HEAT is a good servant but
a bad master. When Heat

is the new Cossor Kalenised

commences to play havoc. Particularly does this apply to
metals. The moment a metal
gets excessively hot its molecules
It begins to
get distorted.

of electrons emitted is hundreds
of times greater than that given

gets the upper hand he

crystallise-or in other words

And brittle
metal is easily fractured. Look
at the damage Heat can do when
he is let loose in a valve. That
slender thread of metal which we
call the filament becomes incandescent. It is always expanding
and contracting. No wonder it
has a short life. In fact, it is a
marvel that the filament in the
)rdinary valve lasts as long as it
does. But now a filament has
been produced which operates
practically without heat at all. It
becomes brittle.

The familiar glow is
entirely absent. But the torrent

filament.

off by an ordinary filament.
The Kalenised filament is one of
two fundamental improvements
pioneered this season by Cossor.
The other is Co -axial Mounting.
Under this system all Cossor

valves in the same class are

absolutely uniform. The filament, grid and anode are secured
in permanent alignment proof
against individual movement

"The Valve which
serves you longest"
In three types
Red Band

For H.F. use

1'8 volts '1 1 Ai.

amp.

-

-

4 -4

Black Band
The Detector

1'8 volts .1 1 A 1

amp.

-

Stentor Two

Power Valve
1'8 volts '15 1 Q 1
.44/ 6
amo.

even under the severest blow.

When you buy a Cossor Point One

therefore, you obtain not only an
abnormal length of service, but a
higher standard of performance
than has ever before been possible.

Co s sor Point One

A. C. Caw Ltd,
Highbury Grove. N.S.

Gilbert Ad. 6578A
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Television and Twins-Those Versatile Loud-speakers-Morning Broadcasting-Russian

Radio-Marconi 's Historic Experiments --Wavelength Revision.
The Weekly Tonic.
days before Christmas."

"THE dark

The phrase whs invented, of course,
long

before "P.W." appeared in

the solar system, and now no longer applies.
How can it ? With " P.W." for enlighten-

ment and a " P.W."-designcd receiver in

full shouting order, the days are merry, and
bright. So let's keep the home valves

burning-and hang dull care.

Free Wireless for the Blind.
,

IT is appropriate to note after that, that
Captain Ian Fraser'sAill on behalf of

This week's Inventor : The man who is

trying to devise a means of preventing
valve filaments from heating up, and a
silencer for loud speakers.
This week's Cheerful Ass : The man who
asked whether if he gave up the gramophone

in favour of wireless his 12 -inch records
would fit a 3 -valve set.
Those Versatile Loud Speakers.

APROPOS my recent note about the
lady at Yarrow, whose sigs pierced

the ear like an arrow-no ! whose
loud speaker changed its tune when it

blind persons was pasSed by the House
of Lords in a gallop. Naturally ! A dis-

Television and Twins.

Morning Broadcasting.

very promising system of television,

ACYNICAL friend told me at the time
morning broadcasting started from
5 X X, that it would soon degenerate
into a sort of rehearsal for the evening pro-

has been lecturing at Newcastleupon-Tyne under the augpices of the
Northumberland and Durham Group of
Radio Associations. I presume the subject was strictly television, and not coal.

grammes ; and that nobody would listen
to morning programmes regularly.

I have been amused by the pictures which
have appeared showing Mr. Baird demonstrating his apparatus, for he uses the heads
of two ventriloquists' dolls of engaging
countenance. Can it possibly be that these
twin gargoyles represent Mr. Baird's idea
of the average broadcaster's beauty ? John

Time has falsified the prophecy, for a
tremendous number of " shut-ins " and

invalids now enjoy Daventry's morning fare,,

precisely because it comes at the loneliest
period of the day. The standard, too, is
high ; though the programmes are hound to
lack that " pep " that comes only with the

Henry will set Blossom on to him if my fear
should be realised. Ah, well !

big audience of evening.

Oslo Looks and Listens.

What's Wrong with G.M.T.?
ACORRESPONDENT to a daily newspaper caused me to neigh up-

AVERY interesting claim that the

broadcasting pictures

has been solved, comes from Oslo.
The inventor of the system is the govern-

roariously by complaining that the
B.B.C.'s time signals are not reliable.
had. an idea that the Greenwich Observa-

ment's chief telegraph engineer, and he

upon which the pictures were reproduced.
Have You Heard These ?

'THIS week's Explorer : The tired man
who said he was looking for a portable
accumulator.

Straits friend deserve congratulations from
all amateur and professional ether -shakers.

be miserable for more worlds to conquer.
But there remains Mars, Mr. Marcuse, so
we look to you.

MR. J. L. BAIRD, the inventor of a

supplied with specially prepared paper

on earth for X's, Mr. Marcuse and his
Mr. Marcuse will, like Alexander the Great.

day, " The finest trait of the English people
is that they are at all times so human.

claims that it can work with long or short
waves, or from a crystal set. Scenes in a
broadcasting studio have been successfully
transmitted to " listeners " who were

A Modern Alexander.

THAT indefatigable transmitter. Mr.
Gerald Marcuse, has added to his
laurels by " putting across " a twoway communication with Singapore. As
Singapore is about 4 degrees north of the
Equator, and is in one of the worst places

If this sort of thing goes on much longer.

tinguished foreigner said to me, the other

problem of

Anyway, I can beat that, for it is a fact
that when I take my loud speaker into the
next room it becomes dumb. I shall have
an extension fitted one day, however.

2 L 0's Foreign Announcer, Mr. R. C. Michaelson,
who speaks French. German, Swedish. Norwegian,
Dutch, Danish, and Spanish!

changed its room, a Manchester reader
reports- a similar effect. In one room he

can get Frankfort, but on moving the loud

speaker to the next it cannot 'do better
than. Birmingham.
Well, if you saw the 'wallpaper that some

people live with

tory supplied quite a good brand of tempus.
and in my innocence I have always altered

my watch when it has not agreed with the
flippant " pip pip " from 2 L 0. It never

struck me that the Astronomer Royal

might be nodding, and that my Ingersoll
was incorruptible. Anyway, if the complainant , has, his own . observatory, why
should he trouble to take B.B.C. time ?
(Continued on next page.)
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Dec. 12th.-Flying No. 1 kite with twin
wires each 500 ft. long. Lost this

NOTES AND NEWS
(Continued from previous page.)

kite in a squall after first hour. Then

got up No. 2 kite and kept it upfor three
hours; received perfect signals to -day.
(My italics.)

South Africa's Ups and Downs.

BROADCASTING in South Africa

is

not in a flourishing condition commercially, judging from reports which

reach me, and I learn that the deficit of

the Durban station increases at a rate

Dec. 13th.-" Graphic " artist made a sketch
of -receiving -house,. etc. Flying No. 2
kite and received more signals, but

calculated to give a chartered accountant
double entry paralysis. Technically, however, South Africa is a whale. Take the

not so good as yesterday. Lost this
kite at 2.30 p.m., a squall taking it to

Argus" states that, during the past year
this transmitter, out of 1821 hours of
service, broke down for a total of only
2 hours 32 minutes, or 0.07 per Cent.
That is good going, but it is to be noted

-LlitIiiimpniimminiiimn.1111ninninninIm11111111111lImiur.

sea.

('ape Town station, for instance. The "Cape

that of this period 68 minutes are accounted
for by failure of power supply. During
the year only one valve has been replaced.
The air there is evidently not dangerous to
engineers.
A DIO

TECHNICAL TERMS ILLUSTRATED.
The Connection.

THE
The new

...7--f

"Till then," he told me,
"I had scarcely one fee,

E-

=

F-- Now I've worked up a

Nowadays, however, the general public

if, in the process of putting up our tuppenny
aerials, the hammer should strike the
thumb. Suck the member and think of
kites.
A Query.

A

-CORRESPONDENT tells me that he

Electricity Bill," and is anxious
to know whether this is a colloquialism for
" Wireless Willie."
to

The Latest Wave -length Revision.

THE B.B.C. announces that sufficient
data has now accumulated to render
possible the considerations of what

modifications in the recently -altered wavelengths are necessary. As regards Great

SHORT WAVES

THE aerial at Poldhu was first erected

What do they know of England who stick
= to 2 L Q ?-" Daily News."
= The question,y1, of course,. ts." capital " one. E
E If the Martians really can pick up wireless E
thisueaerateauss thy e =
rays from thisoe,arth,;i

another aerial had to be put up at breakneck speed ; it consisted of a fan of sixty
hare 7/22 tinned copper wire suspended
from a triatic slung between two 170 feet

E Programmes.-" Passing Show,"
Wireless Programme. -9 o'clock : Dance "§= Music. " She was a Sailor's Sweetheart." 1=
E- " Who ? " "Sunny."!* " Are you sorry ? "

on a ring of masts each 200 feet high.
These were blown down in a gale and

masts. Meanwhile, in Newfoundland, Mar-

coni and his assistants, rather than waste
time in erecting masts, were experiencing
the dubious joys of maintaining an aerial
aloft by means of kites and balloons. One

can imagine the struggle they had=in
winter on the Newfoundland coast !
An Interesting Diary.

IHAVE had the luck to secure a few

extracts from the diary kept in Detember, 1901, by Mr. G. S. Kemp, one of
Mr. Marconi's assistants at St. John's, and
I will quote several entries.

Dec. 10th.-Flying No. 1 kite with 600 ft.
of aerial wire.

Dee. llth.-Sent up No. 1 balloon ; Mr.
Marconi at the receivers and calling
me in to assist at intervals. Lost this
balloon in a squall at 3 p.m.

Recent Changes.

and Bournemouth haVe exBELFAST
changed wave -lengths, and of the
relay stations which share the 288-.5
metres wave, some still retain that wavelength.
Present Wave -lengths (dating from Dec. 5)
in metres : Daventry, 1000 ; Aberdeen, 500 ;
Birmingham, 491.8 ;
Glasgow, 4054 ;
Manchester, 384.6 ; London, 361.-4 ; Cardiff, 353 ; Bournemouth, 326.1 ; Newcastle,
312.5 ; Belfast, 306.1 ; Edinburgh, 294.1 ;
Liverpool, 297 ; Bradford, 254.2 ; Leeds,
277.8 ; Nottingham, 275.2 ; Sheffield, 272.7;
Plymouth, 400 ; Hull, Stoke, Dundee, and
Swansea, 288.5.
B.B.C. Dinner.

nN December 17th the B.B.C. enter -

Governors of the B.B.
Corporation to -.dinner at the Metro -

taro the

E

reason

theseperlsas

According to D.O.R.A. one must not buy
=
= tripe alter eight o'clock at night. The B.B.C. LE should be notified of this.
-.7

E

*

We hear reports of a crime -wave, and a daily

remarks that " Modern criminals are
= making constant use of wireless telephony." E.
= It would be interesting to know what crime
= wave -length they are using.-" Punch."
" I am not," says Mr. Boosey, " uncoma
E.. promisingly hostile to broadcasting music."= - paper

E- " Evening Standard."
That IS good news.
E"---

=

Quite a soleful experience befell a listener ,-= while fishing from a moving yacht in the Solent. =

Be wrote to the Station Director at Bourne= mouth : " We had a record catch -42 dozen all -7
-7. told-which we put down to the splendid E
concert yon gave us."-" News of the World." E.

a
E-

pole Hotel, the Prime Minister being the
guest of honour. No doubt we, shall learn
in due time how the affair passed off, but
I imagine the meeting of the old and new
authorities will be fraught with a certain
quality of piquancy. I wonder, too, whether

any thought will be givento the great, palpitating body outside the Metropole which
is known as the listener's " 1

sees many references in the Press

are so attuned to the apparently miraculous,
that each new achievement is taken almost
as a matter of course.
Marconi's Historic Experiments.

ference on this wave is still to be eitiected.

ff-

recorded, but which must have been
terrific, let us not register undue emotion

intelligible Morse signals across the Atlantic

received with scepticism in some quarters.

.

was not considered a success, and it was
decided to raise thewave-length of Aberdeen to 500 Metres,. thcnigh some inter-

A Lesson to Learn.

during which he succeeded in receiving

ocean, a feat the report of which was

E
=

AFTER that, with all the disappointments and difficulties it leaves us:.

would enjoy reading over the proofs I

StiNDAY, Dec. 12th, was the 25th anniversary of the experiments carried out
by Senatore Marconi between Poldhu,
Cornwall, and St. John's, Newfoundland,

-f--

T.--dillealielealluellenelialiaiiewielailenna1001aleei

*seems to appeal strongly to the

Twenty-fifth Birthday of Long-distance

=

doctor regards with E_

affection.

Russians. There are said to be now
about 1,500,000 listeners-they are

peasants for the greater part-and 300,000
amateurs. Very roughly speaking-for the
population of Russia is a statistic one has
to be trusting with-this works out to one
listener per hundred head of Bolsheviks.
I shall suggest to the Editor the desirability
of a Russian edition of " P.W." How he

E.-

recent outbreak of infection

splendid
Russian Radio.

R

'-_-_

Britain, the experiment of working Aberdeen and Birmingham on one wave -length

Mistress : " Do you listen -in, Mrs. Jones ? "
Charlady " No, ma'am. I should hope not ! E

E I've worked for lots of ladies in my time and =
= am proud to say none of 'em ever caught me FL__E with my ear at the keyhole."

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iE.-

Mr. T. Thorne Baker to Lecture.

ON December 17th, at the Albert Hall,
Leeds, at 7.30 p.m. Mr. T. Thorne
Baker, tte inventor of the well-

known system of photo -telegraphy bearing
his name. Subject, ',his system, with
demonstration. Seats : Apply " York-

shire Evening News " (Wireless Editor),
Leeds. Seats gratis. Will friends accept
this notice, etc.

Progress with Imperial Beams.

TESTS between England and Australia
1,

on the beam system have begun and,
according to reports from Melbourne,
the results are apparently most satisfactory.
These tests are, however, preliminary ones

conducted by the Marconi Conpany, the
contractors ; the official tests will probably

not be undertaken till late this month, and
if these are satisfactory we may locik for
the service to be opened in March.

What is the B.B.C.'s Job?

IHOPE you noticed that the other day
1 a speaker at the 2 L 0 " mike told us

that the B.B.C. had decided to publish
a book giving the names of places the pro-

nunciation of which is not in accordance
with the spelling. He even asked us to
help on that beneficent enterprise by
sending in such names as we might know.

I don't think that the public pays the

expenses of the B.B.C. for the purpose of
encouraging the publication of books,
-especially books which do not matter.
I foresee-but I Won't curdle your blood
with my acute imagination. Let's hope the
Directors of the B.B.C.'s successor will earn

their-our money.
Adios-and_ don't embarrass us with so
_many compliments about our last week's
Christmas number, please.

ARIEL.
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CRYSTALS

IN VALVE
CIRCUITS
*
1

1

4. 4-

-4-

0 -4-0-40

-4.-0-4. 4.-14.

By H. C. RYLATT.
Some interesting circuits in which a crystal is used for

*

rectification.

1

SOME little while ago there appeared in
this journal an article from the pen of
Lieut.-Commander Shove, R.N., in

which a plea was raised for more originality

though occasionally the anode bend method
of rectification is employed.

Broadly speaking, the function of a
rectifier is to suppress each alternate half

cycle of the incoming wave, and to secure undistorted reproduction this should

be accomplished without the introduction of parasitic currents. For this reason
the crystal detector is unequalled for
purity of signals. Next in order of
signal quality comes the valve operating
on the lower bend of the anode curve
in sensitivity there is not much gain
over the crystal, although an increase
of signal strew.. th is obtained owing to
grid is made permanently positive by connecting the grid leak to the positive end of
the filament, under which condition grid
current is bound to flow.
In view of these facts it appears to the
writer that a considerable increase in

in the design of radio receivers. It seems

selectivity, sensitivity and purity can be

unlikely that any radical change in the
design of the average receiver may be

effected in almost any type of valve circuit
with little additional outlay and no increase
in running costs. The circuits illustrated
are those commonly in use, with the modifi-

expected for the present, chiefly owing to

the childlike faith with which so. many

amateurs embrace the creed of the straight
receiver. There are. however, many ways

cations necessary to permit the use of a

in which even this type of circuit can be

crystal.

more sensitive and selective and capable

Some Tested Circuits.

improved and an existing set may be made

-

"'

7E1

'

No L.F. amplification -is indicated, as

of purer reproduction.

this is a matter for individual taste, but
any standard form can be added, though it is

Petter Rectification.

desirable that a good make of high ratio

Of course, there are other ways in which
the performance of a set may be improved,

(from 5: 1 to 8 :1) should be used between the

crystal output and the first L.F. valve.

but it is the writer's present purpose to

deal only with the question of rectification.
In valve receivers (reflex circuits are outside

the scope of this article) rectification

mf.-

V

fiG./(c)

:7es;

ove4

1,31C

JUR le' I 3/6

(Continued on next gage.)

is

invariably obtained by the action of a valve,
usually operating on the leaky grid principle,

the natural amplification of the valve.

V

Finally, we have the

leaky grid valve de-

tector, which is in the
greatest favour owing
to its great sensitivity,
but unfortunately this

O
Odbarre Or
CA.O.

SOO. no.

method fails to give

pure reproduction
owing to the introduc-

tion of parasitic currents in the grid circuit,

due to the fact that
rectification occurs
most readily when the

.

ax
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who lives almost under the shadow of a coast
station, is shown in Fig. 3. This was

CRYSTALS IN
VALVE CIRCUITS.
(Continued front precious page.)
1

aerial -support broke away from the chimney,
and the roof was too slippery with snow and
frost to climb, would he
repine and grumble and
'rouse ? 'Not he !
" I shot an arrow

designed after much experimental work in

*

* -*--.Fig.

All the true poets, saints, and sages were
the same. Look at Longfellow. If his

The eirenii most favoured by the writer,

-14- -0- 0 -0 -

(a) shows an ordinary valve de-

into the air," he says.

tector with magnetic reaction ; Fig. 2 (b) is
H.F.au

Every listener who has
flung a potato over the

amplifier with reaction and a

crystal rectifier.
Owing to the L.F. circuit, consisting of
crystal and headphones, being shunted
directly across the tuned anode iremit, a
certain amount of damping occurs, resulting
in a slight loss of selectivity. This can he
obviated by using a third coil coupled to the
tuned anode as in Fig. 1 (c). This circuit will
be found far superior to Fig. 1 (a) and Fig.
1 (1), having a good reception range as well
as sharp and selective tuning characteristics.

roof in a similar pre-

dicament will admire

his ingenuity. Longfellow, too, would have
had the highest aerial he

could get. (And a regular
long -fellow, at that.)
Truly _interpreted, history is full of

search of a circuit -which would give a large
mange of available programmes on the loud
speaker, and the writer's tuning -chart shows

instances of the importance of the aerial.

Right in the early days of Christmases,

over thirty stations which are considered

we have the case of Good King Wencesla;
as you have read :
"Good King Wenceslas looked up

reliable for loud -speaker reception.

Alternative Arrangements.

Fig. 2 (a) shows a straight H.F. and

detector, which may he converted as shown
in Fig. 2 (b), (c) and (d). The converted circuit as shown in Fig. 2 (b) suffers front the
same damping effects as mentioned in connection with Fig. 1 (b), though, owing to
the existence of two preceding tuned
circuits this is not so noticeable. The anode

coil of Fig. 2 (c) consists of the primary
winding of an ordinary H.F. transformer,

the secondary winding having the detector
and 'phones shunted across it. An aperiodie
transformer may be used in this part of the

How -to -make directions.

AERIALS--+
AND CHRISTMAS.

* A 0-4.00 .....
e

Still he could not find the fault
In his grid connections.
Brightly shone his valves that night,
But his grief was cruel,
For he could not get a sound
Frcm his 3 -valve Dual."

*

SOME people pretend that aerials are
out of place at Christmas. That they
are too scientific-not in keeping with

If the first grid had been connected to

the aerial properly, the trouble would never
have arisen.

the fine old festival.
They prefer to believe in Santa Claus, and
keep up the legend of his appearance amongst
the chimney -pots. But,
consider, what is an aerial

Omar's Portable Set.
Then there was the case of Omar Khayyam.

He did not spend his Christmas-or the
Persian equivalent-hanging about " Iri

if it is not a kind of Father
'Christmas come true ?
Like him it rides over

a Persian Garden," but he got right out with

his portable set, and rigged up an aerial
to the nearest trecr. You remember he

roofs and between ehim-

describes it :

ney-pots. Like him it
represents good cheer,
and companionship, even

'" Here, with a loaf of bread, beneath the
bough,

A book of verse, a flask of wine, and

for the loneliest in the

Thou
Beside me, singing in the wilderness.
And wilderness is Paradise enow."

land. Like him, too, it
is time -effacing, distance dispelling.
Could any-

" Thou," of course, refers to the loud
speaker, and he got beneath the bough

thing be more true to.
4.r

ircuit with some advantage, however, the
limn g controls being brought more within
reasonable limits.

See Fig. 2 (d).

the spirit of Christmas ?

because his aerial was fixed to it.

Finally, there is the good old phrase:

Charles Dickens would

have had an enormous
aerial up if he had been
alive to -day. As it was, aerials were unknown, but he tried his hardest to get a
better Earth.

" Yule Log." Many historians have tried
to explain Yule Log, but surely the explana-

tion is the simple wireless one-unless
you keep your aerial up you'll log no distant
stations

0.8
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FURTHER NOTES

ON THE HALE CIRCUIT.
Some more details concerning one of the most popular circuits " P.W."
has ever published.
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

amount of damping, and in some
circumstances may introduce so

much damping as to make it
practically impossible to bring

THE remark-

able popularity and
success of the

of queries from readers who have not yet
obtained success with the arrangement.
It has been quite impossible to reply
to each querist individually, for if I were
to do so my whole day would be occupied
in correspondence.

Reversing the connections to the crystal

often effects considerable improvement,

aerials this factor may be the cause of

transformers varies between different makes,
the effect of reversing I.P. and O.P. can also
be tried. In some transformers I have found

Aerial damping also has a considerable effect, and in the case of some

has brought me a
very large volume of correspondence and quite a number

best position.

the set near the oscillation

point.

"Hale" circuit

crystal as with the normal arrangement,
and some care is necessary in finding the

the trouble.

In all cases where the set cannot be
made to oscillate at all, or where it will
only oscillate with very tight reaction and

then stop suddenly, try a lighter adjustment
of the cat's -whisker or a permanent detector.

Most of the permanent detectors use a

perikon combination or something similar

particularly in the smoothness of reaction,
and as the construction of low -frequency

that leaving the primary terminal which
had previously been connected to the aerial,

quite free, has improved signals, while in
other transformers the opposite result has
been found.

Another cure for trouble in the Hale

However, in this article

I suggest a few arrangements which may
be tried to overcome a few difficulties.
Grid Bias Essential.

First of all, I must again emphasise the
importance of grid bias in this circuit. A
number of readers have written to say that
they get far better results with the cat's whisker removed from the crystal face, or
in the cage of a permanent detector when

the two crystals are separated, and a

number have expressed great surprise that

signals can be received at

all

in such

conditions. Without grid bias, or with very

tight reaction the valve will not only
amplify but also detect, although 'the

results obtained in this way are far inferior
from those yielded when the set is functioning properly. if all is well with the circuit
no signals will be heard when the crystal

contacts are separated, and signals will
be very loud when they are brought together.

It is, then, essential to make sure that
the valve is acting purely as an amplifier
(both high and lovsr frequency) and not as a
rectifier. The use of grid bias is essential in

such circumstances, and if you are not yet
using it this may overcome your difficulties.

Again, it must not be forgotten that the
crystal itself

introduces a considerable

How to add a resistance -coupled stage to the

to it, and experience goes to show that the
perikon type of detector is the best in the
Hale circuit.
This point has been confirmed by some
-

experiments Mr. Hale himself has conducted

within the last week or two, although with
care excellent results may be obtained with
the whisker type. However, compared with

the ordinary circuit, it will be found that
there are not so many good spots on the

Hale " circuit.

circuit through lack of oscillation is the

placing of a series condenser of, say, 0001 or
0002 mfd. in the aerial lead. This .has the
effect of considerably reducing aerial damp-

ing in cases where it is too great for satisfactory working. A similar effect will also

be obtained by using a semi-aperiodic aerial

coupling as it is generally termed-that is
to say, placing a coil in the aerial without
any other tuning device and couplint to it
the grid circuit. Several readers have found
that this series condenser has effected great
improvement.
Resistanee-Capacity L.F.

In those cases Where results have been
disappointing on Daventry it will generally
be found that excessive damping set up by
the crystal is the cause. Where you have
two or three coils, all of which will tune to
Daventry with different condenser readings,
you will generally find that the coil which
requires most capacity across it will give the
best result.
Several readers have asked whether it is
possible to add resistance amplification to
the original single valVe Hale circuit, the
purity of which has pleased them far more

than any other set, they have tried. The
addition of resistance capacity aMplifiCatiori
is quite easy, and is illustrated in the
" Reinartz " reaction and resistance amplification with the "Hale" circuit.,

diagrams accompanying this article.
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to use finer gauge wire for coils, and while

this means that the wire has a higher

LACKING THE

D.C.

resistance per yard, since a given

inductance can be _wound into a smaller
space, thus using less wire, the two effsets
tend to counterbalance. Where possible,
multi -stranded wire is to be preferred for
winding coils, as the individual strands are
in parallel and the high -frequency resistance
is lowered.

With valve holders once more we must
stress the point that good quality insulating
material, such as ebonite, must be employed
while the amount of solid dielectric between
the sockets should be kept at a minimum in
order to reduce the self -capacity between
the individual sockets.
In connebtion with high -frequency trans
formers the main problem is that associate I
with stray magnetic fields, as this contri-

butes in such a large measure to the in-

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh. Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

" WHAT is all this talk about wireless
VV

components being made to conform to low -loss principles, and

does my receiving set lack the essentials ? "
This is a question that is often put to me by
people when we are indulging in a friendly

discussion on' the problems of wireless.
Perhaps there are readers of this journal

who on the one hand find themselves faced
with a similar question, or on the other hand

arc themselves in the datk as to what is
actually meant by low -loss coils, low -loss
condensers, etc. No doubt all the visitors
to the recent National Radio Exhibition at

Olympia were struck with the enormous
strides which have been made in the' con-

struction of wireless components during the

past year. More attention is being paid to

detail, indeed some of the components
have undergone radical changes in their

outside the field of the condenser as possible.

Now for the purposes of comparison the
losses in a condenser can be looked upon as

being due to a resistance in series with a
perfect condenser of the same capacity, and

with condensers of reputable make this
equivalent resistance value is always less
than half an ohm. Thus when we consider

that the variable condensers are used in

conjunction with coils whose high -frequency

resistance may run into several ohms, its
loss is negligible. Hence it will be appreciated that we call regard the present-day
condenser as naturally conforming to the

In any variable condenser, whether it be

S.L.F., S.L.W., or. S.L.C., the possible
losses

are not accounted kir. from one

particular source, but are due to a variety.

Naturally, material of the finest quality
should be used in constructing the con-

denser, while the fixed and movable plates
ought to be made, from a non -oxidisable
metal. Any oxidisation on the plate surface
not only upsets the capacity calibration, but
introduces losses and collects dust. Contact
resistance between the moving plates'
spindle and the connecting terminal often
causes a relatively serious loss, and the connection is usually best carried out by
means of an insulated pigtail or thin spring.
The insulating materiah-the seat of what is

known as the dielectric losses-must be

reduced to a minimum, and located as far

The Aerial System.

Another important section where losses
should be kept as low as possible is in the
aerial system. See that a good earth with

ample surface is installed with the earth
lead properly soldered to it -and kept as
short as possible, and preferably insulated
or mounted on insulators. Induced currents
in gutterings, fall pipes, stray wires, etc.,
due to bad orientation of the aerial wires
and down lead constitutes a serious loss,

tion as to the points to be noted when

Coming to the question of coils, we are

coming this

Low Loss Condensers.

reduced as well.

Concerning Coils.

thoroughly where the problems of low -loss
begin and where. they end. Let us then take
a brief survey of the principal components

components is " shoddy " it is possible that
it will have the effect of upsetting the, whole
performance of the receiver.

field, and thus .the losses will of course b3

while impure dielectric material such as

at once faced with the fact t hat the resistance

and- see where these losses are likely to
occur, and what steps must be taken to
avoid them.
Complete harmony must
exist between the coils, condensers, valve
holders, transformers, ete., that together
make up our receiver,' and if one of the

specifically designed to reduce this stray

principles of low -loss. provided it does not
lack the essentials just indicated.

construction..
What is to be deplored is that the efforts
of many wireless engineers have been mis-

directed through a failure to understand

stability of receiving sets. There are many
types on the market now which have been

should be kept as low as possible-i.e. the
high -frequency resistance, in order to reduce

the necessity for pushing reaction too far
with a view to over-

ance -as this

brickwork, etc., all contrive to
reduce the amount of power.
These few notes will have given an indicatrees,

eixamining your receiver, components, and

associated apparatus, and efforts directed
towards their appreciation will ensure that
in your own particular case the essentials
are not lacking.

resistpro-

duces instability in

the receiver. To keep

this resistance low
recourse is made to
special types of coil
mounting and winding, thus reducing the
self -capacity of the

coil, since this capacity influences the re-

sistance and

in-

creases the minimum

capacity of the vari-

able condenser
employed in conjunction with it. Where
possible, single -layer
coils are to
in, -

ferred and if formess
are used they should

he of skeleton construction to reduce

the amount of dielect-

ric material to the
barest minimu
while supports, etc.,

must have a mini-

mum of metal

.present.

There is a greater
tendency at present

Mr. E. Megan of Belfast, who recently carried out some short-wave tests between
that city and Montreal on board the s.s. "Carigan Head."
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A Fascinating Article on a Fascinating Subject.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, 1VI.Sc., A.I.C. (Staff Consultant,.

possibilities which the applications of
wireless science hold forth, what is more
natural that an explanation for the
mysterious signals which have from time
to time been picked up by receiving sets
should be looked for in the supposed fact

that such disturbing signals have their
Fig. 1.-Sunspots as seen through a small powered telescope.

THE ever present interest in the subject of
" Messages from Mars " has been the
occasion of many thousands of curious
eyes being directed in upward gazes

towards the ruddy planet which during
the autumn months has occupied a prole-1i-

nent position in the night sky. Even that
most prosaic individual, the man -in -the street,

has at least once or twice been

impelled to give a passing attention to the
subject.
Messages from Mars ?

Mars, they say, is inhabited by a race of
intelligent beings. Now, whether there

is any truth in this assertion is a matter

which present-day science cannot prove.
Yet, ever since that considerably far -distant
period at which telescopes were first turned
skywards, there have always been people
who have believed our planetary neighbour

to be inhabited by some 'race of animate
beings not unlike ourselves. In -recent
years, as the reader will probably be quite
aware, many attempts have been made to
prove the existence of intelligent life on the planet Mars. Indeed, so many redoubtable facts have been brought forward
in support of this contention that the
whole question has now assumed a status
of definitely scientific importance.

In view of facts such as these, and in
consequence, also; of the almost endless

origin on the surface of the planet Mars,
and that they in reality represent

attempts on the part of the inhabitants
of that world to get into some form of

communication with us through the agency
of radio ?

This view-and it

is

one which has

gained a great deal of discussion in authori-

tative quarters-is, indeed, a very fascinating one, and if the truth of it could be
merely proved in general outline, a field of
radio research and applications almost
endless in scope and in possibilities Would
at once be opened up.
Hence it is that during the
recent weeks many radio
enthusiasts have been on the
alert and have made attempts to pick up any
possible

signals

ascribed to the planet Mars ? Such signals

take the form of fragmentary dots and

dashes. Unlike atmospherics however,
they are not received equally on all wave. lengths, but they would appear to preponderate on the higher wave -lengths. Also, in
many eases, they have been stated to be very
well defined and rhythmical in character.

The Sunspot Theory.
Now, if we do not accept the theory of the

Martian origin of these signals, we are
bound to look for another source for them.
That the signals are due to common
atmospherics is not very probable, although

there is something to be said in support
of

the view that they may be due to

electrical disturbances taking place at the
very limit of the terrestrial atmosphere.

which,

leaving an unknown origin,

might have their sources
ascribed to the planet Mars.
Early in November, the

planet came within

42,700,000 Miles'of the earth,
a distance, it is true, ex-

ceeding by some 8.000,000
miles its distance from the

earth two years ago.

On

the present occasion, how-

ever, the planet has occupied
a. much . more favourable

position in the sky for ob-

Fig. 2.-A drawing made from observation of the sun through a

servational purposes.

Now, if liars is inhabited by intelligent
beings who, like, us, have obtained some
degree of mastery over the natural sciences,

- and if it is possible for radio to span the

gulf which intervenes between Mars and our

earth, it would be very possible that some

attempt would leave been made on the
part of the Martians to conduct experiments in inter -planetary transmission.
Mysterious Signals.

This is all mere speculation, of course,

and; against it, we have to come down
to the fact that during recent weeks no
even moderately conclusive evidence has
been gained to support the above con-

tentions. Hence we may say, or rather
tentatively. suggest, that, if Mars is inhabited, the occupants of that planet
either do not wish to communicate with us,
or else they do not possess the ability to do so.

A well-known photograph of Mars-the mystery planet

this earth from time to time. Where do
they come from, if their origin cannot be

There is still, however, the matter of the
mysterious signals which are received on

powerful telescope.

If, however, we refuse to accept the
Martian theory of these signals, one of the
most likely alternative suggestions which

has been brought up to explain them is
that which suggests that they may have
their origin on the sun itself, and that,
like many other natural electrical phenomena,

they may be very closely associated with
the presence of sunspots.

Let us deal with this suggestion a little

more closely. If you look at the sun
through a good pair of binoculars (or better
still, a small portable telescope), the
object glaSses of which have been covered
with two sheets of dark red glass, the
surface of Old Sol will be observed on frequent occasions to exhibit a number of black

In fact, the sun's appearance will
be something akin to the illustration depicted at Fig. 1, but on a rather less scale
spots.

of magnification.
(Continaert on next p6ge.)
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DO SUNSPOTS AFFECT
OUR RADIO?
(Continued from precious page.)

These dark spots are commonl-y known
as " sunspots." Their exact nature and
causation is unknown, but that their
presence on the sun has a great influence
on electrical phenomena taking place on the
earth is an indisputable fact. Fig. 2
is reproduced from a drawing made with
the aid of a telescope of considerable power,

and it depicts the appearance of a group
of sunspots on a more magnified scale.
Fig. 3 presents the greatest interest, however. This is an actual photograph of a
sunspot taken through .a high-powered
telescope.

matter, of course,

is

completely one of mere

speculation and hypo-

thesis; but, nevertheless, there is a good
deal to be said for it.

In fact, many theorists
find it easier to accept
the sunspot_ theory of
the mysterious signals

than they do the idea
that such signals have
been originated by a

Fig. 4.

A photograph of a portion of the Corona taken (lining a recent eclipse.

supposed race of highly
intelligent beings on Ma's.

brightest . electric arc lamp, whilst the

Unfortunately, lidwever, tlssa, sunspot

theorists- have little or no data to go on,
Sunspots have been known and observed

a quarter of a century old. And so it is
that until these sunspot enthusiasts can

able to shoot off flames of burning gases to
distances of many thousand miles above its
surface. , These flames are shot off from the
sun at a speed exceeding by 200 times the

cerning both the presence of

visible to us, however, during a total eclipse

for centuries. Wireless reception is barely
collect sufficient data con-

velocity of a rifle bullet. They are only

spots on the sun, and the

of the sun, and at that time they have all
appearance similar to that shown ill the

frequency of the occurrence
of the mysterious signals, they
will have little or no evidence

to go on.

Nevertheless, the

whole suggestion that sun-

spots may cause disturbances

in wireless reception in this
manner is a very interesting
one, and also, let it be suggested,

a highly
one.
Observation Needed.

Fig. 3.

Now, in Fig. 3 each of the small dots with

we have on earth, but, on the contrary,

clouds of. highly incandescent gas covering
an area of many hundreds of square miles.
Such is the constitution of the sun's surface.
A sunspot,- as will be evident from Fig. 3,

is really a hole in the sun's upper surface
through which we can look down into the

cent state. The degree of incandescence
at the sun's surface is something like six

or seven times as great as that of the

+

By J. MACINTOSH.

.

( - or +) and the H.T. -

uncommon,

for electrical disturbances in the earth's

atmosphere. How they.exert these effects,

With certain connections

the

signals constitutes an important occurrence,
and one which should be carefully recorded.

grid return of the rectifying valve taken -to
L.T. -. The leak goes directly to L.T. +
not across the condenser.

The three -terminal arrangement, A B C',
allows of anode- bend rectification at will.
For grid rectification, B is connected to C,
and for bottom bend rectification a small
battery of the. requisite value (perhaps 11
or 3 volts) is connected between A and B.

valves will be

and

valves may be burned

out by the two plates
of a neutralising condenser touching. One
type of connection,
however, will give im-

munity from these
burn -outs,

although

the H.T. battery may
suffer. See diagram.

therefore, there has now been put forward

The rule is : Connect all grid return leads to the same pole

have something to do with the mysterious
signals which have from time to time been
received by terrestrial radio sets. The

is connected to. With the usual grid rectification the return lead is connected' to

the suggestion that these sunspots may

views on the subject, bearing in mind the
fact that any observance of such unknown

burned out. Either
type of short is not

however, is quite unknown.

In view of these acknowledged facts,

only the future will decide. For the present,
therefore, we must each hold our individual

Alternative Leak Connections.

amateurs realise the importance
FEW
of the connection between the L.T.

no doubt that they have an electrical origin.
As such, they represent vast areas of highly

'presence of these spots on the sun has been
conclusively proved to affect the stability
of magnetic compasses. Sometimes, also,
they have put long-distance land telegraphs
out of action. Further, they are responsible

disturbances are actually due to the endeavours of intelligent beings in Mars to
communicate with us, is a matter which

H.T. - should be linked together, and the

L.T. CONNECTIONS.

if a short
occurs between the primary and sesondary
coils of either an H.F. or L.F. transformer

incandescent gases which have been torn
apart by stupendous electrical forces. The

be shown to give rise to the mysterious radio

. signals which are sometimes received by

burned out if the common negative connection is in use. In practice, the L.T. - and

STANDARD H.T. AND

Sunspots, therefore, are holes in the sun's
gaseous surface. They are not permanent
holes, however, for they come and go with
very great frequency.
Although the exact causation of sunspots

is unknown at present, there seems to be

It is now thought that many of these

stupendous solar flames hive a great deal
to do with the causation of sunspots, and
thus they are associated in some way or
other with the electrical disturbances
taking place on the earth. Whether all
these immense influences put together can

the H.F. transformer means all valves are

it looks dark in contrast with the brighter
Surprising Effects.

illustration, Fig. 4.

terrestrial instruments, or whether the latter

associated with and caused by
matter in a highly vaporised and incandes-

interior of the sun, which interior, although
and more luminous surface, has a temperature far exceeding that of the electric arc.

possible

We have still a long way
to go in our researches into
the elee trical phenomena

A remarkable photograph of a portion of the sun's surface,
showing the larger sunspots and luminous cloud.

which the background of the photograph
is made up really consists of a luminous
cloud, not the sort of vapour clouds which

temperature of the sun is more than twice

as high as the latter. Further, the sun is

The positive pole goes to A ; the 4negative

of the L.T. accumulator es the H.T. -

pole to B. Such an arrangement of the

positive, and a short between P and S of

receiver.

connections is well worth while and does
not entail any loss in the efficiency of the.
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doors corrode so quickly that there is bound

to be a loss of efficiency before long by

NOTES ON INSULATION.
OO

- sse .

reason of faulty contact. Similarly, there is

a serious risk of loss in the screw -down
contacts to the switch and to the lead-in

tube, and a risk of leakage across the

By G. E. C.

switch.

4- --4- 4 4

THI RE are certain parts of the average
wireless enthusiast's -receiving gear
which are invariably - badly insulated.
It may be that it is through carelessness,

or it may be through lack of knowledge ;
anyhow, there always seems to be one or
two points where insulation has been sadly
neglected.
For example : The use of wood in H.F.

Circuits is quite a common practice and in
many eases the efficiency of this material
is even greater than that of ebonite. But
what is the good of using wood where it is
coated with lead paint?

Quite often the writer has found lead

paint used as an insulating varnish !
Covered Aetial Wire.

Ninety-nine out of a hundred would say
that, it did not matter whether or not the

aerial wire was covered. If we stop to think
it will be .seen that there is no doubt
that the aerial should be of bare wire. The
reason :

Probated Against the Set.

Cheap ebonite sometimes possesses a
partially metallic surface and should therefore be avoided. Also poor ebonite may
absorb moisture with consequent deterioration of insulation.

If one is prepared to take the risk of the
aerial being struck by lightning (which is,
after all, a small risk) a much sounder

A good example of this was obtained
at the
F.W." experimental station
some time ago. A short-wave receiver
was constructed and, as an experiment,
inferior ebonite was used. On certain
occasions it was found that the receiver
would not oscillate below about 30 metres ;

nothing would induce it to do so until the
whole set was placed in front of the fire and
the moisture driven out of the ebonite.
Manufacturers are to blame for the poor
insulation of telephones. Often, the writer

has received an unpleasant shock through
the head from the H.T. battery, caused by
the H.T. shorting to earth through -the body.

The remedy in this case is, of course, to
buy a reliable make of telephones.
It should be hardly necessary to say that

the greatest care must be taken over the

insulation of all wires connected with electric

A typical German broadcast receiver : a two-valver
m unif acturel by the Teletunken Company.'

arrangement is to obtain a length of

heavily insulated lead-in wire, solder it to
the near end of the -aerial, and take it through

a hole drilled in the window fianie direct
to the set. The hole may be bushed, or

lined with a short length of eboriite.tube, if
An excellent lead-in wire consists
of a single strand of No. 18 S.W.O. copper
wire, with an insulated covering about one eighth of an inch thick. The type of leaddesired.

in which consists of one thin strand of

copper and several strands of tinned steel
wire is

quite satisfactory, but the joint

between this wire and the end of the aerial

must be protected against the weather in
order to prevent rust.

If it is desired to respect the lightning

risk, a lightning arrester is to be preferred
to a switch, although there are one or two

satisfactory combined lead-in tubes and
switches on the market. A lightning
arrester is always on duty, whereas if an
ordinary switch is installed out of doors,
there are many occasions when it is too
much trouble to go out, or to open the
window in order to throw the switch over

A P.W. " Suburban Three," constructed by Mr. F. S. Tivey, " South View," Victoria Street, Melbourne, Derby.

We know that high -frequency currents,
owing to what is known as " skin effect,"
tends to travel on, or at, the surface of the
conductor. If, now, the aerial has a covering, that covering will gradually become
coated with dirt from the atmosphere. The
greater part of this dirt consists of very fine
particles of carbon. Carbon is a conductor.
Herice the dirt on the covering forms a com-

plete path along, but not in contact with,

the wire. The H.F. energy induced in the
aerial wire itself will not remain wholly on

the surface of the wire, but part of it will
flow on the outermost conductor (i.e. the
carbon layer on the insulated covering), and
thus be wasted, remembering that the outermost conductor is insulated from the aerial
wire.

Certainly, one might argue that bare wire
becomes coated with carbon. It does : but
then it should be remembered that the carbon

is in direct contact with the aerial wire.

to earth.

light mains, both to prevent shorting and
earthing.

It is best to stand a receiver which

is

worked from the mains on porcelain.
Accumulators beim:, charged direct from

the mains should also be mounted on
porcelain.

*._.......-.._.........._....._....._...*

THE LEAD-IN WIRE..
By HUMPHREY PURCELL.
1
*-4,4-04,--.11.-0-41----0-4.--------4.--4.-*
THE conventional method of hooking the

aerial to an earthing switch, and the
switch to one end of a lead-in tube,

and taking a piece of flex or bell -Wire from

the other end of the tube to the set, is not
the best possible arrangement. In the first
place, the contacts of a switch used out of

t WATCH THAT AERIAL.
.+

NOW that the winter has properly set
in those listeners with more or less
temporary aerial arrangements will

be well advised to give the whole outdoor

system an overhaul. " Lash -ups " and
similar methods of suspending the aerial

should be done away with before the gales
begin and should be replaced by something
more substantial and capable of withstanding the vagaries of our winter weather.
It would be worth while to examine the

whole system-if it has not been done

during the summer-as a cracked pole may
cause no end of trouble if it is allowed to
stay in position to face really bad weather.
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r FREQUENTLY receive queries. with
I reference to the relative capacities of
the aerial and anode condensers, and
particularly as to the reason for the latter
being smaller than, the former.

In connec-

tion with the size of a condenser in an

oscillatory circuit., it should be remembered

that for a given frequency of oscillation
(or wave -length), the larger the inductance,

*---TECHNICAL
NOTES.
A Weekly Feature

Now, it is desirable- to use as large an

f

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. t

capacity, and, in fact, the method which

inductance as possible, as by this means the

hand, if it be desired to use a very small condenser, it may be necessary to use an inconveniently large inductance. Contiequently, it
becomes to some extent a question of using

you intend to use, you can mount them both

range.. -

a condenser as small as possible, hut big
enough to cover the desired wave -length
In the aerial circuit, there is already the

capacity -to -earth of the aerial wire in

parallel with the tuning coil, and this may
have a value up to 00003. mfd. The
wave -length varies with the square of the
capacity and so it is necessary, to cover the
ordinary broadcast. wave -length range, to
use an aerial condenser, with most, circuits,
of not less than 0.000o mfd.

coil is not truly 'non -inductive.

It should also always be borne in mind
that a non -inductive coil made by any of

Conducted by
(Staff Consultant.)

potential differences set up at its ends aro
made as large as possible. On the other

with the result that the finished winding

+

+

the smaller must be the capacity of the
condenser.

I

double wire, as,.then you get a .practically
truly non -inductive winding, whereas, if
you wind half the number of turns on first,
then reverse and wind the other half number
of turns on the top, the inductive effects of
the two half -windings are apt_ to differ,

the methods discussed above is not without

gives the best non -inductive result, namely,

the double winding, is apt to give the

in a suitable position for unwinding and
then, taking the wire from each reel, join
the two ends (or " beginnings ") together,
and

proceed to wind the double

wire,

putting on, of course; half the total number
of turns instructed (since you are winding
two turns at a time). Care should be taken
that the bare ends of the wire (where they

together) are properly
protected, so as not to make unwanted
were first joined

contacts.

If, however, as is more likely to be the

case, you have only a single reel of the wire, -

to start with, you will be best advised to

highest self -capacity effect. Therefore do
not assume that because the coil is without
inductance it is also without capacity.
Tuned Plate Reaction.

A question which' often crops up in one
form or another is as to whether it is an
advantage to tune the reaction coil or anode
circuit to the incoming signals by means of
a variable condenser. - Of course, the first
answer is that tile signals should be
stronger with the anode circuit so tuned,
but when the tuning of the plate and that
of the grid circuit approach one another,

there is a great tendency for oscillation
to set in, and this places a limit on the
nearness to which these two circuits may be tuned.
- In American sets these two cir-

In the anode circuit, on the

other hand, we have only to deal
With certain stray capacities,
which will generally have a small

cuits are often tuned almost to

the same wave -length by means
of a variometer, in which case the

value, and a condenser in this
circuit of a value of 0.0003

valve capacity and the capacity

will generally he found to be quite
sufficient. By using a smaller

between the

condenser in the anode circuit,

it is possible to make the adjustments of the two condensers, the
aerial condenser and the anode
condenser, roughly the same for

tion avoided, this forms a very

convenient method of incretving
signal strength.

if the maximum values of three

Metallised Leaks.

two condensers were the same, it

would be found that the adjustments for a given wave -length
would be apt to be very dif-

Following the remarks I recently
made on the subject of permanent

grid leaks, several readers have
asked questions as to the method
by which the so-called " metal '!
leaks are made. Of course, a
metal grid leak, or " metallised "
as it is sometimes called, is not

ferent.

It may seem to the amateur
that there is nothing of value 'in
all this unless the adjustments of
the two condensers may be identical. But it is an advantage to
approach the ideal condition,

to be confused with a wire -wound
resistance.
.

even if that condition cannot be

The metallised leak is really an
adaptation of the metallic deposit.
which is to be seen on the interior
of the glass bulb of most modern
receiving valves.
This silvery -

easily reached.

be much simplified by

often

the

com-

tion can be obtained and oscilla-

rate, reasonably similar-whereas,

faced with the problem of wind ing a non -inductive resistance
and, although the general proceelute is well known, the work can

and

tive coupling.
Provided satisfactory reproduc-

ary given wave-length-at any

Non -Inductive Resistances.
The experimenter is

leads

ponents of the plate circuit and
the grin circuit form a regenera-

looking deposit- is really a thin

deposit of metallic magnesium,
which, as everyone now knows, i3

Part of the wireless receiving installation fitted up in a Leicester hairmary. 670
pairs of phones and 20 loud speakers are used, 14 valves being em ployed.

following

method.

secure a couple of empty reels and to wind
these first with approximately half the total

winding non -inductive, it is necessary to
arrange that one half of the total amount of

stock of wire first. Then commence
operations with these two specially prepared
reels exactly as instructed above.

In the first place, in order to make the

wire shall be wound in the opposite direction

to the other half, so that the inductive
effect of one half neutralises the inductive
effect of the other half. Obviously, if half

the wire be wound upon the spool or former,
and then the minding ha reversed, the
desired result will be attained.

But the trouble is to know when half the
wire has been put on.
If you have two reels of the wire .which

If you have a lathe the work is much

smplified and you can, in fact, wind from
a single reel, removing the " former " or
spool from the chuck after half the wire has
been wound on and reversing it end -for -end
and then winding the other half number of
turns (taking care to secure the wire,
when reversing, with a speck of " Chatter ton ").

But it is much preferable to wind the

vaporised within the valve in the

final stages of the exhaustion process in
order to improve the vacuum by combining with and absorbing traces of residual
gas.

It is probable that the idea of the
metallised grid leak arose out of the abovementioned.proeess, although on that point
I cannot be sure. At any rate, the metallised
grid leak consists of a short length of glass
rod, which may be of very small diameter,
upon which an exceedingly fine metallic

The deposit May be
made. either by well-known chemical
methods, such as those which have long
film is . deposited.

.

(Continued on page 101.2.)
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(One week to Christmas)

TWO GIANTS IN PERFORMANCE
Now a LISSENOLA HORN

as well as a UNIT

12' flare 13/6
14" flare 17/6
Sold separately
with

LISSENOLA LOUD

SPEAKING UNIT

or

13/6

LISSENOLA

Unit complete.

Sold separately or
with

LISSENOLA

Horn complete.

THE CHALLENGE !
Try the LISSENOLA Unit now with the
LISSENOLA Horn fitted to it - made in 12 -in.

and 14 -in. flares-we challenge comparison

of this fine combination against any loud
speaker selling at any price up to £20 that

means any loud speaker on the market

irrespective of price. Yet this LISSENOLA
combination will only cost you 31 -. Com-

pare what you pay for an expensive loud
speaker with what this fine LISSENOLA
combination costs you.

QUALITY
RHEOSTATS
Previously

If you do not prefer the LISSENOLA Combination to

any other loud speaker for tone, quality and volume, your
money will be willingly refunded, if you ask your dealer
within 7 days of purchase.

If you already have a LISSENOLA Unit, now get this
handsome factory -made LISSENOLA horn, 12 -in. or
14 -in. flare-GET IT NOW BEFORE CHRISTMAS. If

unable to obtain from your dealer send direct, and add
2 - to price to cover part cost of packing and carriage.
AND PLEASE MENTION DEALER'S NAME AND
ADDRESS. YOU CAN NOW OBTAIN THE LISSENOLA

UNIT COMPLETE WITH FINE HORN -or purchase
either separately. Any dealer will obtain for you.

/

A VALVE HOLDER QUICK TO FIX AND
FOR CLEARER,
HANDY TO USE
BETTER SIGNALS

4/-

NOW

2/6

/flit

Series Parallel Switch
There is a LISSEN switch for everything you
want a switch to do. Ask your dealer for the
appropriate LISSEN switch, and you will get
a real radio switch. LISSEN one -hole fixing

Because of its low loss

LISSEN quality-look how they are made-the wires
cannot move and short circuit-the contact brush rides
firmly yet smoothly-the heat -resisting former cannot
soften-there are accessible terminals-and the combined knob and pointer will tit flush with the neat
photo -engraved dial when mounted. Lastly, note the
irresistible appeal of the price, made possible by our
big production programme backed by our new direct to -dealer distribution policy which cuts out all wholesale profits.
LISSEN 7 ohms rheostat, patented

35

Deal
Potentiometer, 400 ohms

4' -

46'46

26
26
46
2'6

LTD.,

8-16,

explains itself.

Sent out ready for base-

LISSEN 2 -way
Series parallel

board mounting, as shown,
it

can also be used for

Double Pole, Double Throw
Key Switch

panel mounting by bending the springs straight.

Previously NOW

Every One LISSEN One -Hole Fixing, of Course Baseboard mounting type same prices as above.

LISSEN

and low capacity qualities.
the LISSEN Valve Holder
plays its part in getting
clearer, louder signals.

LISSEN

1/- each
LANE,

26
1/6

in their own interests, communicate with us
All orders must now be sent
without delay.
to us at Richmond, end not to usual whole-

patented, previously 1,'8

FRIARS

4' 2, 6

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE-Retailers
who have not already been notified of our new
direct -to -dealer policy of distribution should.

VALVE HOLDER
Now

Previously NOW
29
1. 6
39
26

sale factor.

RICHMOND,

Managing Director : Thomas N. Cole.

SURREY
L. e.,.
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POWER VALVE
(TYPE D.E.P. 215)

THE characteristic curve of the new
valve is exceptionally steep, thus
ensuring greater overall amplification,
better volume and less distortion.
The design of this valve comprises the

new OSRAM ELECTRONISED
F I LAM EN T, giving enormously
electron emission,

12

10

8

4

2

U

2

"Look at the Strength

STEEP SLOPE

increased

I.

GRID VOLTS

Wonderful
NEW OSRAM

lower

- D.E.P. 215

FILAMENT"
"I was down at the works this morning,' TONE,'

and I've got a piece of the new STEEP
SLOPE Filament. Get hold of the other end
and test its strength-Isn't it amazing?

" The ELECTRONISING process means

working temperature, and longer life.
This filament requires a 2 -volt accumulator only, a minimum of current,
and is of great mechanical strength.
The accuracy in spacing between fila-

greater emission too !
wonderful."

ment, grid and anode is carefully
carried out, whilst the special grid gives
a fine control of the electron stream.
The valve gives a great response in the
anode circuit to weak signals imposed on

the grid-in other words, the OSRAM
STEEP SLOPE (D.E.P. 215) POWER

VALVE is sensitive, stable, gives great

volume and absolute purity, and pos-

sesses the added advantages of long life,

mechanical strength and low current
consumption.

PRICE 18/6

The amplification will be

" At any rate," replied TONE,' " we're keeping faith with these listeners. This new valve
will give better reception than ever."

The finest 2 -Volt Power
Valve in the World

sre

/or

e

TONE POWER

7;e gaeo- your parantee

l

TONE. iPOVVEl

The Boon Companions all

OSRAM VALVE,_ leS

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd.,

a,L,

Hamse,

Lonlon, IV C.2.
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design, the two H.F. valves were replaced
4

by one valve, and practically the same

H.F. AMPLIFICATION
A Commentary Upon Radio Frequency Amplifiers and
the Difficulties Encountered in Multi -Valve Receivers.

results were obtainable, provided a reasonably good aerial -earth systeth was utilised.
.0

of

By C. H. GARDNER, F.R.A.

*

-0- -0 4-0- 0- 4-* 4,0-0- 4- 00,0-* 0-0-0-4-4- 4-0- 4- 0 *0-

In cases where a heavily damped aerial earth system was used, this had the effect

*

considerably stabilising the

receiver

which employed the two H.F. valves, and
this receiver gave the better results. This
is logical and exactly what would he expected.

DURING the past twelve months a great
deal of controversy has taken plaCe

If tlfemnateur wishes to embark on what
cannot be described other than as a somewhat tedious though highly interesting
task of such a nature, he must he prepared
to spend considerable time and money on

regarding the utility of H.F. ampli-

fication, and opinion has been most sharply

divided, probably largely due to the fact
that the various parties discussing the
matter have been building receivers for

'

the work and to develop a highly acute

A further advantage of the two H.F.

valves was the employinent of two tuned
circuits which greatly added to the selectivity of the Set, if not to the actual signal
strength ; _ but it should be borne in mind
that sets employing " constant tuned "
H.F. circuits (many of which are available
to the constructor to -day) cannot perforce

radio scnse--by which I mean an instinctive
entirely different purposes. Whereas one knowledge that certain results are dice to
field of thought has led to a large amount ' certain causes, so that they may be analysed
of experimental work on low -loss apparatus and the facts verified or disproved as the
and the use of a detector valve immediately case may be.
after the aerial circuit, the other side have'
Without this natural instinct wrong conbeen busy, going to an enormous amount clusions would be come to time after time
of trouble, devising stable circuits which and much time wasted, to say the least of
allow of the utilisation of two or three stages it. This applies to all works of scientific
of H.P. amplication, hence we get the research and is a point well worthy of more
super -heterodyne circuit and the ever - earnest attention by the amateur and many
popular neutrodyne, of such great favour "expert " investigators who are apt to
in the United States.
rash into print, in the correspondence
It therefore seems as though it will pay columns of the press, with results
every amateur constructor to sit down for which must often be sadly misleading to
a while and carefully consider the pros and - newcomers to the ranks 'of radio concons of H.F. amplification before embarking structors.
This digression is perhaps rather apart
upon the construction of a receiver for any
from the heading of the article, but perhaps
particular purpose.
the Editor will be kind enough to hold his
Useless on Short Waves.
blue pencil in cheek and.allow the hint of

circuit. So often is this circuit described
'as the circuit which allows two H.F. valves

ment little or nothing is to be gained by the

by neutralisation of this unwanted self -

Ls the first place, there is little doubt
that under the present stages of developuse of any form of H.F. amplification for
use in receivers designed to operate much
below 100 metres. Even an extremely

-

one who reads and digests every British
wireless journal each week or month as it
comes out, and received his early scientific

be as selective as those employing properly
tuned circuits, though. the latter may present more difficulty in operation.
The Neutrodyne Method.
A great deal of misunderstanding, is

prevalent regarding the neutrodyne type of

to be utilised without oscillation. It is the

easiest matter in the world to build a set

utilising two sharply tuned undamped

stages of H.F. amplification which will not
oscillate under ordinary circumstances,

provided that proper attention is paid to
the dispoSition of the components and
wiring.. The point to realise is that if
everything else is perfectly designed and

arranged, the valve capacity itself prevents
the absolute maximum amplification being
obtained without oscillation, and it is only

skilled amateur constructor would have the
greatest difficulty in obtaining any appreciable amplification of these very high.
frequencies owing to the; great losses caused

by minute capacities in the apparatus and
the arrangement thereof ; and, indeed,
unless the constructor is a very careful and
painstakilig individual, with considerable
technical knowledge and practical experience, he will obtain little gain by the use of
H.F, amplification of frequencies corresponding to a wave -length of 200 metres
or so.
Above 200 metres there can be no doubt
that very considerable amplification of
signals can be' obtained by the proper use
of a correctly designed and laid -out H.F.,
amplifier, and the chief consideration then
becomes the number of valves that may be
usefully and conveniently employed for the
particular requirements of the designer,
Much Experiment Necessary.

A very considerable amount - of experimental work, including the making up of a
large number of receivers, has been carried
out by the writer on this very point, and the

results cannot be considered other than
interesting and informative. It should here

be stated that it is quite useless to commence experimental work of this nature

unless one is prepared to build up complete
instruments. Results obtained by linking
up _components and units on the bench are
entirely misleading, as quite different results
may be obtained by very small movements

of one part in relation to another 'or by
slight alterations in the scheme of wiring.

An experimental multi -stage H.F. receiver which utilised screened coils and gave very interesting results

training from a gentleman to whom he

owes many thanks for having removed that
dangerous habit ;of jumping to conclusions

and replaCed it by one which desiret to

know the logical and basic reason " why"
before 'feeling satisfied on any point- that
might arise in experimental work.

Until tWelve months or so ago it was

common practice to employ two stages of
H.F. coupling in commercial broadcast

capacity of the valve that. the maximum
results can he truly obtained.
One part of the experimental work previously mentioned was to discover . in

practice how much the limits of H.F.

amplification were- due to the self -capacity

of the valves and hOw much due to other

causes, such as coupling between components and wiring and incorrect use of the
valve.

receivers employing more than four valves.,
The reason appeared at first sight to be due
to the inability on the part of the designers

Three H.F., Stages.

employed some damping device on the
H.F. side. In other words, a valve was

120 volts H.T. supply, and very high',

to make three stages of L.F. amplification
function correctly. As a curious fact; it
may be noted that nearly all such receivers

added, and most of its effect removed in an
:erideaveursto stabilise the receiver..

Later, by the general improvement of

The result was interesting in so much a
it was found possible to utilise three stages
of H.F. amplification with standard R
valves, sharply tuned efficient tuned -anode
circuits; full negative grid potentials,
amplification per valve. (With one stage of

added L.F. 2 L 0 , was loud :on a loud.(Ccn limed on next page.)

.
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life exists on this planet otir descendants
Will be able to speak to -or see it install=

TWENTY -MILLION

YEARS OF
WIRELESS -

taneously, shOuld they desire, distance being
immaterial. Wireless wave's haVe a speed
of 186,000 Miles per second : thus a person

in Central Australia will be able to see and
talk with another in England as quietly and
easily as we talk to our friends across the
dinner -table to -day.

Again, should life exist on other planets
of the universe (and it is rather infantile to

imagine that the earth is the only planet
on which intelligent life exists), we shall be

able to converse with them even if their
language is not ours, as it is bound not to
be, of course ; for by that time the rudi-

ments of speech and sound will have been
mastered so thoroughly, and so be well un-

der the control of the intellect, that new

languages, if they then exist, will- be easily
understood by any of our super -intelligent
children.

Looking "Backwards."

A Speculative Article, by G. H. DALY.
WHAT effect will broadcaSting and radio
communication generally have upon
the human race ?

Not the race merely of to -morrow, but
the people of the dim distant time, highly
intelligent beings who will regard us as we
regard our ancestors of twenty million years
ago or more.

If evolution is a fact and not a theory,

there will be no wireless sets then, no valves
to burn out, no crystal sets with their
finicky cat's -whiskers. Nor will unsightly

aerials mar the beauty of tho ultra -culti-

vated land. For the wireless sense will have
developed.

Basing our forecast on what has gone
before, it must be obvious that in just the
same imponderable way as our sight and

-a sense of infinite vision, to be accomplished via the medium of the wireless
waves, etherical vibrations, or whatever
they turn out to be, when discovered, and
the only apparatus required will be the cells
of our own -brain.

No Jamming.

-

Examination of the ninety million cells
forming the most important part of the
human brain shows that about 99 per cent
of these cells are inactive. This 99 per cent

of the brain is awaiting development, and
its development must be in the direction
of new senses-new forces of untold magnitude which will be possessed by our de-

But when we speak of communication
with beings of other worlds, the simple
proportions of our little world are upset.
Some of the stars, similar to our sun, which
may have similar planets circulating around
them, are so far away that even travelling
at the speed of light it would take us many'
millions of years to get there:
Thus, if our descendants' new senses

enable them to see or hear the people of a
planet which is twenty million light years

distant from the earth, our descendants
will only see or hear the beings that are
existing at the present time on the planet.
For those light and other wireless waves
will hare -taken twenty million years to
reach the earth. And we of to -day will

have been dead and buried for twenty
million years.

scendants.

But, says the matter-of-fact, common-

hearing were .created and developed, as the
necessity arose, as there came tki be, a use

sense critic, if the race develops a wireless

sense of hearing thus Outlined, the individual

H.F. AMPLIFICATION.

things, so will a wireless sense be developed
in the super beings of that time.

overwhelmed. What discord ! What jam-

(Centioted from previous page.)

for them in the great natural scheme of
The " Radio " Sense.

That such a sense must develop-absurd
as it sounds-is a natural sequence. We

have reached the limits of our orthodox five
senses ; we want more. With our eyes we

can see but a very short distance, as dis-

tances go in the world. Likewise do we hear

but over a short distance, except by artificial means. The human race is ever
trying to see farther, to hear more. Thus
radio has been discovered-a step towards
greater things ; such a little elementary
step-the groping of a blind man in a world
of light.

Similar but more elemental, from our

point' of view, must have been the striving

of the early forms of life after a sense of

hearing and sight-groping blindly and
deafly, but unceasingly.

In radio we have got at a

natural

phenomenon artificially ; radio is our
stepping -stone to another sense. Our sense

of sight is now developed to a maximum
capacity ; our eyes have not the capacity
for further expansion, as it were ; something more is needed, which in due course
will ho supplied by nature.

We have commenced to tackle the

problem artificially in radio -television, and

from that we shall develop another sense

will hear everything at, once, he will be

f+

ming.

at all. Take the case of sight. The
jamming and discord with regard to sight is
appalling, if one can but realise it. When

we look out across the street or over the
countryside, hundreds of different colours
and tints strike the eye. This means that
hundreds of sight waves-Le. wireless waves
of different wave -lengths, are striking the
retinae of our eyes. Yet we have no sense of

the chaotic -jamming which is in reality
taking place.
In that remote time when sight was slowly
coming to the human animal, he was possibly
worried by visual jamming, as even we to-

speaker 120 miles away on a 'two -foot
frame.) It is quite useless to go to the
trouble of neutralising this small valve self -

capacity if the other parts of the circuits

are inefficiently arranged. Self -oscillation
may be stopped, but the results will be most
disappointing.
The super -heterodyne has a fascination all

of its own, insomuch as it is the receiver
which you really can put down on; the draw-

inharmonious colours. But custom gradually overcame the jamming as age followed

ing -room table and go round the stations
on a loud speaker, utilising a very' small
frame aerial and without having to adjust
a multiplicity of controls, but there is an
appalling fundamental fact about this
circuit which must go against the grain of

Distance Annihilated.

One employs a large number of valves
for the simple reason that the stations you
;desire to receive use an H.F. transmission,

day can be worried by a combination of
age, and to -day a thousand different tints
do not trouble our sensitive eyes.

So it will be with these greater senses of

sight and sound which are coming to us.
Th'e jamming will be as unnoticed as the
jamming which goes on in sight to -day,
and just as we can look at one particular
thing amongst a multitude of others, so

will our descendants be able to concentrate
on one particular station, as it were, taking
no notice of anyone else.
This phenomenon will mean that wherever

every true experimenter.

and you admit your inability to build a
short-wave amplifier which is efficient,

stable, and sufficiently simply controlled
to do the work direct. I cannot help but
feel this circuit is a monument of shame to
the ingenuity of wireless designers, and
whenever I utilise or demonstrate my own
it is with a feeling that it has to be made
excuses
about.

for rather

than to be boasted
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Imagine the expressions

of real enthusiasm that
are heard on Christmas
morning ! And what gifts
are better calculated to

please than those that

/01707/7/0

bring
All good Radio Dealers have these', Polar" Christmas Presents in

stock, and will readily give a demonstration of "Polar" Sets.

to the home of

your friends Radio and
all that Radio means?

Radio Communication Co., Ltd.,
66, Oxford Road,
MANCHESTER.

Barnes,
LONDON, S.W.13.

125, Hope Street,
GLASGOW.
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BEAJAMIN

OA

N

OA

1

N

t

l&

1

VALVE HOLDER
This is the usual view of the

Benjamin Valve Holder without
attachments.

Price 2/9 each.

0

FA

N

The one-piece

N
0,

spring feature
length of tempered metal, cut and shaped to form the
VALVE HOLDER
AND GRID LEAK
Nickel -plated copper clips on a
rigid insulating bar carry a Dubilier Dumetohm 2 megohm Grid
Leak. Wiring and space saved,
perfect connections assured.

Price 5/3 complete.

soldering tag and the valve pin socket, and the spring.
Most anti-microphonic valve holders have in place of

this two or three strips of metal soldered or rivetted
together.
In time, the joints work loose and become
The BENJAMIN Valve Holder with its one-piece
spring feature overcomes this difficulty.
The BENJAMIN Valve Holder has also four other important

Valves can be inserted or removed easily and
safely.

your valves and completely disperses all microphonic
noises, can be purchased either alone or with the attachshown on the left. Sold by radio retailers everywhere.

VALVE HOLDER, GRID

The same as above but with the

Price 7/- complete.
PATENT NOS:
222085-1923
250431-1925
REGD. DESIGN: No. 714847

te
2

MN

LEAK AND CONDENSER

&

113

It allows the valve to float in any direction.

Valve legs cannot possibly foul the baseboard.
Both terminals and soldering tags are provided.
This world-famous component, which trebles the life of

addition of a Dubilier Fixed Condenser (.0203 mfd.). Grid Leak
can be in series or parallel. Wit.
ing entirely dispensed with, space
saved, installation simplified,
connection troubles banished.

S

features:-

(3)
(4)

d

g

`noisy.'

(1)
(2)

2

IZI

is a BENJAMIN Anti-Microphonic Valve Holder
turned upside down. The four metal strips you see are
the patent BENJAMIN one-piece springs-each a complete

N

Mr

an

This

12

5

g

gd
6.N

&
k.

Clearer Tone, Anti-microphonic

VALVE HOLDER

PP,A

I td

British Made

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Works

Brant wood

BENJAMIN-Makers

of

Tottenham,

things

London,

more

N.17

useful
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MORE ABOUT

4

"THE KING OF THE AIR,"

4

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
Mr. Harris continues in this article to give readers further important details about his latest and moat interesting
receiver -" The King of the Air."

THE vernier dials illustrated in this set
are made by the Brooklyn Metal

In wiring up the components on -the -front

4

procedure with all the other parts requir-

Corporation. I have chosen them because

panel to those on the top of the baseboard
one naturally follows the usual practice.
The method of joining the components on
the top of the baseboard to those below is
as follows :
As an example, take the method of joining

Some readers may wonder why I have
used one condenser of .0005 mfd. and one
of .0003 mfd., when both the coils to
which these condensers are connected are
coupled coils, and it might appear that the

vernier dials available which can be substituted without loss of efficiency.

the filament connection of the valve socket
to the wiring underneath the panel. For
this purpose I suggest that you take a piece

The reason for the choice is that as different
types of coils are used, and as one is affected

The Cabinet.

from the tip of one end, and bend this over

Stamping Co., and are obtainable in
this country front The Rothermel Radio

their appearance seems to suit the particular type of cabinet I had in mind, but
there are a number of other excellent

An experienced constructor may desire

to put the set into a cabinet of his own

of insulated wire, remove the insulation

L fashion, so that the longer part of the
wire can be pushed through the hole in the

choice or one that he happens to have by
him, but if this is done no attempt should
be made to alter the relative positions of
parts, for the set has been worked out to
the parts in their positions, and I cannot
indicate that it will function correctly if

ing connection to the back of the panel.

same size of condenser would suit each.

by the aerial coupling, the use of a larger
condenser with the first coil makes sure

that the full tuning range of the second coil
is also covered by the first.
The use of the multiple
fixed condenser in series with
the aerial is a considerable
advantage. In the particular
form of aerial coupling so
popular at present the

the disposition of parts is altered.
The more efficient the H.F. portions of a
set, the more important becomes the question of detail lay -out. A number of changes
could probably be made without sacrificing

method in which a definite
size of coil in the aerial circuit

efficiency, but whether or not certain changes

advantages.

serves to couple the , aerial to
a second circuit which is
tuned, the first coil having no

tuning of its own, has many

would be efficient can only be decided by
practical trials.
The cabinet is rather an expensive item

Series Condensers.

Now that the " broadcast

in the construction. of a set, but I have

range " on
waves
metres,

may obtain a suitable cabinet at a minimum
cost, I have arranged with the Unica Cabinet

metres, there

completely upsetting the.

with a bottle:of stain and varnish and full

t:ormal functioning of this type
cf coupling, which is dependent for its efficiency upon

particulars for assembly.
Concerning the Wiring.

the fact that the aerial coil is

panel and the bent -over portion will just

this portion of the work himself. Many, I

it is to be connected. Having passed the
wire through the panel in this way, solder
the connection to the particular lug, and
repeat the process with all the other parts
that require connection from front to back.
When you have made the connections to
the front, turn the panel over, and you will
naturally find a large number of projecting

parts indicated. All the wood is cut ready

to fit and, indeed, the whole cabinet can

be fitted together without the use of a
single screw, nail or brad, although the

use of these, together with glue, is recommended for a permanent job.
Owing to adoption of the " top and
bottom ' method of thing components
to the baseboard in the " King of the
Air," the wiring diagram

has

to

shown in a different form from usual.

be
On

the other hand, the method of mounting

parts makes the wiring both short and
simple, although the method of wiring up
is slightly different from the normal.

not exactly tuned to the wavelength that we are to receive.
Imagining, then, that the
aerial coil happens to tune with the aerial to

Looking down into the finished set, showing battery compartment.

it can be obtained finished for £2 12s. 6d.,

am sure, will like to assemble from the

a

tune with one particular station on the broadcast band,

and despatched to the reader, together

if the reader does not desire to carry out

always

will be such that it will exactly

ready for fitting, it is packed up in a parcel

that appeared last week, The cost of the
cabinet in this form is 35s. but, of course,

is

danger that the size of the
coil with a particular aerial

Co. to supply this particular' cabinet in
" knock -down form," which means that
after the wood has been cut and made

How the cabinet will arrive and how it is
assembled was indicated in the photographs

the shorter

is from 200 to 600
and not, as used
to be the case, 300 to 500

always felt that a good set merits a good
cabinet. However, in order that readers

reach to the particular soldering lug to which

a particular wave -length, how can we dettine

it? Obviously, by putting in series a fixed
condenser. If we use such a condenser
we alter the wave -length to which the aerial

is now tuned, but there will still be one

frequency in which the state will be found
as before.. We now understand that when
endeavouring. to cover a very large wave-

band it is advisable to have two or three

wires.

fixed condensers available, and the particu-

The Tuning Controls.

gives the home constructor a choice of any

lar model-made by the C.A.V. Ltd.-

On consulting the back -of -panel wiring

diagram you will be able to take each
of

these wires individually

and

bend

them over to make connection with the
fixed resistors and the common negative
bus -bar. You can now follow a similar

value between .0001 and .0015 mfd. by

using combinations of five fixed condensers
moulded into the one casing.
The values of these condensers are

.0001, .0002, .0003, .0005, but in my set
(Continued on next page.)
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type-Burndept snake a good clip for this
purpose, or one can use the old-fashioned

"KING OF THE AIR."

tie -clip just as effectively, or even a small

(Continued from p;.erious pag,?.)

bulldog paper clip-and it is but the work

*

of a moment to try which of the fixed

I have soldered the coil connection on the
set to the eonsmon - terminal, which has
simply 000 printed on it. The aerial lead
is brought to a spring clip of any suitable

condensers suits the wave -length we are
covering.

Do not imagine, however, that the constant readjustment of the fixed condenser

:
all 111111PISIIIII
P3

i

fr'PING or BASEBOARD
( 75P)
The smaller circles are pins.

is necessary when tuning youwill be able
to cover a wide band of wavelengths with
one value only, and it is only when you are
endeavouring to get -rid of a flatness of
tuning on one particular wave -length that
you will be compelled to change the value.
Another value of. the Series condenser is

that it increases the selectivity of the set,
(Continued on page 989.)
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This diagram shows the cenn cticas made by the wiles coming through the baseboard, as described on another page.
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Becausewhen the filament is "lighted"
so dull that Ediswan found

J{the glow is

it essential to provide an "inspection window "
to enable the 'user to see whether the valve is
operating. The low current consumption of the
new Quarter -Watt POINT ONE ECONOMY
Valves is a remarkable feature in itself.

2 -VOLT

TYPES:
D.R.2.
DETECTOR

G.P.2.
GENERAL
PURPOSE

R.C.2.
RESISTANCE
COUPLING

Use TYPE
P.V.2. with
above (and in
all 2 -volt
stages) for
L0UDSPEAKER
Results.

The moment you buy a valve you are either investing
your money in years of enjoyment ... or disappointment.
The new EdisWan Quarter -Watt POINT ONE ECONOMY
Valves are specially made to render a service entirely free from
trouble, with absolute purity of tone, full volume, absence of
microphonic noises, with low current consumption. They
last, and last, and last !

HAVE YOU MADE THE R.A. THREESOME !
This remarkable resistance -coupled receiver (employing R.C.2. and P.V.2. Valves and
the Ediswan Coupling Unit) has proved itself to be unexcelled for pure, undistorted
reception, with an abundance of volume. You can make it in an evening for L3, or less.
Do it now ! Let the R.C. Threesome provide the music for your Christmas party.

BLUE -PRINT & INSTRUCTION BOOK FREE
Fill in the Coupon

.

.

tear it out

.

.

.

Send it now !

E CP I SIVA AI
To THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.,

Fit
EDIS WAN
VALVES

and nurse
your set.

LTD., Jame

lPublicity)

123'5. Queen Victoria St., London,E.C.4
Please send, post free. presentation
copies of the
R.C. Threesome"

Instruction Boo.' and Blue Print.

P.11%18-12-1926.

-. _

-Address
DLEASE USE
BLOCK LETTERS

V.13

1.111111111.MIEMENag
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If you are making

the R.0. ThreesomeTo get the wonderful results obtained with" the
original R.C. Threesome Set, you should
use identical components.
The Coil Holder used is a "Lotus" Left Hand
Two -Way Coil Holder ; the three Valve
Holders are "Lotus " Buoyancy Valve
Holders, with terminals.

Wireless experts decided that these
were best for a very important experiment ; that they would get most out
of the set on which depended the
very high reputation of the
famous Ediswan Valves.
They were not disappointed. YOU
will be more than pleased. with
the R.C. Threesome performance, if you fit " Lotus "

Valve Holders and Coil
Holder.
From all Radio Dealers.

man
COMPONENTS
"LOTUS" COMPONENTS USED IN THE R.C.
THREESOME RESISTANCE COUPLING SET :
Two -Way Inside Mounting Left Hand Coil
Holder

7/ -

"Lotus" Buoyancy Valve Holder with Ter-

minals.

GARNETT, WHITELEY &

2/6

CO.

LTD. - BROADGREEN ROAD - LIVERPOOL.
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a wide band) where the set will burst into

" KING OF THE AIR."
(Continued from page 986.)

+

and in some cases, where the volume of the
station you are receiving is ample, and you

can afford to cut it down, your selectivity
may be greatly increased by altering the
fixed condenser value by trial.

oscillation. When this point has been found

adjust the neutralising condenSer turn by
turn, at each adjustment swinging the
second condenser backwards and forwards,

until a point is found where the set just
does oscillate: Repeat the process by
setting the first condenser about half -way,

and if the set is stable there repeat it at
the top end of the scale. It is highly

probable that if the stabilisation has been

Choice of Valves.

carried out at the bottom end of the reading,
the set will be stable throughout the whole

While this set works well with two, four,
or six -volt valves, it is necessary that the
first three valves should be of the H.F.

Now try the reaction control, and g all
is well and the correct voltages have been

range.

one of the several makes of spade terminal
fitted with coloured insulators with red for
positive and black for negative. The grid
bias leads (one positive and two negatives)

should be fitted with wander plugs, pre-

ferably of a different colour from those used

for the H.T. leads.
There are, as you will notice, three H.T.
positives. The H.T. negative is not taken
to the set, bat goes straight from the H.T.
negative terminal of the 11.T. battery to the
positive terminal of the accumulator. Similarly the positive grid bias connection goes
straight to the negative of the accumulator,

and the earth lead is also taken to the
negative of the accumulator.

As an aid to identifying the H.T. leads
quickly, I would suggest you put one knot

in the H.T. positive 1, two knots in the
H.T. positive 2, and three knots on the
H.T. positive 3.

Choice of Voltages.

The L.T. accumulator will, of course,

be that of the valves you happen to be
using, and you will naturally choose the fixed
resistors according to the valves adopted. For
H.T. positives the following are suggested :
H.T. positive 1 feeds both the H.F.

valve and the detector. About 60 volts
generally serves here.
H.T. positive 2 feeds the first note

magnifier through the 100,000 ohms high
resistance. A voltage of 120 should be
used here.
H.T. positive 3 feeds the last power

valve or super power valve, as the case
may be, and here you should use 120 volts
(unless the particular valve you are using
is designed for work for a lower maximum
type, and the last is preferably a power valve,

better still, particularly for the local

station, one of the newer super power
valves, in two, four, or, six -volt variety.
It is not generally realised that the choice
of the correct valves is becoming increasingly, important., and -an unsuitable, valve

will not only give poor signals, but may
reduce the selectivity to a very marked
extent.

At the same time, those amateurs who
are fortunate enough to possess several

valves should try experiments, particularly
in the detector stage, although personally
have found the H.F. valve (not because
of any special " H.F." properties, but
'because it happens to suit the transformer)
to be particularly suitable here.
Neutralising.

One generally speaks of " neutralising "

such a circuit, but I think the better
term would really be stabilising, for a
complete neutralisation is not always a
most desirable state. So long as the set
will not oscillate without reaction over the
whole wave -band for which it is designed,

a slight amount of " feed -back " can be
allowed to remain, giving us additional
reaction amplification, and reducing the
damping in the circuit, thus adding to its
selectivity.
In stabilising the present set, the reaction
condensers should be set at zero, the aerial

disconnected, and the first condenser set

used, the set should pass in and out of

oscillation quite smoothly. You can then
connect the aerial and earth as previously

voltage than this), and the grid bias must
be carefully adjusted according to Vie
maker's directions.

(Continued on Page 1019.)

described.

Aerial Earth and Battery Connections.

-

The aerial connection is taken to the
spring clip referred to, and the earth is
connected to the negative of the L.T.
battery or accumulator.

The flexible leads

passing from the set to the batteries are
already indicated on the wiring diagram,
so will give no trouble. In the particular
form of cabinet used there is space at the
back for an H.T. battery (or rather two
separate H.T. batteries) giving in all 120
volts.

Above this is a shelf upon which the
accumulator may be stood, together with
the grid bias battery. Although
a partition is provided to
separate the battery compart-

ment from the set compartment, this is not necessary,
and indeed I would suggest it

be dispensed with so as to
enable you to make adjustments to the leads convenient-

However, some readers
may prefer the partition and
the manufacturers are therely.

fore supplying it.

Once the leads have been
connected you may have a

at a low value, say ten degrees. The second
condenser should then be moved backwards

slight trouble in identifying

condenser has been set at a minimum

that the positii-e and negative

and forwards, when, if the neutralising

them if you are not careful,
and for this reason I suggest

position, a point will be found (sometimes

battery leads be finished in

Finish oft the " pigtails

with scaling wax or Chatterton's compound.
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" Do You See What S.T.'s Have Done ?"
"They've insured every one of their valves with Lloyd's ; not just against
breakage or anything like that, but against them going phut in your set.
When you heard what a big improvement I got on my Solodyne when I
changed over to S.T.'s, you said it was too good to last-in spite of their talk
about them being built like the Pyramids. Well, I don't know what you
think, but when the best known insurance people in the world will take on a
thing like that, which for 22 years has been considered far too much of a
risk, it's certain, they're convinced, anyway.
S.T.'s say, here; in their advertisement that they'll replace instantly any valve
which does not 'give a thoroughly satisfactory life. They can't treat you any
more decently than that, can they ?
What's good enough for Lloyd's ought to be good enough for you. It's not my
affair, but if I were you, I'd buy S.T.'s at once. Thit don't be put off with
something ' just as good.' Walk out if they.try that stunt on you;

TYPES & PRICES
2 -VOLT.
S.T.21 (H.F.) 01 amp. 14 S.T.22 (L.F. and Det.)
0'1 amp.

14 -

S.T.23 (P o w e r) 0'15
amp.
18 6

4 -VOLT.

6 -VOLT.

S.T.41 (H.F. and Det.)
14 0'1 amp

S.T.61 (H.F. and Det.)
18 6
0'1 amp
S.T.62 (Power) 0'1 amp. 18 6
S.T.63 (Super Power)
22 6
0'25 amp.

S.T.42 (Power) 0'1 amp. 18 6
S.T.43 (Super Power)
22 6
0'25 amp.

If you arc unable to obtain an S.T. valve from your local retailer, write direct to
us, or call. All valves will be sent by post and insured by us.against breakage.
C.O.D. orders executed on receipt of postcard.

S.T. LTD., 2, Melbourne Place, Aldwych, LONDON, W,C.2.
(Next to Australia House).
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sorrow that it was the minority tha

embodied novel or even modern designs.
For instance, there were very few " straight

Results of the
`P.W."Constructors'
Competition.
4- - 4. e-0000000 1-

line " models and fewer still employing

dual or gang .controls.

Also very little heed

appeared to have been paid to capacity
values-these seem to have been given
very

cavalier

consideration.

Capacities

ranged from -0002 to .002 mfd. and very

infrequently was anything near to
registered.

-001

The standard of workmanship
was,- however, very high throughout this

.......

class.

-

In Class C, which was devoted to novel receiving set componentsthere appeared to be
considerable unconscious imitation of manufactured components. At least we trust it

was unconscious, because the word "

" clearly does not apply to home-

made versions of standard radio products.

For instance, there were dozens of regenera-

tive and tapped tuners and fine tuning
devices absolutely identical in design to
similar articles as seen in catalogues and
;Flop windows.

Original but Not Practical.

The anti -microphone valve holder re-

ceived close attention, but there were Very

few that had the slightest pretensions to

FIVE huge tables each stacked with
hundreds of pieces of apparatus-that
was the sight that greeted us as we
entered the large room set aside for the
entries to " P.W.'s " great constructors'
competition. And our first glimpse of that

Also -a number of entries that would,

perhaps,

in other

circumstances

have

merited much closer attention, failed to

gain this because they did not answer to the

lilitsfisfistia9999119991111111111911111991111111filfilinnim

orderly assembly assured us that the task
of adjudication was going to be no easy

LIST OF PRIZE WINNERS.

had eliminated all but a few of the entries,
these being set aside far further examination and, where necessary, further careful

(L.I'. Anylt:fier Unit).

one.

The object of including this class (Class C)

least are not lacking in that essential in-

1st.-E. DELLAMORE, 20, Casseliden

ventor's quality-imagination.

Road, Harlesden, N.W.

2nd.-R. G. F. MILLER, 3, Rutland

tests.
But it was a most interesting experience,
even if it had been a somewhat arduous one,

Many and varied were the variometers submitted for inchision in Class D. They ranged
in size from one measuring two feet across
down to a tiny little affair that was not much
larger than a pea. And, by the way, many

Square, Edinburgh.

CLASS " B."

and at its conclusion we felt that we had

(Variable Condensers).

been in really close touch with hundreds of
our readers. Here we had had before us

ist.-F. R. SCOGINGS, 9, Keppel Road,
East Ham.
2nd.-Geo. EDWARDS, 4, Bray Road,
Buddieum Park, Chester.

a multitridinity of the products of their
workshop's, workshops which no doubt in

cases extended no farther than kitchen
tables. Arid what of it-probably a large

tifully made, but from a practical point of
view they would not have been of any very
great value to the average constructor.

was to stimulate inventive genius, and
without question the entries taken as a
whole showed that " P.W." readers at

CLASS "A."

But after two days' hard work we

originality. Some of the devices submit ted
were weird and wonderful, and it would he
impossible to describe them in words. On
the other hand, instruments were submitted
that were distinctly original and were beau-

competitors seemed to think it was a cpm-

petition for " freaks " and curiosities in-

stead of the straightforward constructional

contest we intended it to be. We had all
types of variometers lined up in front of

CLASS " C."

(Original Components).

percentage of the prizewinners had facilities

lst.-J. H. FLETCHER, 30, Greenfoot

us in their hundreds, but all too many were
eliminated almost at first sight.

whatever

2nd.-S. BECKWITH,

Dawlish

The Most Interesting Entry.

Bowrons

supported " windings were well in evidence,
and that the ball type was well represented.
Basket coil and spider -web types were
there in fair number, but the " D " coil form
was in the minority.

no more 'elaborate than this.
handicaps

our

-

But under

Lane, Old Town, Barnsley, Yorks.

competitors

laboured, their efforts were, on the whole,
very creditable indeed.

1St.-P.

Some of the entries simply glowed with
evidence of careful, painstaking workman-

Harlesden, N.W.

It was disappointing to note
that in class " A " (home-made ampli-

(One Valve Set-limited to constructors
under 16)
ist.-F. FISHER, 67, Edenbridge
Road, Enfield. (Age 13 years.)

bered that we stated in our every announce-

parts to give them the leading places.

In our opinion the most interesting and
most prize-deservina entry in the whole
competition was the set that gained the

CLASS "E."

fier units) many readers submitted instruments consisting of manufactured components throughout. It will be remem-

design and preponderance of " home-made "

(Variometers).
BAILEY, 27,

2nd.-Alf RODGES, 224, High Street,

glance.

the standard of many other entries, both
were sufficiently far ahead in novelty of

G.

Road, Wembley.

ship, although, on the other hand, there
were many that hardly Merited a second

by the prizewinners in Class A did not reach

It was interesting' to note that "self -

CLASS "D."

" Home-made " Apparatus.

ment that " in al! cases workmanship and
design and the amount of actual homemade' apparatus will be primarily considered in the judging." Therefore, although in appearance the units submitted

78,

Road, Leyton.

=

2nd.-J. V; MIDWINTER, 17, Augustus
Road, Southflelds. (Age 15 years.)

first prize in Class E. Built by a boy aged
13, the one-valver was home-made 'practically throughout,and very nicely home-made
g.

initial category requirements. Thus loud
speakers, frame aerials and other acmisories
were entered for Class C, which we specifi-

cally stated was to be devoted to original

wireless receiving set COMPONENTS.

Many excellent variable condensers were
entered in Class B, although we noted with

at that. But most of the other sets sub-

mitted were pretty poor affairs, more especially in comparison with the above -men-

tioned one. We must take it that these

entries were fairly representative of the sort
of sets our junior amateurs are turning out,
and we can only trust that the radio societies
connected with large schools or groups of

schools will endeavour further to spread;
the cult of careful craftsmanship among
our potential Lodges and Marconis.
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P.W:Pri3o

Winners
ram

The amplifier unit which gains the first prize in
Class A. Practically every component used was
" home-made," and yet the instrument gave most
excellent results on test.

This baseboard mounting of combined variable grid condenser

and variable grid leak achieves
the premier position in Class C.

The first prize in Class B is given to the amateur
who made the above variable condenser. It embodies a novel " dual," or " gang," arrangement.

(Above) The variemeter which is the Class D first prize winner.

It stands over a foot high and has a very smooth action.

set embodying a majority of home-made
components is an easy first in Class E. The set was constructed
(Left) This one -valve

b; a 131 -year -old boy.

The first and second rrizes in each of the five classes
spectively £25 and £15 in cash.

re.
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The five second prize winning pieces
of

apparatus entered for "P.W."

Constructors' Competition are shown
on this page. There is very little to
choose between the firsts and seconds
in Classes B, C and D, and but small
points decided their respective places.
The first prize winners in Classes A
and E are, however, " miles ahead "

of any of the other entries in their
own sections.
On the left is shown the amplifier which is
awarded second prize in Class A. The valve is
contained i the case, and choke, resistance capacity, and transformer units can be plugged
in as desired.

A flexible coil -holder control which
allows a dial to be placed anywhere on a panel
and the coil -holder to be mounted at the most
(Below).

convenient point on the baseboard gains the
second prize in Class C.

This variable condenser is a beautiful piece of work and de-

servedly gains the second award in Class B. As will be noticed,
it is an S.L.F. model and is
rrovidel with ball bearings.

Above is shown the plug-in
" D " coil variometer which
is awarded the second prize

(Right) The one-valver which

manship is evinced in the
workmanship of this com-

teurs. This successful entry
gained most of its points for
performance.

in class D. Excellent craftsponent,

earns the second prize in

Class E, which was restricted

to entries from junior ama-
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More letters
ment.
of appreciation reached

ALL stations of the * -00.-0-0-00-0-0--0- 0-4- 0- 0. 0 0-0 0- -0-00-00 -00-4,0.
B.B.C.

are

co-

operating with
local authorities to help
some

officially

recog-

nised civic charity over
the Christmas season.
It is understood that the
+

toys for poor children.

*

........ 0-00-0 00-00 -0-00-00-0 ......
but there is no doubt that the vast majority

between the Gramophone industry and the
B.B.C. for Such a- long time are noW menaced. Recently there began to appear in a

B.P.C. There can be no. excuse' for superimposing a Mechanical device on the last
bats of an aria. On the other hand, it would
probably have been wiser to have dropped
the Greenwich signals from London at ten
entirely. Their occasional transmission is
not of much practical value..

The good relations that have existed

section of the Press a number of letters comparing gramophone reproduction with wire-

less broadcast reproduction, always to the
advantage of the former. This spread until

it was obvious that it was part of an

inspired campaign against broadcasting. It
then transpired that the campaign was in the
hands of the publicity agents of one of the
big gramophone groups. These

of listeners

are in agreement with the

Artistes' Fees.

Artistes are already demanding increased

fees for broadcasting as a result of the

months.

the

of broadcast reception before an independent

reproduced by wireless. The old school of
criticism will not admit that wireless reproduction ismore than a lamentable travesty of
the original. On the other hand, the B.B.C.
claim that they can demonstrate that
it is almost identical with the original.
Anyway, the challenge has been accepted.
and if the test is conducted fairly on
both sides, . some extremely

interesting
promised.

results

are

Wave -length Anxieties.

The

B.B.C. engineers

been passing through an
tremely worrying time in

have
exre-

adjusting the wave -lengths. The

theory of the common British

wave -lengths for the relays did
not work because of geographical proximity. Then there Was

are considering reprisal measures.

If the gramophone industry declare war on broadcasting they
are likely to fare no better than .

evasion and misunderstanding
on the Continent. Germany was

almost the only country apart
from Great Britain where the

the concert industry is now faring.
If, on the other hand, the
reasonable policy of the last

plans were faithfully
The
position of broadcasting in France
Geneva

and intelligently applied.

two years is allowed to remain,
then both industries should

is so confused that no stable

by

arrangements are possible. Solna

What may happen is that
one of the gramophone groups

time will elapse before the new
scheme settles down.

side.

break away from the industry and make a special exclusive arrangement with the
B.B.C. for a term of years. It
is understood that negotiations
will

Bottled Radio Again.

There `is a revival of interest
at Savoy Hill in the possibility

to this end are already in hand.

sound recording.
Authenticated news has reached
the B.B.C. of a new sound
of effective

The Time -Signal Storm.

against the superimposing

0-0" -0 *

group of their number. A controversy has
been raging about whether music can be

possibilities of the position, and

For more than a year protests.
have been reaching the B.B.C.

Challenge of the Critics

It is understood that
B.B.C. .have accepted the challenge thrown down by the
music critics to give a demonstration

agents had linked the fetters
with a general scheme of space no
buying, and there was
chance, therefore, that' broadcasting would have fair play.
Simultaneously there was a
change in attitude towards
broadcasting on the part of
individual members of the
The
industry.
gramophone
B.B.C. are fully alive to the

continue to flourish side

performance

this

than in the case of any
other programme feature in the past twelve

The B.B.C. and Christmas Charities-Broadcasting and GramophonesThe Time -Signal Storm-LArtistes' Fees-Flotsam and Jetsam-Wavelength Anxieties-Bottled Radio Again-The New Theatre Agreement.

Broadcasting and Gramophones.

recorder evolved on the Con-

?dr. Rex Palmer, Director of the London station, before the microphone at
Savoy Hill

the six -dot seconds from
Greenwich on whatever transmission might
be in progreSs at ten o'clock nightly. All
of

of

FROM OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

London station will do its
best for the Lady Mayor-

ess's Fund to provide

Savoy Hill on account

BROADCAST NOTES.

music -lovers were naturally up in arms

against such an atrocity. The general public
likewise became restive. In the end the
Savoy Hill people were forced to pay attention to the protests. After careful consideration, it was decided to put out the six -dot
seconds always from 5 X X at four and ten ;

and from London at ten, when possible.
This arrangement, taken in conjunction
with the frequent transmission of Big

Ben, was believed to be the best solution of
the difficulty. When it was impossible to give
the six -dot seconds from London, then the
announcer was to transmit the time by the
studio clock before beginning the news
bulletin.. The change has resulted in a new
storm of protest, partieularly in Glasgow ;

This is stated to
represent a great improvement

tinent.
on

the Vox Haus

machine

prospective increase in B.B.C. revenue next
year. Several well-known artistes have been
dropped in consequence of these premature

brought out last year and investigated by

B.B.C. will have to pay a good deal more
liberally next year, both to artistes and to

Mr. Walter Payne, for the Society of West
End Theatre Managers, expresses himself as
well pleased with the development of negoti-

demands. But there is no doubt that the

authors. The Musicians' Union, too, is plan-

ning another big campaign against the
B.B.C. and proposes a lightning strike of all
broadcasting orchestras if its fresh demands

are not met immediately. Altogether the
troubles of the Corporation promise to be
in no wise less than those of the Company.
Flotsam and Jetsam.

That these artistes were to broadcast wa
exclusively announced on this page. Their
work was so well received that the B.B.C.

are trying to arrange a return engage-

B.B.C. engineers in Germany.
The New Theatre Agreement.

ations for a new agreement between the

theatres and the B.B.C. It will be recalled
that the present agreement which expires
on December 31st, allowed the B.B.C. to
take 26 excerpts of thirty minutes each during the year ; excluded first -nights, and
recommended that normally the excerpts

should be taken on Friday or Saturday.
This agreement seems to have satisfied
both parties and is to be continued with
some

minor

the B.B.C.

relaxations in

favour of
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A TRANSFORMER

USE LISSEN FIXED CONDENSgRS, TOO, Mica & Mansbridge

WITHOUT A PRECEDENT

Type
LISSEN Mica Type CONDENSERS
Small energy -conserving condensers-note the
new case which enables the condenser to'be
used upright or flat. At present the new case
is available only in the most used capacities,
but will quickly become a LISSEN standard.

g
Capacities.0001 to .001 V- each (much reduced).
.002 to 006 1 6 each (much reduced).
Accurate to 5% -they never leak-they

never vary.

LISSEN Mansbridge Type
CONDENSERS

a GREAT CHOKE as well as
a GREAT TRANSFORMER !

)1/4

To a fine LISSEN quality condenser is added
the specially moulded case-the condenser
cannot short circuit on to its case. The new
LISSEN case protects you if the condenser is
used in any circuit connected straight on to
the electric light mains. And due to our new
policy- of direct- to- dealer distribution this
LISSEN Condenser costs no more than the
ordinary type.

Transformer and Choke coupled amplifiers give greater and better
volume per stage than resistance capacity coupled amplifiers (popularly
referred to as r.c. sets). Less skill is also required in balancing an r.e.
circuit to suit the valves used, an important point which requires careful
watching in r.e. sets. No special high tension voltage is necessary for
transformer and choke couplinis,. either. Transformers and Chokes are
widely used, therefore, for excellent reasons. The advantage of being
able to use a Transformer also as a Choke is obvious. And
NOT ONLY IS THE NEW LISSEN A GREAT TRANSFORMER, but
by the simple act of connecting two of its four terminals together, we
have found it to be A GREAT CHOKE, ALSO.
LISSEN has therefore given you a radio part that saves you buying
two parts-for a single LISSEN Transformer now enables you to make
use of the two most used methods of low frequency amplification.

FOR USE AS A CHOKE :

1
'2
'25
'5
2'0

-

3,4
3 10
4.0

-

LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS

All you have to do is to connect together the terminal marked O.P. to the terminal marked
LS. Then take a connection from the remaining two terminals, and you have a HIGHLY
EFFICIENT CHOKE. Your dealer will show you how easily you can do this if you do

not already know. Ask him.
Test this new Lissen as a Transformer against the most expensive Transformer you
know of-test it as a Choke against the most expensive Choke you know of. If within

seven days you find a better Transformer or a better Choke, no matter how high its price,
then take the new LISSEN back to your dealer. It is significant that LISSEN has

unhesitatingly withdrawn in favour of this new LISSEN all the previous expensive
LISSEN transformers which have been on the market for several years.
USE IT AS A TRANSFORMER-USE IT AS A CHOKE, either way it AMPLIFIES
FULLY EVERY NOTE, EVERY TONE, EVERY HARMONIC, EVERY OVERTONE.

Never again pay a high price for a transformer- this new LISSEN will replace any
transformer mentioned or used in any circuit. Choose your own transformer, and your
own parts. Remember there are many advertising manufacturers, and that they expect
a share of the use and mention of their products in any circuit published in periodicals.
You can gain in performance and in economy if you choose your own transformer and
other parts, for LISSEN now gives you keen prices as well as LISSEN quality.

GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
Resistance ratio 4 to
Turns ratio 3 to 1.
Use it for 1, 2, or 3 stages L.F.

24
26
28

01 to '09

1.

A case of these was left on our factory roof
during the summer of 1925, soaked in rain,

baked by sun, and the resistance value of these
leaks never altered.
All capacities, previously 1/8. Now 1/- each.

L.csseN

Pir4-EAal
Improve every circuit by using LISSEN
parts wherever you can-save money, toe

-for now you get keen prices as well as
fine quality.

LISSEN LIMITED,
8-16, FRIARS LANE,
RICHMOND, SURREY.
(Managing Director : Thos. N. Cole.)

/t is suitable for all circuits and all valves you will want to use

L. ;fix
-

2Pg40§01NO%VA.W.;AN00.4i~§4),.`i413§%;3§4%*4.4.%

:51
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Ref. Nos.
31

AN ALL-WAV E SUPER -HET.
Designed by FRANK PHILLIPS, M.I.E.E.

EASILY CONSTRUCTED. DESIGNED TO WORK
ON ALL WAVES, WITH A FRAME OR SHORT
INDOOR AERIAL.

Low ratio, L.F. Transformer, recommend

32

any good make of 2.7-1 ratio, for best results.
Burndept Potentiometer of either 25o or 50o

34-37

those fitted to reaction condenser.
Grid Leaks should be mounted between clips

ohms -fitted with knob and dial to match

on pieces of ebonite and those connected to
the grid of first valve (oscillator) and sixth
valve (first L.F.) must not be lower than
ce25 megohms or have a higher value than
0.5 -megohms.

38

Fixed Condenser .00005 mfds. is rather diffi-

cult to obtain, but two ,aoot types can be
connected in series as substitute.

1. The Burndept " All -Wave " Super Heterodyne Receiver has been designed for
those who deSire to construct a Broadca.5t

Receiver of extreme selectivity and enormous range, giving absolutely faithful reproduction. The instrument is designed to
receive on all waves from 5o to 3,000 metres,

and can be used with a frame or ordinary

in the latter case it need not be a
large one, in fact twenty or thirty feet of

4. The'finished appearance of the Receiver
will be illustrated in the next issue but on
this page is a complete theoretical diagram,
in which every component is numbered, the
numbers being repeated on a large lay -out
and wiring diagram which can be supplied,

6. The valves and the functions they per-

form will now be dealt with under the
various reference numbers against each
valve holder.
Ref. Nos.
Takes

No. 487,/a.

2

aerial ;

5. The following comments concerning some

3-4

wire, ten or twelve feet high, will bring in
stations all over Europe, while a short
length of wire stretched across' a roam, or

reference numbers will no doubt be of

5

around a picture rail will enable quite a

of the components under their respective
assistance to the constructor :
t-4

2. As no doubt the construction of an ina great number of amateurs, who already
have components by them, the values for

(8 to 13), which can be changed at any time
to try out new valves. It is essential for
resistors to be inserted in the correct sockets

strument of this type will be undertaken by

as

to those obtained from instruments coniu

our

Research

20-24

and wire, as construction is proceeded with
in the following manner :
i. Take a wooden base board, par x 81" z<

2. Fit an ebonite strip tor x
3

25-26

x r with ter-

dyne transformers, potentiometer, etc., on the
front panel of ebonite, 20" X 9" x ft,' and wire
up.

4. Screw front panel to other edge of base board
and link up the two assemblies and terminals
together.

5. The instrument is now complete and can be

tested, if correct, it can be slipped straight into
its cabinet, the front panel fitting flush and the
terminals projecting through a slot provided at
the back.

Nos. s and 2, type H. 512 in 3, 4; 5 and 6, and
type LL.525 (or L.525) in No. 7.
Burndept Universal Coil Plugs with side
terminals and soldering tags which are fitted

across it, the pin. When screwing these components to base board, care should be taken
not to reverse pin and socket and also to space
plugs apart the correct amount.
Variable Condensers .000s mfds. should be of
reliable make and fit in space allowed in layout. The type recommended is where moving

20

usually supplied as a kit of three, perfectly
matched.

CjIlly.11.

20,

arranged by the position of resistor.
Takes a special power valve, type LL.525 of
very low impedance to suit up-to-date horn
and cone type loud speakers. It is, of course,
possible to use other makes of valves having
same characteristics as above but unless the
constructor has sufficient technical knowledge
to define what exactly are required, it would
be as well to keep to those mentioned.

Takes the " Aerial Tuning Coil," which is
removed -when a franie aerial is used, It is
tuned to required wave -lengths by condenser
25.

21

Takes " Reaction Coil " for increasing strength
of signals. The amount of energy fed to input

circuit is controlled by Condenser 27, which

can be varied so far as to cause the aerial

circuit to oscillate. This should be avoided
except on waves of about 6o metres or below-,
regarding which see Paragraph 9. On powerful

nearby stations the reaction coil can be re-

To

obtain the necessary fine adtustment the condensers should be fitted with dials such as the
Burndept Ethovernier or Super Vernier
type.
27 Variable Condenser .00006 mfds.
Special
type reaction condenser is supplied with
pointer knob and aluminium scale.
28-20- Burndept Super -Heterodyne Transformers,

type H.512, controlled by Resistor 18, which

-

hole fixing condensers are not recommended.

nor those with vernier incorporated.

valves because of the resistance -capacity
coupling.
Takes the resistance -coupled L.F. valve,

Ref.

should be exactly as shown in lay -out, one

3o

second Detector, Burndept type
H.512, controlled by Resistor 17. This valve

7. Coming now to the coils to plug into the
coil plugs, 20 to 24, to adjust the instrument
to. receive on various wave -length ranges,
the reference numbers are again utilised for
the plugs.

plates are connected to metal end plates.
Connections to fixed and moving plates

minals and screw to one edge of base board.
Assemble 3 variable condensers, 3 super -hetero-

Takes

has a negative bias impressed on the grid,
7

valves may be destroyed.

with a socket and a pin ,are shown in the
wiring diagram, the plain circle representing
the socket, and the circle with double lines

3. The Receiver is very easy to assemble
upon which all valve holders, resistor holders,
coil plugs, transformer and fixed condensers
should be mounted and wired up.

otherwise

Number 14 is 121 ohms, /5 and 17 are 71
ohms each, 16 is 4 ohms, 18 is to ohms, and
19 is 3 ohms. These values are correct for
Burndept valves, type H.L 5t2 in holders

types of components be used to those listed
to enable results to be obtained equivalent
structed and tested
Department.

6

required, being screwed into six adaptors

the various items are shown, but where
possible it is recommended that similar

Takes two intermediate Frequency Amplifiers, being two Burndept type H. 312, controlled by one Resistor 16.

and the next are both high amplification

Ref. Nos.

Burndept Flanged Valve Holders are recommended being fitted with soldering tags and
terminals, to screw down on base board.
5-7 Burndept Anti -Phonic Holders strongly recommended for last three valves, but of no
advantage for others.
14-19 Five different values of Fixed Resistors arc

number of stations to he received. Within
ten miles of a broadcast station an aerial is
not necessary at all.

oscillator valve, Burndept type
H.L.5i2, controlled by Resistor 14.
Takes first Detector, Burndept type ILL.51 2,
controlled by resistor 15.

moved.
22

Takes " Coupling Coil," which picks up energy
.from oscillator coils 23 and 24.

23

Takes " Oscillator Grid Coil," tuned by condenser 26 to approximately 5o kilo -cycles

24

above or below incoming wave.
Takes Oscillator Plate Coil," which has to be
of such size to enable Coil 23 to oscillate,

8. The following table indicates the best

Burndept coils to Use in each
position to receive on various

,0.11.:2

ea - Coin sa.L.

/maw*, Grid

t

e4 -

wave -lengths :
,ll

Cod

>

C.:

b=<

35-50
50-8o
70-140
530-300
275-550

-a.

Os
3
5

15

35
5o

500-l000 too
900-1600 150
1200-2200 200
1800-3400 300

esl

4.;
.?
set

NU

CIN

045S

4'4 au
5

to
25
50
75

15o
150
200
300

3

0

3

5
IO

5

15

55

35
6o
100

25
35
40
5o
6o

5

5 Or TO

5 or to

15 or 20
35 or 40

75
150 I00
200 150
300 zoo

MAIM.
995/40i.

r
ADVT. OF BURNDEPT WIRELESS LTD,

9. Coils are not required in plugs
23 and 24 when receiving waves
below 6o metres, better results
being obtained by using sufficient reaction (Condenser 27) to
make input
continuously
reception.

circuit

giVing

oscillate,

autodyne
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AN ALL -WAVE SUPER -HET.

must be used, but the best results are not
obtained if the'LL.525 valve is used in the
last stage of Receiver. Take great care to
connect the
terminal of the set to the
Loud Speaker
(those with cord connections usually have a red thread in + cord).
Any Loud Speaker, providing the resistance :does not exceed Soo ohms, may be

Designed by FRANK PHILLIPS, M.I.E.E.

II.

used and faithful reproduction will be
obtained.

so. The method of connecting various types
of aerial ere as follows :

that is, not to reverse any + and - connec-

A standard r6 -volt tapped grid

16., It is possible to substitute for the last

An ordinary aerial should be con-

battery- should be used and the plugs in-

valve LL.525 type L.525 'which will reduce

serted to give correct grid bias to last valve,
depending of course, on the type used. At
t2o-volts H.T. if using an LL.525, the grid
bias should be - 16 -volts, or with an
L.525 - 7.1 -volts.

the consumption of high tension battery
current by nearly one half, and is recom-

(a)

nected to the terminal A and the
earth wire, if any, to F. If reception
below So metres is taking place,
however, it is better not to connect

the aerial at all but place it about
a foot away from the coils. This
type of aerial necessitates the use
of coils 20 and 21.
(b)

To get best results from a frame
aerial it should be tapped a few turns

from plate end, thus tapping going

to F and ends of frame to P and
G, no coils being required in 20 and
21 as reaction is obtained by means

tions.

r3. The L.T. battery must be an accumulator Of 6 -volts, being. 5o or 6o ampere hours

(actual) which should operate the set for
about a ,fortnight without recharging. A
small booklet can be supplied regarding
suitable charging apparatus for these
accumulators, W.P. too. This supply, of
course, should be connected to L.T. terminals on back of instrument.
14. 'The High Tension Battery for
an instrument of

this kind must be

ample size as
current consumption is rather
high, and to obtain
faithful reproduction it is necessary
that the full voltage
of

the

he

and absence of unnecessary components on panel.

of tap.

Assuming a frame about

2 foot square, use ten or twelve turns

of wire (tapped 4 or 5 turns from
plate end) for 250-55o metres, while
for 1,000 to 2,000 metres between 4o

and 5o turns (tapped ten or twelve
turns). Separate frames are recom-

mended from the point of view of
efficiency on the shorter waves.
CONSTRUCTION.

II. The lay -out and wiring diagram which
can be supplied is so detailed as to make it
unnecessary to give elaborate instructions
regarding construction but the sequence
of operations detailed' in Paragraph 3
should be observed. I t is recommended that
all battery ..vire be run flat on base-

serious disadvantage, namely,
owing to itshigher amplification factor, the
grid cannot be operated nearly so negative
as the LL.525 and, therefore, at really full
volume a certain amount of distortion
occurs. The LL.525 type is recommended
where the high tension battery is of sufficient capacity.
17. Presuming coils have been inserted in
the five plugs, the receiver should be tuned
to the nearest broadcasting station. The
" Reaction and Volume Controls " should be
set about half -way round. Turn the two
tuning dials round more or less together, a
slight " rushing " sound being heard in the
Lond Speaker when they are synchronised.
Once the required 'station has been picked
up the " Volume Control should be ad-

has one

' may also be
adjusted to the same end. Too much
" reaction " will make the first detector

the " Reaction Control

valve oscillate, and in that condition reception will be " mushy." If volume control is

turned round too far some valves will
oscillate and a continuous whistle will be
heard. This must be avoided at all costs as
reception will be spoilt.

In order to help. further those who wish
to construct this Receiver, BURNDEPT
WIRELESS Ltd. arc prepared to supply,
for a reasonable time, their Envelope con-

being connected to H.T. -a tapping taken

the Envelope at the reduced rate on presentation of this coupon.

at 50 -volts on the 'battery to the -4- so -Volt

taining Working Instructions, Wiring Dia-

gram, and two 6 -page booklets (usually
sold at 2 6) at the reduced- rate of 1/-. Fill

in and post the coupon below, together
with remittance, and you will receive the
Alternatively,
Envelope and contents.
your Local BURN DEPT dealer will supply

terminal and the final
terminal to
be connected to the remaining -l- terminal on
t2o-volt

using bare wire air spaced, soldering all

of

joints unless a firm connection can be made
under a screw.

allow

15. The remaining pair
terminals marked
" Loud Speaker 750 "
one

Burndept

batteries to terminals at the back of set,

use of the last mentioned -valve, however,

will.give a steady flow of- current at a constant voltage. Details of apparatus for
obtaining this supply direct from the mains
will also be found in the booklet referred to
above, W.P.roo. This supply, of course,
should be connected to the terminals
marked H.T. on back of instrument. If two
batteries or accumulators are used to make
up required voltage, these should be connected in series. The remaining terminal

instrument.

up

odes of the valves,

especially those
on the low frequency side. Wherever possible
use high-tension accumulators, as these alone

board using insulated wire such as " Glaz7
Re " and all aerial, grid and plate wires be
run as direct as possible, if convenient,

OPERATION.
12. Take great care in connecting

always main-

tained on the an-

The completed receiver-note the main controls

mended if dry batteries have to be used. The

or

t ype

more

I:oud

of the ALLAVAVE SUPER -HET. at the reduced rate
and enclose postal order for 1,'- to cover cost.
Name
Address

730 -

Loud Speakers to be
connected. 2,000 ohm
type

To BURNDEPT WIRELESS, LTD.,
EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.8
I accept your offer to supply a full-sized wiring diagram

Speakers

NOME e."" AdibeSS.

Lo -al Deafer

Date
4DVT. OF BURNDEPT WIRELESS LTD

Popular Trill,less., December 18flr, 1926.
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There'll be music o'nights in many
a home this Christmas
PIRESIDES throughout the Country will, this Christmas, be brightened by music.
Pure, mellow music, captured from the ether and realistically reproduced by
7fit0Wit Loud Speakers. Your Christmas cannot possibly be dull if you have a

good Wireless Set and a trovon Loud Speaker. For, with a 113r0W1t you are

assured of a reproduction which is, indeed, remarkable for its fidelity.
If you want your gift to be appreciated, you cannot do better than give a 113r0Wil
Loud Speaker or Headphone. See and hear any'of the nine models at your Dealers.
There are nine types to choose from :
costs but 301- to the superfine Q type at £15 15s. you are
In addition to the two models shown here, there are seven
assured of the same high standard of performance.
other Brown Loud Speakers. From the little H.4 which
Headphones too, from 20/- to 60/ The Disc.

The ill.

120 & 2000 ohms.
Black, Brown or
Cream and Gold

120 ohms. £5 5 0

.7 7 0

80
4000 ohms. £5 10 0
2000 ohms.

Oxydised Steel

48 8 0

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Avenue, North Acton, W.I.
15, Moorfields, Liverpool ;
67, High Street, Southampton.
Retail Showrooms : 19, Mortimer Street, W.1 ;
Wholesale Depots : 2, Landsdown Place West, Bath ; 120, Wellington St., Glasgow ; 5-7, Godwin Street, Bradford ;
Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle ; Howard S. Cooke & Co., 59, Caroline Street, Birmingham ;

Robert Garmany, Union Chambers, 1, Union St., Belfast, N. Ireland.

ow fro vss vro twfro on to to wow' newt -0 mow

%limo

Gdbeit Al. 0599

-->"EKCO" H.T. UNITS
SCRAP DRY BATTERIES !
By obtaining H.T. Current from Electric Supply Mains (D.C. & A.0 )
by just attaching Adaptor to Electric Light Lamphoider

SAFE!
SILENT !
SOUND!

Real Tuning at Last with the

J.B.

CONDENSER

S.L.F.

What accuracy-what a wonderful " silky " touch ! Yes ! and the stations
come in so evenly over the dial on all wavelengths that they can be Quickly
and easily tuned in or out, and accurately logged. It's all due to the
precision and perfect workmanship which stamps the design and construction cf the comp ete condenser. Accuracy in spacing is maintained by
supporting the tips of the vanes ; special bearings, eliminating springs,
render side and end play impossible, and ensure a wonderfully smooth
movement.

Finally you have the perfect finish of the condenser itself, adding that
attractiveness in appearance which forms a perfect parallel to efficiency
in tuning.
PRICES, complete with 4 -inch
Bakelite Dial

BEST OBTAINABLE.
MOST POPULAR.
REASONABLY
PRICED.

SIZE 6"

'0005 mid. 11'6 ; '00035 mid. 10'0 ;
'00025 mid. 10 The J.B. '0005 mid. Dual Gang Control Condenser,
complete with 4 -inch Bakelite dial
..
.. 33 1

Illustrated Folder FREE !

UNITS TO SUIT
ALL SETS
a POLAND ST -OXFORD St

LONDON - W.I
(First Floor)

5)1'

I

Uelephone
GERRARD 7414

-

I

FROM

42/6

Obtainable from all the leading Wireless Stores or direct from :-

E. K. COLE, Ltd., t{/32).TA6)i_ n3I4

110::
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perfect, adding that last winter no interference at all was noticed and it was

CURRENT TOPICS.

f

considered that the beam station at Bodmin
is causing all the trouble ?
Another listener states that the engineers

BY THE EDITOR.

the B.B.C. who made investigations
in Cornwall recently were satisfied that
there is some interference which justifies
of

The Wave -length Shuffle - Beam Interference- Cornish
Amateurs Complain-All Wave -lengths Affected.

*

0-+-0-0000-000-0--00-00

DURING the last few weeks it seems that
the British Broadcasting Company
have managed to collect sufficient
data in connection with the. recent alteration in wave -lengths, and now find it possible
to consider what modifications are necessary

as far as Great Britain is concerned.

It may be said that, on the whole, the
results from the main stations have been
satisfactory ; but Belfast and Bournemouth
will have to exchange wave -lengths in order

to make it easier for listeners in certain
districts in Ireland to separate the two

-4.-1.---000-00-40-4......*

It is interesting to note that since the
opening of the beam wireless stations at

Bodmin and Bridgwater many complaints
of interference have been made by radio
amateurs in the West Country.

In many cases they report that their

common wave -lengths would be used caused

a good deal of criticism a few weeks ago,
and it was thought that interference would,
if anything, be worse than before on these
wave -lengths. But as a matter of fact, in
practice it has been found that the interference on these international common
waves has been less than was anticipated,
although as a matter of necessity some of
the relay stations are now remaining on the
same wave -lengths of 288.5 metres. The
revised wave -lengths for the British stations
are now as follows :
Metres
1,600
.
Daventry
500
Aberdeen ..
491.8
Birmingham

..

Glasgow
Manchester

405.4
384.6
361.4
353
326.1
312.5
306.1
294.1

London
..
Cardiff
Bournemouth
Newcastle ..
Belfast
.

.

Edinburgh ..
Liverpool ..
Bradford ..

297

254.2
277.8
275.2
272.7
400

Leeds -

Nottingham
Sheffield

Plymouth ..
Hull
Stoke ..
Dundee

1

288.5

General's attitude in regard to this interference is not quite so strong as it should
be, and we suggest that further investiga-

part of the country were to have their

Trouble in Cornwall.

Interference is indeed particularly bad

he has any information regarding inter-

The announcement that international

tests, the results of which, he claims, prove
conclusively that the interference is caused
by the Bodmin station.
It seems here that the Postmastzr-

they suggest this is due to the beam stations
when in operation.

largely to the fact that the two stations are
not far enough apart. But when the wavelengths were altered, our readers will
remember, the B.B.C. had in mind only a
Common Wave -lengths.

The

same writer has made may interesting

tion of affairs in Cornwall should immedi-

stations has practically been cut off and

in Cornwall, and Mr. G. Pilcher, M.P., has
been inundated with letters from Cornish

strictly local reception for relay stations.

the complaints of Cornish listeners.

broadcasting

contact with the various

stations from each other.
Relay stations sharing the wave -length
of 288.5 metres have not been giving an
uninterrupted reception over a sufficiently

large area, and this is thought to be due

evening, his reception in Cornwall was

amateurs bitterly complaining about the
beam stations transmitting. Mr. Pilcher

ately be made, as it would be. distinctly
unfair if thousands of listeners in that
wireless reception ruined owing to the operation of a beam station.
We ourselves will welcome detailed reports

from amateurs in the \Vest Country who
can show evidence that the interference'
is due to a beam station.

has asked the Postmaster -General whether
"THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR"

ference with ordinary wireless sets in Corn-

(Special Xmas Double Number)

wall by the new beam system, and if he

would approach the Marconi Company with
a view to protecting the interests of owners
of receiving sets in Cornwall and district.
The Postmaster -General has replied that
the operation of the Post Office beam

station at Bodmin did not interfere with
broadcast reception in Cornwall providing
suitable receiving apparatus was used by
amateurs, although he

-I=

"THE SELECTIVE THREE"
A Christmas Set for the Amateur.

(haler loop Copy Now.

Price 6d.
111111111111111111ffillii111111111!;i;iill;]11111111111111111111111111111111F

agreed that some in-

terference had been
experienced by listen.

ers in Cornwall who
were using short-wave

sets for experimental

purposes. He considered t his inter-

ference unavoidable.

This reply by the

Postmaster -G en era l

has been strongly resented and criticised

by many Cornish

amateurs, who state
that the official defence

is absolutely incorrect
and misleading. One

reader writes to say

that he has a

first-

class set, and declares
that interference takes
Place practically all
clay long on any waveDaventry,
Paris, Eiffel Tower,
Dublin and other low -

leng t h.

wave stations, he
states, are all the
same.
awful,

" The noise is

although my
j
..
set is perfect," he
The B.B.C. state that they hope these writes. He wants to
Swansea

modifications of the original wave -length

plan will give an even better service to
listeners, but in any case, reports will be
warmly welcomed, and any other data
regarding reception from the stations affected

by the rearrangement.

know if the Postmaster - General w

explain how it is that
on November 14th,
when the 'beam station
closed down in the

Specimens of quartz crystal used for frequency control compared with a
modern transmitting valve.

Popular Wireles,i, December 18th, 19'26.

permits of a vry flexible control oven I et It
the lower and higher audio-frequencie . A

suitable value for each of the grid con-

densers is 125 ; two in series giving app:oximately .06, and all three .04 mfd.

Turning now to the valves, the detector

should be of the high impedance type, working at an H.T. voltage of, say, 120. The first

audio -frequency valve should be of low
impedance-the D.E.5 type is quite suitable ; its plate may be switched direct to
the loud speaker, as shown, or, should the

The circuit described below is the result of a considerable amount of

experiment made with a view

to obtaining really fine loud -speaker
reproduction.

By E. S. DUBRUCQ.
THE circuit to be described, while not

for variations in . the operating characteristics of the detector valve, should the latter
at any time be changed.
Magnetic reaction is employed, but

evolved' by the writer after a considerable
amount of experiment, as one giving the

maximum purity of reproduction from a

limited number of stations. It will give full
loud -speaker results on two valves up to ten
miles from a main station ; with the third
valve switched in, 30 miles is a conservative
estimate. In London, full loud -speaker
results are obtained on the three valves from

of the third . valve (D.E.5).
A separate H.T. tap is supplied for the

two L.F. valves, a suitable value being

characteristic ; the potentiometer permits
of this adjustment. Furthermore, it allows

possessing perhaps any strikingly
original basic features, has been

third valve be required in use, to the primary
of a high -ratio transformer (4-1), the
secondary of which is connected to the grid

150 volts, in conjunction with 9 volts negative grid bias. Separate grid batteries are

shown in the diagram, but one tapped
battery may be used instead if required.
Blocking condensers, of 2 mfd. each, are

shunted from each H.T. positive lead to the
common negative.

should be kept to a minimum as far as
possible ; the use of excessive reaction pro-

duces distortion in itself.
Between the detector and first L.F. valve,

a combination of choke and resistance

capacity coupling is employed ; this com-

prises an 80,000 ohm anode resistance in
series- with an iron -cored choke of approximately 20 henries ; this arrangement gives

a practically even amplification over the

whole range of vocal and musical frequencies.

Grid condenser coupling, in conjunction

with a grid leak of -5 megohm, is used, there
1)e i 11..1.

'

however, three grid condensers.

Useful Tone Control.

.

From the plate side of the anode resistance
to the H.T. negative lead is a fixed condenser

t JOINTS IN D.C.C. WIRE t
ALTHOUGH it is desirable, for the sake
of neatness, to use one single length
of D.C.C. or D.S.C. wire when wind-

ing a coil, a carefully soldered joint will
not cause any loss of efficiency provided
the bared portion of the wire is properly
insulated from adjacent turns. A convenient method of doing this is to place a
scrap of empire tape, or even paper, about
1 in. by I in., under the joint as this is laid
on the former, and to double the tape over
Jw

-0005 mfd., this functioning as a by-pass
condenser for the H.F. component of the
plate current. Now, the greater the value

Y

,INA"'°;11:

of this condenser, the greater its impedance
to the higher audio -frequencies, the lower frequencies being accentuated. A switch is
therefore incorporated, allowing two further
condensers, each of -0005 mfd.-, to be
A set renowned for its pure reproduction-the
Lodge" N" Receiver.

Daventry, Radio -Paris, Hilversum and
Kiinigswusterhausen.

The writer would emphasise the fact.

however, that the primary object of this set

is to give the best possible loud -speaker
results ; it is not a long-distance receiver.
Three valves are employed-detector and
two audio -frequency stages.

paralleled in turn across the original; this
device thereupon functions as an efficient
tone control. Coming now to the three
series grid coupling condensers, the principle

just utilised again applies ; the remaining
studs on .the switch are wired so that these
condensers may be cut in or out, as desired,
this varying their total capacity. In this

way, the tone switch, as we may call it,

Fist
(see shaded portion in Fig. 1) so that further

turns of wire cover the two thicknesses of
tape.

(51T

20 *WM 8

The detector

042

MT

valve operates on the plate rectification

Osov)

principle ; this ensures a distortionless output before amplification. A 250 -ohm
potentiometer, A, in conjunction with a 41 -

60,000w

9-

volt grid battery adjusts the grid to the
correct negative potential.
Circuit Details.

The potentiometer admittedly is a refine-

ment, and may, if required, be dispensed
with ;

its inclusion, however, is to be

recommended for the following reason ;
plate rectification is not so sensitive as the

grid condenser and leak method for reception

of more distant stations, and it is essential

therefore that the detector valve should
function in these circumstances at exactly
the correct point on the bottom bend of its

GB 4'z
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sm s valve
re
position
in any sell
fr

OU try one valve after another in this

S.P18/B

or that stage, and listening critically you

(BLUE SPOT)
Price 14/-

Extra High Amplification
Filament voltage
1.6-1 8 v.
oog amp.
Filament current
Amplification factor
35
Mutual
o 5 mA p. v.
Conductance
Impedance
70,000 ohms

S.P18/6
(GREEN SPOT)
Price 14/-

High Amplification
Filament voltage
1 05--i 8 v.
Filament current
o 3 amp.
Amplification factor
15
Mutual
Conductance 0.85 mA p. v.
Impedance
17,000 ohms

S.P18/R

(RED SPOT)
Price 14/-

Last Stage L.F. Valve
Filament voltage
1. 6-1 8 v.
Filament current
0.3 amp.
Amplification factor
7
Mutual
Conductance
ro mA p. v.
Impedance
8,000 ohms

DE 55

Price 18/6

Low Consumption G.P.
Filament voltage
5.5 V.
Filament current
o-og amp.
Amplification factor
9
Mutual
Conductance
o-5 mA p. v.
Impedance
18,000 ohms

S.P 55/13

Price 18/6

,

persuade yourself that the result is a
little better or a little worse. Then perhaps
by chance, or very likely on personal recommendation, you try a Cosmos S.P. Valve, and
realize with delight that no straining of your
ears or the exercise of supercritical faculties is
required to recognize the immediate increase
of pep and volume obtainable. How is it then
that such a distinguishable difference, such a
distinct improvement can be obtained ?

The explanation lies in the unique Shortpath
construction, which, without sacrificing anything in rigidity, reduces the path the electrons
have to travel to a minimum impossible with

other methods of construction, resulting in
efficiencies and low impedances hitherto unobtainable. It is not overstating the case to

say that this scientific construction marks the
most notable advance in valve manufacture
since their earliest development.

" Cosmos " Valves also have this distinction: they are
designed to be most efficient for one particular purpose.
They are not general purpose valves in the commonly

accepted sense, and, whilst functioning admirably in
many positions, there is always one particular application
in which they will give the highest efficiency with a large
factor of safety.
" Ccsmos " Valves have been and always are tested dynamically.

(BLUE SPOT)

Manchester Wireless Exhibition

Extra High Amplification
Filament voltage
5'5 v.
Filament current
0.09 amp.
Amplification factor
35
Mutual
Conductance ofli5 mA p. v.
Impedance
55,000 ohms

"Sunday Chronicle " and " EVening
Chronicle " £3oo Wireless Research
Competition.
In the 4 -Valve Receiving Set Class:

First prize winner used 4 " Cosmos "
S.P. Valves.
Second prize winner used 3 "Cosmos "
S.P. Valves.
Third prize winner used 2 "Cosmos "
S.P. Valves.
Fourth prize winner used r "Cosmos "
S.P. Valve.

S.P 55/R

(RED SPOT)

Price
22/6

Power Valve
5 5 v.
Filament voltage
Filament current
0.25 amp.
6
Amplification factor
Mutual
Conductance 1,7 mA p. v.
Impedance
3,500 ohms

/

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Pratrietors

Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.)

Metro -Vick House, 155, Charing Cross Road,
to

LONDON, W.C. 2
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For " The King of the Air"
As specified
and used by
Mr.

P.

,G,0

ro n s

G 0 Mt,:

rn-wr

W.

1716

Harris in
this issue of

"Popular
Wireless."

with special

251- PAID FOR OLD

(not as illustrated).

LOUDSPEAKERS

five -pin base

In order to popularise the
Orphean

Loudspeaker

the

manufacturers are willing to

allow 25/- to

the first 500

purchasers of either model who

send to them their old loudspeakers, irrespective of make,

together with a remittance of
the balance.
The Orphean is well known

to be equal to any make of
Speaker regardless of price.

Send your old Loudspeaker
before it is too late.

alh'JElkAi6i

Low Loss High Frequency Transformer.
Manufactured only by Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., 8, Fisher St., W.C.I.

III

THE

LONDON RADIO
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,

MODEL NO. 12. Height 21 ins.

Price SO.-.

Loudspeaker Specialists,

Trafalgar Works, Merton Abbey,

S.W.19.

-

MODEL DE LUXE.' Height 24 ins.

Price 90:-.

"111111111111111111F

1111111111

;40 3

Tins dilgram is a magnified section
of the Watmel -windings. Spotted
area-interwoven cotton.
Striped
area-enamel insulation. Black area

-wire. Expensive new machines
have been installed to wind the
WATMEL

c1:01,_.

this

AUTO-CHOKE
THE WATMEL WIRELESS CO.
LTD., .9:i2a, Goswel I Road,

London. E. C.I.

71 ',11r

anc,.Yorks.,
and Cheshire Representative 'Mr. J. 9
Levee. V. Hartley Street, Levensholine,
Manchester. TelepLone, 475 Heaton Moor.

`Utility" Condenser
Price '0005 .. 15' Price '0003 .. 14 -

716

Fit

Guaranteed Components
THE "Utility" Micro Dial begins where other dials finish.

The best
adjustment with an ordinary dial is the preliminary movement of the
" Utility " in which slow motion mechanism gives the finest possible
tuning after the dial has provided coarse adjustment. Unlimited movement.
No backlash. Can be fitted lo all makes of Condensers.
Insist upon-" Uiility Micro Dial, Nc-Capacity Change -Over Swi`ch, Low Loss Condenser, Jack and Plug, Push -Pull Switch.

ORIGINAL world-famous
BECOL Low LOSS FORMER
Registered Trade Mark.

As used in sets that took the first four prizes at the
1925 " Manchester Evening Chronicle " Wireless

Exhibition and the set that woo the Gold Medal
at the 1926 Amsterdam Exhibition.
Size:
6
4
3

All good dealers stock them.

WILKINSfeityRIGHT 1.7:2
KENYON ST.

Makers of the

when fitted with this
Ip
Micro Dial,

BIRMINGHAM

osemmonsmi

Ebonite Rode, Tubes and Sheets. Panels

guaranteed free from surface leakage.

geclnle,s diameter to out side

inch lengths,
inch lengi Its,
inch lengths,

3'
21-

116

of

(Postage 9d.)
( Postage 6d.) ;
(Postage 6d.);

Up to 36 in. lengths.

NOTICE:L-Do not be put off with
an imitation. Ask for BECOL and
use the Former with a reputation,
Write for List

THE BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd., Hanwell, London, W.7.
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HOW TO READ

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
- PART III.
This final article of the series shows how various well-known
circuits are made up, and how the diagrams should be translated.
By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.
(Staff Consultant)

ASSUMING that we are fairly familiar

with the symbols employed in
wireless work, let us take one or two

circuit diagrams-, -and see what we can
learn frem them.

.

.

.

A diagram of connections for a simple

receiver is shown in Fig. 1.

\\e

see at

once that the circuit contains one valve,

'Li addition' we" should- need- fixed and
movable holders for the two coils, a valve
holder, ebonite panel, and -terminals. When
mounting the components on the panel, all
leads connected with the aerial circuit and
the .valve grid should be kept as short as
possible. We should, therefore, arrange
for the aerial coil and condenser, and aerial

and earth terminals, to be fairly close
together and near to the valve grid; with
space for the grid leak and condenser.
"Back of Panel" Diagram.

The valve plate pin should be in a

battery, the negative terminal of

convenient position for wiring direct to the
moving coil, and H.T., L.T. and telephone
terminals should be in a row, because the
two batteries and telephones are all joined

of the latter is connected to earth. The

At the same time, we should naturally
aim for a symmetrical appearance on the
front of the panel, and convenience in

From this coil, signals pass through the
telephones to the positive terminal of the
H.T.

which is joined to the negative of the
filament battery. The positive terminal
two ends of the valve filament are joined to

in series.

_

the terminals of the L.T. battery, one lead

operating the tuning condenser and reaction

passing through a variable resistance, which is the rheostat
for controlling the brightness
of the valve.

coil.

as shown iii Fig. 2, which gives a view of the

Construction.
A -0412 mfd. condenser is con-

terminal to the variable- condenser, coil,

nected. between one telephone
terminal and the H.T. negative.

If we desired to construct
a set from this diagram, the
first ..step would be to make
a list of the components
required. These would com-

prise two plug-in coils of 50
and 35 turns,, two fixed condensers of -0003 and -002 mfd.,

a variable condenser of -0005
mfd., a 2-megohm grid leak, a

filament rheostat, valve arid
telephones, and high and low
tension batteries suitable for
the valve.

We might, for instance, arrange the set
back of the panel.

Then we would wire up from the diagram,
commencing by connecting the aerial

grid leak, and grid condenser, and the earth

terminal to the other side of the tuning
coil and condenser. Then valve grid and
plate connections could be made, all wiring

short and direct

being as

there is room for them under the -panel.

Readers should check over the wiring
diagram shown in Fig. 2, and make sure
that they appreciate how it corresponds
with the circuit diagram of Fig. 1.
In Fig. 3 is shown the diagram of another
-

circuit.

-

(Continued on next page.)

and no crystal detector, andso we may say
that it represents a single detector -valve set.

At the left-hand side of the figure there
is the aerial, which is connected to a coil

marked 35, and also to a variable condenser
marked -0005. The other ends of these
are joined together, and to earth.
This arrangement we recognise as one of

those mentioned in the previous article,

a straightforward aerial circuit
consisting of a 35 -turn coil in parallel with a
.0005 mfd. variable tuning condenser.
being

These two constitute an oscillatory, or

rejector circuit, which " rejects " the
required signals along the lead to the valve
grid. Inserted in this lead are a condenser

of -0003 mfd. capacity in parallel with a

high resistance of two meoohms, which are

respectively the grid condenser and grid.
leak, and which enable the valve to detect.

Path of the Signals.

Readers who understand the operation
of a valve will know that when signals are
applied to the grid they emerge in
magnified form from the plate.. We will,
therefore, see what happens to the signals
leaving this valve by the plate lead.

First of all they flow back through a

50 -turn coil, which will be of the plug-in
type, and which is invariably coupled to
that in the aerial circuit.
As pointed out in the previous article,
this is the reaction coil, which feeds back
energy to the input circuit of the valve.

E
00,
4....era--...-.Kaamerirseparsarzo

OAWN: B)'

AD

CH/(0:8 Y
.)%5F/1/0

d.

4//

as-- possible.

Battery and telephone connections should
be made last of all, because it is not of such
great importance that these wires should
be short, _and they may be run wherever

fia 2.
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The secondary winding of the transformer

is connected between the grid _of the last

HOW TO READ

valve and the L.T, negative lead, the

..QRCUIT DIAGRAMS.

output from the valve'plate passing through

the telephones,, which are shunted by a

(Continued from previous page.)
.

,

*
-

The first point to note is that it employs
three valves, and since no .crystal is used,
one of these must function as a' detector.
Since the grid of the first valve is joined

.002 mfd. condenser.

A half -microfarad

condenses is connected across the H.T.
battery terminals.
A separate rheostat controls the brightness
of each valve, and is connected in each case
in the lead from the negative L.T. terminal.

battery, as this is present in practically all
receivers, but is not an essential corapogent.
Also, we may omit all wiring associated
with the lighting of the valve filaments, for we
can see from Fig. 4 that this is quite straight-

forward, the ends of each filament being
joined to the terminals of the L.T. battery,
with a rheostat in one lead in each case.
Reconstructing the Circuit.

A good plan now is to draw out first only
that portion of the circuit which deals with
H.F. impulses, as received by the aerial.

This is carried out in Fig. 5, which is

obtained from Fig. 4, by sketching out the
progress of H.F. signals, as follows :

Aerial impulses flow to earth via the

tuned circuit A, which pasSes the required

Signals on to the grid of the first valve.
They pass from the plate of this valve to
the H.T. battery positive lead, through
the primiry winding of the transformer T.1,

which is tuned by a variable condenser

connected in parallel with it.
So far,_ then,. we have an ordinary H.F.
amplifying valve, passing on signals by
Means of 'transformer coupling. One end
of the secondary winding of the transformer

s raight to the aerial coil without an inter\ ening leak and condenser, this valve is
evidently an H.F. amplifier.
As the second valve is followed by an

L.F. transformer, it cannot be a second
H.F. amplifier, and must, therefore, be
detecting, the grid leak in this case being

- The construction of a set from this dia-

gram shoidd present no difficulty, provided
that the panel layout is carefully designed.
Special care should be taken with the wiring

of the H.F. portion of the circuit-Le. all
that which, in Fig. 3, lies to the left of the
detector valve, and these connections should

joined to the positive L.T. lead.

is connected directly to the grid of the
next valve, which is 'therefore evidently

another ILE amplifier.. The other end of
the winding is joined to a condenser, which
is connected in parallel with one winding of
an L.F. transformer, T.2.
This may seem a little confusing at first.
Since the currents flowino, in the wire are
H.F. impulses, however, they will not pass

We can say, then, that the diagram

represents a 3 -valve set, comprising an
H.F. amplifier, detector, and note -magnifier.
The aerial tuning condenser and

inductance are connected in series, instead
of in parallel as in the previous example,
Between the plate of the first valve and

the positive H.T. lead is an oscillatory
circuit, from the top of which is taken a

connection to the detector valve grid, via
the grid condenser. This we recognise as
constituting tuned -anode coupling between
the valves.
Final Examples.

In the plate lead from the detector valve
is what may, at first sight, look like another
oscillatory circuit, but it will be seen, first,

that the condenser is of flied value and,
therefore, is not for tuning -purposes, and
secondly that the coil is only one winding
of an L.F. transformer. The condenser
across its terminals is not essential in this
circuit, .but will often improve the tone of
an amplifier by preventing over -amplification of the higher notes.

through the L.F. transformer -winding,
which we may therefore neglect for the
moment, but will take the alternative
path through the condenser, eventually

be carried out first, the wiring of the valve
filaments being left to the last.
As a final example, let us suppose that
we are confronted with the diagram shown
in Fig. 4, which is reproduced from an old
issue of " P.W." and represents a 2 -valve
reflex circuit, and we wish to " sort it out "
in order to find out how

arriving at the negative L.T. lead, which is
connected to the valve filament. In short, the
secondary winding of the H.F. transformer
is connected to the grid and filament of the

following valve in the ordinary way, the
only unusual feature being the insertion

it works, and what duties

are performed by the

various components.
In a case like this the

(Continued on page 1007.)

amateur should always
make a new diagram for

Whether it is
neater or clumsier than
the original; he, at any
rate, will be able to
understand it.
First of all, we will
himself.

simplify the circuit as

far as possible.
We may omit the condenser which is joined in

parallel with the H.T.

.

A corner of the generator -room at the Hilversum
broadcasting station.
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not necessary
to use a '0005
mfd. condenser !

Reproduced are extracts

from two of many tributes
to Ripaults Lateral Action
LATERAL
ACTION has given theSe
users a considerable inCondensers.

ICI e-11

ML

crease in the selectivity

and general efficiency of
their Receivers.

.sinfe

The new range of Lewcos Screened
Coils and Transformers will tune
from 35o to boo metres with a
.00025

Variable Condenser.

P.

se,czIcte'vagi.:41,10
as
lentS IPgzebfed' bi5y7:-

This

should prove a great advantage to

zz

riy

°

constructors wishing to use existing
condensers having a smaller capacity
than the .0005 condenser usually
specified with this type of coil.

:9\1 3'. :1

a:1evlite,:,1 o'roko'''

t. .!0
tlitf,c/s

01.\,y.s.:%...03.it:f

in°

P°'

FULL WAVELENGTH RANGE
WITH
'0005
CONDENSER

of

IS):1°,011-1
aety

`lute in 0, out eith'2°:,abl
,se'701t7:::Ini:s.:415:1"0://:°:::ezcsi,egli

,15°1111101.3,
afro

''IV

:S. ;;;;.
Sa'
Zafed

Ss

APIS

StatiQfr: 75.t04

-350 TO 800 METRES.
Complete Wavelength Table
No.

S.P.5
S.P.S
S.P.2o
S.F.5
S.S.2o )

Lateral Action means infinitely more

Condenser
Zero .00025
.0005

Type

efficient tuned circuits-more selective

and much easier actually to tune. And

Split Primary (220 400
550
Aerial Coils & X350 600
Soo
Transformers Soo 1,400 2,000
55o*
Split Secondary (22o 400
Transformers 'boo 1,400 2,000*

the fact that both the " Selective Three "
Receiver-a Radio Press Star Set published

this month- and the Amateur Wireless
Lamp -Socket Three" rely upon Ripaults
Lateral Action Condensers for efficient
performance bears its own significance.

* Note-SS type tuned with dual condensers

In up-to-date Sets Lateral Action is the
secret of the skilfully -designed tuned circuits that bring in stations "all round
the Dial."

THE

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.
Playtime Yard, Colden Lane, London, E.C.I.

auks

Patent Applied Par

Screened Coils

FR

* le 1* It

It *

It

*j

LATERAL ACTION CONDENSER
0/)

Manufactured & guaranteed by Ripaults Ltd., a, King's Rd., London, N.W.x
AMMINCIONIIMOI
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Modern components for
modern sets

Special Christmas Number

Igranic-Pacent

The

" PRESET" Resistors
Igranic - Pacent PRESET Resistors have all the uses of fixed
resistors and yet are almost as
easily variable as rheostats. Their
use instead of rheostats lessens
the cost of the receiver and prevents over -running the valves.
Igranic - Pacent Resistors are
suitable for all types of valves
and the position of the contact
finger is easily altered. Ilade with
resistances of 6, to, 20, 30 and
5o ohms.
Price

WIRELESS

4UINittniumn7s1.,,folluilli/1

Igranic - Pacent Jacks
Modern

receivers are

fitted

is it h

Igranic - Parent Jacks are
made in to types to suit every
switching operation.
Springs are
Jacks.

1 8 each.

of German silver with silver contacts
riveted in.

Prices from 2

each.

CONSTRUCTOR
Edited by

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

Price 6D. only

Igranic - Pacent Plugs
The Igranic Universal Plug is efficient in
operation and handsome in appearance. The
method of connecting the necessary 'phone
tags or wires is particularly simple and secure.
There arc several other types of Igranic-Pacent

Plugs and Plug Adapters.
Price

1/6

each.

Write for the New Igranic
Catalogue No. R 39.
fI

Every radio enthusiast should make sure
of this fine issue of The WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR. It is packed with good
things. A particularly good feature is the
description of a Set which you can easily
make in time for Christmas-

The Selective Three

IGRANIC ELECTRIC C9 13?
149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.
Works : BEDFORD.

Designed by

J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E.

PROTECT YOUR VALVES
BY USING W.B. ANTI -PHONIC
LOW LOSS
VALVE

HOLDERS
PRICE
Complete
Terminals

with

2/3

SECTIONAL VIEW.

If unable to obtain from your dealer write direct.
Manufactured by WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,

Duke Street, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

111111111111110111,

""1"11111111111111

011m()

-`0"UR

Numerous

photographs and explanatory

diagrams make everything very plain.

Other important articles include :" How to Make Your Own Screened Coils,"
" Making One of Your Own Supply Mains,"
" Operating the All -British Six," " Building
the Economical Two," " Are You Satisfied

with Your Set ? " " I.oud Speaker and
Receiver in One," " Listen to America
Direct," " Things Every Operator Should
Know," " How to Use a Wave Meter,"
" Workshop Hints for the Home Constructor,"

etc., etc.

Don't miss this great issue of

,Q,Utt.Co

ULTRA LOW -LOSS

Straight Line Frequency Condenser
Cone Bearings. Braced Vanes. Positive
Collector. A real precision job,

The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

THE FORMO COMPANY,

-On Sale TO -DAY
at all. Newsagents,
etc.,

Crown Works, Cricklewood, N.W.2
Phone: Hampstead 1787.
Manchester: Mr. J. B. Levee,
23, Hartley St.. Levenshunne.
'Phone: Heaton Moor 475

Price

,.

7'6

Reduction Russo 16-1, No Backlash.

6/_-

only. 0003u1,., '00U5uF

New Vernier Dial

MEI

The construction is simple, the coils you
can make up yourself, the set is easy to
operate and you can get excellent results
from its up-to-date circuit and design,

.1111

fIIIIIIIilllil.

6D.

only
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We now have a two -stage H.F. amplifier.

The _output of the second valve passes

WHEN THE SET WON'T OSCILLATE.

to a second oscillatory circuit B, and thence

Some Valuable Hints Upon the Efficient Application of Reaction.
By HUMPHREY PURCELL.

denser to the H.T. positive.
Here, again, since the impulses are still at
H.F., they will not pass through the'phones,
and as the condenser will not affect them,

------4.--4.------r-4,----4.---.-----0--*
IT sometimes happens that a regenerative
receiver which ought to be capable of
working at a point just short of actual
oscillation refuses to approach that point

satisfactory as under normal conditions,

and is consequently much less efficient than
it should be.
The trouble may be due to one or more of
several causes. It may be merely that the

changing the detector valve for one which

reaction coil is too small, or is connected
the wrong way round ; the H.T. or L.T.
battery may be run down ; there may he a
defect in the grid leak, the grid condenser,

and as a rule it should bo possible to remedy

the trouble by either inserting a *0001
fixed condenser in the aerial lead, or by
oscillates more readily.

At the same time, if the set embodies

swinging -coil reaction, and if it is possible

to change the design without much difficulty, it worth while adopting a circuit
which gives a smoother control over reaction than is possible in the conventional

" straight " set. The
circuit shown in Fig. 1
is a modification of the
Reinartz circuit. The
only additions required
to a swinging -coil set

are a .0005 variable
condenser and an H.F.
choke. Ordinary plugin
coils or basket

coils are used, tightly
coupled, in the same
coil holder as before ;
for the broadcast band
both coils may be of

the valve holder, the tail holder, the tuning
condenser, or the wiring of the set. If
reaction is obtained by the Reinartz method,

the reaction condenser may be faulty, or
may be too small, or the H.F. choke may
be inefficient. If the swinging -coil method

of obtaining reaction is used, and there is
no condenser across the telephones (in a
one -valve set) or across the primary of the
L.F. transformer following the detector
valve, the addition of a .001 condenser may
solve the problem.
A Peculiar "Fault."
If resistance -capacity or choke -capacity

coupling is used instead of en L.F. transformer, a condenser of about J002 across
the resistance or choke may help matters.
But if the trouble is persistent, it is much

more likely to be due to a poor " earth,".
particularly if it is most noticeable in dry
weather.

'turns, and for
Daventry a 150 aerial
coil and 100 or 120 reaction coil are suitable.
Reaction is obtained solely by varying the
reading of the reaction condenser-a method
of control which is much more accurate and
easier to use than the more common method
50

a.

In a sandy neighbourhood a

buried earth may be quite hopeless. The

writer has known a set, consisting of a
straight detector, followed by one L.F.
stage, to refuse to oscillate for two or three
weeks together (except when very drastic
measures were taken), although the same set
both before and after the troublesome
period was as lively as could be desired.

In this case the earth was the only

possible explanation, and yet it conlprised
a short and sound connection to the main
water supply. The pipes ran away from
the house, however, in the opposite direc-

tion from that in which the aerial was
erected, and there had been an exception-

ally prolonged drought.
The drastic
measures which restored to the set the power
-

to oscillate were the insertion of a small
condenser in the aerial lead, the use of an
unusually large reaction coil (No. 100 on
the broadcast band), and the application
of 120 volts H.T. to the detector valve.
Needless to say the results were not so

-and when it is necessary to force the set

because of a poor earth, it will be found that

better results can be obtained with less
trouble than before.

*
f

f

HOW TO READ
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
(Continued from page 1C04.)

of a condenser in the filament lead. This
will not affect the passage of H.F. impulses,
and therefore for our present purposes may
be disregarded, as in Fig. 5.

through the telephones- or parallel con-

it may be omitted, and we can show the
connection vs if it were made directly to
the H.T. positive from the tuned circuit.
Signals which are selected by the latter
are forced to flow round the circuit shown
by the arrow C in Fig. 5, Here they enter
a crystal, and are therefore rectified, and we
are henceforth concerned with L.F. currents.
The L.F. Part.

Having passed the crystal, signals have
the choice of passing through a,001 mfd.
condenser, or down the branch lead to the
L.F. transformer T2 at the bottoin of the
diagram. They will take the litter course
on account of the opposition offered to L.F.

currents by a condenser, so that the net
result of the circuits B and C is impulses at

voice -frequency in the transformer winding.
Similar impulses are introduced in the secondary winding, ready for further amplification.
Fig. 5 shows the circuit up to this point simpli-.
fled, as already indicatedpand re -arranged.

We can now see what part is played in

the circuit by the L.F. transformer and
condenser which we neglected in tracing
the course of H.F. impulses.
One end of the secondary winding of the

transformer is joined to the second valve
grid (through an H.F. transformer winding
which now does not concern us), and the

other end is connected to the L.T. negative
and the valve filament,.
This transformer is therefore passing
signals back into the valve for re -amplification at L.F. The magnified signals from the
.

plate pass easily through the coil of the

rejector circuit B, and so through the telephones to the H.T. battery, giving speech
or music in the 'phones.

A simplified diagram of the complete

circuit is shown in Fig. 6.
If the reader has been able to follow this
analysis, he should try taking any other dia-.
gramls from " P.\\'." at random, re -drawing
them, and finding out all he can from them.
He will be surprised how interesting-and
how easy-it becomes, and will never think
of reverting again to pictorial diagrams.
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A. very fine,- well -distributed resistance
variation is given, ranging from below
one -tenth up to approximately 10 megohms,
and the settings reinain 'constant over
:'
considerable periods,
The component- is fitted with a very
substantial knob, arid is well -made throughout. The retail price is 3s. 6d.

Apparatus'
Tostod

-

SOME C.A.C. VALVES;

We recently received a complete range of
C.A.C. valves for test from Messrs. The
Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the
" P.W." Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the
" P.W." Test room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is
asked to note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased
guide as to what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.
S.T. VALVES.

have had a Inge number of in-

As we
quiries respecting S.T. valves from

our readers, we would like to take
this opportunity of announcing that we

of the very few- that could be trusted at
all, and its deterioration does not evince

itself in a matter of a few months.
But we now have the new and improVed
Bretwood " de -luxe." and although our

have a complete range of S.T. valves under
observation and test.
In due course we will publish a detailed
report ; but we can, even at this juncture,

sample has not yet stood the test of time,
it should do so, and come through it with

favourable one.
Every one of those S.T.'s we have so far
tested has proved to be highly efficient and
to have characteristics as stated in advertise-

substance is used, one - that will remain
practically unaffected for twenty-five years.

state that without doubt this will be a

ments.
THE BRETWOOD VARIABLE GRID LEAK;
The Bretwood variable grid leak has

always held a high place in our estimation,
but we have noticed that it tends to
deteriorate somewhat with age-not necessarily itsage. Nevertheless, it has been one

honours, according to the claims of its
makers.

It

is

stated that a very hygroscopic

It will be remembered that the Bretwood

employs, a small plunger which dips into a
semi -liquid :substance, the variation of

resistance beimg obtained by varying the
depth to whichthis plunger is foreed by
means of a fine screw adjustment. Obviously, if this liquid resistance element
dries up. the device ceases to function ;

but there seems very little fear of this
happening in the

C.A.C. Valve Distributing Co., Ltd., 10,
Rangoon Street, Crotched Friars, London,
- -The characteristics of each valve
are given; together with other details, and
Our comments subsequent to a series of
practical tests.

-

; fit. volts, 3.5 ; fil.
; :amplification .factor, 18 ; im-

Type -R -E.
amps .,1

_Price 7s. 6d.

pedance,. 52,000 ohms.

This valve gave very good results in both
H.F. amplifying and in detector positions'.
It is quite an economical bright emitter.

Type B.E. L.F, ;

volts, 3.5 ;

fil.

Although this valve does not operato

exceptionally well when the L.F. stage iz

which it is used is the last stage in tha

receiver it is quite satisfactory when ern.

ployed in a first L.F. stage preceding a
power valve. We found it to be a good'
detector in a stage preceding a transformer
coupled amplifier.

Type D.E.2 H.F. ; fil. volts, 1.95 ; fiL

amps., 25 ; amplification factor,
impedance, 58,000 ohms, Price 12s.

de luxe " model.

(Contipiicil era 7:cdr: 1010.)

in CRYSTAL detection
have revolutionised crystal detection by producing a
WE unit
from which perfect crystal reception is obtained,

whether used in the form of a cryStal set or a -valve set in
which crystal detection is Used.

THE CARBORUNDUM STABILISING
DETECTOR UNIT

WONDERFUL NEW

CARBORUNDUM
"UNIFLEX" CIRCUIT

the only electrically governed crystal detector, and the
most selective and stable of present - dav detectors. The
Detector Unit produces a more natural undistorted reproducis

tion than any on the market, and abolishes the evils and

inconsistences of cat's -whiskers.

PRICES, POSTAGE PAID

No. 32.

Carborundum Stabilising Detector Unit

Ever Ready Dry Cell UW5, price extra 5d.

No. 30. Carborundum Detector

17 ;'

We found that this valve did not require;

REVOLUTION

Write now for free pictorial
diagram Book, W 13, giving
particulars of the

fil;

amps., .5; amplification factor, -6 ; impel
dance, 12,000 ohms. Price 7s. 6d.

.

THE CARBORUNDUM

.

.

CO.,

.

.

12/6
5/ -

LTD.,

TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER
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Christmas Suggestions
SAFETY SWITCH and LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
Prov. Patent 20022;2.6.
Comprises Switch, Lightning
Arrestor, Lead-in Tube and

is eather-proof cover. When off,

the set is entirely disconnected
from the Aerial and Lightning
Conductance is attained Outside
the house.
Safety is ensured
,hould you forget to switch

Price

vif--by the. Permanent Spark

Will You Hear
-the " Beco " Rose Bowl Hornless Loud Speaker? It reproduces
faithfully, with a pure, clear tone,
and if desired-sufficient volume
for dancing. Apart from its perfect
performance the " Beco " Rose
Bowl Model is of really beautiful appearance. Combining as it
does, a perfect loud speaker with.a
useful and artistic flower bowl, the
" Beco " Rose Bowl Model makes
a cherished addition to the furnishing of the home. Whether the bowl
is empty, or filled with water and
flowers, the splendid tone remains
unaltered. Obtainable in three
varieties :

Nickel Plate £5 5

0.

Gap provided.

6 -inch Tube
12 -inch Tube
18 -inch Tube

-

Mi6
MULTIPLE
CONNECTOR *-P

-

56
66
76

TREBLE DUTY
TERMINAL
Price in nickel
finish

4:1d
each

III1V13name
Detachable
Non -reversible.
plates. Built with Eelex standardised
All parts are
Plugs and SocketS.
interand
standard, detachable
haqgeable. Coloured flexibles can

be supplied in the following colours
red, blue, green, yellow, black, white
and maroon at lid. per yard. If at
any time sets change so that multiple
connectors are no longer required, then
the parts can be put to other uses. 1 t
will pay you to adopt the Edna Stand-

This terminal is used extensively in the specifications of the leading wireless Journals.
There are

32 different directional tops
now supplied. Polarity is

clearly defined in Red and
Black colouring.

EELEX

ardised system of Connections.

LOW LOSS
COIL HOLDER

Oxyd. Silver, £5 17 6. Antique
Bronze, £5 17 6.

(Reg. Design No. 718068.)

el;

The Erik,: low loss coil
holders are designed to
take coils of any diameter
and up to a thickness
of 1".
The absence of
solid dielectric between
the plug and socket tends
to greater efficiency in the
mounted coil. The cross -

slotted and waisted plugs
ensure smooth and certain

ROSE BOWL
Hornless

Loud

contact, even to loosely
wound basket coils, a
rigidity one would hardly
think possible. Price complete, with side coo( ts

Speaker

Deferred payments can be arranc,ed
application to the address below.

(no coil),

1'3

on

WRITE FOR NEW LIST P.W.7.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate.

Now Published.

Other "Beco" Models from 52:6.
If your dealer cannot supply u;r*te to:

kiSEAsTiciu-SONO

Dept: P.N., BRITISH ELECTRICAL SALES OR:iANIIATION,

EELEX HOUSE, 118, RUNHILL ROW, E.C.

623, Australia House. Strand. London. W.C.2
Telephone : City 76C5.

Telegrams, "ficerst,ker, Est;.aad, Landon.."

Pi,c,:e

Clerkenwell 9252.
..311MCM.N,D.

.11-11J,
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4 and 6 volts grid bias, it delivers full,
" round " signals.

APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued from page 1008.)

Type P.6 ;

*

anything above about 1.85 volts, while at
2 volts its filament seemed rather hot as
dull -emitter filaments go these days. It
makes an excellent H.F. amplifier, and an

fil.

volts, 5.5 ; fil. amps.,

-25 ; amplification factor, 5-5 ; impedance,

6,500 ohms.

Price 20s.

The last of the C.A.C. range of eight, this

valve is by no means the least efficient of
the series.

It is a 6 -colter, well able to deal

with considerable energy and can safely

be " placed behind " a really large speaker.
In conclusion,- we consider the C.A.C.
Type D.E.2 L.F. ; fil. volts, 1-95 ; range a good and fairly complete one. The
fil. amps, .25 ; amplification factor, 5-25 ; valves are- well made, although their bulbs
impedance, 18,500 ohms. Price 12s.
are inclined to come loose if handled at all
Well able to hold its own in first L.F.- carelessly. A novel feature, and one
equally good detector.

positions.

Type. D.E.-06 H.F. ; fil. volts, 3.8 ;
fil. amps., .06 ; amplification. factor, 14 ;
impedance, 45,000 ohms. Price 13s. 6d

that should appeal to all purchasers of
valves, is that a stamped and addressed
postcard is supplied with every C.A.C.
valve, which forms part of a very generous

We had to give this a trifle above 06 three -months' guarantee system. No doubt

before it would operate really well in both
H.F. and detector positions, although fil.
volts were well below 4. Using anode
voltages between 45 and 90, it functioned as
well as any other .06 valve we have tested.
Type D.E. -06 L.F. ; fil. volts, 3.8 ;
fil.

amps., '06 ; amplification factor. 5 ;

impedance, 14,000 ohms. Price 13s. 6d.
This L.F. amplifying -06 valve gave very
good results, results that were almost
exceptional for its class.
Type P.2 ; fil. volts, 2 ; fil. amps, .4 ;
amplification factor, 5.75 ; impedance,
10,000 ohms. Price 20s.

This, in our opinion, is the outstanding

valve in the C.A.C. range. As dull emitters
go these days, it is not particularly
economical; -but it certainly is a sturdy

the little trouble mentioned above would

come under this, in which case it is one that
need not be anticipated with trepidation.
*

*

*

" SLEKTON " 'PLUG-IN COILS.

These coils, which are products of the

Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical
Equipment Co., Ltd., are high class in

every sense of the term. They are completely enclosed in neat cases of standard
sizes, and are sufficiently robust to stand
against the roughest of handling. They are
efficient, too, and provide sharp tuning

and have very low H.F. resistances.
The range available is very comprehensive, and extends from one of 25 turns,
which costs 5s. 6d, up to one of 300 turns,
which is priced -at 9s 6d. It will be noticed

little power amplifier. It handles quite that they are not cheap, but they are
large inputs in a very creditable manner. excellent components produced by speciall'sing up to 108 volts H.T., with between ists in the particular line of coil winding.

LISSEN MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS.

Messrs. Lissen can always be depended
noon to turn out nice pieces of apparatus,

and their new fixed condensers form no
exception to this " Lissen rule." Therthe condeniers-are enclosed in nicely
moulded insulating cases. The samples
submitted to us were carefully tested, but
no faults were traced.
Available capacities range from -01 mfd.
(2s. 4d.) up to 2 mfds. (4s..6d.).
DUBILIER DUVARILEAK.

Here we have a variable grid leak which
is consistent in operation, handsome in
appearance, and which is provided with a
graduated dial. The sample sent us for test
has already been used in several sets, and
has not given anything but satisfaction.
The Dubilier Duvarileak is provided with
a nice large knob which facilitates adjust- '
ments, and its action is _smooth and free
throughout the whole movement. It is a
one -hole mounting component, and although
it is priced at 7s. 6d. it should prove popular
among those amateurs who require a really

dependable article of this nature.
*

*

*

THE DUBILICON COMPETITION
The " Dubilicon " Condenser (Messrs.

Dubilier) contains eight separate capacities,
but entrants for the competition which the
makers are running in connection with the
accessory are required to forecast the
possible capacities obtainable from the first
FIVE only of these eight. capacities.

It is thought that the advertisement in

our December 4th issue did not make this
quite clear.

LOUD SPEAKER

gets ;the utmost out of any set.
With a BURNDEPT RECEIVER

IT IS PERFECT
Try one this

CHRISTMAS
your local BURNDEPT DEALER for a DEMONSTRATION
or, if von prefer it, have one at our London showrooms.

" ETHOVOX"

LBURNDEPT

" ETHOVOX"

with

with

METAL HORN

MAHOGANY
HORN

£4. 10.0

BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3.
London Showrooli4 : 15, Bedford Street, Strand,

AGENTS AND BRANCHES EVERYWHERE

£.5

.

5.0

Popular
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on sitioutdi Use

...
1,.....
........,

.0...

veason

4.

i.E)0,m

emigrytes
FIRST-" TEMPRYTES" are guaranteed to
function perfectly with any valve, providing t h,
are chosen from our valve chart, or calculated

Particulars of the nth r CYt Doi

from the formula- we give with our folder.
SECOND-" TEMPRYTES" cannot overheat
your filaments. They are scientifically designed

Products will interest you.

to run the filament at the exact temperature,

1 -t_.1,AVRNfif:

calculated from the valve maker's data.

,

or other chemical combinations which pack.
Each one is individually tested twice durin.;
manufacture and once after assembly. That is

(TRA DE

;I

THIRD-"TEMPRYTES" are l VI R E \ V 0 L'N I ),

therefore noiseless, and are not carbon mixtures

The CVI.DON \ Vaverneter identifies
unknown stations and makes

-

\. -,-, --

MARK

searching and testing out simplicity itself.
Then
is

tf:-

of CYLDCN Condensers-S.L.F.,

why" TEMPRYTES" are the perfect method of
filament control-

FOURTH-"TEMPRYTES" are tested on the
finest possible instruments and the careful test-

ing of each " TEMPRYTE " enables us to guarantee their performance. The testing of " TEMPRYTES " in our laboratories takes considerable

.

time, and is tarried out by experts.

LD0

Do not be misled by the introduction of glorified

filament Rheostats, called Variable Resistors,

with which you can overheat your filament
without knowing it. Buy " TEMPRYTES,"
the tested perfect control for all filaments.

-.1',-,,,./uueed S1L-IMN .

2:6 Each
TEMPRYTES
HOLDER MOUNTINGS 1;6 Each

Dual,
famous
2, 3 and 4 Gang models.
EVcry CYI.D07:NT product is the
premier of its class-well designed,
.

excellently finished and right up
to the cl-IDON standard.

If unable to obtain CYLDON product:

from your dealer, write direct to :-

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, CYLDON WORKS, SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDX. Telephone: Enfield 0672

ins

THE HEART
HEART

of your Set is the Battery
End you can give your Set no better battery than the

PRIMUS AUTOCEL
The

Battery

with

Many

Lives

which has Rektvenating Cells.

Being made without Sal -Ammoniac or
Acids, the cehs recuperate instead of deteriorutinz whed not in actual use

103 -volt - 17 3.
63 -volt - 11 6.
Pocket Lamp Type, 4.5 -volt - 7d. each.

PRICES

We take a personal interest in each Battery supplied. If nal oktainaide
from pour dealer, write to us direct. Batteries sent prompt.;, Sol free, or

C.O:D. with a FREE XMAS PRESENT

- THE PRIMUS MANUFACTURING CO.,

114-115, Great Saffron Hill, Londo

....

-----!--0;]
(1'

Rows

High

Tension
Accumulators

HIGH & LOW TENSION
ACCUMULATOR HIRE SERVICE
Here's a way of improving reception,
raying money, time, and trouble for
all valve set users who live within 12
miles of Charing Cross. Write now
for particulars of the unique service

RADIO SERVICE COMPANY,
105. Torriano Avenue, N. W. 5.

greatly

improve

Loud Spea..
ker reception eliminating t h e
uncanny noises
caused by partly run down dry

E.C.1.

batteries and may
be hired ready for u

'Phone North 0623. (3 lines).

0ur

Low

Tension
El

i

r e

Service
1's
6717v7:5
.

effects

a

considerable
saving if you
add the dein
tsreciation
value to the
cost of having
your cwn accumulator unskilfully
recharged.

:..

THE LG.GiUS5ELL' LABORATORIES :HILL'

.

'!".'BIRMiHaHeo...1
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One -Valve Sets, 6d.; One -Valve and Crystal(Itetlex),1s.;
Two -Valve and Crystal (Reflex), ls. ; Two -Valve Sets,
ls. ; Three -Valve Sets, Is. ; Three -Valve and Crystal

(Reflex), ls. 6d. ; Four -Valve Sets, ls. 6d.: Multi Valve Sets (straight Circuits), is. 6d. Except SUPER-

HETERODYNE DIAGRAMS, all of which, irrespective

of number of Valves used, are 2s. 6d.
If a panel lay -out or list of point-to-point connec-

tions is required an additional fee of Is. must be
enclosed.

Wiring diagrams of commercial apparatus, such as

sets of any particular manufacture, etc., cannot be
supplied. (Such particulars can -only be obtained

All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
F.R.G.S.

E.

and the (magma and the trader would be well advised to

ndAnswery)

..obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents

J. SIMMONDS, M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.

before doing so.
Readers' letters dealing with patent questions, if sent

to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent advisers, where every facility and help will he afforded
The envelope should be clearly marked
to readers.
"-Patent Advice."
TECHNICAL QUERIES.
Letters should be addressed to : Technical Query

" Popular Wireless," The Fleetway House,
They should be written on one side of the pain,
only, and MUST be accompanied by a stamped
Dept.,

Foreign Correspondents :

Dr. ALFRED
M. DELANO, Paris ;
GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT,
W.
New York ; P. F. MARTIN, Italy
F.

uest on,s

As notch of the information given in the columns of
this paper concerns the most recent developments is
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent,

Editor

NORMAN EDWARDS, M.inst.R.E., M.R.S.L.,

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors
P. R. BIRD.
K. D. ROGERS.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultants :
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. ; J. F.
CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.; C.E. FIELD, B.Sc.;

from the makers.)
Readers may stibmit their own diagrams, etc., for
correction or for criticism. The fee is ls. per diagram
and these should be large, and as clear as possible.
No questions can be answered by 'phone.
Remittances should be in the form of Postal Orders.

;

PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to

The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
wireless work.

return MSS. not accepted for publication. A
stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All inquiries concerning advertising
to

rates, Ka. to be addressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs.
John IL Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, _Landau, E.C.4.

Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

addressed envelope.
Queries should be dsked in the form. of the numbered
(2), (3), etc., but may be accompanied
questions :
by a short letter giving any necessary .additional

particulars as briefly as possible.

For erery question asked a fee of lid. should be
A copy of the numbered questions should be
kept, so that the replies may be given under the numbers.
(It is not possible to reproduce the pu,stion in the
answer.)
enclosed.

* BACK OF PANEL DIAGRAMS can be specially
drawn up to suit the requirements of individual
readers at- the following rates : Crystal Sets, 6d. ;

THE " SPIDER."
have built the
W. E. F. (London,
"Spider" 3 -valve set, but it does not give good
results. I have been using Mullard and S.T.

valves, but quite recently was told that this
set won't work unless a special detector valve

is used. As I have not now got the copy of
POPULAR WIRELESS describing 'this set, 1

would be glad of information on this point,
and whether by some modification or slight
addition I can use ordinary detector valves,
such as the P.M.3 or S.T.21.

In the article describing the Spider, the point about
the detector valve was -matte quite clear and a D.E.B.
was advocated. Practically all other valves fail to

operate in that position. By modifying the detector

(Coniimted on page 1014.)

1926

XMAS

/fr,\v/41
flick

3

i

THE THREE
'""stRilintr

1,

.,

AND THE STAR

Not unlike the three Wise Men of old, Bowyer -Lowe set out to prove, by performance, that components bearing their name would achieve Perfect Radio Reception. Ever since Bowyer -Lowe set
out, with this star as guide, the proof has been manifest in the fact that sales are effected quicker
than components are produced.

If you are not using Bowyer -Lowe Components-try them and you will understand why they are so popular. Put
your trust in Bowyer -Lowe Components-they never let you down.
The Radio News will give you fuller details and illustrations-send lid. in stamps for your copy Now-and enjoy
Perfect Radio Reception this Xmas.
Bowyer Lowe Components
are Generously Guaranteed

From any reputable dealer

owyereo

VV

or direct from Radio Warps

.tt

ANNOUNC M ENT BY THE BOWYER-LOWE

Sr

COMPANY LTD. LETCHWORTH

H E R T./
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Chrish77aS presents that charm azvay nzany an ic/fe hour
THE EDISON BELL

THE EDISON BELL

" BIJOU " 2 -VALVE SET

"GEM" 2 -VALVE SET

has the same circuit
as the " Gem " set
opposite, but is built
into a more elaborate
cabinet, which has a
transparent oval front

is so simple and reliable

in action that even a

child can use this nstrument without incurring

any risk of damage. A
slight turn of the dials
and you receive perfect

broadcast music on a

enabling it to be closed
when desired.

kind speaker-on headphones foreign stations
can be tuned in.

Price £3 15 0

Price £3 0 0

(Valves,

(Valves, Batteries and

THE "GEM "

Batteries and

Marconi Licence extra.)

Marconi Licence extra.)

THE (NEW MODEL) SPEAKER

THE " BIJOU "

Charm is expressed both in the tone and price
design of the new model Edison Bell Speaker,
the artistic appearance of which is second 42/.
only to its perfect tonal reproduction.

TESTED 500 VOLTS

TESTED 500 VOLTS

Ask your dealer for new illustrated catalogue containing many ideal Christmas
presents. If unable to obtain write direct to the company.

FIAT TYPE

c-..............wwirrrph-

EDISON BELL, LIMITED, London, S.E.15, and at Huntingdon

INSIST ON EDISON BELL CONDENSERS
THEY ARE BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED BYA NAME WITH 30 YEARS REPUTATION BEHIND IT

gle=110eleCTMeq=504=50
Throw away the 11

The Bretwood
S.L, F. CONDENSER ! ! !

headphones buy

Did you read the " P.W." Test Report on page 838 of

this loud Speaker

December 4th issue?

Losses are disastrous in S.L.F. Condenser design.

LET all the family enjoy the

The " Bretwood" is the only condenser made that has only, TWO
supports, and losses are therefore

radio.

reduced to a greater minimum than
that of any other design.
Lose nothing but rather gain greatly
in selectivity and general reception
results by- fitting BRETWOOD
1002514/-

The Allhall Loud Speaker
stands 21 ins. high and
has a. depth of 14 ins.

from back to front; the
base is 6i ins. overall
and is finished in iced

'000314 9

black lacquer, relieved by
a nickel plated diaphragm
control, and supplied
complete with long plugin cords. The neck is of

'00015 13,6

THE BRETWOOD GRID -LEAK DE LUXE

iced black lacquer. and

Constant-Silent-Efficient.

3 nickel screws secure the
horn which is finished in

This improved type has a syphon container which pre-

matt black and has a
flare of 19 ins., ensuring
resonance and volume

vents all possible leakage of resistance element and
guarantees the even distribution of it.

For accuracy of readings (50,000 ohms to so megohms)

it is on a par with those
of our straight line

Anode Resistance.

UP

can buy and enjoy where before
high prices prohibited. Profits

are cut to a minimum, quality

achieves a maximum and so great
is our faith in the Allhall Speaker

that we sell it to you with a
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Buy one, try it, and if you are not
satisfied send it back within 7days
and your money is returned with-

remneRol

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL
DEALERS OR DIRECT FROM

Radio Engineers

t90.5hudehill. Manchester.

Sole Manufacturers :

BRETWOOD LTD., MAILkOs1.13,
-

Parrs Ad.

mi

been costed low so that thousands

Obtainable front all Radio Dealers.

If you desire to mount it an
baseboard a special mount is now
Price 3d.
available.

Price 3'0
Price 4 6
Price 3 6

any £5 - 5 - 0 instrument, it has

out any questions being asked.

frequency condenser.

Grid -Leak De -Luxe.
Grid -Leak (with Condenser).

Matching in tone and volume

READ THIS

DESCRIPTION

S.L.F. Low -Loss Condensers.
PRICES: '0005 17/6

Here is a Loud

Speaker that was hound to
come-it has long been needed.

.C=0 0;;;;* =ma Ch=0 G
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COIL FOR A CRYSTAL SET.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & .ANSWERS.

If a crystal set coil is made " on air " by
using wooden end pieces and ebonite rod,
would it be more efficient titan a similar coil
woUnd on a cardboard tube ?

(continued from page 1012.)

Yes. Theoretically. the absence of a solid cardboard

former is a decided advantage. A coil made in this

stage and introducing PLATE bias,

way is illustrated above.

Mr. English

(well-known " 1'.W." . contributor) claims that any
ordinary valve can be used. Articles describing this

and other Filadyne developments will appear in
- P.W."
Of course, the .Rpider can quickly be converted
into tin ordinary. IL F ., Bat., L.F., when it will take
any normal arrangement of valves. In fact, shrill:1
the Spider fail to give efficient results owing to the
existence of an obscure fault, it should be tried out
in this way, for it will no doubt be easier for the constructor' to eliminate' faulty- components when he,

valves should be employed, but am undecided

as to using 2 H,F. or 1 L.F., or 1 H.F. and
2 L.F. with the detector.
Probably the best- combination will be 1 H.F.,
is no easy matter to time
two stages of H.F. and keep these in " step " with au
aerial' condenser, though the two variable condensers

Het., and 2 L.P. It
Au efficient tuning coil, wound

A HOWLING NUISANCE.
" HOWLING " (Pershone, Worcestershire).Some weeks ago my set, which had been going
perfectly, began to give trouble. This at -first

SIMPLE 3 -VALVE SET.

of the 1 H.F., Dot., and 2 L.P. set can be handled

upon a skeleton former.

effectively.

above.

less

H.T. than formerly,

because it howled when full H T. was plugged
in. After about a week it started to howl all

the time, though nothing has been touched
except the H.T. wander -plugs, and a fresh
accumulator connected up in place of the old
one. What is wrong ?
The trouble is undoubtedly

caused by

the

deterioration of the H.T. battery, which generally
shows itself by a howl of this kind.
of course, is a new battery.

The only remedy

ACCESSORIES.

2 coils, 50 and 75 (150 and 200 for 5 N N)
1 9 -volt grid bias battery
1 detector valve, 1 L.F. valve, 1 power valve
II.T. and L.T., according to valve maker's specifications
1 pair of 'phones and/or loud speaker
(A set of this kind is described in Blue Print form

tion of valves to operate a -loud speaker on
distant stations ? I understand that four

When the set is working properly in this fort)) a
reversion to filament input is just as simple as the

seemed to need

Wire, screws, transfers, etc.

BEST CIRCUIT TO USE.
B.O. (Dublin). --What is the best combina-

The alterations necessary are very few, and the
whole operation will take but a few minutes. All that
Las to be done' IA to remove the present lead to the
detector valve ,plate, move the lead which goes to
the grid up to plate -and the filament input lead up

took the form of reduced volume, and the set

1 *001 fixed condenser
1 *002 fixed condenser
1-mfd. condensers (optional)

in the " P.W." 6d. Blue Print series, No. 20.)

.

tiffs a more familiar circuit to handle.

to the grid. A grid leak should be connected between
the grid and L.T. plus. The,filament chokes can then
be shorted oat of circuit. The set is then an ordinary
(let.. L.F. with " ganged " tuning controls.

1 L.F. transformer, 1st stage
1 L.F. transformer,, 2nd stage

H.T. AND L.T. ACCUMULATORS.
Hill,

R, L. (Lowestoft).-How can I estimate the
charging rate of an accumulator ?

valve loud -speaker sot, easy to tune, and cheap
to build. I should like simple switches for the
different valves. What components do I need ?

instructions on this point, though as a general rule
the charging amperes in practice average one -tenth
to one -eighth the actual capacity.

SET "

" LOUD -SPEAK Ell

Essex). -1 am anxious to build up a good 3 -

You are advised to follow the accumulator maker's

The following are the parts and accessories
required :

FILAMENT RESISTANCES.

(Portsinouth).-In which
of the L.T. accumulator leads should the

COMPONENTS.

1 panel 10 x 12 x

'6INTEREsTEo "

in.

1 box to fit, 41 in. deep.
S filament resistances
3 valve holders

filament rheostats be joined ?
It is the usual practice of valve manufacturers
nowadays to recommend a rheostat in the positive
lead of a valve when used as H.F., Det., or L.F.

1 2 -way coil holder
12 terminals
1 '0005 variable condenser

2 8.P,D.T. switches
1 grid leak and condenser ('0002 mfd. and 2 meg.)

-amplifier.

(Continued on page 1016.)

The Audio Frequency Transformer
LOUD SPEAKERS are legion, their
sponsors have been apt to write
abundantly of qualities supreme.
So-called mellowness, sweetness,
clarity, wonderful depth, fidelity,
etc., etc., are insufficient to truly

W265 £5 ,0 0
W267 £2 15 0

describe the reception experienced
by users of the Claritone.

Described

It is sufficient for them

to know that they can
sit back and enjoy

W299 £12 10 0

W287 £4 10 0

W275 £6 0 0
W277 £4 0 0
illustrated

and
in

Booklet No. 71

obtainablefrom
all dealers.

is the very heart of your set -FIT

FERRANTI
TRANSFORMERS
and put " new heart" into your radio

A .F.4.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co.
(1925), Ltd., 17, Finch Place,
Falkland Street, Liverpool.

APTONE

d SPEAKERS & HEAD PHONES
LOUD

17/6
IN
IRISH
FREE
STATE

IN
IRISH
FREE
STATE

32/6

23/ -

the heart, ayi that's the /Sart, aye,
That makes us recht or wrung."
Burns.
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COME

and

SEE

for yourself how

BURNDEPT SUPER VALVES
ARE MADE IN OUR OWN FACTORY
yOU have had experience with many valves since you first

FACTS ABOUT
BURNDEPT Super VALVES

installed a wireless set - now come and see them
manufactured. Some afternoons during the next tew

weeks we are arranging to give a practical demonstration to
100 wireless enthusiasts of how Burndept Super Valves are
made. If you would like to come fill in the coupon below and
post it at once. One hundred will be selected each week, and
the senders will receive invitation tickets giving full details.
The following facts about Burndept Super Valves will interest

Filament efficiency is greater than any
other valve The current consumption
is low. Atno time during manufacture
is the filammt heated to a temperature
higher than that when in actual use.

The filament can be overrun, within
reasonable limits, without damaging
the valve. Only the latest and up-to-

you in any case.

date appliances are used and include
automatic vacuum pumps.
Every valve is tested twice before .t

;'.111SMIIIMaanalrewS

1.BURNDEPT
4

VALVE
LL. 525.
Price

One of the
famous

and mechanical construction. Burn dept Valves are good valves, honest

valves and absolutely reliable-and

we make them ourselves.
You will see the thoroughness with /
which every Valve is tested.

Head Offices and Factory :
London Showrooms: 15. Bedford Street, Strand. W.C.2.
AGENTS AND BRANCHES EVERYWHERE.

/

%J./

BURNDEPT
range.

/

/

To

BURNDEPT
WIRELESS LTD.
I should like to be -in-

// eluded
/ visit your

The factory limits, strictly imposed.
ensure uniformity in characteristics

iii
'
"
Blackheath, London, S.E.3.

5,

22/6

reaches the user.

fr-/fY'

°'

BURNDEPT
SUPER
POWER

in

the party to

Valve Works.

./ Please send me choice of dates.

NAME

/ ADDRESS

P.W.

RT

WIRELESS
CABINETS

RELIABILITY

JACKS
4 -POINT

CONDENSERS

CONDENSER

DEWAR

For Panels 7 in, high
Width 8in,Hinged Lid
Oak 12 in, 171-, 19 in.,
17,6. 18 in. 18,6.
Mahogany - extra.

SWITCH

1(P§tIPT401:,i'Afi4(P:140NIN
ARE YOU BUILDING A

WIRELESS RECEIVER ?

-;hen11,1'1

it

by using inferior eornponents. Consult us.

GUARANTEED COMPONENT PARTS

for ELSTREE SIX, SOLODYNE, or other Circuits can be
supplied for CASH or EXTENDED PAYMENTS. RECON.'
MENDED Componens supplied-NOT SUBSTITUTES.

atansbridge

With 4-1n. dia.
;0003

'0005

..

1-

..

7/3

Type.
M1us.
2/6
'25, 1 6 1 m f

ELSTREE SOLODYNE.--Components including Bowyer -Lowe candrnsl%rs, Lew,. Coils and Screens, Peto-Scott Neutralising Condensers,
Cyldun Resistors, Lissen H.F. Chokes, Cabinet, Ebonite Panel, £20
Glazite Wire, me.
..
Or Deposit £4 and the Balance payable over 6 or 12 months.

-5, 1;9 2 infs., 3;6

HEAD THIS LIST AND SAVE MONEY ON COMPONENTS

RECENT REDUCTIONS.-Sterling 0005 Square Law Condensers with Vernier, 9/6 ; Geared
12/..: Mallow 151- ; .00025, 8/6 ; Geared, 10,6: Miniloss, 14/- : Marconi Automatic
Detector, 2;6 ; Series Parallel Varlometer, 10/6; Eddystone Absorbos Feet, set of 4, 2/3 ;
Benjamin S.P. Switch, 1/3 : N.P. Clix Plug dr Insulator, 21d. ; Adaptor, lid. ; Socket 2d.
LATEST COMPONENTS. -6 -Way Coil Stand, BB; Colvern Low Loss Inductance Former,
5/- Formo Straight Line .0005 Condenser, 10 '6 ; Success. 18,6 ; Eureka, 1516 ; Cyldon,
15/6: Lissen GO v. H.T. New Process Battery. 10, 6 ; Valve Vibrating Springs, 6d, set of 4.
TERMINALS h ACCESSORIES.-singiew. Office N.P. or Pol. Brass with nut and washer,
ltd. Phone and Castle type, ld, Double Mark, 3, 2d. 9 -way Phone Connector. 6d,;
Black Tape, 6d, coil ; 1 in. Empire Tape, 61,
Pole -finding paper, 3d. Fluxite, 8d.
dozen yards ; Insulating tube, 3d, yard ; Glazite, 1/2. 10 ft, coil; Shellac Varnish. 6d.
Mica 2 in, x 11 in., 9d. dozen; Chattertans Compound. 90., Hand Drill, 3/6, Drills, 1 -.
EBONITE,-Any size cut ; Clayton brand, yin., 1d. sq. in. 9 in. by 6, 212 ; 12 in. by 9,
15 in, by 9, 5i6 3;16 in. 25 per cent. less. Paragon and Radian, Id. per Sp. tn.
6
CONDENSERS.-Low Loss, Square Law, with knob and dial, .0005, 5/- ; .0003, 4/6 ; with
Vernier Blade, 1/4 extra; Twin .0005, for Eistree Six, unequalled value, 9/6: Cyldon

WIRELESS

SPECIALISTS

;

;

;

;

;

:

W0ice

" SERVICE

OUR NAME

e/v37771X7/11,44 AND AIM"

Wireless Dept.,

,0 273-274, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

;

Twin for ditto, 27/6; Ormond, 3.13, Utility, Sterling, Polar, Formo, Igranic, G.E.C..
Var. in all capacities. Neutrodyne types, Ormond. 2'. ; Colvern, 3/6 ; Gambriel, 5/6.
FIXED CONDENSERS.-Dubiller, Edison Bell, Lissen, Watmel, Muller& McMichael, at
advertised prices, Special Reliability Fallon-.0003mfd. 2 meg. Leak,1;3; Cases only 9d.
BATTERIES. --Reliability, 90 v., it/-; GO v., 7/6; 36 v., 9'6; 15 v., 1 10; Ever Ready,
Siemens, Hellesen, 100 v., 21/- ; 66 v., 12/6 ; 36 v., 7/6 ; Flashlight Battery Cases for 14
Batts.. 3(6 ; 41 v. Batts,. 4d. 60 v. Unequalled, 6/8; Wan. Plugs, lid. ; Clix Type, 2d.
ACCUMULATORS.-Exlde, D.T.G., 9/6 ; D,F.G., 8 6; W.J., 20 v., HS. type, 15/- ; Oldham H.T. 10d. per volt, complete ; Dures 20 v.. 111- ; 10 v., 5;6 ; Repairing Outfit, 2.6.
25/- ; Marconi Ideal, 25/- ; Junior, 18/6 : FerL.F. TRANSFORMERS.-R.I.
ranti A.F.3, 25(- ; A.F.4, 17/6; Formo, 10/6; H.T.C, Empire, 7;6 ; Croix 5 to 1, 6/Lissen new type, 8/6; Igranic, 16i Eureka Concert Grand, 25,'-; No. 2, 21/-; Baby
Grand, 15/-; Ormond, 15/-; Royal, 20/-.; Success, All Black, 21/-; Silvertown, 21/-;
G.R.C., 15/-; Broaden. 17,6; Burndept, 16/6; Special Value. 716: Modulation, 7/6.
VALVES. " Radion" all types, Frelat 2 volt. 3 amp., 4/11. All advertised makes stocked.
VALVE HOLDERS.-Anti-Phonic Benjamin, 2,9 : Lotus, 2:3 ; with terminals, 2/6 ; Burn dent, 2/9 ; Herne, 1(6 ; Reliability, unequalled, 2/- F all baseboard types, ord. ditto,
6d, ; N,P. Valve Sockets, flush fitting. Id. ; Superior Panel Type, 6d.; All Ebonite, 10d.
HEADPHONES.-B.T.11.. 15/- ; Brown's "F" Type, 20/. ; Reliability, 716 ; Adjustable, SI.:
Dr. Nesper.15/11; TALC., 17/6 ; Western Electric, 20/- ; all 9,000 ohms ; Sullivan,
120 ohm Double, Ex -Govt., New, .1/- 120 ohm Single Phone, 2;6 ; Long Phone Cord. 1/-;
AERIALS, -100 It. i in. copper tape. 1/6 ; 7/22s Bright. 2;3 ; Enamelled, 3/3 ; Electron;
1/8 ; Superial, 2,6 ; Mars, 9/6 : Ashton Spreaders, 1.2/- per pair ; 0.V., complete, 2:6,
INSULATORS,-Large Shell, 3d.: Reel or Egg. Id. Climax, .6d. Ditto, with shock absorbers, 31- pr Gal. Pulleys, 43. 100 ft. Gal. Straining Wire, 1/6 ; Stra sing Bolts, 62.
EXPERIMENTERS' PARCELS. Accessories of Various Types. worth 20,,, post paid, 5;6.

lem' imemeseseserimuceseseiereinerisse 'emeneisisiii.deasee%

King of the Air Cabinets

;

(as used by Mr. P. II'. Harris and illus-

trated me page ('01) of Iasi week's issue)

;

;

O Complete Set of Parts - 35/ (Anyone with glue and polish can

latild his own in a short time).

Complete finished Cabinet - 52/6

;

;

;

;

Send for New

tiTAYL OR cs-c,

Free onReonest

4. RADIO HOUSE,
MACAULAY 5T., HUODIRS,iELD
Er/ 34r Gors,:lhOgouori-Husefarriii.O.

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS
GUIDE No.9.

Trade Supplied. 1,,,g.

(Carria:ze extra 6it either, 2:6),

;

1.11.:

Orders 5/6 Value
Carriage Paid.
Under 5/6

taY,,4:

' iv

UNICA CABINET COMPANY is:
72, Camden Street, London, N.W.1,

2d. per 1/ -

or Packing. etc.

GA.rr

6710.

4I
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

iprztagn's Best in Radio

LAMPLUGH
GRID LEAK

(c.fii,oed front page 1014.)
AVOIDING HOWLING.

Variable. '5 to 15 MEGOHMS. One"
hole fixing. An efficient and well made

S. P. R. (London). --1 possess a two -valve
crystal reflex set which gives me exeellen

component, the resistance element is
guaranteed constant and is impervious
to moisture.

results from the kcal station and 5 X X

Recently, however, I wished' to take the loud

speaker in another room, but as soon as I
joined up the long extension leads an un-

pleasant hoWl resulted. Separated leads were
)hen tried and also various capacities of fixed

condensers across the loud speaker, but the
howl -could not be stopped.

Can you suggest
how I might overcome the trouble ?
The howling to which you refer is not uncommon
with a reflex set, but fortunately it can often be cured

Panel Tallrs : No. 4

by the use of a shunting device in the plate circuit
of the last valve (i.e. in place of the loud -speaker
, A method usually employed is to place a large
capacity fixed condenser in series with one extension
lead and connect an L.F. choke directly across the
output terminals.

.connections).

Why some Panels
change colour

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD.
King's Road, Tyseley,

BIRM INGHAM.

Sole Distributors for London and Southern
Counties: Thee Empire Electric Co., 303,
Easton Road, London, N.W.
Scottish Depot: 38, Montrose Street,

-and how you can be

Glasgow.

certain yours will not

Send for

11111 LAMPLUGH iii

MOST probably if, in the past, you have
not chosen your panel wisely you have
been disappointed, after a few months,
to notice it has taken on a very unpleasant
greenish shade. Almost as if it had gone

This mark is
_YPRODUCT our Guarantee.
Obtainable from all Leading Wireless Dealers

WIRELESS.-Capable, trustworthy men

mouldy !

with spare time who wish to substantially increase income, required where we are

For your new Receiver you will want to be
sure that the colour of the panel is permanent.
How can you be certain of this? Here is the
answer.
Cheap ebonite contains a large
amount of sulphur. Sulphur, as you probably
know, reacts to the action of the light. A panel,
therefore, which contains sulphur, after being

not fully represented.

How, though, can you be

certain that in the Panel you buy, sulphur is
entirely absent? The answer lies in the

twin names, either of which is borne by

every panel of the American Hard Rubber Co.
[Britain] Ltd.-the names `Radion ' and
Resistors'. Like the Hall -mark on gold,

either of these names on a Wireless Panel is
your safeguard.
They are a veritable
insurance against all panel ills. They mean
that a panel bearing such a name is permanent
in its colour-now and in the years to come.
They mean that, in insulation, the panel is a
hundred -per -cent perfect ; that it is nonmetallic, and its surface therefore is impervious

to moisture and dirt, and lastly that Resiston '

and Radion ' Panels will not warp, nor will
they split or break-they can be "worked"
with absolute confidence.

For the sake, perhaps, of a few pence,
will you court failure and disappoint by
choosing an unnamed panel in preference
to one bearing such a name as Radton
or Resiston-- names which give you
positive assurance of lasting satisfaction?

Resistor comes in 17 stock sizes in
Black or Mahogany -grained finish.
Each panel is protected by its own
stout
manilla
safeguard.

en veloPe -y o u r

and Aerial, be a householder or live with
parents, and be able to give references : state
age and experience. Address : Dept. 10, General
Radio Company, Limited, Radio House, Regent
Street, London, W.1.

JARS, Waxed,

necessary.

my set,

so

that H.T.

does

not wander

about " upstairs, downstairs, and in my lady's
chamber." But I am a little uncertain about
the best way to run the wires and arrange the
points " in the different rooms, so as to be
inconspicuous and at the same time efficient.
What is a good method ?

When the separate output has been obtained, the
house can easily be wired so that the loud speaker
eau be plugged in where desired. Such wiring can
he practically invisible if bell-wirk or No. 16 D.C.C.
win, is used. Do not use thin wire, or the resistance
losses will be high. and do not run the " come " and
" go " wires side by side, or leakage may occur between them. A good method is to run one wire
to all the " points " via the picture -rail, tops of doors,
etc.

The return wire front all the points can be on

the floor, skirting -boards. or under the carpets, linos,
etc., where it, too' , is quite invisible.
The " point " iu each room need present no

difficulty, for an ordinary coil holder may be used,
the corresponding plug -mid -socket being on the lead
of the loud speaker.
If all the loud speakers or 'phones to be used are
of the same resistance, the " points " can be wired
'

in parallel, and any room can plug-in to the programme by simply inserting the loud -speaker lead.

G

ibt5o9.

If the coil -plugs are arranged on the skirting board they rnay be so inconspicuous as to be practically: invisible. 'Similarly the extension wire may
descend from a picture4ail in a corner of the room,
where it is unnoticeable, and, if the room is papered
subsequently, the paper will cover, and protect the
utralule wiling.
(Continued on next page.)

SACS

plete unit, particulars and instructions.

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.,

Masons Avenue, Coleman Street, London, E.C.?.
Phone: London Wall 2292.
(Nr. Bank).

4-5,

LOUDSPEAKER EXTENSIONS.

B. J. E. (Barrow-in-Furness).-I am going
to ." shunt " the loud -speaker output, front

ZINCS,

1:6 DOZ.
1/- DOZ.
1;6 DOZ.
For making Wet H.T. Batteries, post free on 3 doz.
or over. Packed in special carton with division for
each cell. This can be used as a container for the
battery when made up. Send 6d. for sample com-

Another method (illustrated above) is to fit a
telephone transformer of a 1 to 1 ratio to the "loudspeaker " terminals of the set. The long leads are
then connected to the secondary of the transformer,
and the usual fixed condenser placed across these if

3f, hoWever, the resistances are different; the " points"
must be in " series " anti shorting -plugs must replace
any loud speaker removed front the system.

American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd., r3a, Fore St.,

Applicants must

have practical knowledge of installation of Set

exposed to the light for a period, soon loses
its black colour and becomes " mouldy " in
appearance.'

Lists.

RADlo

.i
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MEANS DOUBLE POWERri

N

II

For use in both H.T.-less and ordinary
circuits, B.S., D.E. and 116,10/6 to 14/-

_III

Cend card far Radio press reports and booklet This

valve can be used in any set without alteration
and will give 50.1., to 150'll, increase in power
ANELOY PRODUCTS,
El
NI

MI

N
te

Ell

Ea.u? mita

Eton Works, East Dulwich London, 3.E.22,
CALLERS : +6a, Forest Wu goat, East Dulwic..
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RFPA FRG
Headphones, Loudspeakers, and Transfor
mers re -wound & reconditioned equal to new.

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL
"Thanks to the excellent manner in which

it was reconditioned, the results achieved have
been astounding. It is very gratifying to find
a firm that really turns out a first-class job, as

I have had very disappointing experiences

with firms who have advertised as experts, and
whose workmanship has been far from good.'
Proprietors,

Varley Magnet Co.,
Repairs Dept.,
Woolwich,

Oliver Pep
Control,

S.E.18.

AR LEY,

Ltd.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued front previous page.)
GRID -BATTERY RENEWAL.

M. B (Portsmouth).-How often should
grid -bias battery be renewed ? I expect a good

many listeners have been puzzled as I have by
the different length of time that batteries last.
It is eiSy to see why the L.T. battery that heats
the filament needs frequent recharging, but
why does the grid -bias battery generally ficst
so much longer. than the H.T. battery ?
The acconmanying diagram will help to explain

the different conditions.
The L.T. _Battery obviously has a heavy drain upon

it, for the filament circuit is connected right across
the L.T. plus and L.T. neg. terminals (for simplicity's
sake, no rheostat is shown in the diagram). A comparatively heavy current (measured in antps.1 is
flowing whenever the valve is alight,_ so the 1..T.

1017

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE .1908

SEE
FOR YOURSELF....
SEE and hear for yourself.

Go to a Brandes
Dealer and look over the Brandes range. Get

him to demonstrate, and make your own comNot many instruments of such good
class are so reasonably priced. Observe that the

parisons.

cost of the Brandola is Considerably reduced.

bat eery 90011 inns down.

The If.T. Battery lets a smaller-but, nevertheless,

heavy-drain upon it. When the valve is alight, a

steady H.T. current (measured in milli -amps.) ea n
be imagined as passing from the

pole of the battery,
through the'phones, across the high -resistance of the
Valve, between plate and filament, and so back to the
fr-T. battery (peg.) terminal. As the loud speaker

in' 'phones are operated by this current, the battery
supplying it runs down fairly quickly.
Grid -Bias

The

Battery provides no

operating

current, but Is utilised merely to keep the grid's

normal collage negative, with respect to the filament.
Practically no current flows in the grid circuit, so
this battery does not " run down," but simply deteriorates in the course of time. It should not require
replacing oftener than twice a year.

THE BRANDOLA
Specially built to bring greater voluthe
with minimum current input and exceptional- clarity over the full frequency

range. A large diaphragm gives new
rounded fulness to Inc low registers and

new clarified lightness to the high.
Reproduction controlled by a thumb screw

on the base. Polished walnut
plinth with electroplated fittings.Height at ins., bell tams.

CHOOSING A LOUD SPEAKER.

J. H. (Twycross, near Atherstone, Warwick-

shire).-There are sti many different kinds of
loud speakers that I am very uncertain -which
tYpe to buy. What is the difference between
the various types, some of which cost much
more than others, some.heing large and others
small, etc. ?
-Loud speakers may be divided into three main
sections-large, medium and small (irrespective of
.

their design). The really large ones are unsuitable
for ordinary use. They are designed for work ha halls,
at dances, etc., and need a considerable input.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TECHNICAL QUERIES.

THE TABLE -TALKER

Owing to very heavy pressure on the
Technical Staff, there is a little delay in

The new goosemcck.design is the result of
research in radio acoustics, which definitely

At the moment every effort is being made
to get replies posted within about 10 days of
receipt, and it is hoped to reduce this period
very shortly. Readers can help by making
their questions as short and clear as possible.

diaphragm fitted. Patent material used in

despatching answers to readers' queries.

muttlimummilinillimmumfflfflim11111ifilimitomuliiini.

The medium ones are best suited to cases where a

large room is to be the home of the loud speaker,
where perhaps occasionally dancing may be indulged
in when dance bands are being broadcast, Such a
load speaker would be suitable on four and three
valit sets, or on a two -valve set -if a smaller room
were used, and the set was fairly near a broadcasting
station.
Me small loud speaker is for use. in a small room
where a large volume of sound is not required, and
is ktlitable for use on a two-valye -set. This small

establishes its value in relation to the

the construction of the horn eliminates

metallic harshness.

Volume and

sensitivity controlled with small lever
located at the rear of the base.
Elegantly shaped, tasteful neutral brown
finish, felt -padded base.

Height 18 ins.,
to ins.

bell 30/-

Brandes
From any reputable Dealer.

BRANDES LIMITED

296 REGENT ST. WI

load speaker should not be expected to operate

",ioud enough to dance to," and it Should also not
-

rodittued on -nextpage.). --

tr-
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

The best British
at

(Continued from previous page.)

Continental

THE DIXON ULTRA ONE -METER
give rise to distortion.
There Are also two. main classes of loud speaker

-the hornless type and those with some form of

sound conduit, As a rule the former are unsuited to
stifall7 ontpuFs and would not do for use with small
sets. A four-y:11\w should be capable of operating

j?teks, Plug,

them, but they spread the sound so evenly that in
most cases they do not sound so loud as would one
of the horn type under the same conditions. For
purity they are excellent, but the fact that signals

and 18 esistances

may net be so loud 'should be taken into consideration
when a decision bet Wl'ell " with " or " without born "

lets to be made.

Manufactured in the latest

materials and design. Approved by the Elstree and other
famous laboratories. Tested to
withstand many times the conditions imposed in ordinary
practice

Oi

Z7
WHAT TO DO WITH SPARE

instrument is the DIXON ONE -METER.

(a). Variable condensers if connected across

INSTRUMENT =5/

the 'phones (of a 1 -valve set) or across the
primary of the first I.E. transformer, in place
of an existing by-pass condenser, will often

IN CASE

(b). Fixed condensers can be used across
loud -speaker terminals to vary the tone and,
to a certain extent, the volume.

Insulated

(c). A fixed condenser (say '0005 mid.)

placed in series with the Variable condenser
controlling reaction in sets of the Reinartz-

throughout with

genuine Bakelite.
No.1. Single 1 /q
Circuit open 1/

ti

reaction type, will prevent shorting of the

H.T. battery, due to the variable condenser vanes touching.

(d). A small fixed condenser (0002 or
thereabouts) will tend to sharpen the flat
tuning due to a screened aerial, especially if
the present aerial tuning condenser is connected " in parallel." The small additional
condenser should be connected between the
aerial lead and the aerial terminal.
(e). A large fixed condenser in the earth
lead often reduces " humming " interference,
(It should be shorted when the aerial is not

Single 1 ig
Cir. (closed) Al"

No.a,

1/9
Circuit
as
illustrated.
No 4. Fil. sin -1 /9
gle Control A/
No.5. Fil,
9 /9
Double

TOUR THE CONTINENT AT XMAS
with the MONOTUNE 3.
The greatest advance iu receivers, designed by C. P.
ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E., late of Radio Press, Ltd. This
three -valve receiver (detector and 2 L.F.) gives loud-

speaker reception of stations allover
Europe
CAN BUILD

with only one tuning control. YOU
IT in one evening from detailed instructions and 15
diagrams, circuits and photos. NOTHING LEFT
UNEXPLAINED.

From The Constructone Publishing Co.,
Drury Lane. Long Acre, W.C.E.

rewire same. Can this be done ?
We do not advise you to undertake the rewinding

flexible or rigid wire
leads, Genuine Bakelite
Neatly fi fished.

.

8 X 6,114

Ile 82/3

owing to the fragile nature of the wire and the
difficulty of winding it on evenly.
It would he far better to get the job done by a

firm specialising in this class of work, such as the
Varley Magnet Co., Bloomfield Road, Woolwich.

1/Od. each
EBONITE

(Anode and General Purpose).

FOR MOUNTING

)011,
,

BUSIt ES
PERFECT

INSULATION

ON WOOD.

Two required
for each hole.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Ilole in Bush...6BA, 4BA, 26.1, 1/4" 5116" 3,8° 7116"
Orders under I,
send lid. postage.

pressed voltages. Capacity
free. imper-

vious to moisture. Each com-

ponent is sub-.

jected to a

43

hour test, during which it is
continuously
under pressure
at amin

2/6 d.
each
with
clips.

FINCH PLACE,

Post Free.

Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity.
Callers cut any size. Quotations by post, or 'phone Clerket,
well 7853

Samples and prices post free to the Trade.

Val4/e4
fiejtared
AS C.000 AS NEW!!
(Except Weco, S.P.'s, and low
Minimum D.E.
:iapacity types).

notice and itcan
he recommenCO., (1925) LTD.,
ROAD, LIVERPOOL,

,

ALL BRIGHT & [DILL EMITT ERS
MinimumI.sted at

the

-

'

O VOLT
Class

S.T.211(0.1A)-11/,7 L.F S.T. 22 (o -IA) -11.6
PowcRST23(0.15A)186
POINT ONES WHICH G/YE THE.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY ON THE

LOWEST PIT (S0 VOLTS AMPLE)

LIKE THE -PYRAMIDS

TO LAST

CfislIrtgr -10-1'8,-.

-' VAIN vonn.. Dept. P. W. tabor
.7

UPIR

T h e uniform
qualities of tiffs
component und e r adverse
conditions (left

out, of doors
several days)
are worthy of

Current 0.15 amps when repaired.

-TRADE SUPPLIED

Extract Radio
Press remarks.

fidence.
LONDON

8, 2/6

12 x 9,2/10

14 X 10,3/5
in. thick

12 X 10,3/11 x 12. 4/ -

Price each: Id. Id. Id. lid. 2d. 2d. 2d,
DAREX RADIO CO.,
Waldram Road, Forest Hill, London, S,E.23

230

ded with con-

VIRELESS TELEPHONE

17,

of

12 x

10 X 9,2/4

NUMBER

mum
volts.

9x 6,1/7

10 x 8,2/1

CROXSONIA CO., 10, South St., MOORGATE, E.C.2

ASHLEY - LEDWARD RESISTANCES

Absolutely stable at ordinary
temperatures &
under high im-

8 X 5,1/2

7x 6,1/3

CoNsTrturrou (Bournemouth).-As one of
my 'phone windings has burnt out, I wish to

Actual ize, contorms
to spade tags, pin tag-i,

Inches
6 X 6,1/-

7

REWINDING 'PHONE BOBBINS.

37,

x 5,1/-

Inches

cr

2,6

SEND YOUR MONEY NOW for the Monotune Constructone No. 1. PRICE, post free,

in use.)

Doub'e Coml./

MULTIPLIERS
6/6
EACH

.1.1"

LESLIE
DIXON & CO.,
218, Upper Thames St, London, E.C.4.

give perfect. reaction control.

wise for easysoldering. N cke I Sil-

ver springs, pure
silver contacts.

Plug

Mirror Double Scale. Moulded Base.

The finest Precision Multi Measuring

APPARATUS.-CONDENSERS.

Tags are tinned
and spread fan -

ti

Model de Luxe

be expected to give good results if used with a
four-valver. Such a set gives too heavy an output, and tills would overload the loud speaker and

PRICES

JACKS

Give
Him
a multi -range one -meter

e, Ximbleion, S.

A ERMONIC
Anti - phonic.

zT

Lowest

capacity. Lowest pricebest value. The new design
enables us to sell at less
than other makes and puts
Aermonic " miles in front."
Aermonic Holder - I /9
Other makes are not so fine.

1;14L-4411:1

If 'can't obtain' drop
us a line.

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, LTD.
246, West Street, SHEFFIELD.

London Agent;

A.

F.

BilLin & Co.

Street, London, E.C.4.

I0. Cursitor
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" THE KING OF. THE AIR."
(Continued front page 989.)

-

Owing to the wide wave -length band now

required' fOr broadcasting, it will be
necessary to have two aerial coils, ono to

1019

JUST LISTEN!

cover from juste below 200 metres up to
;,500 and the other from 'about 400
a
up to the highest wave -length of the

11"

s

er ..bands.

You will also require a

third coil in the aerial socket for: the
Daventry range. H.F. transformers for
the three ranges are also obtainable.

The first pcint which will strike the

,', reader when testing out this set is the very
W reniarkable purity given, as well as the high

The selectivity of, a set such
as , this is dependent upon several factors,
a:id will not be the same in all cases. For
selectivity:

example, one aerial may. be much more
selective than another, and the more the
'reaction amplification used the greater the
...,electiviity from this source. Furthermore,
as previously explained, the series condenser

has a powerful bearing upon the subject,
and the correct choice of this condenser is
most important.

"

-

High Degree of Selectivity.

Generally speaking, one can say that if a
person is resident within a couple of miles
of a broadcasting station, the selectivity of
this set is sufficient to receive a very large
number of stations while the local broad-

c.asting station is working, so as to give
the reader a very wide choke of programmes.

As an example of the sensitivity and
r -purity of the set, I may mention that
`during the first tests the Malmo broad-

..Asting station was picked up one Sunday
evening, and a complete church service was
listened to on the loud speaker, the quality
and strength being indistinguishable from
'that of the London station.
Admittedly the evening in question was
particularly good, and as I have explained
in a previous article on varying conditions,
it would not always be possible to reproduce
I,

..

these good signals from that particular
station, but on any given night you will
,_find a large number of stations can be

'

fa'

THE most critical test of any Loud -Speaker is
to listen-not look.
The tone of the T.M.C. Junior will surprise you. The softest
whisper is clear and audible-the full volume of a symphony
Orchestra comes through without any blast or throatiness. So
reasonably priced, too. Now only 30/-.
Another popular member of the T.M.C. Loud -Speaker family
is the Minor. A fine little fellow with a rich, melodious voice.
The T.M.C. Minor is inexpensive. Price 17/6.
Now comes the NEW T.M.C. GramerSpeaker. This splendid

unit will instantly transform your gramophone into a Loud Speaker of highest merits.

It costs hut 13/6.

listened to sufficiently well to give genuine
enjoyment to all who may be listening in a
large room.

This, I think, is the most that can be

claimed for any set using only one stage of

The T M C " MINOR."

H.F., for if better results than this were

possible there would be no justification for
building sets with five or six valves. Again,
it is not claimed that a set with one stage of

H.F. can give the sharpness of tuning
possible with a well -designed set 'using two

stages, but on the other hand I am con',vinced that the selectivity given by this
. A will bo amply sufficient for many

'

`thousands of readers.

Twenty-five on, the Loud Speaker.
.

'

On my own test aerial f have receix el
twenty-fivo stations at loud -speaker strength,

using the term in its correct sense and not
to mean that one could just hear them when
standing near the horn. These twenty-five

Any of these T.M.C. Loud -Speakers will make an enviable
Christmas Gift.
Go to your dealer-ask to hear them, then take your choice.
We invite comparison.
Write for our latest Radio Catalogue.

btations have not all been heard at loudspeaker strength on one evening, but on
the average evening one could rely on about
a dozen.

In view of the fact that a large number

of readers possess or desire to use screened
coils in this set, I am how carrying out tests,

and will describe very shortly the slight.
difference of wiring necessary.

Telephone Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
HOLLINGSWORTH WORKS. WEST DULCH. S.E. 21
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CORRESPONDENCE.

witb
Good Ubincis

Letters from readers discussing interesting
and topical wireless events, or recording unusual experiences, are always weleJmed ;

bit it must be clearly understood that the
that we associate ourselves with the views
expressed by our correspondents, and we
cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-Editor.

f piblication of such does in no way indicate
f
f

*

Ask

*

1-0- -0-0-0-1-0-0-

your local
dealer to show
you some of the

CAN WIRELESS HELP THE FARMERS ?
The Editor, Porch:tr. WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your recent article on Radio Culture
importance, and the more so since the article is
written --senouslY and published in a serious paper.
I am afraid, however. that I must class myself
amongst those who- have .been amused " at the
suggediono that radio -activity can affect the growth
of plants-there does not. appear to be. sufficient
direct. connection between plant life and ether waves.
None the less, upon reading the account of the

following good

opens up a field of very great interest if not of great

experiments described by the author, Mr. Corrigan,
I began to wonder whether they could account for a
phenomenal growth of a blue hydrangea which I
have in the garden.

things for your set.
Slow Motion Control, Testier dial, 4/6. Ruby Light Valve
Reflector, 9d, Bracket. Lamp Holders, ed. Adjustable
(with

log
Panel Brackets, 116 pair. Radio Station
DMM,
pair. Panel 31,
Cards); 2/, Dial Indicators, 9d.
21
2/6. Neutralising Condensers, 8 miere.mfils., Vaseline
micro-nifds., 4/3. Grid Bias Clips, 6d. pair. Push -Pull
1/.
pair.
Cups for Accumulator Terminals,
On-OPI Battery Switches, 1/6 each. Panel Key Switches,
2/9 each.
DECHOREN
RADIO PRODUCTS (British made).
WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,

For eight years the plant had hardly ever borne
tub and given a favourable situation with more
sunshine. Under these conditions it produced about
a dozen small heads; and in the following year it
did so badly that it was anything but an ornament.
However, it was given one more chance, the usual
top dressing was applied and the tub and plant were
moved to a new position, this time vertically below
the lead-in end of my aerial. .The aerial is a high
one, 75 ft. at the open end, and 50 ft. at the hoMe
a bloom ; it was then transplanted into a large

bright &dull
emitter valves
There are two windings
on this one Rheostat-one
of a resistance of 6 ohms

and a continuation

this on to a 30 -ohm strip
winding. This has been

specially made to meet
the demand for a thor-

oughly reliable Rheostat

covering needs of both
bright and dull emitter
valves. The resistance
wire is wound on hard
fibre strip under great
tension and is immune

Wie`PEERLE SS'

DUAL RHEOSTAT
PRICE

319 EACH
,-/

From all Dealers or direct from .

for Christmas-and pay later.

How often have you wished for a multi.
valve Set, but have been discouraged by the
cost ? Our Catalogue - P" tells how almost
any well-known Receiver can be yours for
a small initial payment. Everything is
guaranteed. Let us know your requirements and we will advise you. Write to:
6619

New Times Sales Co.
77, City Road, E.C.I

REPAIRS

Headphones and loudspeakers rewound and
remagnetized, H.F. and L.F. - Transformers
rewound and repaired EQUAL TO NEW by
skilled mechanics on the latest automatic coil
winging machines.

From 2/6

B. KIMBER, ALLEN & COY.,

39, Bargery Rd., CaBord, London. S.E.6.

all- directions has made it a perfect nuisance.
One other point which bears upon the same subject

TRADE ENQUIRIES SOLICIT t D.

the Lid -established belief amongst the county

people that the crops require " summer lightning " to
iipen them. Summer lightning is, I believe, identical
with what is generally termed sheet lightning, and its
effect upon -a field of standing corn, I am told,
produces a very strange phenomenon, the spikes on

EASY
PAYMENTSiE17%vE,,,'
speaker,
CASH BAC:MINS
Amplifiers, 17/6 and 21/.. 'Phones, Teleflinken
type, 7/9; Fr. T. llouston, 11/-. Good H.T. 50 5/9, or q.v. (laboratory test), 41. dot.
Famous Metal Valves (French), 2-v. 2, 51-; 2-v. 06,
5/9; 2-v. -5, Power, 8/9; 4-v. 06, 5/6. Straight
Line Condensers, 5/9; Ditto, 4' dial, 7/3. Transformers: Habana, 3/6; Radiolys, 313; Fr R.
Houston, 8/3; Brunet, 7/9. Also Ferranti, Eureka,
Forms, etc. Postage extra. Everything in wireless,
reliable and cheap. Satisfaction or cash refunded.
volt

Yours faithfully,

Ingatestone, Essex.

GEO. C. SHERRIN.

THOSE PROGRAMMES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Come programme and go programme,
but the grouser still remains (to some) and rightly
so, judging by the programmes served up by the
B.B.C. of late.
Concerning the recent letters-" Too Many Talks "
(by Mr. Yule)," B.B.C. Programmes," " Alternative
- Programmes,'- and " Another,Four Years' Licence,"
respectively-I agree entirely with their views ; but
concerning the answer to the letter of " Ordinary
Listener " by " Anti -Grousers," surely " Anti Grousers " request in their :list paragraph is a long
and worn-out recommendation now.
lids before too often.

We have heard

-Getting- doWn to brass tacks, as it were, we can
confidently say that the programmes now arc quite

'shay per cent inferior to those " good old early days "
of .Marconi House in 1922-3 (Do " Anti -Grousers "

'lie ,Bedford

eledric,alaadio La

number of listeners (and dare we say revenue ?) as
compared with those "good old days," we are served

phony and chamber music so persistent in these days.
Now, at the present time, with the greatly increased
with and fed mnpractically-a high -brow programme.

(Continued on, next page.)

or 18'9

downd1

conductors and emitting a faint blue light. I have
not, however, ever been privileged to -witness it.

recall these ?) when the music-and programmes in
particular-were a pleasure and delight to listen to -without even the occasional " " soothing " sym-

22, Campb e1 Road, Bedford.

BatteryCo.,59,13adlisRd.,Walthamstow.E.17

..-

You can have that nest Set

position had
received any benefit. On looking back I find that
a Wisteria, whose main trunk is only six feet from the
hydrangea; last year put out a record bloom; this
year it was below the average, apparently having
tempotarily exhausted itself. There is one other
plant which might; from its position, be affected by
the aerial, namely, a white jasmine. I am not
sufficiently experienced as a gardener to know the
propensities of this shrub, all I can say of it is that
its prodigious growth of about 20 ft. every season in

the terminals are conveniently placed. Contact arm has a smooth
with ebonite
combined knob and dial.

A il

goods BRITISH MADE by BRITISH LABOUR.
Jars 1/3, Zincs 1/. Sacs 1/6 per do,. Carriage
and Packing exta. frade inquiries invited.-Demon

in a similar

the heads of the corn acting like tiny lightning

Complete

Parrs Ad.

aerial or not, I am, since reading your article, somewhat in doubt. Naturally, one inquires as to

whether other plants

CHANCERY LANE ECe, WORttS cmswiCK

lArEIC
H.T. BATTERIES
BUY BRITISH. Complete Units 3/6 per dos.

By the middle of summer the plant had produced
35 enormous heads of bright blue blossom, the average
diameters of which were over TO inches, while the
largest heads were 121 in. in diameter. Being only
an amateur gardener it was not until some experts
had seen it that I realised that it was abnormal.
Whether the prodigious groirth was 'due to the

from damage. The

silky action. All metal
parts nickel - plated.

HOLBORN 2072

end, and is pentOnently tuned in to 1,600 metres, so
that it is oscillating for practically eleven hours every
day, without cessation. The change of position of
the plant took place last November. This spring
the plant put out such abundance of growth from the
ground that the whole of the existing branches had
to be cut right out to make room for the new growth.

is

popular one -hole fixing
method is provided and

co
1 OULGINA,
s-ocuamoa SikeET

MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE. 29, High St.,
Clapham, London, S.W.4.

MOZOZZOZZ000
* EVERY LOUDSPEAKER

*
*
*
k-

tr--

DESERVES
MULLARD

MASTER
VALVES
- Ask for -

*

Mullard P. M. Power Valves. *

gi.OZZOZZOZZ;555Za
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Colqinued front precious page.)
If a ballot could be taken in regard -to those " for "

and " against " the average present -time evening
good many and reveal the true facts.
Perhaps " Anti -Grousers" can explain the reason
for the present " boom " in DX. I think I can find
the:,
explanation in the fact that the average
e
ogramme-well, it is too terrible for words.
only to scan the " Continentals " in One
On
evening to find the great contrast in their meaning

concert, I am afraid the figures- would astound a

New. Radically Different
It's all battery. With

ev.ery cubic inch packed
to capacity, it contains
about 3o per cent. more
electricity producing ma-

of " Variety " as compared with our own.
Regarding the De Groot abandonment and apropos
the remarks of Mr. Wayman in " P.W." No. 232, this
is the correct step to take-if licence -holders will only
VOICE their views success will ultimately be assured.

terial: All chance of loose"

broken 'connections
avoided by contact of full
area of carbon- plate
against zinc plate. Price
5/7. No increase in price
over old type.
or

1 have done my bit so far and have promptly, sent
in, my posteard-in favour of Mr. Wayman's suggestion
a really excellent one, too. I would like to state
that Mr. \ Vayman's idea deserves the support of
thousands of licence -holders. This is the right
programme wanted-not " wanted " only, but greatly
desired, as has been proved in the past, and yet. we
arc deprived of it.
Once again good luck to Mr. Wayman, may we
all reach the goal for which we are fighting, and be
successful in reviving one of the most delightful
programmes ever broadcast. Now then, licence holders, ,ntise your " voices " and Iet them be heard
at Savoy Hill.
Trusting you will find sufficient valuable space in
One of your early numbers of "P.W." for publication
of my letter.
Yours faithfully,
HERBERT W. TILLEY.

'.1.1azeklenc," 106 Mildmay Road Mildmay,Park, N.1
' TRANSATLANTIC RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have pleasure in informing you that
this morning from 12.30 a.m. to 2.30 a.m. I heard
broadcast transmissions from nine !Ls. or Canadian
stations on the following wave -lengths : 370, 316,
332, 394, .107, 325, 300, 290, 350 metres, of which
W Y and W 13 Z were strong and clear. The
other stations were all audible, but I could not get
their call letters owing to heavy statics, which forced
Ilse to give up at 2.30 a.m.

,. I used a straight detector and two L.F. circuit,
pith capacity reaction, using a D.E.5B as de -

lector, and two D.E.5's as L.F., and Ideal Marconi phone transformers, 45 volts on detector, and 120
H.T. on power side, and 9 volts grid bias and telephoneS

I used a Burndept wave -meter to find their wavelengths, and the meter is correct to 1 percent., I am
,informed by Iturndept. I have not previously listened

'in to the U.S. this year, but used to get W G Y,

!, \V B Z, W 0 It, W T A 31 three and four years ago.
This reception may interest many of your readers,
and spur -them on to pick out many more on a good
--`aright and morning. My aerial is 82 ft, high One end

::and highly insulated, as is the earth until it gets to
'-the 4 x 3 copper plate under the aerial:
Yours faithfully,
JOHN R. WORTLEY-TALBOT .(Dr.).

Elmington, Chelston.
Torquay.

HOME MADE H.T.

Dear Sir,-We have read with interest the letter
from your correspondent Mr. Whitby. The rapid

eating away of the .zinc and also creeping of Salaniitgoniae can be greatly reduced by using a solution of
Oz. of satammoniac to 1 pint of water. There is no

eed to use a stronger solution as the amount of

current required is very small, and there 'Is usually a
fair amount of salammoniae used in the composition
of the sac element. Further advantage of using a
weak salanimoniac solution is the elimination or at
least a great reduction in " creeping."

It is, of course, in any case advisable to wax the
liars (if this has -not already been done)' and also to

,wax the connections and brash caps on the sac
elements after they are assembled. We trust this
information will be of use to those who.are.adopting
11113' inethod'Of H.T. suppIy.

Yours faithfully,

THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO.

in the greatest commercial laboratories known to science, the new
COLUMBIA Layerbilt " B " Battery is as superior to the old type
of " B " battery as a valve set is to a crystal.
Heretofore, all H.T. batteries have been made of cylindrical cellsno one knew how to make them any other way. The new COLUMBIA.
Layerbilt is made of flat layers of current -producing elements compressed
one against another, so that every cubic inch inside the battery case is
completely filled with electricity -producing material. Layer -building
heightens the battery's efficiency by increasing the area of zinc plate
and the quantity of active chemicals to which the plate is exposed.

After the most rigid laboratory test, more than 30,000 of these new
COLUMBIA Layerbilt H.T. Batteries were manufactured and tested
by use under actual home receiving conditions. These tests prove that
on sets of four or more valves the life of this battery is 35 to 52 per
cent. longer than the famous COLUMBIA extra Heavy-duty H.T.
Battery No. 4770,' which up to now has been recognised as the most

QUESTION OF IDENTITY.

The Editor, Pifertiir WIRELESS:

Dear Sir,-I should be glad to hear if any of our

" Short wave " experimenters could identify a statiOn
broadcasting a Roman Catholic Congress at Pittsburg,
U.S.A., on Sunday November 21st at 1 a.m. What
Was the actual Wave -length ?

The strength at which this was received and the
absence of fading was extraordinary, the set use('
being a straight Det. and 2L.F. The coil was a home!
made one of 10 turns D.G.C. tapped at 8th turn. The
v4linne was sufficient to work two loud speakers at

bit strength.

I am particularly anxious to 'know
villa the wave -length was.
.

,

-

battery economy that the National Carbon Company will bring out
other sizes and voltages in this Layerbilt form as quickly as new
machinery is .installed. .For the present only the extra Heavy-duty
45 volts size will be available-READY JANUARY 1st, -107.
Buy the new COLUMBIA Laverbilt No. 44S6. It far exceeds the performance for which COLUMBIA Radio Batteries have always been
famous. It is by far the most economical source of H.T. current
obtainable:

-

Manufactured and ,guaraptectt by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY.

J. R. MORRIS
IMPERIAL HOUSE, KINGS\VAY, W.C.

.23, Coldharbour Lane, London, S,E.5.

G.. R.
"'St li"4-111," 'St. Andrew's Road, Malvern.

Absolutely new in construction. --perfected throtigh years of research

powerful and longest -lived H.T. Battery manufactured.
The new Layerbilt principle is such an enormous stride forward in radio

'he Editor,. POPULAR WIRELESS.

Yours faithfully,

THE MOST IMPROVED H.T. BATTERY YET MADE

cambia
Radio Batteries
They last longer
rir
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TECHNICAL NOTES

You will have a

HAPPY XMAS

(Continued from page 978.)

if you buy our

11P9,41

3 -VALVE -

LOUD SPEAKER
THIS MAGNIFICENT R ECEWER

2(D.- and
VALVE
SE
L.P.) as shown.

(At)

Built in a fine OAK
AMERICAN CABINET
ill Handsome American Type ALL PARTS ENCLOSED.
Cabinet, 12 x 8 Panel. (Panel 16 x 8.) Marconi
ALL PARTS ENCLOSED. or Mallard D.E. Valves,
Complete with British D.E. Everready L.T., Super
Valves, Tandco latest Coils, 100-v. H.T., 4 -way Leads,
British L.T., Super 100.x. Tundra Coils, 2 pairs of

H.T., Aerial Equipment,. 4. B.T.R. 4,000 ohm 'Phones,
way Leads, B.T.H. 4,000 OR Lisaenola, OR Loud
ohm 'Phones, OR Lissenola, Speaker (please select).
Aerial Equipment.
Speaker
Marconi Tax Paid.
Marconi Tax Paid.

OR Loud z5 5 0

Carr. and Packing, 5's.

THLT
S8 8 0
NOTE THE QUALITY

,KAyfeASe

Box and Carriage, 7-6.

AND THINK IT OVER

CALLER'S COLUMN
SENT BY POST.
sThis variable NOT
with N. and W.,
Condenser le Terminals
1c1.;
Nickel,
Spade
simply mar- Tags, 6 a 1d;lid.;
Soldering,
vellous value. 3d. doz. E6 Bushes,
id.

LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW

It cannot be Screw Wander Plugs, 24.,
equalled in 3d., 4d. pair. Plug and
Price or quality. Socket., It. or B., 3d. Sta
,, 4 000'0003
5or 4 pi i Dies, 4 a Id. Valve. Pins,
By Post 5/ I
If I 2 a Id. 4 or -2 B.A.:Rod,

t. -Earth Tube sWith VERNIER 1/- extra. Copper,
213; Climax, 51-;
7122 Aerial. 100 ft.,
S.L.F. CONDENSERS Fine
1/11 ; Special Heavyweight,
LATEST MODE1 2!3. Phosphor Bronze, 49
NOW READY strands, r00 ft., 11- (limited). Twin Flex, R. & B.,
12 yds, 1/4, 1/6, 2/..
Miniature Silk Twin Flex,
POST 6d.
6 yds., 6d. Maroon Lighting Flex, 6 yds.. 9d.
Insulators, 2 for 14d.
Tinned Copper, I /16th sq.,
1d. 2 ft. D.C.C. Wire,
I

s**. -

been used for the silvering of mirrors, or by
-means of actual volatilisation of the metal
in a vacuum with resultant deposit. The

-resistance value of the lead depends, of
course, upon the thickness of the deposit

and upon the length and diameter of the glass
rod or glass filament which carries the
deposit. In practice it is often found

more convenient to keep to a standard
method for the deposit, that is to say, to
standardise the thickness of the deposit
and to make leaks of different values by
using glass filaments of different diameters.
Thus, for example, other things being equal.

doubling the diameter of the filament will
halve the resistance.
These leaks, being metallic throughout,

have the great advantage that it is comparatively easy to make the necessary

contact at the ends and the resistance
is in the resistance element and not in

the end -contacts, as in so many other types
of leak.
After completion, the resistance elements

are coated with a protective varnish to

exclude moisture and to prevent deterioration.

28g; 111. Ebonite, tirade
'0003 Or '0005
6/11 A." cut while you wait.
is id. sq.in. inchSock I
With knob and dial 7/21 3/160is
t
in.
Id. sq.
1

There have been several types of multi electrode valve developed lately, more

9 x 6, 1/11; 10 x 8. 3/,;
12 x 9, 4/-. Also cheaper

seem that interest in this type of valve is

Vanes, 1.10. d tat, (seared . Sq.

Law, Twin Clang stocked.

6 x 6, 1/3; 8 x 6, 1/9;

for crystal sets.
ALL CIRCUITS. PARTS. gtiaiity offer
in Crystal Sets,
COILS & SETS STOCKED. Specie
6/11, 7/6, 8/11,- 9/6.
EVERYTHING In Demand 1216.
Also in enclosed
Stocked for Wireless.
cabinet, wonderful value,
CALL HERE TOR LISSEN, 18/11. AMERICAN Type
BENJAMIN, DETBX, COS Oak Cabinets,' with baseMOS.MU LLARD,EDISWAN. board, take 12 x 8 ebonite,
OSRAM, JACKSON~ U.11/:
DIMMER, MoMICHAEL,
SUCCESS,BEARD&FITCH,
BOWYER-LOWE, LEWCOS,

IGRANIC, EUREKA, OR

MOND, UTILITY, PORNO,
EDISON BELL, FERRANTI,
R.I., POLAR, NEWSY,

P. & 11., MAGNUM. We
have the goods I Call and

1016; 12 x 9: 1119; 16 a
8,16/1118.11. Handsome

panel switches, DPDT, 1!6;
SPDT.1/- (Highest orality).
Lightning Arresters, 1Is.
Wave - length - Permanent
Det.. 6d. ; - Red Diamond
Perm.Detector.2/s;LibertY,
3/6; Brownie, 31.:
6/-. Crystals:
Shaw's
Genuine Hertzite, sealed.

8d.; Netitron Wyray, 1/6;
Dayzite, 2/6; Splendid enclosed Crystal Detectors, on
base, 1/..1/3, 1/6. MicroLISSEN.-Lissenola,13/ 6. meter, 19; Service do., 2/9
L.F. Transformer, gig 35 (with crystal). P. & P.
see us. All lines in demand
stocked. Special terms to
Radio Clubs, genuine experimenters.

H.F.H.P. Switches, 1/-. Non -micro ohm
Rheostat.
V.H., 1/3, Solid
or L.F.
Choke. 10/, Field. phonic
Rod Eb. 1/. Baseboard.
less Coits,13/6. GridLeaks,
8d.
2 -slay 'Geared Coil
F., 1/-; Ditto, variable. Holders.
2/11,
3/11.
2/6. All parts available: Penton ,Lot us,Polar.
Newer

stocked. Back of panel,
EDISWAN R.C.
W.L.L. 4/11; Kay Ray,
THREESOME R.C.R. 3/11. 0 drills
for 1-h. ax.
2 Ediswan R.C. Units, 3 ing. 1/3. 'Phone Cords,
Valve Holders; 2 R.C.2 if.. "1/3. L.S.; do.. 1/6,

Valves, I P.V. do.. 3 Fil. 119. H.T. and L.T. Leads,
Rheostats, 9-v. Grid Bias, 4 -way, 1/11. Our old
0005 Tuning Condenser. friends ADICO Batteries,
SET OF PARTS 67/6 60 -volt (not one in a 1,000
Inn to be returned. I will
Post Free.
All Accumulators, Panels, cLange ally faulty). Pri"c
6/11. Adico, Everrcady,
L.T. Batteries stocked.

It gives a volume and quality of tone unattained
by any instrument of a similar price and is the

essence of simplicity. Fitted with coils covering
all the British wave -lengths. including Daventry.
THE CABINET is of beautifully polished Oak, &

all components are of the highest quality. Dull
Emitter Valves with patent valve holders, &cr.; ELT.
Battery, 2.volt accumulator and complete Aerial
Outfit. LOUD SPEAKER of exclusive design

with unique magnetic system and c 7: 17 6
improved mica diaphragm.

Dr. Reaper L.S.

Unit,
De -Luxe Senior. 4,000 ohm
Loud Speaker. 351s. Radio

nickel, 14/11. Dr. Reimer

Micro

" Bath.,"

fine

value. 22/6.
5. 6 stocked.
STOP I I-Adjustable 4.000
HEADPHONES.a114, 000 ohm Headphones (Nesper

N. & K. Standard pattern), double leather
Pattern, 7/11 pair. N headbands. 7111 nit.
& H. Genuine, new light CALLERS: MAKE OUT
weights, 11/6, 138. Dr YOUR LIST FOR A
Reaper,
10,6 and 12/11. SPECIALQUOTATION
Telefunken,
adjustable,
.entiine
wider 14/11
World's Most

ohms

Brunet, 11/9, 12/11,

ERICSSON (Continental)
NV., 7/11 pr. (PoSt 6d.1

Wonderful Crystal
" WYRAY " 1/6

K. flAYMOND

27 aiL 213a,, LISLE ST.,

LEICESTER
SQ., .161.C.2
Hours: 9.15 to 7.45 Dark of Daly's Theatre

Saturday: 9 to 8.45 Nearest Tube, Leicester Square
Sunday: 11 to 1
'Phone: Gerrard 4637
Open Xmas & Boxing Mornings 11 a.m. to 1 o'clock

Of
Proved

erylciency

Up-to-date Crystal & Valve
sets at keenest prices.
J. G. Graves Ltd. Sheffield
Fullest
Approval

particularly on the Continent, and it would
It is curious how public interest
is apt to get " into a groove," so to speak,
reviving.

and it is often very difficult indeed to move
it. It is a well-known fact that a new
invention or discovery, no matter how great
its merit or usefulness, may be almost
valueleAs commercially if it departs. too
radically from accepted design .or practice.
The only thing to do with such an invention
is to wait until public opinion has gradually
changed.
Sometimes the, change in public opinion

takes the form of a revival of interest in

something which has previously passed out
of favour : petrol lighters for cigarettes form
an excellent example of this. Multi electrode valves seem likely to furnish
another example. The four -electrode valve
has been with us for a long time, but until

very recently was not used to any extent.
Its great advantages, however, are in my
opinion

A.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

As specified for Radio Constructor H.T.Battery
Charger Unit, in " P.W." issue, Nov 6. 200/250
volts. A.C. current, 50 cycles. 1 amp. Satisfaction

guaranteed. 916 each, post free.

STOREY BROS. & CO., Radio Engineers.
2-4, Regent Street. RUNCORN.

3/9 'PHONES 3,/9
These 'phones are of British manufacture and
were made specially for broadcast reception, ;they
are 4000 ohms, and are complete with 7 ft. cord
arid light aluminium adjustable headbands. These
'phones may be had on approval against cash, and
if you are not satisfied your cash will be refunded
if you return the 'phones.
Peace 3/9 post free and immediate delivery from :

WILDE, WILLESBOROUGH, ASHFORD, K ENT.

The High Tension System of the Future
NNE 'X'

H.T. (BATTERIES
Due to the silent back-

ground and great economy
of working, WET 11 T.
Batteries have almost
everything to recommend
them. They offer all the
advantages of an H.T.
accumulator, with none
of the disadvantages such

coming to be more and more

recognised, and new circuits embodying its
Ilse are constantly being patented.

Hellesens. 60-v.
VALVES. - Cosmos Siemens.
and 100.v.. all 1.5 BatS.P.18, Red or Green, 14/ - teries
here.
(Columbia
New Blue Spot 14/.. a lwaya stocked.)

All Mullard, Ediswan.
Osram,
Marconi, Cos.
sor. Bright, D.E. and
Power, 81-, 14/, 18113.
22,6, 2416. 301-, £2.
Mullard PM 1. 2. 3. 4

Price

TERMS : Our Bargain
Prim is for deferred pay.
ments. Send 10/6 now, &
complete purchase in 14
monthly payments of 10/6
If you wish to pay cash, 5

Catalogusce Post Free.

The Four -Electrode Valve.

JACKSON BROS. (J.B.) &L.P. sizes cheaper: 7 x 5. 1/3;
-0005,11/6 ; '00035,10/6. Brass

This highly efficient 2 -Valve
Loud -Speaker Set is the finest
wireless value ever offered.

per cent diount is allowed

.

1 lb. reel, 20g: 9d., 22g,
10d., 24g, 11d., 26g. 1/-,

2 -VALVE

LOUD SPEAKER BARGAIN.

as the inconvenience of

charging and the liability

MANUFACTURERS'
ADVERTISED IN THIS
ALL

to sulphate If left run
dotes. The coat Is less

GOODS
PAPER

't

Can be obtained C.O.D. or Cash

40, STOCKWELL STREET, GLASGOW.
Write To -day for Big Free Catalogue.

MI/PE 1.4:711q0

Tromba units are constructed of the finest
quality- sacs, sines, jars, etc., and creepin4.
of the electrolite and other troubles usual,
to Leclanche cells eliminated. In units or

any size battery to order in Mahogany
Case with glass cover Send to -day for free
descriptive folder, etc. Sample unit and
sample largeTapacity Sac..
post free 1/-. Amalgamated
zincs 641 doz. extra.

TROM BA ELECTRICAL C?
If, MITTC HART LANE ,TOTTOMAH.N.17.

keep 10. per

volt

per-

Send lid. for full details.

with Order, per return, from

YOUNG'S mint

than 3d. a volt, and upannum.

il!

Jars 21" high, li x

I

I,
111[111110h:.',;

11, waxed dozen 1/3
Sac Elements... s.
1/43
Zincs

.

1.1

Carriage Extra.
WET H.T. BATTERY CO., 23, Coldharbonr Lane,
Camberwell Green,S.E.5.
'Phone: Brixton 2539.
I

=1=MM.,

WITH OUR NEW

SEAMLESS MOULDED CONE
(Prov. Patent 25089/26.)

and a BROWN A, or LISSENOLA. You will
obtain PERFECT RESULTS. Successful
Construction fora minimum outlay ,ia en.
mired with our Specialities.. Illustrated Lists
and full _particulars for Stamp.

GOODMAN'S, 27, FARRINGDON ST., E.0.4.
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TWO HINTS

FOR
CONSTRUCTORS.

Useful Resistance Unit - An
Easily -Made Shorting Switch,
A

4

t

1023

Radio areXmas
Gifts
the most
acceptable

+

"Goltone" (Regd.)

.
:4v

ARY convenient, although a rough
and ready resistance unit can very
easily be constructed from a suitable
wooden panel, two pieces of sheet metal,

and a few old Kodak film spools. Not Only
is the unit reasonably efficient -in working
practice, but the value of its resistance may
be instantly changed.
The illustration will indicate to the
amateur the constructional principle of
the resistance unit. Two upright strips of

brass or copper are attached to a suitable
panel and connections from two terminals
are taken to the brass strips. In ordinary
cases; the supporting panel may be of wood,

HIGH TENSION BATTERY

ELIMINATOR
Et

=

=
=
=
=
=
=
E

Entirely eliminates the troubles, worries and uneertainties asdociated with high tension dry batteries
and accumulators: The constant voltage adds considerably to the volume and purity of reception.

Saves
its first cost in a short time. Ceniwet
to any convenient
lam pholder, Current consumed
Complete with Adaptor and Connecting Cords.

negligible..

DIRECT CURRENT MODELS.
Tyri70

45 and

itrffe.n3S; t61."1"
Type " D." Approx.
toppings, 30, 50.
75, 90, and 120 volts. £3.
v

=

Type " D.N." Vosseises the latest rent:en-lents.. Perfectly silent. Suitable I )r
voltages from 200/250 volts. Voltage
tappings as Model " 1)." £3'1216.
ALTERNATING CURRENT MODEL.
Type " A." Approx. tappings, 30, 60, 90

=

State

-_

=
==

E

=

and 130 volts. Dual tappings are taken
from each voltage, thus providing eight
separate tappings. £5:10:0, including
valve.

voltage and frequency of
Lighting Mains when
ordering.
See Lin No. .11/116 for full particulars and
also details of " 0,ostroctia sal KU'S."

"Goltone" Pentlodyne

VALVE RECEIVING SETS
SIMPLICITY

OF CONTROL
MAXIMUM

VOLUME and
PURITY
LONG
DISTANCE
RECEPTIVITY

The Resistance Unit made by the writer.

but if very accurate results are required the

N

panel must necessarily be of ebonite or

JACOBEAN
OAK CABINET

some other high insulating material.
-The resistance unit is complete when a

"odak or other film spool containing a
sanity of resistance wire wound on it is

-

edged between the two upright brass
*strips on the panel. Thus, by having a
number of film sPoolS each wound with
4

different lengths of resistance wire, rapid
changes in the value of the resistanceunit
may readily be effected.

The Valves and Tuning Coils are concealed
inside the Cabinet, giving the " Outfit " a neat
and refined appearance.

"Goltone " RADIO

Double

reading

Volts.
Panel
Mounting,
Flush Type.
120

As illustrated

Dia. of

Dial II in'
Centre Zero
reading.
Patent App.

Choose a spool with a wooden central

'

(Continued en next [age.)

in

Volts and

otherwise a direct short circuit between the
two metal flanges of the spool would result,
snd the resistance unit would naturally be
inoperative.

resistance wire on to the inner side of the
spool flange, wind- the requisite quantity
of wire neatly on to the spool. After the
winding has been completed, solder the
remaining end to the other inner flange of
the spool. Finally, as a protection, cover
up the winding with a layer of silk tape or
insulating tape.
Tolerably accurate resistance units may
thus be constructed, for most resistance

the

Price 12 9
Panel Mounting Push Buttons, 1,6 pair.

POCKET TYPES

Side Reading, Price 8;6

Centre Zero Reading (Patent App.) 10 6
Strong Lined Cases 1/6 each.

See List No. R'ish for wide ra

'rand

Marconi Royalties 25: -

THREE VALVE SET £7 : 10 : 0
Marconi Royalties 37/6

FOUR VALVE SET £10: 0 : 0
Marconi Royalties 50

Catalogue No, 12/116 for full details.

METERS
(British
made.)

The 31 x 21 in. film spool is the most
convenient spool to use for this purpose.
Care must he taken to see that the central
portion of the spool is not made of metal,

portion, and, having soldered one end of the

of

Cabinet is hinged, permitting easy access to all
the components.
Prices include Set of 5 Basket Coils covering
all B.B.C. Wavelengths including Daventry.

Wooden Spool Necessary.

.

The top

TWO VALVE SET £5 : 10 : 0

Goids'totic)

PENDLETON,

Frederick Road. Pendleton,
Manchester.

ASIFIX

" COURT "
RADIO ASSEMBLIES.

Overall size, 33 ins.
and
adds to the neatness of the Receiver.
As a precaution against wrong
condistineeach
conductor
is
nections,
ively coloured and enclosed within a
Eliminates ugly, loose wiring.

Complete,
strong outer braiding.
ted with Spade Terminals and
Wander Plugs.
5
-ways,
213
4 -ways, 2!.
7 -ways, 3'6
6 -ways, 2'9

Refuse substitutes.

1

AP,

TO

HIGH & LOW
TENSION

PANEL
TERMINALS.
Large fully. illustrated 48 page Catalogue on
Goltone " Products are stocked by
request.
the Leading Stores. Refuse Substitutes.

LONDON SHOWROOMS :
8a and 9, Gt. Chapel St., Oxford St., W.I.

-
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BARGAINS -No. 211

DIXON ULTRA-ONEMETERS. De Luxe model,
mirror scale, edge needle. The finest instrument
with the widest range every offered. Every B.C.L.
needs one. Instrument, 551- ; Multipliers, 6/6.
SPARK SETS Sterling Coil, with Contacts. Spark
Gap. Helix 25 to 'boo metres. H.T. Mica . Condenser and attachments on ebonite.- These sets
cost 415, and are given away at 15/6 each. Post
Is. 6d. Without Helix, with flat more key, 15'700 G.P.O. 2 -RANGE DETECTORS. Ediswan, G.E.C..
etc. 25o m'a and 21 v. Brand new, 5s. 6d. each,
CELL CHARGERS OFF A.C. 220 Volts 5o cycles to
D.C. 6 volts, 6 amps. Fully guaranteed, 70s.
1,000 ACCUMULATOR FILLERS, -suction bulb, acid
chamber and nozzle, 1a. 6d.
WAVEMETER BARGAINS. Bought from the AdMir -

ally. Gambrel' and Het. Waverneters ; ;neat, need
completion. Last few at 10s. each. Post is.
SHORT-WAVE HELIX. Copper strip, on ebonite,
with tapping clip, 5s. 25 to 200 metres.

MARCONI L.F, AMPLIFIERS, 2 -valve in mahogany
case, 32s. 66.
PORTABLE FRAME AERIALS, 10;-. Indoor wire, ls.
too ft.
too ft. Navy, 7122 enam.,
DUCONETTE. Plug-in indoor aerial 2s. 6d. Ducon, 10s.
110-v. ELECTRIC IMMERSION HEATERS, nickel plated, flex and plug. Boils water, milk, etc. Two
in series for 220 V. Sale. 5s.
220-v. ELECTRIC TOASTERS, nickelled, brand new,
with flex and plug. List, 350. Sale, 7s. 6d.
HOTPLATES, 100-v. LARGE, 200-v. SMALL 'SIZE.
Aluminium frame. List, 35s: and 455. Sale, 7s. 66.

110-v. ELECTRIC MASSAGE VIBRATOR SETS.
Work off 220 v. in series with lamp. Nickel finish
with 5 applicators for muscular treatment. All in
leatherette padded case. Brand new. List, is 55.
Sale price, 21s. 6d. no -v. or 220-V. Electric Irons.

Sale, 103. All the above guaranteed
for A.C. or D.C., and brand new.
SURPLUS MARCONI 1 -VALVE AND CRYSTAL DET.
SETS, in closed case. Straight Irons the factory.
Contain ebonite panel nickel fittings, detector.
valve -holder, L. and S. wave switch, double spade
tuning, two 2oo/4,o0o-metre H.F. chokes, T.C.C.
condenser, Iutervalve Trans!. Terminal and plug
List, 2IS.

All new and perfect with wiring diagram
and Osram valve. List price, £7. Sale, complete
and tested on aerial, 27s. ed.
MK. HI CRYSTAL SET AND TUNER. Complete with
Tapped Coils and Coupler,Perikon and Carborundum
sockets.

TWO HINTS FOR CONSTRUCTORS.
(ContinuedPom previous page.)

wire is sent out by its makers with a state-

ment as to ihe' resistance per Yard, and

Panel. Cost £25. Price to clear, 30s. each.
SKINDER CRYSTAL SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS

for Ciystal Amplification. List price. 205. To
clear, 10s. each, post 6d. Small size, Ss. Micro.
Insets, ls. Buttons, is.

SALE CLEARANCE LOUD SPEAKERS, Violins,
6 guM. All wood model less receiver ,12s. 66. complete

Western Electric Table Talkers, -35s.

with cord.
Loud speakers,
model, 2,000 ohms, 17s. 8d. ;
2,000 ohms, 12s. 6d. ; Fuller Sparta, 4 -guinea
models, 50s. ; Texas Cone, bronzed, 40s.. Sterling

Magnavox Concert Speaker, 55s, ; Large Sereneda,
with Tone Control, 80s.
40s. ; Magnetic
RELAYS. Weston, 20s. ;
Relays, 10s. ; Telearchic Filament Distant Control
Switches, auto. on and off, in poi, case, 15s. Bronze,
179. 6d.

RECEIVERS. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 valve sets Ex W.D.
by Marconi, Sterling, West. Elec., etc., in stock at
bargain prices.

WAVEMETER SALE. Reduced prices W.D. Service
meters, calibrated to N.P.L. standard. Short Wave
" Forward," cost £10, 401100 metres, 35s
Townsend,' '
Broadcast Townsend, 35s.; No. 67L
280/1,600 metres, 50s.; L.R. Townsend, 120/4,000

metres, £4; Long R. " Forward," 75/3,000 metres,
£42.06 Paulo, 100/3,000, £4. Heterodynes, Browns

and Mark II., wills calib. valve, 20/3';000.nicitres:£5,
or 150/3,000 metres, £4 105. Ondia Wavemeter prices
reduced to £3 105 for 60/4,000 metres.
Our 4d, Catalogue containing boo unique
illustrations will Save you Pounds.

E LAE C WEIL ID I /C RADIOS.

218.
Up/err ThamesTel.:
St,City
E.C.
Blackfriars Stn., Me, Rly.
otgl,

REGENTONE "
Complete Battery Eliminator

will enable' the experimenter to calculate

the exact length of wire which must be

wound, on a spool in order to attain
.a given
,
resistance:

Naturally, resistance units of this -type
may be made very much neater than the

ones illustrated . Nevertheless, the resistanee'

unit in the illustration, despite its Heath

Robinson appearance. has done some
excellent experimental -work and will

doubtless continue to do so.

An Easfiy7Made Shorting Switch.

It is very often most. useful to be able to

employ a simple type of. switch for the

purpose of shorting- two panel terminals..
Not that sitch a switch may be -required as a
permanent fitting, but nevertheless there are

periods during which the use of a suitable
shorting switch of the above description is

The illustration shown below depicts a

very Sint* but none the

less effective

method of setting up a temporary shorting
sWitch- between two panel terminals. Short
lengths of
18 bare copper wire are
fashioned into the shapes illustrated, after
which they are attached to tlwir respective

£6 10

'5 AMP MODEL

Supplying combined High -Tension, Low -Tension.

and Grid Bias current for the operation of your
receiver from your Household Electric Supply
(D.C.) by simply attaching adaptor to electric
light lamp holder.
Who use H.T. Batteries and Accumulators'?

No Replacements Necessary,
No Attention R' quired.

required for experimental work:

R.T. MODEL (FIVE TAPPINGS)

£2

10

A COMPLETE SET OF PARTS OF " REGENTONE ELIMINATORS" ARE SUPPLIED FOR
HOME CONSTRUCTION.
Price List and Descriptive Leaflets FREE on
Application.

150 -page cataloLue, 2,000 illustrations of components and accessories, post free 4d. stamps
Sole Manufacturers

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY

SWITCHES.

LAB. BRIDGE CONDENSERS, 3.000- volts, mica
dielectric, contains 7 separate condensers. Any
capacity can be plugged in and any combination
capacity obtained to 31 mfd. 22 each.
M.III VALVE TRANSMITTERS, range Soo-r,45o
metres, containing Tuning Coil, with Stud Tapping.
Double Vario Reaction and Variometer Tuning.
Low Loss wound on tubular ebonite. Condenser 'or.
Wound Leak and Condenser, Multiple Switch. Lamp,
Heavy Key, Aerial Ammeter, etc., on 1 -in. Ebonite

WAY

THE

working on, this basis,. a simple calculation

Detectors, Buzzer, Potentiometer, 'cot and '0005
variable Condenser. Tune Stand-by, Crystal Valye

Switch, in mahogany case. Price 45s. Complete, 50s.
Lucas panel 3 -lever flush, Is. 3d.,
; 4-pin
quarter price. Plugs and jacks 2s. 7d.
plug and socket with switch, 4s. 6d. Earth
Aerial, 1s. Arresters, 9d.
Contains A.C. Ammeter
A.C. BOX PANELS.
H.W., Quick -break Rotary Switch, 4 -pin Plug, with
four 6 -ft. lengths of coloured H.T. flex. Cost 45s.
Price to clear, 17s. 6d. each. Post, 9d.
EARTH MATS.-Galv. wave plate, with Electron wire
rivetted on, 2s. 6d. post 9d. Copper Mesh Earth
for short waves, 5s. '611. each, Earth spikes, ls. 3d.
G.P.O. PORTABLE TELEPHONES. Mag. ringing,
Hand Combination, Phone, Microphone, Receiver.
Condenser, Magneto, Bell, Transformer, etc.,
leather case. Worth £4 each. Price to clear, 22s. 66.
TWIN DOUGLAS PETROL ENGINES FOR ELECTRIC COUPLED GENERATION. In good running
order. To clear, $12.

THE EFFICIENT

THE MODERN
WAY

CO.,

45, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
The simple nature of the switch can be seen from
the above.

terminals. The loop on the longer piece of

wire imparts to it a springiness and thus
enables it to make firm contact with the

none, Central 9661
2 VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35/-

1 -Valve Amplifier, 20/ - as new; Valves, D.E
71-; Headphones, 816 pair; new 4 -Volt Mourn.
lator, 13/-; new 60 -Volt 11.T., guaranteed, 7/-;
2 -Valve MI -Station Set, £4. Approval

Write for free hai-gain list.

-

P Tavlor.57.Studley Rd..Stockwell.London

shorter length of wire which is made into a
sort of hook.
The principle of the whole arrangement
is not unlike that of an ordinary safety -pin.

LOUD -SPEAKERS,
HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless.

two terminals, thistnade-in-a-minute short-

Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.

ing switch can still be used efficiently, for the

H. W. HOLMES,

If it is desired to connect leads to the

leads may be inserted around the terminal
stem over the wires constituting the switch,
and after the terminals have. been screwed
down tightly. the switch parts will be
rerfectly steady.
Convenient Aerial Switch.

EASY PAYMENTS
29, FOLEY STREET,
Gt. Portland St., W.1
.-ILALtPFIONES REPAIREL
museum 1919.

Phone

Re -wound and re -magnetised 5/- per pair
Loud
Speakers repaired 5/- Transformers re -wound Si- each
All -work ounronfeedond tested before delivery.
Write for Trade Prices.
'Phone: Clerk 1794,

MASON & CO., 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

lebor

The above arrangement makes a very
convenient shorting switch for the purpose of

connecting together the aerial and earth

terminals of a crystal set employing a
perikon or semi -permanent detector. For,
under these conditions, the aerial and earth leads can remain permanently connected

up to the set.

HOLROSE XMAS OFFER. For 7giving
days 41we theare
in
£1 discount off all list prices of Holrose Loud Speakers,
Components, and Crystal Sets, etc. Now is your opportunity to buy your Xmas Radio goods at reduced vcicoo
S.-Holrose Mfg. Co.,
tier:ft to -day for fliustrated

43. Lonadale Road, Kilburn, London, N.W.O.
LUMINIUM

ALUMINIUM

031[ SE111:1111

Constructors save money and get perfect results
by using our Screens. Suitable for Solodyne,
Me flex, and- all screened -coil receivers.
/lc, sr/flab/ 7111I8e 0/ heavy mmoe moot.
Base Extra.
Polished 3/6 each
COMPARE
Special Prices for
Frosted 3/3
PRICES
Quantities.
Post Free.

SEND TO -DAY !!! R'srinittsigrc.ilar

GENUINE EBONITE

citoose it-

-itralace

STOCKED BY All THE BEST DEALERS
TRELLEBORGS EBONITE WORKS ha Audrey House. E.C.1

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND-

Transformere, Phones, Loudspeakers. Rewound and Repaired to Maximum Efficiency.
All One Price 4I each. Don't discard if burnt out.
All work guaranteed for 12 months. write for trade terms.

TRANSFORM CO., 115, LINKS RD., TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.17

ACCUMULATORS
ON EASY PAYMENTS

High -Tension Accumulatora built up from 20 -volt
sections (15/- each). Example 60 -Volt H.T 45/.
CASH or 12/6 DOWN and 6 monthly payments
of 61-. Carriage Paid. Satleaction or money
back

Write for Lists. to DEPT. 11,.

Lillinin111112

COVENTRY

DIRECT SUPPLIES LTD.. 23,
Warwick Row, COVENTRY.

Any Wireless Goods supplied

on easy payments.
It 'E.

POPULAR WIRELESS

Decenter lfith, 1920.
1111(11111111111111111111111111111r
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Get across from 175 to 4,000 metres with one twist of the
Tune in any station you want almost as quickly as
you can think.
dial.

You only need the R.I. Retroactive Tuner to do this

efficiently-even more efficiently than with a set of plug-in
coils, for the R.I. Retroactive Tuner gives correct aerial
reaction over the whole range of wavelengths covereda modification almost impossible to obtain with the other
method of aerial tuning. And remember this : the R.I.

Retroactive Tuner costs appreciably less than a set of
plug-in coils with coil holder to cover the same range.

Price 39/6
THE MARK OF

BETTER RADIO

ddvt. R.I. Ltd., 12, Hyde St., New Orford St., London,

POPULAR WIRELESS
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Every valve user should get this book
In it is convincing National Physical Laboratory Test
Fl; 4 -volt arcnnsniat2r
or 3 dry cells

THE P.M. 3 (General
Purpose) 01 amp. 14.' THE P.M. 4 (Power)
18/6
0'1 amp.
For 6 -volt acctimrslator
or 4 dry cell;

THE P.M. 5 (General

'-

Purpose) O'l.amp. 18,6

THE P.M. 6. (Pover)
U'1 amp.

18,6

,

proof that Mullard P.M. Valves continue to give
the finest results after a year's broadcasting service
of a thousand hours' life. A complete and valuable
valve guide to improve your radio reception is
included. Do not lost this opportunity to secure the
best from your receiver.

-

ullar

Write for your copy to -day, post free on request.

For 2 -volt en-cumuli:or

THE P M.1 H.F.
01. amp.
THE P.M, 1 L.F.

14,' -

0'1 amp. 14,'
THE P.M. 2 (Power) '

0'15 imp. 188

7 kese prier do not alrfrly in

kith Free State.

British Made
in a

British Factory

THE MASTER.- VALVE
ADVT T1 -°E MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD.. MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON.

Printed and published every Thursday by the Proprietors. The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, L C.I. Advertisement
Offices; Messrs. J. 11. Lilo. 4, Ludgat6 Circus,London, E.C.4. Registered as a, newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.. .Subseript ion rates:
Inland, 17 per annum, 8-8 for six months : Abroad, 19-6 per annum,. 9/9 for six months. Sole mzents-for South Africa ; Central News 'Agency; Ltd. ; Solo Agents for
Australi r and New Zealand : Messrs. Gordon-it-01cl,, Ltd. ; and for Canada : The imperial News Co. (Canada), Ltd. Saturday, December 18th,
11;'11.

DODI'LAD wM:1:1,i:4. December 25th, 1926.

RECISTERED AT TUE G.P.O. AS A NEWSPArEls.

HOW TO BUILD THE "WHIPPET"

Jar

(See

Page 1051)

PRICE

ir loss
INCORPORATING "WIRELESS"

No. 238. Vol. X.

December

25`.7.1,

1928.

,

55

..

44

"":',"<'7*pk.f::-!,tq,!.!
m.

Special Features In This Issue
That Oscillation Trouble
The " P.W." Valve Guide
A Prize -Winning Short -Wave Receiver
Improving Detector Valve Efficiency
Winter Aerial Tips
Crystal Set Troubles
From Daventry to Pittsburg- An " All -Wave" Receiver

On the Short Waves

No one in possession of a radio set need feel lonely this Xmas, not even those living in isolated dwellings in the
Far North, like that one shown in our cover photograph.

POPULAR WIRELESS.

Deeenther 251h, 1926.

MARCONI TYPE D.E.8L.F.
Dull Emitter for 6 -volt Accumulators.

Recommended for L.F. amplification
when a steady negative grid bias of 6-7
volts is required, when using an anode
voltage of too. The D E.SL.F. may
also be used as a general-purpose valve.
Fil. volts 5-6-6. Fil. amps. 0'12.
Amplification factor 7. Price 18,6

MARCONI TYPE D.E.8H.F.
Dull Emitter for 6 -volt Accumulators.
A dull -emitter valve having filament
characteristics similar to the D.E.8L.F.,
but suitable for H.F. amplification and
rectification. May also be used for
resistance -capacity coupled amplifiers.
Fil. volts 5-6-6. Fit. amps. 0-12.
Amplification Factor 16. Price 18,6

45/.

A FEW RECOMMENDED COMBINATIONS :
2 -Valve Set.
D.E.8H.F.
D.E.8H.F.

Position
H.F.
Det.

D.E.8H.F.
D.E.8H.F.
D.E.8L.F.

H.F.
Det.
L.F.

Type

I
I

Fit. Amps.
0'12
0'12

Grid Bias
Volts

H.T.
Volts

+2

6o
6o

TERutio

3 -Valve Set.
o' f2

a t2
012

MELLOVOX
Loud Speaker.

80
8o

0

+2

-6

too

+2
-6
-7'5

80
80
100
120

4 -Valve Set.
D.E.8H.F.

D.E.8 H. F.

D.E.8L.F.
D. E.5

H.F.
Det.
L.F.
2 L.F.

0'12
0'12
0'12
0'25

four artistic colour
combinations of black,
blue, brown or purple with
:: gold floral design
In

Write for the Marconi Valve Literature giving comprehensive details concerning the D.E.8 and other types.

The beauty of the STERLING MELLOVOX lies not
merely in its striking y attractive appearance, but also
in its remark- STERLING "GINNIE"
able
purity
and mellowness of reproduction.

The Marconi Internatmnal Marine Communication Co..
Ltd., require 500 qualified Wireless Operators. Apply to
Service Manager, Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Booklet 304a,
describing the full
range of Marconi phone and Ster-

ling apparatus,
sent

on

request.

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD.,

THE

Registered Office:-

MARCONIPHONE

Mar con; House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

CO., LTD.

210 -212,

Head Office: Court Road,

Tottenham

London,

W.1.

( Sole Agents for
SterlingTele phone

&Electric Co. Ltd.)

The
little fellow
with
the

big voice."

301-
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000 SPEAK:COS- OLD Alib NEW
Le-21cuncement of Graham Amplion Limited, 25, &wile

Landon, W.I.
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PLAYER'S "MEDIUM" NAVY CUT CIGARETTES WITH OR WITHOUT CORK TIPS
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RADIO COMPONENTS

ensure reliable sets.
Constructors who desire smooth working and
efficient sets use " Cosmos" Precision components.
The " Cosmos" Rheostat.

The " Cosmos " Rheostat,

The principal features of the " Cosmos "

Filament Rheostat are its sturdy construction and reliable. smooth
movement. The contact arm cannot easily be damaged, having
its movement on the inner side of a porcelain bobbin which carries
the windings. Other pleasing features of this Precision Rheostat
are the hansome knob and dial, ONE HOLE fixing, and the small
space it occupies.
Made in four types, two of which are double -wound for

BULL or BRIGHT Valves and one a Potentiometer.
Description

Ohms

Single Wound
,,
Double

60

Current

Price
s.

Poientiometer

The "Cosmos" Permacon.

1.0 amp.

20

'4

34

'2

300

4

5
5
6

,

d.
6

0
0
0

The " Cosmos " Permacon is an ideal fixed condenser, being light
in weight, off guaranteed accurate capacity, and having the lowest
possible losses.

The dielectric is mica, and each condenser is tested at 500 volts
during inspection. Nickel -plated cases give them a particularly
neat appearance.
'0001 mld.
'0002
'0005
V003

..
.

(with clips for grid leak.)

1/6
1/6
1/6
1/8

'0052/6

'001 mid.
'002
'01

,

..

..

1/8
1/10

..

3/9

The " Cosmos " Resistance Coupling Unit.-Real purity of reproduction can only be obtained with resistance capacity coupling.
The " CosmoS" Coupling Unit with a suitable valve is as effective
as an ordinary transformer -coupled stage. It avoids all distortion
and effects considerable economies in first and operating costs.
Designed primarily for use with the " Cosmos " S.P. Blue Spot

Valves, it can be used successfully with any valve having an amplification factor of 30 or more. Special attention is directed to the
following advantages of the " Cosmos "'-Coupling Unit :

The "Cosmos" Coupling Unit
and spring valve holder.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

It takes up little space in a set.
It is not liable to be broken.
It has permanent resistance values.,

It allows for simplified wiring.
It is economical in L.T. current (S.P. Blue Spot Valves consume o09 amps.).
It is economical m H.T. Battery consumption (less than r/2o
normal).

And lastly its use results in purity of reproduction without loss in
volume.
.
8/6
Type " 0," the Unit alone ..
Type " V," the Unit incorporating spring valve holder (as illustrated)

Suitable valves for use with this unit are " Cosmos " S.P. 18/B at 14/and " Cosmos " S.P. 55/B at 18/6.

10/6

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.),

METRO-VICK HOUSE,
Ask your dealer
tor these attrac-

tive Folders 0111
t Cosmos "-Valves,

Sets and Com-

portatis.

155, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, ' W.C.2

-
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CAXTON 4 -VALVE CABINET
Made for Sets, "As good as money can buy,"
"Harmony Four Receiver," "The Melody Three"
Special Cabinets made to Customer's measurements.

Prices quoted.

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak
The Street,

Long Stratton

"The two original valves have

been working all the time."
Mr. P. Hearn, of Long Stratton, has had over 12 months satisfactory use
from the two Louden Valves in his Little Giant Set.
Like all other Louden Valve users, Mr. Hearn is highly satisfied with the
results, and he shows it by ordering two more Loudens,
Read what he sayi :Dear Sir
" Enclosed please /mil P.O. for 9/6.
" Louden Valves (II at 4i6 each).

Please forward, if possible by return, two

Dark or Jacobean Oak ...
...
Real Mahogany

£1
...

5

£1 10
£1 14

Rte

0

0

Detachable 7' deep Base Board to mount 21" by 7" panel to sl:de out of Cabinet NC

Also supplied at 101,- extra with two beaded front doors placed
2 ins. in front of the enclosed panel.

Ebonite or Radion Panels Supplied and perfectly Fitted at ow extra cost.
All Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass hard surface
SENT FREE- Catalogue
that cannot be soiled or scatched.
of

standard

Wireless Cabinets in various sizes
Packed and delivered free in U.K.

and

woods.
vo. C3

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough

" My Little Gloat

two valve set has now been in use for twelve months, and
" has given me every satisfaction. The two original valves have been working all
" the tune.
" l feel that everything that bears the stamp of Fellows' is worthy of recotn" mendation. and it gives me pleasure in being able to thus express suit satisfaction
Yours truly,

4=0 004=5 0 CEM 0 1=51 0 4=MO 0

Throw away the

P. HEARN (Lang Stratton)."

Louden Valves are made by British labour in a British factory with
British capital and can be depended upon for the finest volume, range
They can only be offered at such low prices because

and silver clearness.

of our well-known policy of selling direct to the public and cutting out

1

headphones buy e

0)

the middleman's profit.
The list below gives prices and full particulars.
Order your Louden Valves from us by post.

4/6

Dull Emitters.

L.F. A ,plifier

F.1.
F.2.
F.3.

5'5 volts 0'4 amps.

Dull Emiters.

H.F. Amplifier. L.E.R.2.
L.E.R.3.
Detector.

L.F. Amplifier
H.F. Amplifier
Detector

2 volts 0'2 amps.

4 volts 0'1 amps.

F.E.11.1.

12/'
D.E. Power Valves.

F.E.R.2.
F.E.R.3,

Trans. Amplifiers P.E.R.1.
Resist. Amplifiers P.E.R.2.

volts 0'1 amps.

4 volts 0'2 amps.

Trans Amplifiers P.E.R.1.
Resist. Amplifiers P.E.R.2.
6 volts 0'2 amps.

F.E.R.I.

Postage and packing .

1

Valve, 4d.

2 or 3 Valves, 6d.

4. 5 or 6 Valves, 9d.

FELLOWS, PARK ROYAL, N.W.10.
Branches

LONDON: 20, Store Street. Tottenham Court Rd., W.C.

WRITE FOR

48 pp.

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
No. 33 FREE.

READ THIS

F.E.R.2
F.E.R.3.

11/-

L F. Amplifier.
H.F. Amplifier.
Detector

Here is a Loud
Speaker that was bound to
come-it has long been needed.
radio.

D.E. Power Valves.

9/-

Dull Emitters.

6

L.E.R.I.

LET all the family enjoy the

8/

8/-

.

Bright Emitters.

L.F. Amplifier.
H.F. Amplifier
Detector.

this loud Speaker

(Museum 9200;

BIRMINGHAM: 248 Corporation Street (Central 435).
BRIGHTON : 31, Queen's Road (Brighton 899)
BRISTOL 36, Narrow Wine Street (Bristol 7972).
CARDIFF : Dominions Arcade. Queen St. (Cardiff 7685)
LEEDS : 65, Park Lane (Leeds 21479).
MANCHESTER . 33 Wm Dalton.Street (Central 1164).
NEWS ASTLE: 36, Grey Street
NOTTINGHAM : 30 Bridlesmith Gate (Nottingham 5551
1 ONBR IDGE 34 Quarry Hill (Tonbridge 172)

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE. MONEY

DESCRIPTION

he Allhall Loud Speaker
Lands 21 In,, high and
aaa a depth of 14 'as.
rom teach to front the
fase Is 65 ma. overa
and .s finished in iced
"flack laceuer relieved by
%nickel plated diaphragm
control. and .upplied
complete with long 'Align cords. The neck is of
ced black lacouer. and
nickel screws secure the
,orn which is finished in

0

natt black and has a
are of 14 ins., ensurIn.
.-onance and volunt

O

any £5 - 5 - 0 instrument, it has

0

been costed low so that thousands

Ur

Matching in tone and volume

can buy and enjoy where before
high prices prohibited. Profits

are cut to a minimum, quality
achieves a maximum and so great

0

is our faith in the Allhall Speaker a
that we sell it to you with a
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
Buy one, try it, and if you are not
satisfied send it back within 7days
and your money is returned with-

Ai

out any questions being asked.
°blamable from all Radio Dealers.

wremneR,
16 Radio Engineers

4 9 aL,Shudehtil. Manchester.

oczzioacmaoczzatecmaaoagas
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"Ham-handed

Henry " at the
Garage down the

road can't ruin
this Accumulator
Whave all had painful ham O.V.D. however, all the
the slow
with advantages of

p experiences

'"Hamhanded

Henry." He is the man who takes
our accumulators and puts them

on charge without worrying

overmuch about, the charging
rate. Sometimes they are charged
too quickly, and sometimes they

discharge-its freedom for sulphation and its ability to hold a

charge over long periods-are

obtained by the use of a special
laminated plate (patent applied,
for). The acid can act upon its
several

immediately.

surfaces

are taken off the mains before
they are fully charged. In any

And because a girder -like construction is employed buckling

case such rough and ready treatment is very bad for any
Accumulator. That is to say,
any accumulator except an

is quite impossible.

Here are some facts for valve

Accumulator defies rough treatment. Although a slow discharge
Accumulator it can be recharged
rapidly. In fact, we ourselves

Emitter the O.V.D. will last 180
hours at a charge. Using two

Accumulator however requires
a slow charge of not less than
30 hours. It takes a long time
for the electrolytic action to
percolate through to the centre
of its thick plates. In the Old,

because it holds its charge longer
than any other type of Accumulator.
Call in for one this

Oldham O.V.D.

users :
If you have a one valve Set fitted

This new with a two volt 1 amp. Dull

valves you will get 72 hours.
With two '06 valves and two
have charged one fully within O.V.D. cells in series you will
four hours and the cell was get 140 hours- and with three
quite unharmed.
valves 80 hours. An Oldham
The ordinary slow discharge O.V.D. will save you money

evening on your way home.
Fill it up with acid and it is
ready for immediate use.

Charged

ready for use.
merely add acid
Made only by

OLDHAM & SON, LTD.,
Denton, Manchester

London Office :

Glasgow Depot :

6, Eccleston Place., S.W. 1.

120, Wellington Street.

Special Activation Process Batteries

The new
-the slow

discharge Accumulator
which can be fully charged in 8 hours

0.V.D.
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1927'1928'1929
-the Cossor Kalenised Filament
sets new

record for long life

AFTER an ordinary life test of
2,500 hours at 1'8 volts the

Cossor Point One valve shown above
was broken open and suspended by its
filament. Even after this amazing test
the Kalenised filament was still pliable
and supple. There were no signs of
brittleness. Indeed, the valve could
have given satisfactory service for an
even greater period., Based upon an
average of 20 hours per week this is
equivalent to 24 years' regular use.
Never before in the history of valve making
have such remarkable results been possible.
Only the new Kalenised filament could have
successfully withstood such a drastic test.

Cossor

Advt. of A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove. N.

The reason is obvious. The Cossor Kalenised
filament gives off a torrent of electrons
practically without heat. Certainly no glow
is visible when the valve is working. Heat
is

the destructive influence which sets up

crystallisation in the ordinary filament.

The

become displaced-a weak spot
occurs-and, suddenly without warning, the
molecules

filament fractures.

All this is now ended. The Cossor is the
only valve to be fitted with the Kalenised
filament.

It is, indeed, the real long life valve.

You, as a shrewd wireless enthusiast, will

choose the valve which will last longest with

the least consumption of current. That is
why you will want the Cossor Point One-

the 2 -volt Dull Emitter taking only one -tenth
of an ampere. 210D Detector and 2101-1 H.F.
Amplifier 14/- each. Stentor Two Power
Valve 18/6. From all Dealers.

the Valve which
serves you longest

Gticrl Ad 66s9

L' I
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
,

A Radio Christmas-The "Beam" and Broadcasting --Turkish Delight-" Some " CondenserSt. Dunstan's and Wireless-Broadcast Advertising --Discontent in Scotland-Christmas
Greetings.
A Fitting Coincidence.
DECEMBER 25th.
Christmas Day.

aP.W." day. What happier coincidence or more apt reminder that
this is Radio Christmas ? In that stilly
hour after dinner, when the old folks are
prone to slumber for a little and the younger

spheric" so big that it broke the telephone
cord, bit his grandmother and then jumped

back into the ether!
This Week's Absent-minded Man.-The
inveterate playgoer who listened -in at home

to a broadcast

first night," tipped his

ones are sluggish with good fare, don't

ciation have drawn up specifications for
wireless condensers. Condensers both in
metal and insulating cases are dealt with,

the specifications of the former types being
for capacities of 0.1 mfd. to '2.0 mfd'., and
of the latter type for capacities of 0.01 mfd.
and under. Both mica and paper dielectrics are covered by these specifications and
condensers conforming to the standards
laid down should bear the inscription
" B.E.S.A."

forget your copy of " P.W."

A Radio Christmas.
this will be the radioi4 radio

YES,Christmas since :filaments and grids
-

Standardised Condensers.

REAL, red-hot, scientific " fans " will
be interested to know that the
British Engineering Standard Asso-

and plates got. into -valves, and I'm

sorry that Dickens never, had a chance .
to describe it. Talk about " The
Why, that
Cricket on the' Hearth.

The `-` Beam " and Broadcasting.

!

sturdy little soloist wouldn't stand an

LISTENERS in Cornwall are complaining of interference which they allege,
is caused. by the " beam " station at
Bodmin. There is, perhaps, a natural
tendency to pick on a new station, just as
a new comet is blamed for low Bank Rates
and abnormal rainfall. The fact remains,
however, that the Post Office and
the B.B.C. have independently
investigated the matter, and, up
to the time of writing, have failed

earthly nowadays, what with saxo-

phones and ukuleles not. only heard on .

the hearth but audible all over the
house, not to mention next door.
I That Glimpse.

mind's eye I see the parcels

IN my
being unwrapped, disgorging

the new telephones or

Tommy's first wireless set. (" Oh !

to trace the cause of the inter-

why, oh ! why, doesn't broad-

ference.

casting begin at seven a.m. ? " he
cries.) I see the excited throngs

round thousands of wonderful

" valuers " with even more wonderful names, and 1 imagine the
youngsters playing at " Hunt the
Spanner" and "Inspector's
Knock " while the apparatus is
being connected up. I hear the
elders, later in the evening, say " Whist," and see them dipping into the etherie " Lucky
Tub," while the proud manipulator enthralls himself with " The
Mystery of Seven Dials." Am I

Turkish Delight.

RROADCASTING is soon to

1.1, spread over that land of
mosques and mosquitoes,

Turkey but the Government is

said to have made it a condition
of every receiving licence, that the
apparatus licensed must be at the
Baby Peggy, the popular Sim " star," listens -in to a Christmas

right ?
Have You Heard These

THIS Week's cheerful Ass. The man who
took a season -ticket to Daventry and
set up two homes, because the dealer
told him his set would only tune in London
and Daventry "'
This Week's Exaggerator. The amateur
(fisherman) who said he caught an " atmo!

ghost story

wife a shilling and took a taxi to Victoria !

disposal of the Government if so
Perhaps when the
required.
Budget won't balance, or the
latakia crop fails, the Government

will- call in all sets and auction

them back again. What joy for the clever
Abdul or Mohammed.who has just built the
perfect set from a " P.W. " design !

!The Latest.

FRUIT distribution in London' is to
be controlled by wireless. Yes, and

then some radio -mad grower will
produce a pipless pomegranate. It won't
be worth a fig.

Two New Clubs.

and district readers
STEPNEY
note that there is now in

pleas
being

the " Stepney and District Radio
(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

Meetings are held on Mondays
from 7.30 p.m.. to 9.30 p.m. at the Men's
Institute, L.C.C. School, Ocean Street,
Stepney, E.1. Hon sec., Mr. M. H. E.
Abrahams, 129, Old Montague Street, E.1.
Society."

Roll up, ye of Stepney and thereabouts,
though the club's
oscillate."

motto

is

" Don't

Mr. A. Culyer asks me to say that as

secretary of the newly -formed Grimsby

and District Radio Society, 126, Rutland

Street, Grimsby, he is prepared to wear his
new fountain -pen to the bone in enrolling
new members. Let the good work go on.
I will present him with a pencil -sharpener

when he has collected the first thousand
subscriptions.

their confidence and courage, a step which
is bound to create considerable interest.
The Test Conditions.

T T was. stipulated that the valves were -to

I

be operated for 1,000 hours with 100

volts actual applied to the plates, which
is some 20 volts more than is used in practice. For a test of total emission they were

to be run under total emission conditions
for a full ten seconds before any readings,
during the 1,000 hours' life test were taken.
The total emission " curves show that
the electron emission is more than sufficient

to give 100 per cent operating efficiency
after 1,000 hours' life, or say a year's ordinary use. The impartiality and reliability

of the N.P.L. are beyond suspicion, and the
published report's are, with the accompanying curves, a Small treatise on the modern
dull -emitter receiving valve.

Two More Stations " on the Air."

Broadcast & Advertising.

C. JORDAN, 45, Lower Park,
Loughton, Essex, begs to announce

IN a recent lecture at the Bath Rotary

of these fine evenings on 90, and 150 to 200
metres ; call -letters, 6 J D ; and will be
pleased to receive reports. New Zealand
papers, please copy !

amusing story concerning Mr. John Collin -

MR.

that he will be transmitting any

Leading Signalman W. Driver, writing

from H.M.S. " Ceres," Malta, tells the world

that on his return from foreign service he
will worry the ether on 23 and 45 metres,
using the call -letters 5 U D from 3, The
Crescent, Walthamstow, London (C.W. and
telephony). Mr. Driver does not say

exactly when he proposes to return, but I
hope it will be for Christmas. Good old

I

announcer said, " You have just heard Mr.
John Collinson singing a group of songs.
If you feel run down, try Mother Seigel's
Syrup." If, as I believe, the Spaniards have

an acute sense of humour that one an-

in the Eleventh Annual Report of,
St. Dunstan's for the year ending

March 31st, 1926, which I have just received,

is that the council decided to supply any
officer or man with a crystal set, two pairs

of telephones, aerial and " earth," or to

those_ men already possessing sets but

lacking accessories, up to 33s. worth of

One of these- days, when you
clear up the wireless den, perhaps you may
find a few unconsidered trifles. If so,
Capt. Ian Fraser would no doubt welcome
accessories.

them. What about it ?

N.P.L. Valve Tests.

T HAVE before me a most interesting

I

booklet, issued by .the Mullard Radio
Valve Co., Ltd. I have never before
seen any valve- -" literature" quite like it,
for it contains facsimile reproductions of
the report by the National Physical Laboratory of the tests applied to six samples of
the Mullard. P..11,,1.5 valve and the. results.

Many makes of valve have been tested by
the N.P.L., but in publishing their results
in full Mullard's have publicly demonstrated

Terrible Resolution.

THIS will have to be nipped in the bud
or our beloved announcers will resign

in a body. The Carnarvon County

Association has passed a resolution pledging

itself to press the Government to establish
a Welsh broadcasting station. Not, mark
you, just another station in Wales, but one
which is to radiate in the Welsh language.
If this comes off I forsee the B.B.C.
Pronunciation Committee having the

time of its life. Well, I ask you-look
at the map of Wales, look you ! Is there
a microphone which will grin and bear
Llandlwchaiarn ?
A Debatable Point.
AN electrician at Grimsby was summoned

under the Shops Act for selling batteries during the compulsory half holiday.

of the " talks " I have heard from 2 L 0.

was not sent to penal servitude, I really
cannot agree with his argument, for he

supplied power to a wireless receiving

station, and every engineer knows that
" power " is not a

E-1111111111111t11111111111111t1111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111rE

SHORT WAVES

-

Finds

" Wireless

Nurse."

be ! But cheer up, the Jocks !
;"

E-

:-.=--- -" Sheffield Daily Telegraph."

=

tt.

-

*

E-

=
Radio waves don't care where they go, ..,-_
so you may as well get your share.
_

E

to whether the

..=

*

*

I should have thought that the Mora

would have made a better pudding than a
hash, wouldn't you ?

= And all that remains of our 2 L 0
E Will just be a branch of the G.P.O.

E
=
= But-we ask it in fear, as a goal of desires- =
E " Will a wireless State mean no pulling of E
E wires ? "
-

(A writer in Daily Paper.)

Mr. A. J. Allan Again.

MY readers will bQ glad to learn that
those fascinating talks by Mr. A. J.
Allan to which we always look forward with such interest, are now being

published in " The London Magazine." I
shall certainly enjoy this reintroduction to
some of his amazing experiences.
Christmas Greetings,

E-

The latest fashion in hairdressing reveals E
= one ear. This, of course, makes it possible =
= for the modern girl to listen -in with headphones. E.*
*
=
=
=
E So the end of the year will end B.B.C.;
E The State will 'then " uncle " the licensee,I-

1-

Making a Rash of It.
" TS it the Atora Borealis, that is making
I such a hash of reception lately "
asks a reader.

We understand that special earphones are =

being invented for the Pekes.

=
*
*
"The Chairman then asked a question as E
hospital should be supplied E
= with the necessary wireless set, loud speakers, EE etc., for the local station to be received in the E
= main wards."
= The answer in this case would certainly E
=
_
seem to be in the infirmary.
E

1926, a date which has a peculiar significance
for Scots.
-

course, be considerably reduced.

*

Remember

the haggis that jumped out of the frying pan into the fire. Millenium for broadcasting begins at midnight On Dec. 31st,

of

Columbus gambled and got America, but it
Ezcrystal set in a raffle will do the same.-"Sunday
E. Pictorial."
E
"X hear that many ladies in Sheffield who
-7. are known to have pet subjects are to be asked
E to broadcast on these during the coming week."
_-=

centred over Glesca, and the outlook is, as
usual, unsettled. The 5 S C programmes
are compared unfavourably with -those of

ever after Hogmanay-whatever that may

doesn't follow that the fellow who wins a

=

fare. The

ward drift of Scotsmen will be greater than

(Head -line,

We understand that " howling " will,

Er'

Tweed, you are, I gather, muckle pit
oot aboot the quality of your broadcast

2 L 0, and I am confident that the south-

The boy stood on the sinking wreck ;
He didn't want to go.
He'd caught a new one on his set ;
Its letters he must know.
His father called ; he would not flee.
The water reached his ears,
And, as he sank, he cried with glee,
" By Heck, I had Algiers ! "

E " Manchester Evening Newt")

Discontent in Scotland.

for knowledge, my friends beyond the

The League and Radio.

=

repairs " item.

IN spite of your simple tastes and thirst

ASUPER -STATION for the use of
members of the League of Nations
has been suggested by the Socialist

E

He argued that in replacing an

exhausted battery by a " live " one he was
not effecting a sale, but a repair of a wireless set, and the summons was dismissed.
While I am glad that this good Samaritan

nouncement alone was worth a round dozen

is for the Queen's Doll's House set."

ONE of the most interesting facts given

of the Cardiff B.B.C. station, told an

of revenue. After Mr. Collinson's songs the

" Some " Condenser.

St. Dunstan's and Wireless.

t racks !

Club, Mr. E. R. Appleton, the director

son and his experience of broadcasting at
Barcelona, at which station broadcast
advertisements are " put over " as a source

Navy

HERE is the latest " leg -pulling " yarn.
An American visitor to Birmingham
saw in a shop a very large model of
a condenser. It was intended as an
exhibit at a radio show, and was slightly
larger than a house -pail. Said he, " Guess
we build 'em mighty bigger way back in
ole N'York."
" Possibly so, sir," replied the smart
I should hope so, too. This
salesman.

French member of the League. Peace in
their hearts but war in the ether, unless the
wave -length allotted is well off the beaten

H

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:7:

A ND so, once more, a happy Christmas to
/-1. all my readers, all listeners.and radio

men, at home and 'overseas, on the
sea, under the sea, and in the air. A merry
radio Christmas. May your bills not run
up too high or your batteries run down too
low.

And may your only " X's " be kisses.
ARIEL.
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NEARLY everybody
will admit that if

Many good household
folk have a knack of tacking loose lengths of aerial
and earth leads 'to the

the average individual suffered during his
,

lifetime as few troubles
and complaints as does
the ordinary well -made

wall in a mistaken endeavour to make the
room look neat and tidy,
and to prevent the loose
wires from catching the

crystal set, physicians and

medical men in general

would have a very sparse
time of it. Given a good

curtains, and so forth.

This running closely
parallel of aerial and
earth leads is quite a
common cause of cry-

crystal set in the
first place, there
are a surprisingly small number

stal set inefficiency.

of things that

gether for a distance of
even a foot , the result-

can go wrong

with it, that is,

of course, if we

ing reception will suffer

very appreciably in

put aside the necessity for
occasionally renewing the

strength owing to the

crystal when that Indis-

capacity leakage to earth
of the aerial current.

pensable article begins to
show signs of, old age.
Crystal set troubles,
apart from accidental mis-

Then, again, there is
that little question of the
earthing of the sot. If
the receiver is used With

haps with the receiver,

fall generally into- three
main classes. They may

a gaspipe earth, reception is very likely to

be due to :

1. Bad design and the use of faulty

components and materials in the construction of the set.

2. Poor workinanship in the construc-

tion of the receiver.
3. The use of the set in conjunction with

an inefficient aerial or earth, or at greater

distances from the broadcasting station
than the maximum sensitivity cf the
receiver as a whole will permit.
Inefficient Conditions.

A crystal set, however, which has been

well constructed to an efficient design,

and which is used with a reasonably efficient

aerial -earth system within a diStance of

suffer. Earth leads which

wander nearly all over the lower part of

.-L1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

The crystal set though not a compli-

the house, up and down door frames, along

our Staff -Consultant discusses the

they reach a main waterpipe, are productive
of continually poor results. All these facts

cated affair may occasionally go a
little " off colour." In this article

yards of skirting boards, until eventually

E.-

ailments from which such receivers

FE

methods to adopt to cure them.

are, of course, quite well known to the
radio man, but nevertheless their recital.

may suffer and points out the
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc.,
A.I.C. (Staff Consultant).

may be of some use to the amateur who is

called out to " have a look at " or " to see what

7It

is wrong with " his neighbour's crystal set.

:711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H1111F.

The Crystal Itself.

reception being obtained with a crystal
set, no matter how well the receiver may

The next part of the business of crystal
set doctoring is to inspect the crystal.'

have been made in the first place.
It is not to be supposed that the regular
reader of this journal will have experienced
any of the above causes of trouble to any
appreciable extent. Nevertheless, nearly

Most likely it will be found to have crumbled.

receives urgent S 0 S messages from nontechnical friends in distress, messages the
gist of which is to the effect that So-andso's crystal set will not work, and will he
please come and see what is wrong with it.
Yes, I think we are all acquainted with
that type of heartrending appeal, and

If the detector is of the perikon or semi.
permanent type, carefully dissemble it,

away into a mere speck of dirty -looking
mineral, and, if this is the case, it will

generally be held loosely in the crystal cup,'

Here, again, the remedial measures are
obvious.

every radio enthusiast and constructor

and give it an examination. Generally, one,
of the crystals will be found to have broken,
(Continued on next page.)

therefore I have thought it advisable to

devote an article to the subject of the
Fig 1. The best method of securing good connection

rapid tracing of crystal set troubles for the
benefit of the " P.W." reader who under-

to the rotor of a variometer is by means of a pigtail.

takes this sort of consulting work in his

ten miles from the local station, should'never

district, either on friendly or on professional
terms.

give any trouble whatsoever, except, as
indicated in the first paragraph, the necessity occasionally arising for a change 'bf
crystal. In fact, such a receiver should
go on functioning for an indefinite time.
Despite the above facts, however, it is a

Aerial Faults.

twenty-five or thirty per cent of the crystal
sets in general use are badly made or are
constructed from poor materials. Further,

the receiver. By this means you will obtain
a clear idea of the conditions under which

truism unfortunate to relate that quite
another twenty per cent of the crystal

receivers in operation in this country are
used under thoroughly inefficient conditions. Low, short aerials, parallel aerial
and earth leads, bad aerial insulation, the
use of diminutive indoor aerials, and so

on, cannot under any ordinary circumstances result in really good and efficient

If

such leads are run to-

Confronted with a case of poor crystal
reception within a reasonable distance from

the local station, the best thing to do, I
think, before examining the set itself, is
to inspect the aerial and earth system of
the set has been in operation. For bad
aerial and earth systems, the remedy is
obvious. In any radio receiving installation it is vitally necessary that the aerial
current must be led into the set with the
minimum amount of leakage.
And, of
course, in the case of a crystal set, this

necessity amounts to a matter of paramount and overwhelming importance.

Fig. 2.

Both ends of the rotor winding should
soldered to the shaft of the spindle:

Popular Wireless, December 25th, 192a.
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CRYSTAL
SET TROUBLES.

know how to take care of his receiver, and
to conserve its degree of efficiency. Clean

is by Means of a thin strip of copper foil

upon its owner the necessity of keeping the
panel and the various external fittings
in a reasonably clean condition.

a variometer rotor and stator together
made into a

rontip n ed from previous page.)

-

electrical contact between the stator and
the rotor. The best method of connecting

one end of which is

soldered to the main spindle shaft of the
variometer, the other end being soldered

and the removal of the broken fragment,

coupled with the sharpening up of the
remaining part, will usually result in good
rectification being once more obtained.
Some so-called permanent detectors con-

tain an ordinary galena crystal with a
cat's -whisker held in contact with the
crystal surface by means of a small blob of
sealing -wax or similar material. When such

to the extremity of the stator winding.
Such detail of construction is shown in
Fig. 1. Both ends of the rotor winding
should be soldered on to the shaft of the

variometer spindle in the manner indicated
in Fig. 2.
Variable condensers sometimes give

trouble in crystal sets, as in other radio

instruments, owing to their vanes touching,
and also through faulty rubbing contacts. Here, again,

the remedy must be determined by the nature of the

siionwe eeawre /INLAY

4wD

coil,

trouble.

One great cause of crystal
set inefficiency is the loose

joining of the various wire
Many cheap
connections.

'W 'e''....

,

-",

',. -,:..-:sNN.

.,. r.ori

'

manufactured sets simply
have the wires connecting the
terminals loosely wrapped
round the latter and secured
by a nut. This sort of
construction may be all very

'-`-'' L.:;`, --z..
Nillse.\ -,

;,//4/4e,

well when the set is new,

,./,..

Test the 'Phones.

Such, in brief, is the method of diagnosing

the cause of poor reception with a cryStal
set of any ordinary design. Of course,
troubles do now and again crop up which
call for more specialised attention, but,
at the most, they are not common.

Just another point.

In This article I

have assumed that the crystal set examiner

will make use of his own 'phones in conjunction with his inspection of the receiver.

Many crystal set complaints are due to
faulty 'phones, and to broken or loosely
connected 'phone leads.-

This, however,

forms a subject in itself, and space does
not permit the elaboration of the details
which must be looked for in connection
with the process of testing 'phone efficiency.

t TWO USEFUL TIPS.

but after a few months' work-

ing the joints tarnish, dirt
creeps in between the wires,
and thus areas of greater or
less electrical resistance are
set up. The cure, of course,

,./rill//// >/
-5L/DER BAR /N RJ5/7"/ON

is to see that every joint in

A ATHou

the make-up of the set is
well and truly soldered in

AN/LAT/NG THE SL/DERBAR

ON AN OLD FASHIONED 50L.ZNO/D 71./NE0

CRYSTAL SET.

1;63.

DAWN./

cn KO. aY

place, the crystal itself may have gone dead

(and the average galena crystal is a notorious offender in this respect) ; or even
if the crystal is sensitive, it will be found
a very delicate job to try - to re -attach
the cat's -whisker to the crystal surface
in a satisfactory manner. In such cases

the best thing to do,

if possible, is to
scrap the offending detector altogether,
and substitute in its place a semi -permanent

detector of the perikon type.

or

SERIAL. sO

articles go wrong it is generally useless
to try to resuscitate them. In the first

.

Varlometer Failings.

The preliminary inspection of the de-

tector completed, remove the panel of the
set and examine the type of components
used.

up the set in this direction, and impress

Of course, if the set hasn't got a

panel, this inspection will be carried out
by the most obvious means. If the tuning

coil of the set is a tapped one, see that
the tappings are well soldered, and that
the connecting wires do not touch one
another. It is often a good idea to try
the effect of making new tappings by the
expedient method of pushing a hat -pin
(scarce article nowadays)) through the
insulative covering of the wire. Some

A

t

difference in reception,

especially in clarity, made by the inclusion
of a small fixed condenser of a capacity of
approximately -002 mfd. across the telephone
terminals. Such a fact is well worthy of a
trial.

tied ends of wire through the flame of a
candle. The passage of the wire through

the candle flame.should occupy about three
seconds, during which time the wires will

become red-hot, will partially melt, and
will fuse firmly together.
Satisfactory Results.

Solenoid Coils.

Care must be taken, of course, to see that
the wires do not become too hot, otherwise
they will melt away altogether.

Crystal sets containing large solenoid
coils of the slider type are not often to be

give satisfactory and perrnawnt results.

The adoption of such a method will always

seen in regular use nowadays, but occasion-

ally they do crop up here and there. With
sets of this type there arises the necessity
of seeing that the plunger makes efficient
contact with the wire at all portions of its
track, and also that two or more turns of
the wire have not become short-circuited
owing to the wearing effect of the plunger
on the wire's insulation. The slider bar

itself should be let into recesses in the
wooden end -pieces, which have been inlaid

with ebonite in the manner illustrated at
Fig. 3.
Slider bars which are merely
screwed directly into the wood may set
up quite an appreciable amount of current
leakage.

A good specimen of pyrites crystal found by a reader
of " P.W." while on holiday.

made from a
can be cut and bent quite easily when

And, finally, there is the matter of the
set's general appearance to be taken into

strip of old gramophone record, which

with the accumulated dust of ages, if the

heated, can be made to clear any control
or obstruction on the panel that might

account. If the panel is found to be covered
terminals

improving the strength of the reception.
Variometer-tuned crystal sets often give
trouble owing to rubbing contacts which

beneficial

have worn, and have thus set up poor

Another little point which
very often escapes the notice
of the crystal amateur is the

J4

crystal set tuning coils are hopelessly

tapped, and a few simple trials of this
nature may very well work wonders in

position.

\/EBY fine wires arc notoriously difficUlt
7
to solder together, and even if plastic
metal is used for this purpose there
is always the danger that the metal may not
hold and that the wires may come apart.
A very simple way out of the difficulty
consists in carefully tying the.bared ends, of
the wire together and. then in passing the

have become

tarnished

-or

oxidised, and if apparently any contact
studs in the set have not experienced the

results of a little sandpaper

rubbing since they were first put into
position, it may be generally taken for
granted that the owner of the set does not

Extension handles, if

render the ordinary straight type useless.
The strip, about half an inch wide
should be cut when the record is warm and

soft, a hole made in one end enables the
handle to be gripped between the nut and
dial on the condenser spindle.
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speech as loudly as R 7 to 8 on 0 -V -I
in London, from such stations as G X. 5 N

and 2 I T of Belfast, and 5 S Z of Morecombe, to mention only three of the best,
and, of course, should you be able to read
Morse, the pleasure is more than doubled.
By the way, the L.F. amplifiers used with

this set are the note magnifiers of the big
set brought into circuit by plugs and
jacks.

Coil Details.
No. Turns
1
70 wave -length 80-200 metres.
2
40
45-90

*

3

18

4

11

5

6

:30-60

18-35
10-20

!!

PP

f

An interesting description of a well-known British amateur station.
By C. S. BRADLEY.

Y/ Power Supply.

The L.T. is derived from a 2 -volt 240

T WRITE this short description of my
1 station in the hope that it may prove
of interest to readers of POPITLAR
WIRELESS, and also that some of the details

described herein may prove useful to some
other fellow experimenter into the mysteries
of radio.
As will be seen from the photograph, the
main feature is centred in the two receiving
sets, so I will therefore start by describing
these.

Firstly, the bigger of the two. This is a
standard five -valve receiver consisting of

circuit.
Fig. 1.

ampere hour accumulator which, when not

in use to light the valve filaments, is, by
the turn of a switch, put on charge, so that

The circuit diagram is shown in

I also give the values of the different

components, as they are in my
own set :
Secondary tuning condenser,
.0001 mfd. reaction condenser,
-0001 mfd H.F. choke, 75
Edison Bell coil ; grid condenser, .00025 mfd. ; grid leak,

the battery is always in good condition.

Aiom

ro

2/V/5:9

114/N5

5ET

2 megohms (it is very often
possible to dispense with this).
Valve, Cosmos S.P.18, Red
Spot.
Coil De-

Affrrev BY

C.KO,BY
SER: NO.

f7a2.

Fia,

tails: (See table in next
column.)

These are, of course,
only approximate as far
as wave -length is con-

cerned, but they will
serve as a rough guide
to anyone

LB

I would'mention here that 2 -volt valves
are used exclusively at this station.

The H.T. current

is

taken from the

borough power mains ; these are D.C. at a
pressure of 240 volts. This is broken down
by resistances to the voltages required for
(Continued on next page.)

who may

inenough
to try
be

terested

out the

''Hartley."

In

my experience,

two H.F. valves, a detector, and two
No. 6 magnifiers. The H.F. valves are
coupled by the tuned anode method, and
are neutrodyned. Any number of valves

can be used, from one to five, and also, for
the reception of the local station, in my case
2 L 0, a crystal detector can be used,

this

is

one of the best of the various
short-wave arrangements, in-

asmuch as it is very easy to

control.
Reaction is very
finely adjustable, and by
reason of interchangeable

coils it can be used for any

Also it is possible, by varying the L.T. and

followed by one or two stages of L.F.

wave -length.

The Short -Wave Receiver.

aerial tappings, to bring in a

An Igranic " tone control " is placed
across the secondary of the last L.F. transformer, and forms a very good method of
controlling the volume without distorting
the signals. The wave -length range of this

receiver is from 200 metres up to about
20,000 or so..

When, however, I want to go down in

station lower down on the

condenser scale, with a consequent increase of efficiency.
This is particularly noticeable
in the reception of short-wave

"'phone."
While I am on the subject

the

of telephony, it may be in-teresting to some to know

window just above the big one, comes into

capable of reception over very

wavelength

and

wander

among

amateurs, the smaller set, which is in the

This is a single - valve short-wave
receiver, employing an adaptation for reuse.

ception of

the well-known " Hartley "

that on, 45 metres this set is
long distapees, and on most

occasions when they are working, it is possible to receive

The operating room of Mr. Bradley's station in North London.
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maximum is, I think, about 30 milliamperes.
Leaving this, we will pass to a small panel

BATTERY ELIMINATORS

just above the right-hand side -of the big
set. This contains two instruments, the

AND CHARGERS.

left-hand one being the filament voltmeter,
and the right-hand one is the plate milliammeter. This reads from zero to 25 milli -

Some useful hints for those listeners contemplating the purchase or
construction of battery eliminators.
By J. R. WHEATLEY.

*
"

----------4.- -0- -0 ----

---

ALWAYS at your service " really
describes battery eliminators and
home -charging units in a nutshell.

Those irksome journeys to and from the
charging station on nights when you wanted

your set to be at its best and the L.T.

...

amps.

*

the type. This is important, especially if
power valves are employed.

So far we have only dealt with the

elimination of the H.T. battery.

The

elimination of the L.T. battery is a different
problem. Although this has been success-

battery gave out could have been avoided. fully carried out, it is only applicable to
One thing is, however, necessary, and that "certain sets using certain types of valves.
is that some form of electric supply mains Battery chargers are available which enable
must be available, whether direct current the amateur successfully and efficiently
(D.C.) or alternating (A.C.) matters not.
to charge his own batteries at home at a frac-

Both L.T. and H.T. units have passed

the experimental stage and are now practical
propositions. Units for both types of maim
are available, and also for sets ranging from
the seven -valve Super -heterodyne down to

the ordinary two or three valve set.

tube will not pass enough current. The

tion of the cost and one -tenth the inconvenience of outside charging. With D.C. mains,
the cost of such a unit is very low, but as with
H.T. eliminators, the initial cost of charging
units for A.C. mains is more expensive.

At the bottom left-hand corner of the

five-valver will be seen a switch ; this is for

cutting out the L.T., and just in front
of this is the filament ammeter, reading to
3 amperes, thus giving an additional che&
on the accumulator.
Q. S. L. Cards.

It may be mentioned here that details
as to current taken, time the valves are
alight, number of valves in use, etc., are
regularly noted in the station log book,
thus providing me with a very good idea
of how things are going on.

A switchboard, mounted on the wall

on

Special types are
The charging plant for H.T. & L.T. batteries at

The Output Voltage.

H.T. switch and plug, a switch for the
electric light seen above, and a coupled
switch,

the new G.P.O. station near St. Albans.

In the case of D.C. mains,

As will

wall contains cards
from nearly every

country on the earth.
For instance, there
are cards from Australia, New Zealand,
French Indo - China,
Brazil, Porto Rico,

advantage: the
highest voltage ob-

tainable is approximately 15-20 volts

less than that of the

South Africa, to men-

supply. As, however,
to -day the usual D.C.
mains are 150-200
volts, this is not a

the following should be ascertained :
-Necessary Considerations.

Firstly, whether the mains are D.C. or
A.C. (if of.the latter type, the frequency),
and the voltage. The simplest, surest,
and safest way is to seek a reliable local
electrician, or to inquire at the power
station, from which the electricity is
supplied.
&econdly, the number of valves used and

be seen

life, and, in fact, the

the necessary output.
Such units have, unfortunately, one dis-

more intricate apparatus is necessary, and
naturally the cost is higher than that of the
D.C. unit. Before obtaining an eliminator,

the

paper," the station
leads a very active

of the arrangement
required to supply

actual current obtainable is practically
unlimited. With A.C. mains, using suitable
transformers, the voltage is unlimited, but
thicurrent output is limited in certain cases.
Owing to the totally different nature of A.C.,

completely isolates

from the "wall-

fairly low, and this is
due to the simplicity

from minimum to maximum, and the

which

parts of the station I will say a little about
its activities.

the initial cost of a unit is

varied to suit all possible requirements.
Although with D.C. mains the output is
limited, it is almost continuously variable

the room,

the photograph.
Now having described the various working

one or more power valves.

A.C. mains, the output voltage scan be

left-hand side of

main's current from the cabin. There is
also a fuse box, but this cannot be seen in

also available for sets using

very important consideration,.unless the
set employs several
stages of L.F., using
resistance -capacity coupling. In the case of

the

is used as a control board, containing an

tion only a few, but
these will serve to give

you some idea of the
reception range of the
station.

Now do net send a
card worded, " U R

*

'-.+s* -0-1-0--44-*

ON THE SHORT
WAVES.

sigs hrd ere OM at

04.15 G.M.T., Pse QSL, ' and expect that
you are going to receive a card back from

the " Ham " to whom it is sent-you are
not.

(Continued from previous page.)

reception, and the hum is smoothed out
by the usual arrangements of chokes and
condensers.

The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
This, as it stands, makes a very good
smoothing unit for use with D.C. mains,
and by using a Neon tube in series as a
resistance, two very useful voltages can be
obtained. With the glow round the " Beehive " the H.T. voltage is about 70.

Reverse the lamp on the holder, so that
the glow is round the plate, and the voltage

is about 50.
An added advantage of this method is,
that should the H.T. accidentally be connected to the L.T. terminals, you cannot
burn out the valve filaments, as the Neon

"MODERN WIRELESS"
AND

"The iiiieless Constructor"
Special Xmas Double Numbers of
both of the above famous magazines
are now on sale. If you have failed

to obtain copies, write to :The Back Number Dept,
The Amalgamated Press Ltd.,
Bear Alley, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4.
:-Ti111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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LEAVES FROM MY NOTEBOOK
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
Although the eight -page supplement, " The Radio Constructor," has now ceased, owing to Mr. Harris

*
#

4

taking over his old duties as editor of " The Wireless Constructor,"' he will continue to contribute
articles to the pages of " P. W." Mr. Harris will also write articles of a constructional nature for
" P. W." from time to time.-EDITOR.

RECENTLY I spoke of the changes in wave -length and how,
at the time of writing, they had done little to improve conditions. A further period has elapsed and, as I write, my
loud speaker is reproducing a Continental station badly heterodyned

and interfered with, in just the same way as before the change.
At least half a dozen other stations found within five minutes were

equally badly " messed up," and the impression gained at the
moment is that there is not much improvement. The British
Broadcasting Company has rightly pointed out- that listeners
should not be too ready to criticise until all the stations have had
time to settle down, and with this I agree, but it is at the moment
disturbing to find that within the last week conditions have become
worse instead of better.
One point, I think, already calls for some comment, and that is
the new position of Bournemouth. It was rather surprising that in

the rearrangement of station wave -lengths to the British Isles a

wave -length of 306 metres should have been chosen for a seaboard
station. I have received one or two bitter complaints from South
coast readers regarding this. One listener who has been dependent

upon Bournemouth and Daventry for his programmes wrote to
say that the new position of Bournemouth, right in the middle
of the 300 -metre Morse interference, made it quite impossible
to obtain any enjoyment from this station, although previous to

The loosening of this nut slackens other parts of the apparatus,

which is then liable to fall to pieces in the hand. Although a
template is printed upon the box no instructions are given, and if

the experienced man has to examine the component carefully and
reason out where the connection should go, what chance has the
ordinary home constructor, just beginning to build sets, in making
suitable use of the component ?
I would also like to commend to the manufacturers the importance of plainly marking their templates to indicate whether they
are to be used on the front or the back of the panel. Many are
marked for the front of the panel without this being stated. In
any case, even if stated, such a practice is not to be commended,
as most home constructors mark on the back of the panel to save
injury to the surface which will be exposed to view.
What the Constructor Needs.

A slip of the hand and the scriber may make a nasty scratch
right across a panel, disfiguring it for the rest of its days. Such a slip
on the back of the panel is harmless and will not be seen when the
set is completed.
It is strange how many of the obvious needs of the home constructor are inefficiently met. For example, it

requires no great mental effort to under-

the change he had found it the one station that was well free from the Morse interference so far as his position was concerned. The
B.B.C. were very wise in making a further change to 326.1 metres.

stand that centre -tapped coils are likely to
be popular for some time in the conversion

of old sets and the manufacture

of new ones. One coil manufacturer

already famous for his coils, has
recently introduced a plug-in
centre -tapped coil, otherwise excellently made, which requires a
special base and cannot be used
in the conventional two -coil
holder, although the normal pin
and socket is fitted.

The Morse Problem.

Newcastle, and Dublin too, are
very close to Morse interference.
Manchester, an inland station, on
the other hand, has a wave -length
which is remarkably free.

It is, of course, very easy to

criticise a scheme of such a magnitude, and everybody cannot be
satisfied, but the Morse inter-

Centre -Tapped Coils.

ference is such a problem that I
feel that changes will be made

I only discovered this important fact when, in carrying out

within a short time to obviate

the experiments and tests on the

some of the trouble experienced
by the sea -board stations. Because
of possible changes, I would recommend readers who possess vernier

Calibrating the " King of the Air."

dials to refrain from marking their dials for some little time yet.
Later, when conditions have settled down, the dials can be marked,
but for the present time leave the spaces blank !
On opening a package containing an ebonite panel the other day
I came across a very good idea. On one piece of wrapping paper

modernised " Four -valve Family "
set, I ordered centre -tapped coils
from all those manufacturers who

now market them. The particular
coil turned up in response to my order, and owing to its peculiar
construction could not be used in the set in question.
An Aerial Query.
" Can you tell me something of the relative merits of insulated and

was printed an excellent chart of suitable size to paste inside the
lid of a wireless cabinet. On this chart the various station readings could be recorded. The particular maker apparently does not
do this consistently with all his wrappings, but the scheme is such
a good one that I trust he will do so before long, and that the idea
be adopted by others. In most cases a new panel means a new set,
and a handy calibration chart of this kind forms a very welcome
gift and incidentally costs the manufacturer very little.

uninsulated aerial wire ? " is the question put to me by a South

Instructions for Fitting.

preciable losses. With enamelled aerial wire the good conductivity

This reminds me that many of the firms making component
parts still omit to provide fitting instructions with some of their.
apparatus. I have in mind at the moment a certain filament
resistance which is sent out with one terminal only. Such a device
obviously requires a second connecting point, and careful examination shows no obvious, place to make it. Actually, it is necessary to

unscrew a nut and fix a wire underneath it-not even a soldering
tag is provided.

London reader.
On the strength of a recommendation, I madg a
new aerial of insulated wire, and find 1 get no better results. But
my friend, who lives quite close to me, and has a very similar aerial,
finds his results are very much better with an insulated aerial."

An ordinary copper or bronze aerial wire, after a time becomes
discoloured, and will be found to be extremely dirty, with some
amount of surface corrosion. This surface corrosion is neither a
good conductor nor an insulator, and it may occasion quite ap-.

is preserved for a much longer period, so that in the case of your
friend's aerial he probably had a badly corroded aerial to begin
with, and in replacing it by new insulated wire obtained much
better signals.

Had he replaced his old wire by any new wire, he would have
obtained very much the same results, and as your aerial was presumably in much better condition than your neighbour's, you did
not notice the difference on changing from one wire to another.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
A Weekly Feature Conducted by
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
(Staff Consultant.)

THE popular idea that a crystal detector

should be handled with the utmost
care and that, in particular, any
form of greasy contamination should be
avoided like the plague, would appear to be
quite erroneous. I believe I have already
mentioned in these Notes on one or two pre-

vious occasions that this idea with regard
to crystal detectors was to be ranked in the
same category with " low loss " and other
bogeys, and experiments have shown this
to be the case. In some recent tests a piece
of crystal was broken in two and the two
clean fractured surfaces were tested and
ascertained to be the same in performance.
One was then kept as a standard, whilst the

other was treated to all sorts of abuses,

such as smearing it with vaseline, boiling
it in water, heating it to about 300 degrees
centigrade, and then plunging it into cold

gators and therefore they are apt to take
statements on faith and then repeat them
as facts.
Enclosed in Vacuum.

Apart frOin the practical advantages of a

stable crystal rectifier, the fact that the
crystal in vacuum still rectifies in the
absence of oxygen, raises the interesting
question as to whether oxygen plays any
important part in crystal or contact rectification. It has been held by some experimenters that crystal rectification is, in fact,
due to the alternate formation and breakdown of a film of oxide. The fact that the

rectification still goes on in the vacuum
may be explained in several ways without
entirely contradicting the theory that
oxides may play a part.
In the first place, the vacuum may not be

a very high vacuum, and I am not aware
that the tests have yet been carried out in
the highest possible vacuum, so that there

Whilst on the subject of crystal detectors,
I should mention that I recently examined
a type of " crystal valve" which resembled

may still be a sufficient quantity of oxygen
present ; although if the effect itself depends
upon oxygen it would seem very likely that
a considerable reduction in the oxygen
pressure, even if the oxygen were not

galena crystal suitably mounted, with a

entirely removed, would make a very marked
difference in the effect.
In the second place,even if oxidation may
play some part in the rectifier it is still

an ordinary wireless valve in that it comprised a glass bulb with the conventional
pins at the base, but inside was a piece of

special type of cat's -whisker which could be
adjusted by mechanical means. The interior

of the glass bulb was exhausted of air,

exactly as in the case of a valve, and I was
told that in use the crystal -in -vacuum was
very much more stable and reliable than a
crystal used in air in the ordinary way. A
specimen crystal was broken in two portions,

possible, and, in fact, from many well-

known experiments it seems particularly
likely, that the formation or breakdown of
other compounds than oxides may play a
part in the rectifying action. In this connection it is well known that most of the
best types of crystal rectifier are, in fact,

metallic
sulphides
and that quite a good
rectifier can be made
by exposing a freshly
cleaned metallic surface to a sulphur com-

water, rubbing it with

all kinds of dirt, and

a number of other

drastic forms of illtreatment which I
cannot remember. Al-

pound in conditions
which favour the

though, of course,

some differences were

formation of a film of
sulphide on the metal.

found in the signal

strength, using portions

of crystal

The Crystal's Future.
Thus, it is P7ossible

treated in these vari-

ous ways, these differences, even in the

that the necessary

most extreme cases,

elements may be con-

more than about 20 or

and the metal wire

did not amount to

tained in the crystal

30 per cent ; that is
to say, the specimen
which lost most of its
detecting properties
gave a signal strength,

other things being

contact

themselves.
Before leaving this

subject, I should like
Mr. L. Harvey, engineer -in -charge at the Leeds -Bradford station, in the control room.

equal, of not less than

about 70 per cent of that given by the standard sample.

It seems from these tests that quite a

popular myth has keen exploded and that
the meticulous handling of crystals with
tongs is rather an elaborate farce.
Unftlunded Myth.

The fact is with this, as with " low loss "

and many other myths, that somebody
starts an idea and most other amateur writers
follow blindly and even go out of their way
to lay stress on particular points, the
validity of which they have never taken the

trouble to ascertain. The wireless amateur
is

remark-and I
know that in this a
to

catered for very largely by amateur

writers, and whilst there is something to be
said against this, there is a great deal to be
said in its favour (since the amateur experi-

menter as a writer is likely to write in

popular and interesting style). Nevertheless,
it is necessary to bear in mind that popular
writers (in wireless as in other populac
soiences) are usually not scientific investit.

one portion being introduced into a bulb as
just mentioned, the bulb being subsequently evacuated, whilst the other portion

me-that

that whilst the open-air specimen had deteriorated, the one in the glass bulb was giving
perfectly consistent results.
This effect is not to be confused with the

the future.

was used in air in the ordinary way as a
standard. It was found after sonic weeks

tests which I mentioned above. When a
crystal detector deteriorates there may be

several causes. Contamination may account
for some degree of deterioration, whilst
oxidation may also be an important factor.
Inasmuch as the exact mechanism of crystal

rectification is still not understood, or, at
any rate, only imperfectly understood, it is
difficult to say to what extent oxidation is
likely to influence the rectifying property.
But the fact remains that the crystal in the
vacuum-which is evidently protected, not
unly from contamination, but also from
oxidation-retains its rectifying power much
better than the crystal in the atmosphere.

in

very large number of
readers will agreewith
my opinion the crystal

detector (and in that I include all such

types of contact detectors) is by no
means a thing of the past ; in fact, I would
go so far as to say that it is more a thing of

I believe that there is any

amount of scope for further scientific investi-

gation of the theory and mechanism of the
contact detector, and it is a subject which
is not only full of interest, but which is to a
large extent within the experimental
resources of the average wireless amateur.

So don't despise the crystal ; remember

that its secret is still jealously guarded and
its action is much more mysterious than that
of the thermionic valve.
Rejuvenating the Valve.

" Tube " rejuvenators seem to be becoming very popular in the American field and
are offered in forms suitable for home use.
The rejuvenator, of course, or the re activator as it is sometimes called, has for
(Continued on page 1076.)
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This two -valve set, using

ordinary plug-in coils, will
receive American short- -E
wave telephony regularly. :f
you yet had the thrill of
HAVE
hearing direct from America,

" This is station K D K A,

Westinghouse Electric Co.,no ittsburg, Pennsylvania" ?
you realise

carries just two con-

that with only a couple of valves these
transmissions are available to you for
perhaps seven nights out of ten ?
Some while ago I designed a 2 -valve short-

wave receiver, using special coils, which
met with a considerable measure of success,

and among the letters I received was one
reading as follows :

" Dear Sir,-I have built your special

short-wave receiver, and although I have
not previously tried on short -waves, I got
every word of the Dempsey-Tunney fight
broadcast direct from America. I find,
however, that I cannot also receive transmission on the ordinary broadcast band.
Is there any way of adapting the set ? "
Between you and me I should think that
if a short-wave receiver works satisfactorily

on short waves there is not much left to
grumble about, but at the same time, I

densers, the frames of
are at earth

which

potential and therefore do not

satisfactorily receiving all wave-

lengths from

Daventry down to Pitts-

burg, using plug-in coils of
the conventional type. The receiver described this week is the result of recent tests,

and I can assure you that results compare
very favourably with any short -waver I
have built or handled.

require insulation.
You will notice upon examining
the photographs that there are three plug-in

coils, one for the aerial, one for the grid
tuning circuit, and one for reaction. The
aerial coil socket is made to swivel on a
single screw so that variable coupling is
obtainable between this and the next coil,
but the grid and reaction coils are both in
fixed sockets, variation of reaction being
condenser controlled.

Inexpensive Set.

With the exception of the high -frequency

choke about which I shall write a little

later, all the parts are quite, standard, and
many of them you will have available from
old sets, but assuming you buy everything
new the total cost, excluding valves and

fully realise that not everyone wishes to make
up a set for short waves only. This led me

batteries, should not exceed about five

to consider whether it would be possible to
make a really universal 2-valver capable of

with an ebonite panel for the front panel

guineas. The set is not made up in any pretentious form, and, in fact, I have dispensed

The form of reaction used is one which
is becoming increasingly popular and has
many advantages. It is commonly called
" Reinartz reaction," but this is erroneously

attributing to John L. Reinartz, the well-

known American experimenter, something
which he did not invent and does not claim
to have invented. Reinartz, by the way,

was the inventor of a particular, circuit
arrangement in which the Hartley trans-

mitting circuit was adapted for reception and

combined with a special form of aerial
coupling. Many circuits which have made
their appearance since the Reinartz circuit,

and which are often called " modified
Reinartz," should really be credited to
Hartley or Wegant, and some indeed antedate the Reinartz arrangement in originality.
Easy Reaction Control.

However, that is by the way. Whatever
we call it, this form of reaction has very
distinct advantages, particularly on the

short waves, as the reaction control is very
delicate and, what is much more important.,
changes in reaction control do not seriously
affect the tuning. Furthermore, it is
possible to arrange both tuning condenser

and reaction condenser with the moving
plates at earth potential, so that hand -capacity effects, which can easily make short-

wave receivers unworkable, are entirely

eliminated.

Tho circuit is shown on the next page,
and contains certain modifications introduced by Schnell the well-known American
short-wave enthusiast. It works very well

with plug-in coils on both long and short

PIGTAILS FOR
BATTERIES

The front panel is of wood, as both condensers have their frames at earth potential and these do not need
high insulation.

waves,

provided

the

radio -frequency

choke suits the wave -band it is to cover.

On the ordinary broadcast band and on
the Daventry band you can use the
ordinary plug-in coils to which you are
accustomed.
For the 63 -metre
(Continued on next page.)

trans -
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FROM DAVENTRY TO
PITTSBURG, PA.
(Continued from proclaim page.)

HF CHOKE
+

I

TUNING CONDENSER

conearNsen

4
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mission from K D K A you can use either
the new Igranic short-wave plug-in coils
or other short4ave coils.
The small modification I have introduced
into this set will be found very convenient,
and add considerably to the efficiency. It
consists in placing two fixed condensers,
one of -0001 mfd., and the other of -0002

mfd., side by side in such a way that the
value of the grid condenser can be -0001,
-0002, or (combining
-0003 mfd.

both condensers)

The -0003 value will suit the ordinary

broadcast band and the longer waves, while
the -0001 will generally be found considerably better for the short waves. It will also

be found preferable to use a higher value

of grid leak on the short waves, and- I

suggest that you use two megohms in the
ordinary band and four megohms for tha

crilD cONPEN5ER5

Short waves.

A further explanatory photograph showing the receiver

The practical wiring diagram makes clear

with coils and valves removed.

the disposition of parts and the make-up,
and the list of components shows you what
is needed to build it.
:111MIMIIIMUMIMMUMIUMMffiffilime9M1MliMeifilii,

E

E
E One variable condenser, -0003 mfd.,
General Electric straight-line frequency. E
E One variable condenser, -0003 mfd.,
General Electric straight-line wave- E
72
= length.
= One radio -frequency choke. Varley centre
E tap type.
F.

Two anti -vibratory valve sockets, Ben- =

jamin, Lotus, Burndept, W.B., etc.
E One fixed condenser, -0001 mfd. T.C.C.

iE
E One low -frequency transformer (any good s'
make).
g
E: One Dumetohm holder for grid leak.
One grid leak 2 megohms.
E- One grid leak 4 megohms. (Dub]'I*ier,
F4- One Axed condenser, -0002 mfd. T.C.C.

F---

It is essential that the variable condensers
should be of a good reliable make, and fitted

with adequate vernier attaehments. The.
G.E.C. condensers used have a built-in
vernier arrangement, which has proved
very satisfactory on short waves, as it is
completely free from -the slightest backlash

and is remarkably smooth.
It is, however, possible to use any good
make of low -loss variable condenser provided they have proper vernier dials. British -

made vernier dials which I know from
experience are quite satisfactory on these

short waves, are the new type Igranic

Indigraph, the new Formo and the Burn dept. This should not be taken as a condemnation of other vernier dials which

E Mullard, Ediswan, or other good makes). E
= Three coil sockets for baseboard mounting.
E Two fixed resistors to suit the valves E
E employed. Magnum, Burndept, Bowyer- g
E Lowe, etc.
E_

have not tried, and I believe there are
several others which are just as satisfactory.

Four terminals.
Grid bias battery.

not because it is itself centre -tapped, but
because it has been designed specially to

One Mansbridge condenser, T.C.C., Dubilier,
E Lissen, etc.
Two small strips of ebonite, as shown.

go with centre -tapped neutrodyne circuits,
which may develop certain peculiarities if

E One pair of panel brackets.
E Plug-in coils to be described.
limumumumuniumumiumumumin

The H.F. Choke.
A word about the radio -frequency
choke. The one I have used is a special
type known as the Varley Centre Tap choke,

mm m

one is not careful. Although this set is
not neutrodyned, I find that the choke is

perfectly satisfactory on all wave -lengths
for which this receiver will be required to
work.
For the ordinary broadcastband the choice

of the aerial coil will depend to some extent

on your particular aerial.

On my own I

find a No. 30 suits excellently, and I would
recommend that you try 25, 30, and 35 arid
50 if you have them, to see which gives -the
best effect. In the grid tuning circuit a

50 and a 75 between them will cover the
band, the former for the lower half and the

latter for the upper half. In the reaction
socket a 50 or a 75 should be used, depending

upon the particular kind of valve, as some
valves require a larger reaction coil than
others to produce oscillation.
To check whether your reaction coil is of

a correct value for the particular band
Place your aerial and
grid coils in position (the aerial coil, by
the way, should have its angular relation
to the grid coil adjusted to give the best
proceed as follows.

results, usually a slight angle between them,

as shown in the photograph, will be about

correct), now set your left-hand tuning
condenser at zero position, and similarly
set the reaction condenser.

Absence of Backlash Essential.
Now, leaving the grid condenser at zero ;

gradually turn the reaction condenser and
see whether it takes the set in and out of
oscillation (make these tests before or
after broadcasting hours, to avoid inter-

.0001

ference with your neighbours).

Now set the condenser about half -way

between minimum and maximum, and
repeat the movement of the reaction

or

finally setting the tuning
condenser at maximum and again repeating
the tests. With the correct coil you should
be able to go in and oat of reaction smoothly

condenser,

wwirAfoiswf

ic,teDsef

and without " backlash " at any position

A%4c77cW

,45
r
The Circuit.

10-÷
68
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Notice the scheme for changing the grid condenser valves.

on the tuning condenser, although reaction
reading will not be the same at every setting
of the tuning dials.
Too small a reaction coil may enable you
to obtain oscillation on the lower reading of
(Continued on page 1043.)
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CAN A USER SAY
"IDON'TCAREABOUTPRICE,"
when LISSEN saves him so much?

USE LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS, TOO, Mica & Mansbridge
Type
LISSEN Mica Type CONDENSERS
Small energy -conserving condensers-note the
new case which enables the condenser to be
used upright or fat. At present the new case
is available only in the most used capacities,
but will quickly become a LISSEN standard.

pArawelili
Capacities0001 to .001 1/- each (much reduced).
CO2 to 006 1/6 each (much reduced). Accurate

to 5%-they never leak-they
never vary.

LISSEN Mansbridge Type
CONDENSERS
To a fine LISSEN quality condenser is added
the specially

moulded

case-the condenser

cannot short circuit on to its case. The new
LISSEN case protects you if the condenser is
used in any circuit connected straight on to
the electric light mains. And due to our new
policy of

direct -to- dealer distribution this

LISSEN Condenser costs no more than the
ordinary type.

Few people would pay a high price for a transformer just to say they
were using an expensive part. There is much more satisfaction in
saying, " Listen to this for tone and power. It's a LISSEN Transformer
I've got working here, and I only paid 8s. 6d. for it." That is precisely
why LISSEN withdrew all their own expensive transformers. They
felt they could not go on selling expensive transformers when they had
made this new LISSEN so good.
At last LISSEN has made a transformer which gives you amplification
of the most complete and perfect kind, and at a new low price. Everybody
can get a better enjoyment of radio in loud -speaker reception, and every
crystal set user can now add a powerful amplifier to give strength for loudspeaker operation. Every valve set owner can make his amplification
better by fitting this new LISSEN.

A GREAT CHOKE AS WELL AS A GREAT TRANSFORMER.
The new LISSEN Transformer can be used both as a Transformer and
as a Choke. In a two -stage amplifier, for instance, you can make the

first stage Transformer and the second stage Choke coupled, using
the LISSEN Transformer in both stages. Your dealer will tell you how
easily you can do this.
Never again pay a high price for a transformer. This new LISSEN will replace any
transformer mentioned or used in any circuit. Use it for 1, 2, or 3 stages L.F. It
is suitable for all valves and circuits you will want to use.
BIG POWERFUL AMPLIFIERS ARE NOW WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL WHO
CARE TO BUILD THEM.

'01 to '09

2,'4

2'6

as

'2

3/-

'25
'5

3/4
3/10
4,'8

2'0

LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS
A case of these was left on out factory roof
during the summer of 1925, soaked in rain,
baked by sun, and the resistance value of these
leaks never altered.

All capacities, previously 1/8. Now'- each.

LISSEN

Ptecce

Improve every circuit by using LISSEN
parts wherever you can-save money, too

-for now you get keen prices as well as
line quality.

GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

if within 7 days of purchase you return this
LISSEN, having found a transformer to beat it at any price.
Turns ratio 3 to 1.
Resistance ratio 4 to 1.
Use it for 1, 2, or 3 stages L.F.
It is suitable for all circuits and all valves you will want to use.

Money refunded

Everything we could employ has been used to make this new .LISSEN Transformer,
including a new LISSEN direct -to -dealer policy of distribution which cuts out all
wholesale profits for your benefit.

LISSEN LIMITED,
8-16, FRIARS LANE,
RICHMOND,

SURREY.

( Managing Director: Thos. N. Cole.)
L. 159
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When the tall Clippers in all their pride raced for the wool and tea markets of
the world, they had to be well found and seaworthy.

And being well found didn't end with having good "sticks, rigging, and
running gear," it implied a tip-top condition from the varnish on the truck
down to a clean bottom.
It was attention to details more often than not which decided the issue of these
stern chases-the cletals which, as far as one could see, "didn't matter."
K:9

It is, perhaps, a fat cry from Clippers to Condensers, but it is certainly a fact that
many people regard Condensers as being a detail that " doesn't matter."
And still more numerous arc the people who ray that cheap condensers seem to
give just as good results as expensive ones.
The fact is that cheap condensers do not give as good results as expensive ones.
If they did, we should not be interested from any point of view in making the
more expensive variety.

And the second fact-namely that the Dubilier Condensers sold number more
than all other makes put together-points to the fact that the great majority of
people value a well -found wireless set and insist on seeing that it is equipped
with Dubilier Condensers.

Do you?

DUBILIER
ADVT. OF THE DUMMER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, Si. ACTON, W.3
11)130C N

E.P.S. 240

19'26.
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An placing the reaction
condenser at zero and
then turning it until
a reaction effect is

A final note regarding valves. The set
has been very thoroughly tested out with
all the well-known makes of valves and is
quite satisfactory with all types. In the

the

for note magnifying will do. In the first

.The tuning_ dial is

oblained with high -impedance valves of the
type designed for H.F. magnification.

noticed, but keeping
set

the

below'
oseil lat ion- point.

then turned and the
reaction: condenser
simultaneously varied,
for

it' will be found

that more reaction is

required on the upper
region of the :condenser than on the
lower. For this reason,
when you Ore tuning

up the scale from. a
lower wave -length to a
higher one, you will

advance the reaction
condenser slightly as
you progress.

When

-

tuning in the reverse
direction, be careful
to Maintain the reaction condenser welt
below the oscillation
point to avoid interis

socket the best results are undoubtedly
Satisfactory Valves:

Typical valves that I have found to work
satisfactorily are the -Marconi and the

Osram D.E.2 H.F., and D.E.5 B., in two
add six-volt'Varieties respectively. Cossor,
-1 H.E. two -volt valve ; the H.E. valves in
the Mullard P.M. series at various voltages ;
the 21, 41, and 61 of the new S.T. valves,

and the S.P. 18 blue spot of Cosmos. I

have also tested the Electron, Ediswan and
Burndept valves of suitable types, so that
you have a very wide range of choice with
assurance of satisfaction. It is even possible to use the old-fashioned bright emitters
and general-purpose valves, but if you want

to get the best from the set see that the
first socket has a valve recommended by
the makers for H.F. manification.

other

ference with
listeners.

It

note -magnifying socket any valve designed

characteristic

If there is anything you do not like in
this issue of " Popular Wireless" please
write and tell us about it.

A low cost of construction has been attained without sacrificing efficiency.

*
FROM DAVENTRY, TO
PITTSBURG, PA.
(Continued from page 1040.)

the tuning condenser, and too large a coil
will give you a floppy reaction and " backlash. Be careful, too, that you have your
reaction coil the right way round, or you
may not obtain oscillation with coil.
For the Daventry range you will probably

find a 75 in the aerial socket and a 250 in
the grid tuning socket will suit, together
with a No. 150 in the reaction socket. For
the K D K A wave -length of 63 metres you
will find a small a in the aerial circuit and

a/2 in the grid and another a/2 in the
reaction socket will suit. These are the
Cambrell coils, and they cost 4s. 10d. each, so

that the total cost of the coils for K D K A
is about 14s. 6d. Of the Igranic short-wave
coils you will require two of the nine -turns
pattern for grid and reaction sockets, while
for the aerial socket an ordinary No. 25
can be used.
The Igranic short-wave coils of the nine turns variety cost 28. 9d. each. The Burndept

this form of reaction that one can
tune.over a number

of

denser scale without
touching the reaction
control, and this enables close searching
to be done when

from Radio -Paris down to

well below.

K D K A, and the complete _freedom from
hand -capacity effects on these short waves
can only be appreciated by those who have
handled some short-wave receivers which

suffer from the defect mentioned. The
method of tuning on all wave -lengths is
extremely simple, and consists first of all

GB -

HT-

will be found on the

Gambrel a/2 coil at
about 25 to 30= on

the tuning dial, while

with other makes of
coils

the tuning

position will naturally
differ slightly. You

Piweas

/Zero/a:45mq
Gato-*

Leag

0

Meci

will generally find

that KDKA be-

comes clearly audible
soon after half -past

eleven at night, and
is generally heard at
its best from that
time onwards.

Finally, do not

rep

BP.ACK ET

practical to pick up

KDKA on this set

receiver oscillate at
all, simply by search Mg over the lower
readings on the con-

MOVING
,PLATES

denser with the re-

action condenser a

little way below

oscillation -point. You

can soon find where

1,7Xe0
R!..1,!,TS

this point is during the

hours when KPK A
is not working.

GB

WA

KDKA this station

without making the

The operation of the receiver will be

NT
-0 0 0 0 0 0 14 t2

On the short-wave

several makes.

found extremely simple on all wave -lengths

+1

adjustment for

abuse the reaction
control. It is quite

Tuning Notes.

/57

necessary.

coils can also be used, of which you will
require two No. 15 and one No. 25. The
No. 15 cost Gs. each, and the 25 4s. 3d.,

so that you will see there is a choice of

6R0 3A77e.RY

of degrees on the con-

111;R/NO D/A GRA Af
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The filament -control should be kept as low
as is consistent with good results. The H.T.
plug should be placed in the best position in

THAT OSCILLATION TROUBLE.

the battery-not necessarily right at the
maximum-and then left alone. The re-

Remember others are listening besides you -this Christmas, so watch that
new set, and keep the ether as clear as possible.
By "ARIEL."

action coil itself should be far enough away

from the aerial coil to prevent accidental

.

oscillation.

Then' you can sit back and enjoy the

hoot, whistle, groan, shriek, moan,

To or yell in your neighbour's inoffensive

ears - is this the way to spend

Christmas ?

To sit comfortably at home, with a fire
and the 'phones, and to spoil other people's
programmes-is that the Christmas spirit ?

To twiddle a knob, that tickles a coil,

that tunes a set, that tantalises the tympanic

membrane of people many miles away-

that's not the way to have a happy holiday,
is it ? For Christmas -tide is the home -

But most important of all is this reaction

business-that is, the way you handle or

controlthe whole affair. The wise man does
not attempt the impossible. Trying to get

loud -speaker strength from an earphone
set is just like asking a guest with a weak
and squeaky voice to fill the room with
melody. He does his best, poor chap, but
he should never have tried. You boosted
him up too far, and everyone listening has
to suffer for it
!

at home also.
If you are lucky enough to have a brand-

new wireless set this Christmas, and you
haven't much idea yet of how to handle it,

And with all the good

intentions in the world it is possible for an
innocent listener with a valve set to push
his way into other people's programmes,
and to gurgle, and splutter, and caterwaul
for miles ! For a valve set closely resem-

bles a Christmas dinner, and it must not
be tackled too eagerly. You must set about
it knowingly and methodically, if you wish

to get the most out of it.
When you come to think of it, it's really
very simple, and
Christmas dinner.

OSCILLATOR.
I.

MOMMA'S PET.
2 -VALVE ;SET.
XMAS PRESENT.
II.
EVERY NIGHT

" MODERN WIRELESS"
January Issue on Sale

Too Much on the Plate.

on the ether.

THE TRAGEDY OF AN

VERY PLEASANT.

And not only should you be at
home, but your wireless set should stay
festival.

remember that we all share the programmes

ether entertainment, with clear programmes
and a clear conscience. And you and your
neighbours will all, I hope, have a very
Happy Radio Christmas.

NEXT WEEK

E TAW Swt: LIGG011

2 L 0.

M.
E PET TUNES IN.

=

FEARFUL DIN.

= NEIGHBOURS

v4

CO

s4

The " Bull Dog " Four
The " European " Five
The " Tranode " Two
and

The Beginner's Crystal Set
Four Fine Sets for Constructors.

OUT OF SIGHT.

TERRIFIC BANG !
AERIAL WENT !

" PET " RUNS OUT.
ACCIDENT!

VIII.

WHEN BRICK FELL, E UNDERNE ATH
WAS MOMMA'S PET ! E

IV.

IX.

MOMMA SHED
E FINALLY,
BITTER TEARDESPERATION,
a- NEIGHBOURS HAVE NEIGHBOURS SAID E
E CONSULTATION. - " ETHER CLEAR ! "
V.

THEY DECIDE,

MORAL. - The in- =
judicious use of re- E

action is the cause of
E IN THEIR IRE,
E THROW UP WEIGHT. much unnecessary
a. BUST HIS WIRE! bother I

Tam unnumuninunnanuananIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi

very much like the

The L.T. battery,
lighting the filament, is like the oven. Get

her the right temperature-hot, but not
too hot-and all will be well. But turn

her up too high, and you'll overdo things,
burn something or other very likely, and
spoil the flavour of the whole entertainment.

The H.T. battery, the one with all the
spots on, is like the Christmas pudding.
You've simply got to have it, of course,

but you've also got to be just a little
careful as to how much you can take.

Though you can " plug in " more than once,
it is possible to have too much on the first
and second plates, so this is where moderation pays.
How to Handle Reaction.

The aerial lead is like the cook-if it is

not in place the whole affair will be completely spoilt. Also, it should be clean.
bright, and all that kind of thing, and must
be kept as free from interference as possible,

or results simply will not bear thinking
about.

Then there are the coils. They are like
your guests, aren't they ? Must be of the
same type, more or less, and they must be
in the right relation to one another. It is

important to keep them at the right distance apa'r't, too, or they may start interacting unfavourably upon one another.

That is, unless they are " coupled," in which
ease they will like to be placed fairly close
together.
Variable condensers resemble the guests'
appetites. They go by degrees. You will

notice, too, that they vary from maximum
to zero, as the plates pass up and down.

E

E - SWEAR.
,E TEAR THEIR LAIR. (SEND A WREATH).
.

E

VI.

PET INDOORS
ONE DARK NIGHT.
UP GOES BRICK,
=

Dave Burnaby, in a Co -optimistic frame of mind, enjoying the London programmes

11111111111111
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INTER AERIAL TIPS
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
(Editor of the "Wireless Constructor.")

weight of such an aerial will normally
stretch the spring quite enough if the
aerial is pulled tight enough to have a

THIS is the time of the year when many
wireless aerials, erected light-heartedly
during the summer months, are beginning to show signs of Weakness, and, indeed, a c )mplete collapse of the outdoor
structure may follow after a heavy fall of

good appearance.
For general receiving work I now advocate
the single wire, as it seems to possess cerQuite apart
tain electrical advantages%
from the simplicity of the single -wire

aerial and its comparatively light weight
are many other points in its favour.
If during snowy weather your signals
certainly go off," look at your lead-in,

as damage to an
aerial system often

snow.

One of the most frequent causes of breakage is overstrain of the wire, as the result of

the shrinkage of rope halyards due to the
wet-particularly with tall masts requiring
long halyards shrinkage may be very considerable, and if the aerial is hauled tight
when the rope is dry, tremendous strain is
imposed on the wire, mast, and guys as

ing ropes, and with the breakage of one
guy, due to the strain, the whole structure

The use of wire halyards to obviate this
been frequently.
recommended, but my own experience of
them leads me to think that the disadvantages may outweigh the advantages. I
woke the other morning to find my own
aerial laying on the grass, and immediately
suspected the breakage of the wire itself,
shrinkage trouble has

wire was in perfect condition, and that the
fall had been caused by the breakage of a
galvanised wire halyard which had corroded
right through to its hemp core.

arrangement

wil

larly on twin or multi -

fairly large spreaders.

The spreaders and insulators may acen-

that they hid stood the strain for so long.
To overcome the shrinkage difficulty the
counterweight can be used as described in
one of my previous articles in POPULAR

by which a strong electric .

condition was so rotten that I Wondered

'

can be laid along the rafters, forming a
circle or square, or, if greater height is
obtainable thereby, it can be suspended

those yielded by a single wire taken to a

My own mast carries four halyards,
three to a pulley at the top of the mast and
a fourth to a pulley half -way up, so that a
low aerial can be hauled into position for
experimental work whenever desired. Of
the three long halyards -one is a rope, and
the other two galvanised wire specially sold
for the purpose. The rope was found to be
in excellent condition,' but both the wire
halyards 'were thoroughly bad, indeed, their

niulate a very ,considerable weight of

snow; and, indeed, se may the aerial wire
itself. A large land station such as Car,
narvon, where -enormous aerials are usedthe weight of the Snow on the aerial itself

is a matter of

an unobtrusive lead from the room in which

the instruments are used, up the staircase
and into the loft.
Inside the loft, about 50 feet of this wire

Snow.

relieve the strain due to wire aerials -wit li
high winds.

Usually the most effective indoor aerial is

from hooks screwed into the highest rafters
that can be reached.
Abotit forty or fifty feet of wire forming

likely to be experienced with snow is
the weight, particuThis

Indoor Aerials.

strength of signals,
for it is a fairly efficient insulator, but
melting snow may
give leakage trouble.

The chief trouble

but examination, showed that the aerial

by running the insulated wire along the
picture moulding, where it may be completely concealed. This applies to the
ordinary broadcast wave -lengths, but, of
course, on very short waves, such as the
6.3 metre transmission from KDK A
(Pittsburg, Pennsylvania), much greater

that erected as high as possible above th e
instrument. Usually it is possible to take

will not be found to
greatly reduce the

Wire Halyards,

aerial wire well away from the walls I have
not found any deleterious effects produced

window or a wall, and

guttering. Dry snow

collapses.

sold for the purpose of holding an indoor

care must be taken.

in this position cttch
the full force of any
snow or ice which
happens to slide off
the roof over the

Frequently
the aerial wire is stronger than the support-,

loft and threaded through holes in the woodwork without the need of special insulation.
Although I have seen a number of devices

occurs at this point.
Many lead-in insulators project quite

appreciably from a

soon as the rope gets wet.

and yet well insulated can be run round a

considerable

importance-may cause the
whole aerial System to collapse.
Most of these high -power

such a flat top often effects considerable

improvement in signals, and indeed, I have
known cases where an indoor aerial erected
in this fashion has given better results than
twenty- or thirty-foot pole at the ,bottom of
the garden.
In any case, even where a good outdoor
aerial is available, the erection of an indoor

aerial of this kind forms a very useful

alternative. Indeed, the selectivity is
usually higher on the indoor aerial, although
the signal strength is generally reduced.

In cases where there is ample signal

strength available, this additional selectivity

may often prove very useful, while the

availability of this aerial in emergencies is
one of its good points.

...sars<stss)ssOZODWDD-"-assals--_1\

stations now have a scheme

NA YARD

JPR/NO
/A,SlecA TORS

4eR/Al.

current from a generating
machine can be passed thrcingh

the aerial so as to warm it up.

Another useful " anti -strain" idea.

- The heat sogenerated in the wire wits

the snow and ice and frees the aerial from

It is often possible to work two sets on

the pair of insulators separated by a spring,

its }Auden, but the method is not one

these pages.

The spring can then take up the strain

which can be recommended to, or is likely
to recommend itself to, the average member
of the liatening
_..When much experimental work is being,

different wave -lengths (one on the outdoor
and the other on the indoor aerial) without
interference, although the wave -lengths

ever, is not recommended for twin wire
aerials when spreaders are used, since the

rubber -covered flexible wire through_ your
local eleotricians. Such wire is very flexible

WIRELESS.

Another alternative is to use

sold ,by _one of the firms advertising in
Oelf-Adjusting Aerial.

of the shrinking rope without overstraining
the wire or the mast. Such a scheme,'-hcrw-

must not be too close to one :another.

There is no reason, however, why Daventry

should not be tuned in on one aerial and
the local station onthe other, so that the
reel Of tw6 or three *hundred feet of -single - members of the family who desire to listen
performed with indoor aerials,-obtain 'a,

when you are doing yasr experimental work
may not be deprived of that pleasure.
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BROADCASTS BY ' TONE' & 'POWER '
The Boon' Companions of Osram Va. 1-ves

'TONE' iSC POWER 9

in the Family Circle
Father brought TONE and POWER home with him
the other evening.
The kiddies simply loved POWER, they'd never heard
jazz music so loudly. So did Brother Bert. He revelled

in the range of distant stations. Mother and Father, in
their more sedate way, appreciated TONE'S influence
in the delicate musical phrases of the Symphony and the
richness of the bass tones.
It will be a long time before our genial friends leave that family

osrain

circle. They're indispensable to the evening's enjoyment every night.

Bring POWER and TONE into your home by buying-

vaiSPes

Ar TONE & POWER

for
2 -v.,4 -v.&

2

g.&e.- your, guarantee

0

Advt. of The General Eleotric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London. W.C.2.

Accumulators
and Dry Cells
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Trims, 1926

hours

The Makers of England's

first Wireless Loud
Speaker take this opportunity of extending to all
ktown users and users to -be) the very best of
wishes for a Christmas
brightened by the purest
music of the ether.

of this cannot
harmtheTC.Cs

insulation
THAT'S some test, isn't it? Think of it.

A whole day and night totally submerged in water ! Even after this stringent

experiment the insulation of the T.C.C.
Mansbridge Condenser is unharmed. Thus,
once more; our claim for 'metal for perfect
insulation is vindicated.
The metal case of the T.C.C. Mansbridge is
impervious, not only to these conditions, but
to every climatic change. Nothing can penetrate it;
for insulation it is supreme. This is but one reason
why you should choose T.C.C. There are others,
numerous and convincing. The twenty years experience which is behind every T.C.C. is another. An
experience which makes it possible to produce a Con-

denser which is guaranteed up to the hilt. To be

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Ave., N. Acton,W.3.
Retail Showrooms : 19, Mortimer Street, W.I. ; 15, Moorfields, Liverpool ;
Wholesale Depots: 2, Landsdown Place
67, High Street, Southampton.

West, Bath ; 120, Wellington St., Glasgow; 5-7, Godwin Street, Bradford;
Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle; Howard S. Cooke & Co., 59,
Caroline Street. Birmingham ; Robert Germany, Union Chambers, 1, Union
Street, N. Ireland.

dead accurate in its capacity. 1 o be leak -proof: To
be breakdown proof. In short, to be utterly reliable.

When you build your next Set, make sure that, at
any rate, your Condensers are beyond fault. Even
though they cost a little more, sec
that they have the letters T.C.C.'
stamped on the side of their green
metal cases. It may mean just the
difference between success and failure.
T.C.C. Mansbridge Condensers

come in capacities From .009 to z
mfds., priced z/- to 4/8. From all
Dealers.

T.C.C. Condensers
Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., IVales-Form Rd., N.Acton, W.3.
G..1. 66.19

G.A. 664,
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SOME little time
a g 0 POPULAR
WIRELESS an-

nounced a prize con-

test in collaboration
with " Radio Broadcast" of America
for a short-wave receiver

104fi

APri342 Winning..
CeiCTD:EIMZEME2DM

that would

not radiate. Despite

the short period of

time that was given

for European con-

Short Wave
Receiver

testants to enter
their receivers, it
was hoped that per-

The two inductance

arms of the Bridge

are represented in
Fig. 1 by the coil
L2, centre tapped.
C3 in Fig. 2 is

shown also as C3 in
the receiver diagram, this condenser being a small
balancing one which

must be made equal
to C4. C4 is represented in the receiver by the grid to -filament capacity

haps a British circuit

of the detector

prize.

other capacities due
to the placing of the

valve plus various

would carry off the
Unfortunately, however, this

wiring,

was not the case.

Occasioned by many adverse factors,

damage in transit being not the least of these,
the decision of the judges was considerably
delayed. Of the many receivers submitted,
fifteen .were chosen.for consideration, and

these were put to the first test (that of

proving whether or hot they radiated so as
to cause interference). This test being the
most important of all which had to be undergone, its procedure will here be outlined :
Located some 400 yards from the

Details of the most successful
short-wave set submitted in a
recent American contest.
By L. W. CORBETT.

(Our New York Correspondent).

etc.

The

object in this receiver is to exactly balance
the Bridge circuit, and thereby effect-

ually prevent radiation from the antenna
circuit.

When an incoming signal voltage is
applied across points A and B in Fig. 2,
there is, so our knowledge of the Wheatstone Bridge principle tells us, zero potential

One at- least was considerably better than
the Reinartz, yet there is no gainsaying the

across points E and D. If our valve grid
and filament legs were connected across
these points, no signals would be hoard in
the 'phones. However, the grid and filament leads go to points E and B, so 'there
will be a voltage across the valve.
Constructional De -tails.

The voltage caused by the incoming

signal voltage drop across L3 is divided at
A and B, half of it being lost through C3

L.FAMPL/F/ER

and that half of L2 designated as A-D.
This is of no importance, though, for it.
may easily be compensated. The fixed

G Como:

LP
TeAn

r

el

reaction coil, LI, is placed at the centre of

L2, so that equal voltages are induced

GL.

across both halves of L2. If care is taken
in doing this, and in getting the tap on L2

000
0 La

O

exactly in the centre, it will minimise the
AT TAP

L

FOR
DETECTOR

PLATE

G.S

handling of C3 when tuning.
This condenser just mentioned, the

balancing condenser, has a capacity of
0.00003 mfd. maximum, and a low minimum
value. The other condensers, Cl and C2

respectively, have maximum capacities of
0.0002 mfd. and 0.00015 mfd. Cl, of
aobow et?
CAW.* SY
SERZRZ

course, controls regeneration. The grid
condenser (fixed) should be of approxi-

A-

656t
°

mately 0-0001 mfd., while the' leak should
preferably be of the variable type.

q 4/6

laboratory and editorial offices of " Radio
Broadcast," in Garden City,- N.Y., is the

fact that it did radiate more than was

transmitting station, 2 G Y, of that American
magazine. By keying the plate circuit of

others, considerably so in fact, the judges

a standard Reinartz receiver at 2 G Y, it
was found possible to transmit quite
intelligible signals to the laboratory 400
yards away, and, when a microphone was
placed in the earth lead of the Reinartz, it
was even possible to transmit speech to
the laboratory.

The contest receivers were

put through a similar test. Those which

radiated as badly were at once eliminated.
The Final Choice.

Of the fifteen receivers which were held
for consideration, it soon became apparent
that not one of them met the requirement
relative to being non -radiating: Each one
of them transmitted signals when tested in

the same manner as the Reinartz. Some
were better than the Reinartz, some worse.

(Continued on next page).

desirable.

As this receiver was better than the

decided to award it a consolation prize,
despite the clause in the contest which
made it clear that the set must positively
not radiate to be considered. It was the

6R/oCaVNECT/ON
//V RECE/PER

C4

design of an amateur hailing from Berkeley,

/cAMENT

6 A J F, and he was given a cheque for

8 Conwecnav
arAarefize

California, who operates amateur station
$100 by the judges.

The circuit of this receiver is given in

Fig. 1, reference to which will shOw that

there is nothing startlingly new about it.
In Fig. 2 is given a diagram of thg Wheatstone Bridge, which principle is incorporated in the receiver described. Cross
reference between the two diagrams, Fig. 1

and Fig. 2, will show how the Bridge
principle is employed in the receiver. L3
in each diagram may be 'dearly- discerned.
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RECEPTION ON THE HIGH
FREQUENCIES.
A few of the points that make for the successful operation of short-wave sets.
B7 " LAMBDA."

IT is difficult to discuss the operation of
a short-wave set without touching to
some extent on its design, for this is
inextricably connected with the handling of
the set, and neither can be treated properly
without some reference to the other.

For example, it would be useless to try
and describe the methods of tuning and
reaction control from an operating point
of view without taking into consideration

the design of the set, type of reaction

employed, and other little points which
have a direct bearing upon the operation
of the receiver.
Whatever circuit is employed-and there

arc a great many available-for. the con-

struction of the set, two main features must
be borne in mind before the construction'is
commenced. The tuning controls must be

look over the set and make sure that his

grid leads Are not any longer than is absolutely necessary, and that his grid coil is not
near the panel. Again, he should employ

variable condensers having their moving

plates taken to the frames, and these vanes
should be connected to points at filament
potential where possible. In the case of the
grid coil the fixed vanes will go to the grid
end and the moving to L.T., and possibly
to earth.
The same holds good in the case of the

reaction condenser, for in modern short-,
wave receiver design it is usually found that
the reaction condenser has one connection

to filament or a point at earth potential, as
in the case of the popular Schnell circuit, and

20 metres or so, and its presence is a sign
of inefficiency and will always be a source
of trouble and annoyance.
The actual operation of a well -designed
short-wave set is easy provided it is
remembered that very high frequencies are
being dealt with, and that the tuning must
be systematically carried out, and the dials

tined very slowly.

In most sets the

reaction coil should be set, and re -set every
now and then as tuning goes on, as far away
as possible, so that oscillation commences
with the reaction condenser at about 120°.

This usually results in far greater signal
strength and easier reaction control.
A Common Fault.

The aerial eoil-of ten aperiodic-should
be loosely coupled to the secondary, and
this latter should be as large as possible
consistent with the frequency required.
Thus the writer, on his own three -valve
Schnell, uses a 9 -turn secondary coil for 30

metres with an aerial coil of 4 turns and a
reaction of 5. 2 X A F, the Schenectady

station, comes in at 20° on the S.L.F.
condenser, which has a maximum capacity
of

.00025 mfd., and the reaction con -

of the vernier type, and reaction must be
smooth and easily handled.
Vernier Control Essential.

In the first place, slow-motion condensers

are a sine qua non and should preferably

be of the straightline-frequency type,
.having a low gearing and definite connections to the moving plates. . Rubbing contacts must be avoided like the plague and
the motion of the condenser must be smooth
'and yet positive in action. Backlash or

stickiness will spell failure when the set
is being used to tune in. distant signals,

especially if the transmission it is hoped to
receive is telephony.
The same remarks apply to the reaction
control, for it is assumed that some form of
Hartley or Reinartz reaction is employedthe older method of varying the coupling
being quite inadequate for the higher frequencies. The reaction coil can be variably

coupled, but the actual control should be
carried out by means of a slow motion,
variable condenser.

Another point that should be borne in
mind is the possibility of capacity effects

caused by the hand of the operator. If these
are present the constructor should carefully

A PRIZE WINNING SHORT-

WAVE RECEIVER.
(Continued from precious page.)

We shall now consider the winding of
the necessary coils. We will take L3 first.
This coil, when the set has been completed,
should preferably be mounted on a separate
stand about a foot or so away from the rest
of the tuner, for best results. Across it is
shown a dotted condenser which is employed

for timing the aerial circuit so that it
will be practically in resonance to the

Examining some of the short-wave receivers submitted in a recent competition held in North London.

in this case also the moving vanes must go
to the earthed point. If this is impossible,
the condensers will have to be screened and

the screen earthed, or extension handles
fixed on the dials. This latter, however,

is an extremely clumsy method of avoiding

hand capacity, or rather getting over its

across the secondary of the L.F. transformer

capacity should be nil, at least down to

leak often cures the trouble if a leak of about
5 megohm is employed.

number will not be critical. Its diameter
should be about three inches, and it should

given a Coat of acetone. This will cause the

be wound in low -loss fashion.

L2 is our next consideration. This coil
(there are several, for the different ranges
to be covered) is the centre -tapped one.
That it should be of the low -loss type is
important, as likewise that the centre tap
is exactly in the centre. No, 16 D.C.C.

was used for the smaller L2 coils, while
No. 18 gauge is preferable for the larger
ones. A 3 -inch cardboard tube was used
for the process, four narrow celluloid strips
being tied lengthwise to the former before
the winding is commenced.
The Reaction Coils.

size of

at the same time as the wire to obtain

turns varying between 5 and 30 or so,

The

aerial coil and the secondary is, as a rule,
about 11 in. for best results.
If the set howls just on the oscillation
point a change of grid leak value, a series
condenser in the aerial circuit, and a leak

effect, and it is much better to alter thelayout and design of the set if such effects are
prominent. On a good short-wave set hand

incoming signal. Once . determined, the
setting of this condenser need not be
changed. The size of L3 depends upon the

aerial employed, the number of

denser of similar capacity being set at 140°
or thereabouts. The coupling between the

Having wound on the requisite number of
turns, the string which should be wound on

spacing, is removed, and the coil should be

(if one is used) should be tried. This latter

turns to adhere to the celluloid strips, and,

when dry, the completed coil may be
removed from the cardboard form,
The reaction coils are wound on 2 -inch

forms and therefore are small enough in
diameter to be fastened within the coils L2
with thread. It is desirable to place these
reaction coils as nearly concentrically with
the L2 coils as is possible.
The choke coil in the primary lead of the

L.F. transformer consists of 500 turns of
30 silk coveredvire on al -inch form.
Tuning Coil
L2.

Reaction
Coil L.

No. of turns.
4
8
13

No. of turns.

24
43

11
13

Wave -length
Range, Meters.

5

17-30 (approx,)

7

29-55
41-92
75-130
80-170 (approx.)

9
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THIS one -valve set embodies a recent

Filadyne circuit and is particularly
suitable for DX work. In the case

The Set Designed and Constructed
by the " P.W." Experimental Staff.
I
A one - valver, incorporating a
recent development of the Filadyne
principle, which is particularly

of the local station it is possible to operate
a medium-sized loud speaker under good
conditions, although it is on distant
stations that its sensitivity is more greatly
Although its panel looks
in evidence.
somewhat crowded it is not a difficult set

suitable for DX work.

The re-

ceiver is exceedin gly sensitive, and
will, in cases, operate a loud speaker

to control, for the majority of its adjustments are of a secondary nature,. and are
by way of being more refinements than

fI

from the local station with sur-

although with equally good results this
biassing adjustment can be left " set "
and the receiver handled only by its. other
adjustments.
Auummuniuminuflumunlinuiffiumuffiniimui:
=
=
E
.E.

=

prising volume and clarity.

absolute necessities.
Notwithstanding its high order of sensi-

=

tivity the " Whippet " is by no means an
unstable receiver; on the contrary, it is
remarkably stable and does not evince

It is not a difficult set to build, and the

L:

circuit is not so critical that slight deviations

from our specifications will
cause failure or even losses
in efficiency.

7;

E
If

The Oireut Described.

The circuit has been described in previous articles,
but a few further words concerning it may prove of
interest. It employs the

filament input system,
course,

of

and the received

signals are not taken to the
grid of the valve, but are fed
on to the filament in order to

control the electron stream
at its source. The grid is

made

highly

positive

in

=

LIST OF COMPONENTS.
1 Red Triangle panel, 13 in. x 61

in. x I in. (Pete -Scott), with

cabinet and baseboard .. 1
1 Ormond .0005 geared variable

60

..

15 0

1 Lotus two-way coil holder
1 Lissen H.F. choke ..
..

10 0

70

condenser ..

..

H.F. choke ..
1 Lotus valve holder ..
1 Precision rheostat ..
1 Cosmos.

..

..
..
..

1 Precision potentiometer
1 lb. 22 gauge D.C.C. wire , .
1 Watmel fixed condenser .002
1 Watmel fixed condenser .0003

1 Terminal strip, 8 in. x 2 in.
,.
complete
..
..
Wire screw, transfers, etc.

66
26
30
39
33
20
20
34
20

=
=
E.--.

=

E
E
IE_

E
F_

=

nfinifififinfinfilffiffififififfifinffinffillIMMIMMIIMMICT,

Once working satisfactorily the " Whip.

pet " is as " graceful " in operation as a

high-class racing motor -car, and is just as
docile and just as full of potential energy.
The filament control is not at all critical,
and reaction is NOT controlled by this
component. Constructors will discover that

the " Whippet " has all the graces of an
(Continued on next page.)

order to reduce
the space charge,

while the anode
is used merely
as a completing
element in the
input circuit.
An input bias
system is intro-

duced, and by
means of a po.
ORA,r

tentiometer the
filament can be

Y

given just the
correct negative

CIIK0* By

potential to enundue capacity and other such effects. On
an average outdoor aerial and with fairly
good local conditions the " Whippet " is
capable of bringing in a surprising number
Of stations.

sure that the valve is operating
at its most sensitive point.
Reaction can be controlled by

the potentiometer, and a very
" vernier "

control

this is,

The components being carefully arranged compactness
without undue " crowding,"

is

achieyq
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THE " WHIPPET "
(Continued from previous page.)

ordinary straight one-valver and none of tli
vices of the super-criticaldyne, and is yet as

../q TEN 770RETER

sensitive a one-valver as they have ever
known.
An Important Point.

\- IAR/ABLE

It is very well worth while using good
components in a set of this sort, for it is
a receiver that, in our opinionovill satisfy

5`

CONDENSER

6"

the most ardent D X "lean" for a consider-

/f3/E0-5731

r

/REACT/ON CON TROZ.

able time.

Anyway, none of the makes of components in our list of parts is a very

'31

V4

expensive item, and although others can
be used they are almost sure to be more
expensive if they are as good or better.
For instance, the Ormond variable is an

194NEL Z,4YOUTI/ROA17)

excellent job and, at its price, as good

value for money as it is possible to obtain.

The Lotus two-way coil holder will be
well known to " P.W." readers for its
excellence of design, and the Precision
rheostat and potentiometer are inexpensive,
smooth -working little articles.

Having drilled the panel it can be
screwed to the baseboard, but the components should not be mounted at this
stage.

Before proceeding with this work
the terminal strip must be fixed.

The terminal strip, measuring

8 in. x 2 in., holds eight terIt can be purchased

minals.

complete and engraved from
Messrs. Peto-Scott, or alter-

natively it is quite a simile
matter to prepare one from
I in. or A. in. ebonite. A hole
must be 'cut in the back of
the cabinet to take this strip.
neatly in order to allow access
to -the terminals.

Now a start can be made in

the task of mounting the
various components. First of
The panel lay -out is symmetrical and the controls are quite accessible. all,

Actually, of course, none of the parts is
so critically inclined that a substitute
cannot be used. This point is important,
as it indicates that readers can use existing

the coil holder. This re-

quires to be placed carefully so
that its handle lies at right angles with the
baseboard, passes through the hole in the
panel with just sufficient clearance to
permit smooth operation, and projects just

far enough to take the ebonite knob. This

position should be maintained, and the
component securely screwed down.

Then the filament rheostat, potentiometer and variable condenser can be
screwed on and, following this, the remainder of the components can be. mounted.
Regarding the Wiring.

Now it will probably be noticed that in
none of the photographs can the Cosmos
H.F. choke be seen. As a matter of fact, it is
tucked away behind the terminal strip just

below the L.T. phis and earth terminals.
The thick, bare wires at the ends of the
choke were straightened 'out and soldered,
one to the filament battery terminal and one

to the earth terminal.

The little H.F.

component rests very snugly in that position.

One filament choke is held down by a
strip of fibre screwed to the baseboard
directly beneath the variable condenser,
the other is similarly fixed down at the other

end of the baseboard. The 'phone condenser is held by its own leads of thick
(Continued on page 1055.)

components.and need not purchase a "this or -that " of " his -or -their " make if another
Make of " this -or -that " is available.

But it should be noted that there is

not overmuch room behind the panel of this

little set, and if substitute parts are used
care should be taken that undue overcrowding is not caused by the introduction

of them. This applies especially to the

H.F. chokes.
Before we proceed any further it may be as
well if we point, out there is only one valve

which will work properly in this receiver,

and that is the D.E.R. Either an Osrarn
D.E.R. or a Marconi D.E.R. can be used;

but they are not expensive valves -and
only 14s., the standard price for

cost

ordinary dull emitters.

Mounting the Components.

Having collected all the required components and parts together a commencement can be made on the actual construction of the set. First of all, the panel must be

drilled, and this is a simple enough task,
as

everything is " one -hole mounting."

Care must be taken that the hole for the
coil holder handle is carefully centred, as

otherwise it will require to be enlarged- to
enable the shaft to rotate easily, and this
would look unsightly.

The only component that cannot be seen in this photograph is the Cosmos H.F. choke, which is tricked away
behind the terminal strip.
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Nothing to buy - no

First prize Second prize
Third prize
Fourth prize
Fifth prize Fifty prizes of

entrance fee-no annoy.
ing rules. Just write a
phrase of five words

about EDISWAN

- £105
£55
£25

-

El5
£10
-

£5

-

Fifty R.C. Threesome

Valves and comply with
conditions given on the
right.

Receiving Sets with royalties
paid.

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO.

RULES & CONDITIONS.

Read the simple conditions. Fill in
*Entry Form. Write on a sheet of

for what - in the opinion of the Judging Committee

paper the names and addresses of
five friends who own wireless sets.
Write a simple phrase of five words,

which expresses the superiority of
EDISWAN Valves. Your wireless
dealer will tell you all about them
and give you literature. Pin together
the slogan, entry form, and list of

1.-Prizes will be awarded, in order of merit,

are the best

slogans received.
to qualify, the

2.-In order

competitor must

complete the accompanying Entry Form, and send
with it the names and addresses- of five wireless

4/

users.

R.C.

THREESOME,
If you have already

received the R.C.
Threesome Instruction Book strike out
the "Threesome"

paragraph in the

five names ; seal the envelope. Use
13d. postage stamp. Post to Ediswan.

Entry Form.

3.-The Judging Committee's decision on any
matter arising in connection with this competition
must be accepted as final and legally binding in all
respects, and acceptance of this rule is an express
condition of entry.

4.-Proof

of

posting will riot be

proof of delivery.

accepted as

5.-No correspondence can be entered into with

regard to this competition.
6.-Employees of The Edison Swan Electric Co.,
Ltd., are not eligible to compete.

7.-All entries must bear a post -mark not later

than Monday, January 10th, 1927,

8.-Results will be published in the " DAILY
MAIL " on Monday, 31st January, 1927.

FILL IN ENTRY FORM - TEAR OUT and
ENTER THIS SIMPLE COMPETITION TO -DAY !

EDISWAN

*ENTRY FORM.
To the EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
(Publicity), 123/5. Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.,
I agree to enter this Competition in accordance with

conditions announced in this advertisement.

the

Please send copy of R. C. Threesome Instruction Book and
Blueprint.
V.14

P.IV . 25-12-1926.

Name .

Address .....-
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S.L.F.
CONDENSER

JACKS
4 -POINT

WIRELESS
CABINETS

RELIABILITY
CONDENSERS

SWITCH

17/6, 18 in. 18/6.

Immediate supplies
of

DEWAR

For Panels 7 in, high
Width Mmliinged Lid
Oak 12 in. 17/-. 14 in.,

ice -

1926.

Mahoe any 1/- extra.

With 4-111. dial.
.
7/-

g34119

'0003
'0005

.us.

^anstie dge
Type.

1/5 mfs., 2/6
1/9 2 mfg.. 3/6

7/3

READ THIS LIST AND SAVE MONEY
ON COMPONENTS
36 v 4/5 ; 15 v., 1/10 , Ever Ready,
BATTERIES. -Reliability, 90 v., 1/- 60 v., 7/6;
Siemens, flellesen, 100 v., 21/- 66 v., 12/6 86 v., 7/6 ; Flashlight Battery Cases for 19
Batts., 3/6 , 4i v. Batts., 4d. ; 0 v. Unequalled, 6/6. Wan. Plugs, lid. ; Clix Type, 2d.
jClIMULATORS.-Exide, D.T.G 4/6 ; D.F.G.. 8/6; W.J., 20 v., 5.T, type, 15/- ; Oldham H;T. ltd. per volt, complete ; Duros 20 v., 11/-; 10 v., 6/6 ; Repairing Outfit, 1/6.
L,F. TRANSFORMERS.-R.I. Mu ti -Ratio, 25/- Marconi Ideal, 25/-; Junior, 18/6; Per
rants A.F.3, 25/- A.F.4, 17/6 ; Formo. 10/6 ; H.T.O. Empire, 7/6 ; Croix 5 to 1, 6/Lissen new type. 8/6 ; Igranic, 16/- ; Eureka Concert Grand, 25/- ; No. 2, 21/-; Baby
Grand, 15/- Ormond, l5/-; Royal, 201-; Success, All Black, 21/-; Silvertown, 21/
,

Screened Coils

G.R.C., 15/- Brandes, 17/6; Burndept, 16/6; Special Value, 7/6: Modulation, 7/6.
VALVES. ' Radion" all types, Frelat 2 volt. 3 amp., 4/11. AU advertised makes stocked.
VALVE HOLDERS. -Anti -Phonic Benjamin, 2,9 Lotus, 2/3 ; with terminals. 2/6 ; Burn dept, 2/9 ; Hartle, 1/6 ; Reliabi lily, unequalled, 2/-; all baseboard types, ord. ditto
6d. ; N.P. Valve Sockets, flush fitting, Id. Superior Panel Type, 6d.; All Ebonite, 10d.
HEADPHONES.-B.T.H., 15/- ; Brown's "F" Type, 20/- ; Reliability, 7/6 ; Adjustable. 8/-;
Dr. Nesper, 12/11 T.M.C.. 17/6 ; Western Electric, 20/- all 9,000 ohms ; Sullivan
120 ohm Double, Ex -Govt., New, 4/-; 120 ohm Single Phone. 2i6 ; Long Phone Cord, 1/
AERIALS, -100 ft. q in. copper tape, 1/6; 7/22's Bright, 2/3 ; Enamelled, 3/3 Electron
complete, 2/6.
1/8; Superial, 2,6. Mars, 9/6 : Ashton Spreaders, 12/- per pair:
INSULATORS. -Large Shell, 3d. ; Reel or Egg, Id. Climax, 6d. ; Ditto, with shock absorbers, 3/- pr. ; Gal. Pulleys, 4d. ; 100 ft. Gal. Straining Wire, 1/6 ; Straining Bolts, 61.
EBONITE. -Any size cut Clayton brand, in.. Id. sq. in,; 9 in, by 6, 2/2 ; 12 in. by 9
4/6.: 15 in, by 9, 5/6 ; 3/16 in. 25 per cent, less. Paragon and Radion, ld. per sq, in.
CONDENSERS. -Low Loss, Square Law, with knob and dial, .0005, 5/- ; .0003, 4/6 ; with
Vernier Blade, 1/ extra; Twin .0005. for Elstree Six, unequalled value, 9/6 : Cyldon
Twin for ditto. 27/6; Ormond. J.B. Utility. Sterling, Polar, Formo, Igranic, G. E,C.
Var. in all capacities, Neutrodyne types, Ormond, 2/- ; Colvern, 3/6 ; Gambriel, 5/6.
FIXED CONDENSERS.-Dubilier, Edison Bell, Lissen. Watmel, Mullard, McMichael, at
advertised prices. Special Reliability Fallon -.0003 mid. 2 meg. Leak.1/3; Cases only 4d
;

,

now obtainable

;

RECENT REDUCTIONS -Sterling 0005 Square Law Condensers with Vernier, 9/6 ; Geared
12/-; Miniloss, 15/- ; .00025, 8/6 ; Geared, 10/6 ; Miniloss, 14/- Marconi Automatic
Detector, 2/6 ; Series Parallel Varlometer, 10/6 ; Eddystone Absorbos Feet, set of 4, 2/3
Benjamin S.P. Switch. 1/3 , N.P. Clix Plug & Insulator. lid. Adaptor, lid. ; Socket 2d.
LATESTLOMPONENTS.-6-Way Coil Stand, 2/9; Colvern Low Loss Inductance Former.
5/. ; Formo Straight Line .0005 Condenser, 10/6 ; Success. 18/6 Eureka, 15/6 ; Cyldon,
15/6; Lissen 60 v. H.T. New Process Battery, 10/6 ; Valve Vibrating Springs, 6d. set of 4
TERMINALS & ACCESSORIES. -Single W. Office N.P. or Pol. Brass with nut and washer
;
Phone and Castle type, Id. ; Double Mark, 3, 2d. ; 4 -way Phone Connector, 6d,
Black Tape, 6d. coil ; i in. Empire Tape, ad,
Pole -finding paper, 3d. ; Fluxite, 8d.
dozen yards ; Insulating tube, 3d. yard Glazite, 1/2. 10 ft. coil; Shellac Varnish, 6d. :
Mica 2 in. x It In., 9d. dozen Chatterton't Compound, 9d. Hand Drill, 3/6, Drills, 1/-.
Accessorle.,
of varinm Types worth 20/-, post paid, 5/6.
EXPERIMENTERS' PARCELS.
:

;

Send for New

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS
GUIDE No.9.

4. RADi0 HOUSE.

Free onReque't
Trade Supplied. mu
Reliability

MACAULAY Sr.. HUDDERSFIELD

34;

Orders 5/6 Value
Carriage Paid.
Under 5/

d2d.
pert'
or Packing

at.

0111,
LOUD SPEAKERS are legion, their
sponsors have been apt to write
abundantly of qualities supreme.

unprecedented demand for Lewcos
Screened Coils caused delay at first. ProThe

So-called

Screened Coils from stock, or can obtain

It is sufficient for them

them for you immediately.

to know that they can
sit back and enjoy

Ware -lengths in
metres.

Tuned with Con-

Description.

SPA 5

SPLIT PRIMARY

220
350
800

400
600
1400

550
800
2000

6/ 6/ -

SPT 5 SPLIT PRIMARY
SPT 8
H.F.
SPT 20 TRANSFORMER

220
350
800

400
600
1400

550
800
2000

10/-

SST 5 SPLIT SECONDARY
SST 20 H.F. TRANSFORMER

220
800

400
1400

550
2000

10,/ -

RT 5
RT 20

SPLIT SECONDARY
REINARTZ COIL

220
800

400
1400

550
2000

10/14/-

SCB

SCREEN COMPLETE
WITH 6 -PIN BASE

AERIAL
COIL

denser.
'00025 0005
mid. mid.

- -

W267 £2 15 0
W299 £12 10 0
W2,97 £4 10 0

W275 £6 0 0
W277 £4 0 0
Described

and
in
No. 71

illustrated
Booklet

obtainablefrom
all dealers.

Price
each.

Ref. No.

SPA 8
SPA 20

sweetness,

clarity, wonderful depth, fidelity,
etc., etc., are insufficient to truly
describe the reception experienced
by users of the Claritone.

duction has now been greatly increased; and
your Wireless dealer can supply Lewcos

0

mellowness,

W265 £5 0 0

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co.
(1925), Ltd., 17, Finch Place,
Falkland Street, Liverpoo I.

6/10110,/ -

14/-

15: -

THE

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1.
NO IN

II

1N II IN

mi N N1 II NI
,/COD

CAPITONFE

LOUD SPEAKERS & HEAD PHONES

*1-00-**
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THE " WHIPPET "
(Continued from page 1052.)

wire just above the 'phone terminals.

1055

B.5 is a high -resistance valve compared
with the D.E.R.
Cbils

ordinary'

of

*

sizes are needed-e.g.

One

A.T.I. and 75 or 50

lug of the filament input fixed condenser
can be directly screwed to one terminal of the

Lissen H.F. choke. Before the wiring
is commenced care should be taken that
space is left for the free movement of the
variable condenser vanes when the fixed

50

or

75 -for the

for the reaction (moving coil), according to
the wave -band. The
50 A.T.I. will probably
be required for sta-

tions below .310

coil is in position, and for the moving coil.

metres, and the 75

thick, bare wire, or with Glazite. The leads

up to 550 or there-

The wiring should be carried out with

to the filament chokes should be spaced
very carefully, although we do not want

for those -above and
abouts.
Some 66 or so volts
H.T. will be necessary

-perhaps
POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS

'41

Aerial terminal to moving plates of
the variable condenser. Fixed plates
of condenser to plug of fixed coil holder
and to one side of .0003 fixed condenser.
Earth terminal to socket of fixed coil

: holder, to plate socket of valve holder,:
to H.T. negative, to grid bias positive,
and to one side of the Cosmos H.F. choke.
: Other side of Cosmos choke to L.T. posi- :

live, and to one side of No. 1 filament
choke.
Other side of No. 1 choke to one filament socket of valve holder, to one side

of Lissen H.F. choke, and to remaining
side of *0003 fixed condenser.
Other filament socket of valve holder

to one side of filament choke No. 2.
Other side of No. 2 choke to one side '
of rheostat. Other side of rheostat to
. L.T. negative.

Remaining side of Lissen choke to
slider of potentiometer. The grid bias

battery is connected across the two .

ends of the potentiometer.
Grid socket of valve holder to socket
: of moving coil holder. Plug of moving
coil holder to one 'phone terminal and
to one side of phone condenser. Other

' : 'phone terminal to H.T. plus and to :
remaining side of the phone condenser.

to give the impression that success or failure

depends on this. Not at all, but such

points bear directly on the DX capabilities

of the set.

Ready for Test.
A small clip should be screwed to the base-

board to hold a ell volt grid bias battery
against the back of the panel in a position
between the filament rheostat and the

potentiometer. One piece of springy brass
4 to 2 in. by about in., bent at right angle,,,
will serve the purpose.
Two small flex leads supplied with wander
plugs should be provided, as per the wiring
diagram. It is rather an intricate little
one-valver to wire up, and it is advisable to

check tip, each lead as it is cut and connected 'by both the wiring diagram and the
point-to-point guide which is provided

separately.
The wiring completed, there remains but

to clean up everything and to affix panel
transfers, and the " Whippet " is ready to
place in commission.

A D.E.R. valve is necessary, as is also a
four -volt accumulator. The extra two volts
are required to overcome the resistance of
the filament chokes. If a B.5 is used (and
this valve will give quite excellent results)

still only four volts are required, as the

not more.
tappings

less, but

A further back of panel view of the " Whippet " showing the valve and

The bias

and potentiometer should be

varied until satisfactory average settings
are obtained.

Normal Adjustment.

wires in position.

case of an ordinary receiver.
On DX the
potentiometer forms a very useful secondary
reaction control, while on local station
work it enables the operator to work on just

that part of the curve that will permit

There is little we need .say about the
handling of the " Whippet," for in respect
of the variable condenser and coil holder
controls it obeys normal tuning laws.

maximum amplification together with
purity of tone.
By the way, amateurs must be careful that

be found to be any more critical than in the

(Contiuued on, nut page.)

The adjustment of the filament will not

they connect ip the L.T. battery the right

way and also that they have the bias

Popular Wireless, December 25th, 1926.
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IMPROVING DETECTOR VALVE

40-4-4.-4.----

1,1

--0

s

EFFICIENCY.

s

4-4-4-4- a- s- 4- 4- 4- ....... 0

TO obtain the utmost efficiency from
the detector valve may, I think, be
taken as a cardinal necessity in the
fitting up and operation of a valve receiver,

and on this point the writer has been
experimenting for some time past with the

endeavour of seeing what were the best
results obtainable from the detector valve
alone.

The circuit used was the standard direct coupled reaction, and after numerous tests
and rejections of various combinations of

components I at length arrived at what, I
think, may be regarded as the desideratum
spoken of in the first line of this article.
Some Important Additions.

The components that increased the
detector -valve efficiency to a marked degree
(that is on a comparison with the average
receiver that

has not

these

components)

are:
(1) 'A 400 - ohm potentiometer for
operating the valve on the upper bend of
its characteristic curve.

A variable grid condenser in place
of the usual fixed one. This is a Baty,
(2)

two plate, 4 in. diameter, variable from
.0003 to -00007 mfd.
(3) A .0002 variable condenser across the
reaction coil, and to obtain very fine tuning
of this coil a vernier condenser is put across
this .0002.

4

(4) The aerial tuning condenser is .001,
with a vernier condenser across it to give

fine tuning.
(5)

Three-point grid leak switch for

putting the variable grid leak either across

difference.
Fifthly,

the grid leak switch

is very

necessary ' for testing. different makes of
valves, as' some work better with the leak
'across the grid condenser, and others
'connected to L.T: positive or negative.

Sixthly, fine adjustment of the filament
current helps considerably in getting good
reception, a pcint that I note many people

ignore as they switch on the current and

control of current.

As an instance of what can be done on a
single 'valve (.06 dull emitter taking 4 volts
L.T. and 40 volts H.T.) with the combina-

-To

deal

with these points seriatim,

firstly, the potentiometer is connected

with the moving arm to the earth terminal,

and one end of the resistance to the L.T.
positive, the other end of the resistance
being unconnected. Those who have not
tried a potentiometer in this position will
be surprised at the improvement that it
brings about. Secondly, the variable grid

condenser gives a very fine control of
reaction, far superior to moving the reaction
coil, and a very careful adjustment of this,
together with the vernier condensers
across the aerial and reaction condensers,
makes all the difference in tuning in distant
stations. These adjustments and that of
the potentiometer for controlling the grid
potential, are the secret of getting results
that are unobtainable on sets lacking these
components.

To continue dealing with the six points

in question, thirdly, I find that' even a

slight movement of the vernier condenser
exceptional p3rformances. Already records
have been assailed and broken by amateurs

sing Filadyne sets, as such of the corre-

(Continued from previous page.)

I fear that with .many. people too, little
attention is paid to the fine tuning of the

the grid condenser or connected to L.T.
positive or negative.
(6) Filament resistance, that gives fine

the majority of the writers do not record

THE " WHIPPET."

ti

ar,rial -Coil; which, if done, makes a lot of

By B. H. TUBBS.

*

across the reaction condenser makes all the
difference in the reception; and yet some text
books speakef there being no need of having
condenser across the reaction. Fourthly,

never think of adjusting it.
Real DX Results:

tion of components set forth above, and a

single wire aerial 50 feet high, at this

location (Southampton) I can get the
London and Cardiff stations at good headphone strength on a bright summer afternoon.

In winter and after dark all the main

R.B.C. stations come in well on the headphones, and several relays such as Liverpool

and Edinburgh, to mention two distant,
ones. As to the Continental stations, several
German, Radio -Paris, Berne, San Sebastian,

Radio.Toulouse, Rome, Madrid and Oslo
come in well on the headphones. Fading
there is, but one gets a lot of entertainment
listening to the different stations.
I may say that these results were quite

unobtainable without the grid potentiometer, using a fixed instead of a variable
grid condenser, and not giving fine timing
to the reaction coil.
spondence received which we have published

clearly shows, and there is no doubt whatever but that the " Whippet " will even go

one hotter in every instance.

*
battery wander plugs in their correct
sockets, as otherwise results will not be
good.

What the Set Will Do.

In conclusion, we honestly believe those
of our readers who construct the " Whippet"
t

will join with us in claiming it to be absolutely the last word in one-valvers. Its
flexibility will astonish hardened " fans."
We will give a rough outline of the results we

obtain on the original model. The local
station, 2 L 0, which is some six miles

away, operate's a medium - sized loud
speaker quite comfortably and without
pushing ' the set to its limits. Newcastle,
Dublin, Cardiff and Bournemouth come

in without a struggle, and Frankfurt frequently operates the speaker ! Madrid,
Hamburg and quite a number of continentals are received with ease. This is,
of course, on an outdoor aerial. We ourselves have never operated a single valve
set which we prefer, or which gives superior
results to the Whippet."
We anticipate a hefty correspondence as

a result of publishing the constructional
details of this receiver, and we will be
bitterly disappointed-even surprised --if

Another bark -of -panel view of the " Whippet," clearly showing how the bias battery is held in position.
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Ye, you

the famous
Cihreesoitte7
get the wonderful results

T°obtained with the original R.C.
Threesome Set, you should use
identical components.

The Coil Holder used is a " Lotus "
Left -Hand Two -Way Coil Holder ;
the three Valve Holders are
" Lotus " Buoyancy Valve Holders,
with Terminals.
Wireless experts decided that these

were best for a very important
experiment ; that they would get

most out of the set on which depended the very high reputation of
the famous Ediswan Valves.
They were not disappointed. YOU
will be more than pleased with the
R.C. Threesome's performance if
you fit " Lotus " Valve Holders
and Coil Holder.

Lotus Two-way
Coil Holder. In-

side mounting.
Lefthand.
Patent No.

7/244251.

From all Radio Dealers

Lorin

cohiPosiKI3

Lotus Buoyancy
Valve Holder
with Ter-

minals.

a.

2/6

Patent No. 256833.

GARNETT, WHITELEY

&

CO., LTD., BROADGREEN ROAD, LIVERPOOL
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A FASCINATING XMAS GIFT
a
A Blackadda set forms a delightful
present for novice and expert alike.

Owing to the advantages of this

method, and the ease and quickness

of operation, the initial feeling of
novelty is ever present.

OF GREAT INTEREST..

The above illustiates,7, simple yet most effec-

tive Crystal Receiver mad,: from our parts.

A splendid and instructive gift for boys.
No technical skill required to construct.

We have pleasure in announcing the introduction of
our new sub -panel system. Possessing all the advantages of the Blackadda method, which has already
aroused enthusiasm, this latest product has further
advantages for the construction of modern sets, and
is a great advance on anything yet devised. The
layouts have been arranged by experts, and perfection
assured in the resulting H.F. Receiver. The provision
of a space under the sub -panel enables wiring to be
laid both under and over the panel, thus allowing
better spacing than usual. Write for particulars of
sets for building the Monodial, the Solodyne, the
All -British Six, etc. ; also lists of new high-grade
components.

PRICES : For com-

plate components to
build an ultra -efficient
Crystal Set .

RADIO
BUILDING
SYSTEM

One valve Amplifier
One valve Receiver ..
Two valve Receiver ..

19 : 6
E2 : I : 0

£2 : 12 :

fi

£4: 12: 0

Every part is well made, and the components arc all
of guaranteed quality.
Prices for more powerful sets and separate

components are listed in an interesting publica-

tion we issue entitled "The Blachadda Way,"
(tf-). Parts can be bought singly it required.
For instance the base or "table" is priced at
3/6 and is composed of first-class insulating
material mounted on four -brass feet. This
"table" can be added to and extended in any
direction to make up a multiple of 6 ins. and

can be used as a base board with any cabinet set,
with controls on panel.

Be up-to-date and adopt the Modern Method.

182o. 'Grams:"n Blackadda, Des.rby.',
The BLACKADDA RADIO CO. LTD., Sadler Gate, DERBY. 'Phone:Agents
D ts wanted
i Londo and Province

If your local dealer cannot supply we shall be pleased to forward on receipt of remittance or C.O.D.

WHY PAY MORE THAN DOUBLE for other amplifiers
or for a valve set, when you can get as good results with THE

MAGNETIC MICROPHONE

SET IS COMPLETE WITHOUT THIS
CRYSTAL6VONDERFUL

NO

Not only will this marvellous

. O4SSSLY2J.i

NOT a Microphone Button.

device give really good LOUD-

SPEAKER RESULTS from
CRYSTAL RECEPTION of

NO

average strength, but it is
absolutely the ONLY means

Simple as A B C.

cf increasing the strength of
weak

signals

in

HEADPHONES

MICROPHONE AND OTHER PARTS OF
AMPLIFIER SUPPLIED SEPARATELY

without using valves.

Works perfectly on one or

FULLY ILLUSTRATED LISTS

two dry cells.

3 -volt DRY BATTERY lastinq,
over three months
extra.

EQUALLY EFFICIENT ON
VALVE SETS

No other accessories required.

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES:

FREE

COMPLETE AMPLIFIER as
shown PRICE post free 3 8/

A BOON TO DEAF PERSONS

ORDER DIRECT FROM SOLE

Valves, Accumulators or
H.T. Batteries.
Fragile parts.
Distortion.

(Two-thirda

actual size.)

NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

DELIVERY BY RETURN FROM STOCK
EVERY AMPLIFIER GUARANTEED

td, FITZROY STREET, EUSTON ROAD,
LONDON, W.I.
'Phone: Museum 8974.
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but we do hope that when Mr. Newman
says, " I have_ no time for light reading,"
it means he has seen a few cuttings from
POPULAR WIRELESS.
Anyway, we will
presume the compliment, and thank him

CURRENT TOPICS.
BY THE EDITOR.

for it.

A Critic's Views-Wireless and Music-The Trained Ear-Mcigical
Dogmatism-Marconi on the Future of Radio.

*
4

The only information we have is that he
has received cuttings from wireless papers,

4

-0- 4,-4- -4- 0N0 -0N0+-.4-4- -00-4.-0 1. 0-0 -4. .-0-0 O 0 0-0- -0 -000 ...... *
MR. ERNEST NEWMAN is a music

critic, and in musical circles his

between perfection. and the second-rate ;

but thousands and thousands and thousands

On December 12th, 1901, Senatore
Marconi was sitting in a room of a disused

barracks on Signal Hill, St. John's, Newfoundland. On a table stood some instruments connected by wire with a kite that
was upheld at a height of about 400 feet.
An Atlantic gale was blowing. To the
instruments on the table there was con-

articles in the Press are quite wellknown. Recently Mr. Ernest Newman,
probably inspired by Sir Thomas Beecham's
outburst, ," went " for wireless music and,

of people in this country cannot listen to

strong ctiticisra, made a slashing attack
His attitude
on broadcasting music.
towards the average . listener is a very

consideration in connection with broadcast
music, he is, to put it colloquially, talking
through his hat.

corresponded to the letter " S " in the

" Light Reading."

and were the first artificial wireless signals
to be transmitted across the Atlantic

with a pen long practised in the art of

superior one, but in his article he betrayed
an abysmal ignorance of wireless, both
from the technical point of view and from
the artistic point of view.

broadcast

scientist, is worth taking into consideration.
What does the average scientist or wireless
fan know about orchestral timbres ? "
The Musician's Ear.

To talk of scientists and wireless fans
in the same breath is a faux pas. Perhaps,

Mr. Newman has never heard of
Helmholtz and his colossal and famous
also,

Morse code.

-

Those signals had been transmitted from

the Poldhu wireless station in Cornwall,
Ocean.

Twenty-five years ago, that was ; and

how wireless has grown out of that feat
of Senatpre Marconi's.
Talking about those early days, Senatore

THE B.B.C."

By A. CORBETT SMITH.

-E

An answzr to the Maces Qiery.

to leave wireless alone when he writes

by wireless, only the musicians' hearing,
which is rather different from that of the

nected a telephone, and, shortly after noon,
Senatore Marconi heard sounds which

every reader of POPULAR' WIRELESS knows

" HOW I WOULD RUN

music. Mr. Newman would be well-advised

" In a matter of transmission of music

excessively

COMING SHORTLY.

of music, or his gift of appreciating good

and disinterested musicians." He also says :

the

Marconi's Prophecy.

not happen to have his technical knowledge

of wireless music are perfectly impartial

with

It appears that many critics of Mr.
Newman have sent him extracts from

For that, of course, one, cannot blame
him. It is the habit of many people these
days to criticise adversely subjects about
which they know nothing. But it is a pity
that Mr. Newman should have allowed
himself to poke jibes at listeners who do

about music, for he is talking arrant
nonsense when he says : " The only people
who have a right to be heard on the subject

music

critical ear of the trained musician, and
when Mr. Newman says that only the
musician's hearing is worth taking into

-Th111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111rFi

various wireless papers. He. has replied
to these by saying : " I have no time for
light reading."

This is very amusing-at least, as far

as

POPULAR WIRELESS

is

concerned-

because, although we deal with a technical,

subject-i.e. wireless, it has always been
our endeavour to present that subject in a
fairly light way to our readers, and to
avoid stodginess and excessive technicalities
in our articles.

Perhaps we are taking a compliment

where no compliment is intended, because
we are not certain that. Mr. Newman has
received cuttings from POPULAR WIRELESS.

Marconi has recently been asked to give
his views on the progress of wireless, and
it is interesting to note that he thinks

that during the next twenty-five years
there will probably ba almost as great a

development in means of obtaining directional wireless transmission and reception as

there has been in other directions during
the last twenty-five years.

Apart from ordinary transmission and

reception of wireless messages, Senatore

Marconi thinks there ,is a possibility that
the transmission of power ever moderate
distances may ba *developed, and that

television will become an actuality. These
prophecies 'seem fairly- safe ones, for it is,

indeed, difficult to refrain from any sort

of prophecy when one reviews the progress
made in wireless during the last twenty-five

years.

Indeed, there are many
Scientists who probably know far more
about the technicalities of music than
Mr. Ernest Newman or his colleagues.
Work on Tone.

And to suggest, as Mr. Newman does, that

the trained musician is the only person
whose opinion is worth having on wireless
ibusic is

to suggest that the thousands

and thousands of people who enjoy broad-

casting music have no right to say anything about music because they have not
the trained musician's ear. The trained
musician's ear is; however, a ram Avis,
and it would be absurd to suppose that
anything but a small percentage of the
two million listeners in this country have
that, and as well, say, perfect pitch,
er even a satisfactory technical knowledge
of music.

We should say,. in reply to Mr. Newman,

that the trained musician is the very last
person on earth who should be asked to

criticise broadcast music, or to hi any

way have a hand in the arranging of music
programmes.
Perfection is all very well for those
who have been trained to appreciate,

perfection, or who have been blessed with
the gifts which allow them to differentiate

One of the control panels installed in the new G.P.O. wiraless station near St. Albans

Popular Wireless, December .5"th,
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allotted a bare five minutes every quarter in
:13ich to propound its views over the micro phone. But there is this change, that

BROADCAST NOTES.

whereas under the old regime self -adver-

tisement was heavily censored, the new

FROM OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

f G. G.'s Triumph-A Policy of Concentration-More My Programmes "Improving Dance Transmissions-Better Saturday Afternoons.
44-4-44-4--4-44-4.-4- *
*4-4.
41.41.43.+I

G. G.'s Triumph.
"
Programme," by George Gros
Gros -

P'1 smith, Broadcast from London,
S.B on Saturday, December 11th,

was a complete triumph. Thousands of
letters of congratulation have reached the
B.B.C., and there is little doubt that in
the minds of the vast majority of those
who heard this programme it was acclaimed
the brightest and best ever radiated from a
B.B.C. station.

There have been just as good variety
artistes before the microphone recently,
but the distinctive success of this programme was in the way it was knit together. It went with consummate dash
and élan. There was not a dull moment ;
the light and shade of burlesque, comedy,
and pathos were interplayed. The B.B.C.
will

be expected to

1926.

of the " Arabian Nights " stories. For the
musical background, authentic Arabian
instruments are to be used.
More Broadcast News.

The terms of the new agreement between

the press interests and the Broadcasting
Corporation will be announced about the
cud of the year. As forecast in this page,

they represent a decided gain for broadcasting. All the chief sporting events of
next year will be broadcast with running
narratives.
There is in Fleet Street circles a general
feeling of relief that the negotiations for the
new Broadcasting Authority were left

entirely in the hands of Mr. Reith. This
fact alone precludes the possibility of the
failure of the negotiations. The newspaper

arrangement will permit the societies to sing
their own praises as much as they please.
My Programmes."

More

Dame Madge January
Kendal will
do the " My
programme"of
12th.
There-

understood to be a division of opinion at
Savoy Hill On the merits of this series. The

critics complain that most of the sponsors
so far have had insufficient personality to
convey. LiSteners, however, appear to be
well satisfied with the novelty, and take a
keen interest in each of the series.
Improving Dance Transmissions.

The forthcoming disappearance of several
outside dance bands from the programmes
will signify an attempt to establish a better
average standard of dance music. There
has been a good deal to be desired in this
respect, particularly with regard to the

afternoon periods of dance music transmission.
Talks with Celebrities.

Beginning on Monday, January 10th, and

continuing fort-

live up to this new
standard in popular

nightly on Mondays

at 9.15 p.m., there

is to be a special

programmes.

series of microphone

interviews with

A Policy of
Concentration.

celebrities

There is grave perturbation among listeners at Bournemouth
and Newcastle. It

in all

walks of life. Mr.
Bernard Shaw, Mr.

Augustine Birrell,
Mr. Eugene Tunney,
and M. Poineare are
names mentioned in
connection with this
series.

has been announced
that after the end of
this year the station
orchestras at these
places will give way
to octettes, and or-

Better Saturday
Afternoons.

chestral music will be
relayed from London.

Beginning on

Saturday, January
15th, the character
and quality of the

This move -does inflict

hardship on the individuals concerned in

ously a Move in the

Saturday afternoon
concerts at London
will be greatly im-

efficiency and better

money is to be spent

programmes all round.
Land line relaying

it is to be developed
as a regular feature.

the diSbanded orches-

tras, but it is obvi-

proved. More

direction of greater

on this period, and

through the new re=

The 10 and 100 watt amplifiers and switchboard of the 50 kw. W J Z station at Boundbrook, New jersey.
neater stations is now
The Classical
This station transmits on 455 metres.
Recitals.
highly developed
that there are no longer any valid objections industry has incurred a considerable debt
The classical recital introduced early this
on the technical side to S.B. work.
of gratitude to Mr. Reith personally for the year at 7.25 every week -night was an
To spend more money on programmes patient tolerance with which he has steered instant success. Many standard works
in London and distribute them efficiently broadcasting policy through the recent were given, and a wide field of music effiwill provide a better service for all listeners critical weeks.
ciently covered. After some time there arose
than to continue a policy of divided efforta keen demand to move it to a later pro-

so

a sort of inevitably subsidising of mediocrity. By, a curious but quite justifiable

paradox, the development of the new
regional scheme of distribution which will
' give listeners a greater choice of programmes

will involve greater concentration of programme building in London.
A Broadcast Arabian Night.

The Beethoven Centenary.

Beginning on March 20th, there will be a

week of special programmes to celebrate
the Centenary of Beethoven.
Wireless Societies and the New B.B.C.

It looks as if the new B.B.C. is to be a good

deal less tolerant of the wireless societies
than was its predecessor.

There used to be

On Tuesday, December 28th, Cecil Lewis

fairly frequent talks by spokesmen of the

programme at London. This feature will
be built up upon one of the better known

R.S.G.B., the Radio Association, the Wireless League. and the Wireless Association.
For the future each of these societies is to be

will put on a special "Arabian Nights"

gramme period, the contention being that
many music -lovers were unable to listen as
early as 7.25, -so it was moved to 9:45. 0

In the New Year, the wishes of both

sections of listeners are to be met. There
will be two distinct series of recitals each
week -night.

The first will represent exclusively classi-

cal keyboard music, and will be put on at
7.15.
given.

At 8.15 the second series will be

This will also be of high quality ;
but the entertainment aspect will figure
more prominently than the educational.

Popular Wireless, December 25th, 1926.
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"They tried to put me offbut I wasn't having any !"
IWAS in town the other day and remembered I wanted one of
the S.T. power valves. The assistant behind the counter
"
hadn't got one, and wanted me to buy another make. Said
they were ' just as good.'

" He argued a bit. Evidently thought I was fresh to wireless,
and would buy a valve like I would a cake of soap, the actual make
not mattering much.
" I got rather annoyed with him, but I remembered what you
said about S.T.'s only selling through certain agents. I suppose
he wasn't one of their agents, or was trying to sell a valve giving
him a greater profit. Anyway, I was so aggravated that I bought

some other gear I wanted at a shop higher up the street where
they did sell S.T.'s.
I

don't suppose there are many dealers who insult the

intelligence of their customers by telling them the tale.'
own local man wouldn't do that kind of thing, anyway.

My

" At any rate, when I got home, my ruffled feelings soon wore
There was a first-rate concert, and the new S.T. power -valve
seemed to change the whole set. The music came in clear-cut and
vivid, and the singing was absolutely life -like."
off.

2 -VOLT.

4 -VOLT.

S.T.21 (H.F.) o x amp. 14f S.T.22 ( L.F. and Det.)

S.T.41 (H.F. and Det.)
amp.
14,S.T.42 (Power) o I amp 18,6
S.T.43 (Super Power)
22,'6
0.25 amp

cr x amp.

S.T.23 (P w e r) ox5
amp

14

18/6

6 -VOLT.
S.T.81 ( H. F. and Det.)

o x amp.

18/6

S.T.C2 (Power) o x amp. 18/6

S.T.63 (Super Power)
22 6
0.25 amp

If you are unable to obtain an S.T. valve from your local retailer, write
direct to us, or call. All valves will be sent by post and insured by us
against breakage. C.O.D. orders executed on receipt of post card.

S.T. LTD., 2, Melbourne Place, Aldwych, LONDON, W.C.2
(Next to Australia House)

Osti

Type

Volts

120

'

0.25

COSSOR.-

0.3*

0.25

0.25

1.8-20 0.35

1.1

C.X.12

235

1.1

C.11

LOEWE-AUDION.Audion Radio Co., 52,
Dorset St., W.I.

L. Bremner, 49a, Shudehilt, Manchester.

FRELAT.-

L. Kremner, 49a, Shudebill, Manchester.

ELKA.-

Co.,

1.3

2.0

L.A .75

0.17

0.13

1.8-2-0 0.3
1-8-2.0 0.06

1.5-2-0 0.15

L.A.77

D.E.

K.

C.

Swan Electric A.R.D.E. 1.8-2-0 0.3
H.E.
Queen Victoria
Sr., E.C.
G.P.2 1.8-2-0 0.1

Edison

DEXTRAUDION.E. E. Co., Ltd., 10, Fitzroy Sq. W.I.
EDISWAN.-

24/26, Maddox St., W.

Rothermel Corp. Ltd.,

CUNNINGHAM U.S.A.-

A. C. Cossor Ltd., AberW.2
1.6-1-8 0.3
deen Works, Highbury W.R.2 1.6-6 0.3
Pt. 1 red 1.8
Grove, N.
0.1

S.P.18R. 1-6-1.8

Cleartron Radio Co., C.T.15 1.8-2.0 0.15
1 Charing Cross, W.C.
cqgsmos.Metro - Vick
Supplies S.P.18G. 1-6-1.8 0.3
Ltd., 155, Charing
Cross Rd., W.0.2.
S.P.18B. 1.6-1-8 0.09

CLEARTRON.-

E.C.3.

1.95

0.13

60-200

20-30
30-100

-20-100

60-120

20-100

40-75

-

9

14 0

or for res. coupling
General purpose

High amp'n H.F.

Type

Fellows Mag. Co., Cum- L.E.R.2
berland Ave., Park
Royal, W.

LOUDEN. -

Make of Valve

1.8

-2-0

FE.
Volts

9

30,000 10
30,000 10
44,000 20

--

7.5

.7

--

or

Electric

D.E.7

H.F.
D.E.R.

Co., D.E.2

RADION.-

.

S.B.8
S.B.6

10 6

TRIOTRON.-

H.F., high imped- Electric Lamp Service
ance
Co., 6, Red Lion Yard,
General purpose
High Holborn, W.C.1.

ILF.

W.1.

0:P. .standard cx SIX-SIXTY.-

8.8.2A

purpose BlitzBros.,3,LyntonRd., No. 6
special base
Horn Lane,Aeton,W.3. No; S
base
Electron Co., Triumph 9.8.2
General purpose
H.F.
House, Regent St,

General

termediates or're, RADVACO.Blitz, Bros., 3, Lynton
coup'. L.F.
Rd., W.3.
RATRACO.-

11

K.
124-3.27,
Minories, E.1.
and reflex,
alsoD.E.2V.
1.F.
or super het in-

RI volt

D.E.34H.F.

D.E.31

J. W. Pickavant & Co., D.E.25
H.T.
Ltd., Quikko Works,
Lombard St., BirP.2
mingham.

QUIKKO.-

way, W.C.2.

Magnet Hse., Kings-

General

Radion Works, BolAnode (neut.) or res. lineton, nr. Macciesfield.
Low imp. trans. RADIO MICRO.-or reflex
H. D. Zealander & Co.,

anode

trans. coupling.

Tuned

General purpose

resist. L.F.

H.F. and det., also

,

H.F. valve
General purpose

-

D.E.

30 -SO

0.10

0.34
0.34

0.4

0.25

0.35
0.4

0.12

FS

2.0

1.8
1.0

1.0
1.8

1'8-2'0 0'2

0.34

0.25
0.25

01

0.1

0.3

0.06

0-15

0.06
0.15

--

-If
max.

-1f
max.

--/
--

Grid
Bias

20-100

60-90
60-90

40-120

50-100

-

-

50-125

30-100
30-100

30-100
30-100

40-80
30-100
30-100

------ .

60-120
40-150

60-120

40-100

30-80
6-15

40-120

30-80

20 -SO

0.2

0.10

50-80

50-80

0.2

50-125

0'35

50-125

0'3

20-60
20-80
20-100

30-80
6-15

40-120

40-100

30-80

40-100

Anode
Volts

0-1

0.2

0'15

0.06

0.35
0.4

0.12

0.08
0.34

0.06-

0.2

Fil.
Amp.

0.2
1-8-2.0 0.2
1.8-2-0 0.06

1.8

1.8
1.8

2.0

2.0

1.8
1.8

H.F.
'KT. -8.T. Ltd., 2, Mel- S,T.21
I'S
General purpose
bourne Place, W.C.2.
STANDARD. General
1-0
purpose, Standard
Telephones H.125
special suit. as det. Co., Connaught House, H.125A
1.0
Aldwych, W.C.2.
4 11 G.P., suit. as Oct. TELA-RADIO.8 6 G.P., suit. as dot.
Monowatt Lamp Co. .. D.E. 1.8-2-0

14 0
14 0

10 0
10 0
10 0

14 0
16 0
14 0 i

14 0

14 0
14 0

14 0

76

--

- -- 96
-

10

-

16,500 10

40,000

21.000

- - -

8,000

70,000 35

17,000 15

.

18,000

58,000 11-0

7,000-

- -

40,000
15,000

LUSTROLUX.Lustrolux Ltd.. W. BO- H.F.206 1-8-2.0
lington, in; Maccles3
field.
H.F.234 1-8-2-0
MARCONI.9 0 General purpose
1.8
Marconiphone Co., Mar- D.E.2
coni Hse., Strand,
H.F.
W.C.2.
1.8
D.E.R.
14 0 Tuned anode or
17,000 15.0
1.8
D.E.7
,
trans. coupling.
METAL.14 0 Tuned anode(neutral- J. Rae Ltd., 60, Black- C.L.62 1.8-2.0
70,000 35.0
C.L.152 1.8-2-0
ised) or res.coupling
friars Rd., S.E.1.,.
7.0
14 0 Low imp. trans. or
7,000C.L.202 1.8-2.0
8,000
reflex
MULLARD.Mullard-Wireless Service P.M].
1.8
14 0 General purpose
27,000 7.5
H.F.
Co., Ltd., Mullard Ho.,
D a HE
1'3
Denmark St., W.C.2.
NELSONNelson Electric Ltd., "Multi" 1;8-2'0
11-12 14 0 H.F. and det., 4 -pin 138 Kingston Rd., D.E.2
40,000
50,000
base
S.V,.19
2.0
G.220
40,000
11-12 14 0 H.F. and det., bay- NEUTRON.-50,000
onet fixing
Neutron Ltd., Sentinel H.220 1.8-2-0
25,000 5-6.5 14 0 G.P., 4 -pin
House, Southampton
25,000 5-6.5 14 0 G.P., bayonet fixing
Row, W.C.1
8.5
14 0 G.P., 4 -pin
15,000
OCTRON.-19,000
H. S. Electric Ltd., 32, H.R.210 1.8
Charlotte St., Bir14 0 General purpose
23,000 6.5
1.8
H.210
mingham.
OSRAM.-

18,000

a. d.
14 0

Remarks

2 -VOLT H.F. VALVES
Amp. Price
Fac.

70,000 35

Impedance

--

-

--

Grid
Bias

.
-- -

30-120
30-120
70-120

20-80

80-120

20-80

30-100

30-100

30-45

30-60
30-60
60-120

G.125 0-85-1.1 0.25
G.125A 0-85-1.1 0.25
G.225 1.7-2:2 0.28

2.0

60-90

20-80

H.125A. 0-85-1.1 0.25

Distrib. D.E.2
H.F.
Co., 10, Rangoon St.,

Valve

C.A.C.-

C.A.C.

,

0 35

60-90

1-S

0.85-1.1 025

H.125

B.3

Burndept Wireless Ltd., H.L.213
Bedford St., W.C.2.

BURNDEPT.-

B.S.A. Radio Ltd., Small
Heath, Birmingham.

B.S.A.-

Hse., Aldwych, W.C.2-.

British ThomsonHouston Co., Crown

The

B.T.H.-

20-80

20-80

20-90

1-8,2

0.12

40-120
30-90

1-3-1.5 0.2
1.8-2 0.08

80-120

D.E.2

0.09

1.6-1.8 0.25 Max. 120

S.P.18R. 1-6-1.8 0.3

"

13

15

2'25

2/9
A.M.G.

-,

Fil. Anode
Amp. Volts

Benjamin Electric Ltd., S.P.18G. 1-6-1.8 0.3
Brentwood
Works,
Tottenham. N.17.
S.P.18B. 1-6-1.8 0.09

BENJAMIN.-

Lestef & Marquis, 15-16,
Navies Inn, E.C.1.

Stephens & Weill, 55,
Gt. Eastern St., E.C.2.
BEAM.-

ARA.-

Savile Row, W.1.

AMPLION.A. Graham & Co., 25, A.M.R. 1-6-1.8

Make of Valve

Eil.

Fac.

Amp.

50,000 12

40,000 12

Impedance

7

4
9

9
4.5

7

9

17

4.5

9

5.9
16.8

5.75
_

-

9

17

14 0
14 0

14 0

14 0

46
76
14 0

43
2 10

53

18,000

50

(To be continued.)

General purpose

General purpose

H.F. (4 -pin base)
H.F. (bayonet fixing)

or ehelw L.E. a nil
for L.F. res. coup).
Also det, the S,S.A
L.F. preferable
H.F. valve

Also Oat, foil, by reg.

General purpose.

For portable set

General purpose
General purpose

General purpose
General purpose
General purpose

also (let. and L.F.
10 6 -G.P, and Ia.
10 6 H.E. and res. L.F.

- - -

45,000 11
45,000 11

26,000 16

27,000 13-5

'60,000

40,000 10
22,500 9

40,000 10

' 22,500

L.E.

Also det. and res.
14 0 General purpose
22 6 -Four-electrode valve
5 9 ELF. except for choke
, coupl., also det. res.
L.F.
11 6 H.F. (choke coupl.),

14 0

Neutrodyne H.F.,
also res. L.F.
Standard H.F.

12 6
12 6

Spec. non -phonic

One ill. in use

Also det. and res.
L.F.
Also res. L.F.

Also det

General purpose
General purpose
General purpose

L.F.
General purpose
Four -electrode valve

80
14 0
14 0
11 0
11 0
12 6

10 6

14 0
22 6

--- --- --

19,000
60,000

10,000

8,000
58,000 17

20,000-

32,000

25,000 11
45,000 12

50,000 18

20,000 11

20,000

32,000

60,000

28,000 13.5

8,000
25,000
30,000
25,000

32,000

20,000-

45,000 12

Also resist. L.E.

Remarks

H.F. valves
9 00}
14 0 Also dot. and res.

9

80

-,,,,.
'"".

Compiled by

K.

50,000 10
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Christmas
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Yes,

We'll give him
an
Why don't you hear?
--the " Beco Rose Bowl Hornless Loud Speaker ? It reproduces
faithfully, with a pure, clear tone,
and-if desired-sufficient volume
for dancing. Apart from its perfect
performance the " Beco Rose
Bowl Model is of really beautiful appearance. Combining as it
does, a perfect loud speaker with a
useful and artistic flower bowl, the
" Beco Rose Bowl Model makes
a cherished addition to the furnishing of the home. Whether the bowl

NON-METALLIC SURFACE

RADIO PANEL

for his
new set

is empty, or filled with water and
flowers, the splendid tone remains
unaltered. Obtainable in three

varieties : Nickel Plate, £5 5 0.
Oxyd: Silver, £5 17 6. Antique
Bronze, £5 17 6.

ROSE BOWL
Hornless

Loud

Speaker

Deferred payments can be arranged on
application to the address below.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate.

Write for folder D262.

Other " Beco " Models from 52/6.

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS, Ltd.,
HYDE
CHESHIRE

If your dealer cannot supply write to :
Dept. P.W., BRITISH ELECTRICAL SALES ORGANISATION.

625, Australia House, Strand, London, W.C.2
Telephone: City 7665.

Telegrams: "Becospeker, Estrand, London."

LONDON : 75, Newman Street. W.1.
BRISTOL i 137, Victoria Street.

LEEDS : 7, Albion Street.
GLASGOW : 23, Hope Street.

BELFAST : 2, Sandy Row.

Popular Wireless, December 25th, 1026.
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addition, this Val ley resistance is dampproof and is very neat in appearance.
It costs 9s. 6d. complete with clips and a

Apparatus
sip

substantial base.
The other Varley component is pal H.F.

It has a very losi capacity, and
sufficient inductance to " choke " up to
the higher wave -lengths. It is wound in
choke.

six sections, but is quite compact. Mounted
vertically on a baseboard by means of one

small screw, it occupies very little space

indeed. It costs 12s. 6d., and is a thoroughly

dependable component, and one we have
no hesitation whatever in recommending
to our readers.

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the
" P.W." Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the
" P.W." Test room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is
asked to note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased
guide as to what to buy and what io avoid.-EDITOR.
A NEW OLDHAM ACCUMULATOR.

IN order to cater for the requirements of
amateurs who use low consumption two -

volt valves, Messrs. Oldham have produced the O.V.D., a slow -discharge accumu-

lator cell which is to be retailed at the very
reasonable price of 5s. 6d. It is provided with

instrument, or it can be attached to a
gramophone.

On test it gave excellent results. Tone
was good, and plenty of volume could be
obtained without loss of purity. It is quite
of 13s. 6d. it forms excellent value for money.

very robust assembly, and should stand

TWO VARLEY COMPONENTS.

up to very hard usage and even misusage.
The O.V.D. is subjected to the " special
activation process," and .the sample submitted has so far proved most satisfactory
in every respect.
*

*

*

THE T.M.C. GRAMO-SPEAKER.

The T.M.C. people recently sent us one
of their new " Gra/no-speakers." It is a

loud -speaker unit Which can either be
fitted with a horn to form an ordinary

at a constant temperature, this is no real
drawback, and from a radio constructor's
point of view it is even an advantage in
view of the awkward little pieces of work
hb has to face from time to time. The iron

sensitive- (an adjusting screw is fitted), and
is nicely made and finished. At its price

a very stout glass. case, and is fitted with

special laminated plates. Therefore, it is a

AN ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON.

Messrs. S. Wolf & Co., 115, Southwark
Street, S.E.1, recently sent us one of their
electric soldering irons. It has rather a
small element, but as, of course, this is kept

We recently received two interesting

Varley components. The first is one of their

new Bi-duplex Wire -Wound Anode Re-

sistances, with a value of as much as
250,000 ohms.
Without discussing the

heats very rapidly and is in every way quite
satisfactory. Since its arrival it has been
in constant use in our workshop, where we
find electric irons almost indispensable.

The price of this useful accessory is 10s.
post free.

merits of an anode resistance of such a high

value, we can say that we regard the construction of such a one in a really compact

form as something of an achievement in
itself. Wire -wound components of this
nature are always preferable, as they are
consistent . and silent in operation. In

*

*

THE "MIDGET" VERNIER KNOB.
An alternative to the niore or less expen-

sive " geared dial " is a vernier knob, such
as the " Midget," a product of the Standard
Insulator Co., Winsley House, Wells Street,
(Continued on page 1066.)

RADIO
Charm is expressed both in the
tone and design of the

NEW MODEL
`rzA,M3(023 na21 agaMaKST
the artistic appearance of which
is second only to its tonal
reproduction.

PRICE 42%
(of all high-class dealers)

your dealer for attractive new
season's catalogue, or write direct to
the company for same.
Ask

TESTED SOO VOLTS
FLAT TYPE

ET

ELI,

TESTED 500 VOLTS

LONDON, S. E. 15.

URPIONT TYPE

And at HUNTINGDON.

INSIST ON EDISON BELL CONDENSERS
THEY ARE BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED BYA NAME WITH 30 YEARS REPUTATION BEHIND!?

Popular Wireless, December 25th, 1926.

Modern

100.5

004

components

for modern circuits

IGRANIC GANG CONDENSERS
Twin

Gang £2110
Condenser

Triple
Gang

i3115

Condenser

Igranic Gang Condensers are fitted with
special equalising devices which enable the
sections to be accurately matched without

altering the relative settings. The square law
characteristic is thus preserved and the full
tuning range maintained, whilst the matching of different circuits is greatly simplified.
Igranic Gang Condensers are built up from
lgranic-Pacent *0005 mid. Square Law Condensers.

use

The whole construction is particularly rigid

and the tuning movement extremely smooth.

1GRANIC-PACENT

"PRE SET" RESISTORS

have all the uses of fixed resistors and

yet are almost as easily variable as
rheostats. Their use prevents overrunning the valves and reduces the

number of controls on a panel.
Made with resistances of 6, To, 20, 3o

and 5o ohms.

The position of the

contact finger is easily variable over
the whole range.

SEE THAT

FOR

WRITE FOR THE NEW IGRANIC
CATALOGUE LIST No. R/40.

IGRAPIIC ELECTRIC Co UP

149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON

STEADY

THEY BEAR

PERSISTENT

THIS

SERVICE

TRADE MARK !

Works: BEDFORD

REG, TRADE MARK.

YorDX.results

this coming)

Winter
iI

Primary Cells and Batteries, both fluid and

dry, have formed an important and highly
successful portion of our manufactures for over
4o years.

Only materials of the highest grade are used
their construction, and each battery is
subject to the most stringent tests during the
in

Aft-

vesolder all
ionits with

manufacturing stages and also before leaving the

Works, in order to ensure that each battery is
up to that high standard of quality which has
always been associated with the name.

SOLDERING

The experimental and research work which is
continuously being carried out at our Woolwich
Factory, combined with unrivalled manufacturing experience, enables us to offer the best dry
battery suitable for any radio purpose.

All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores
sell FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4
and 2/8.
Another use for Fluxite-Hardening
Toole and Case Hardening. Ask for
leaflet on improved methods.

It is sound economy, therefore, to purchase
radio batteries which bear the name " Siemens "
and the above trade mark.

E. T_ATJr 2,C

rr 30 7/6

SET-complete

I'LUXITE, Ltd.,
(Dept. 324),
Rotherhithe.S.E.16

FLUXITIE

We have recently issued a new Catalogue, No. 650, which

contains a large amount of useful information on the
care of radio batteries, also the correct size and type of
battery to use. A copy of this Catalogue will be sent
you, post free, on application.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., Ltd., WOOLWICH, S.E.18
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APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued from page 1064.)

London, W.1. It -is quite an efficient little
device and, mounted by means of one small

hole in the panel, it supplies a smooth
vernier action by means of a direct friction
drive on to' the dial of the variable.

The "Midget" costs 9d.-and that
*

supplied complete with a 30 -ft. endless
halyard at 2s. 6d., and is, indeed, a useful
fitting.

is

cheap enough !
*

are sold in shilling packets containing two
or three each of ten different types, types
covering practically every requirement.
Each packet is a most comprehensive little
collection and the tags are cleanly stamped.
Messrs. Collett have recently produced a
bracket pulley specially designed for fitting
to the tops of wireless aerial masts. It is

*

*

"RESISTOR PANELS."
*

THE "W.B." VALVE HOLDER.

There is nothing very original in the

The American Hard Rubber Co. (Britain),

Ltd., recently sent us a number of " Re -

design of the " W.B." valve holder. which
is made by Messrs. Whitely, Boneham & Co.,

Ltd., Duke Street, Mansfield, Notts; it is
quite a straightforivard component. but it
embodies all those features that the discriminating amateur looks for when he is

producers of " Radion "

panels. " Resiston " is slightly cheaper than " Radian,"

but is still miles ahead of much of the ebonite

that is on the market. It can be obtained
with either polished black or mahogany
coloured surfaces.

SIMPLIFYING SOLDERING.

Soldering is so essential in the construction of wireless sets that anything that tends
to simplify the process is of value.
Flusolda,' a product of the Transport Supply

appeal to the amateur who still finds soldering somewhat difficult. " Flusolda " is a
fluid solder which contains a " flux "

element.. Thus, all that one has to do is to
place a little of the material on a joint and

heat it with an iron. We have used the Is. 3d.
tin sent us and it carried us through several

nicely made from apparently high-class

sets large and small. Apart from a slightly
noxious odour when heated, we discovered
no " snags."

materials. Finally, the W.B." is retailed
at the reasonable price of 2s. 3d.

*

*

USEFUL LITTLE ARTICLES.

No wireless amateur's or constructor's

*
*
*
M.A.P. PLUG-IN COIL.

The M.A.P. Co. recently sent us one of
their coils to test. Its winding is rather a
novel one, a former being used which is
divided by vertical slots. A fairly low self capacity is thus achieved. A feature of the

workshop is complete without a good stock

of terminal soldering tags and spade ter-

minals. Specialists in the production of these
are Messrs. The S. H. Collett Manufacturing
Co., of 60, Pentonville Road, London, N.1.
who recently sent us a number of samples of
these useful articles for examination. They

ally of a very high order, too, and in our
opinion it is in every way worthy of the

Co., Ltd., of 62, Victoria Street, S.W.1,
certainly does this, and therefore should

choosing such components. It is " antipong " and has positive connections to its
sockets from terminals and soldering tags.
It has sunk sockets and :these have plenty
of clearance at their bases. The holder is

*

siston " panels. " Resiston " is a high-grade
ebonite which works easily without cracking
and chipping and which has a very superior
" finish.' Its electrical efficiency is natur-

A very neat self-contained C.A.V. portable receiver.

M.A.P. which appeals to us is the cut -away
plug. The coil is carefully and rigidly
assembled, and on test gave good results.

//

r

/

THE AERIAL TUNER WITH AN

X

INDUCTANCE EQUAL TO A
WHOLE RANGE OF COILS
/

w

PRICE

356

/

COMPLETE

.

_

THE Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuner is not a new gadget ;

Ask your retailer, or write
to -day for CATALOGUE
573/6 of EFESCA Componet:6i with diagrams illustrating their use in various
circuits. It is more tlian a list
-it is a fine 72 -page book of
great value, containing much
technical information, which
you will greatly appreciate.
FALK,

but is a tried and tested component which has firmly
established its superiority over conventional methods of
tuning. It has an inductance equal to a whole range of Plug -in type coils from 30. to 300. A turn of the switch covers both
low and high wavelengths. The bother of choosing coil combinations is obviated. Losses are eliminated. Reaction is under
perfect control. It is convenient to mount and simple to operate.

YoU cannot do better than use the

STADELMANN &

83193, Farringdon Rd, London,E.C.1
And at Glasgow, Manchester,
Birmingham, Newcastle,
and

I"

REGENERATIVE AERIAL TUNER
Iy/
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Standard Large Insulated Model
(polished black bakelite), Type B,
9d. each. Popular Model (non -

lra,.... 01.
.

insulated), Type M, 6d. each.
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THIS H.T. BATTERY

2t different engravings stocked. Catalogue free on request.

BELLINGLEE

-costs only 8/9,
-is made throughout in London,
-is sent post and packing free,

TERMINALS

--reaches you, brim full of energy, within a few

BELLING R. LEE, Ltd., Queenstcay Works, Ponders End,
Middlesex.

-

:: OOO ::::: OOOOO

The finish is
perfect throughout

;:- .. ,,,

-4r--

lllllll OOOOOOOO

w

manufacture owing to the enormous
number we sell daily,
hours of

E.P.S.14.

-maintains its voltage for the longest possible time
owing to the extremely generous " elements of

Registere. Traci: Mark.

which it is made,

Makers of the

-will give you a long life of loud, clear reception

ORIGINAL world- famous
BECOL Low LOSS FORMER

free from all crackling noises,
-is tapped every 3 volts enabling you to apply the exact
voltage required by your valves for best results,

As used in sets that took the first four prizes at the
106 " Manchester Evening Chronicle " Wireless

-is supplied complete with Red and Black wander
plugs-no extras to buy,

Exhibition and the set that won the Gold Medal
at the 19,36 Amsterdam Exhibition.
size 3 inches diameter to outside of
wings. Prices:
6 inch lengths, 314 inch lengths, 213 inch lengths, 116

(Postage 9d.);
(Postage 6d.);
(Postage 6d.);

Up to 36 in. lengths.

Ebonite Rods, Tut es and Sheets. Panels

NOTICE :-Do not be put off with
an imitation. Ask for BECOL and
use the Former with a reputation.

guaranteed free from surface leakage.

Write for List C."

THE BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd., Hanwell, London, W.7.

-is,

in short, the FINEST IN THE WORLD
because no other H.T. Battery made (except

other Fellophone batteries) can come anywhere
near it in performance or value.
Other Fellophone Batteries are listed below. We can

only offer you this astounding value because, by
supplying you direct we can save all the middleman's
profits and so give you a better battery for less money.

Order from us or from our Branches to -night.

54 Volt
60 Volt
108 Volt

(with 3 volt tap for grid bias).

11111111111111111/111j111.

(pr ewditebvei,rzeyd3

f°11 M.
PPUJISCo

ULTRA LOW -LOSS

Condense, only,

001.13ut.., 0085u1. ..7/6

New Vernier Dial

..

Reductten Ratio 16-1, No Backlash

a

ILIP I

-

THE FORMO COMPANY,
Crown Works, Cricklewood, N.W.2
Phone: Hampstead 1787.
Manchester :Mr. J. B. Levee,
23, Hartley St.. Levenshufine
'Phone:Heaton Moor 475

'") 8/9

Post FREE

(ctoampppeledteeveat! vod?d,anadjupdaieccil,

wander plugs).

Past FREE

13/ -

FELLOWS, PARK ROYAL, N.W.10

Straight Line Frequency Condenser
Cone Bearings. Braced Vanes. Positive
Collector. A real precision job.

Post FREE' 6/6

sBiaaal supplied
and
wander

Branches :

Send for
48 -page

Catalogue
No. 33,

FREE.

[(Museum 9200).

LONDON : 20, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.
BIRMINGHAM:248, Corporation Street, (Central 435).
BRIGHTON : 31, Queens Road (Brighton 899).
BRISTOL. 36, Narrow Wine Street. (Bristol 7972).
CARDIFF : Dominions Arcade, Queen Street. (Cardiff 7685).
LEEDS . 65, Park Lane. (Leeds 21479).
MANCHESTER 33, John Dalton Street. (Central 1164).
NEWCASTLE . 36, Grey Street.
NOTTINGHAM . 30 Bricllesivith Gate. (Nottingham 5551).
TONBR1DGE: 34, Quarry Hill. (Tonbridge 172)

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE MOND'
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One -Valve Sets, 6d.; One -Valve and Crystalateflex),1s.
Two -Valve and Crystal (Reflex), ls. ; Two -Valve Sets,
ls. ; Three -Valve Sets, ls. ; Three -Valve and Crystal

(Reflex), ls. 6d. ; Four -Valve Sets, ls. 6d. ; Multi Valve Sets (straight Circuits), Is. 6d. Except SUPER-

HETERODYNE DIAGRAMS, all of which, irrespective
of number of Valves used, are 2s. 6d.

If a panel lay -out or list of point-to-point connet-

bonsis required an additional fee of ls. must be
enclosed.

Wiring diagrams of commercial apparatus, such as

sets of any particular manufactiire, etc., cannot be
supplied. (Such particulars can only be obtained
from the makers.)
Readers may submit their own diagrams, etc., for

All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., M.R.S.L.,
F.R.G.S.
Technical Editor :

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
P. R. BIRD.
K. D. ROGERS.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultants :
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. ; J. F.
CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.; C. E. FIELD,B.Sc.,

E. J. SIMMONDS, M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.
Foreign Correspondents :

Dr. ALFRED
M. DELANO, Paris ;
GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT,
New York ; P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W.
PEETERS, Holland.
F.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept,responsibility
foe manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
A
to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
stamped and addressed envelope .must be sent with
every article. All inquiries, concerning advertising
rates, etc , to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John Fl. tile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

correction or for criticism. The fee is ls. per diagram and these should be large, and as clear as possible.
No questions can be answered by 'phone.
Remittances should be in the form of Postal Orders,

Ac much of the information given in the columns of
this paper concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent,.

ust ort'y

and the amateur and the trader would be well advised to

obtain.'permission of the patentees to use the patents

before doing so.
Readers' letters dealing with patent questions, if sent

ndAbiswer5

to the Editor, will be forwarded, to our own, patent

advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers. The envelope should be clearly marked
" Patent Advice."
TECHNICAL QUERIES.
Letters should be addressed to : Technical Query
Dept., " Popular Wireless," The Fleetway House,

Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
They should be written on one side of the paper
only, and MUST be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope.
Queries should be asked in the form of the nun:hexed

questions: (1), (2), (3), etc but may be accompanied
by a short letter giving any necessary additional
particulars as briefly as possible.

For every question asked a fee of 6d. should be

enclosed. 4 copy of the numbered questions should be
kept, so that the replies may be given under the numbers:

(It is not possible to reproduce the question in the
answer.)
BACK OF PANEL DIAGRAMS Can be specially
drawn up to suit the requirements of individual
readers at the following rates : Crystal Sets, 6d. ;

Important Announcement by

HIGH-TENSION CONDENSERS.

P. M, R. (Weymouth).-What is the purpose of a fixed condenser 'across the- H.T.
battery and of what capacity should it be ?

The current .flow irons a high-tension battery is
very seldom perfectly smooth, especially if the battery is of the " dry " type. Consequently, rhoany
stages of low -frequency amplification are in Use,
'noises may be heard in the 'phones.

By the use of

large fixed. :condensers, having

capacities of .5 to 2 inicrofarads, the effective discharge of the battery will become much steadier and
the extraneous noises reduced.
If spvera1,11.T. tappings arc employed in the set,
a separate condenser must be used for each tapping.

(Continuer) on page 1070.)

>"EKCO" H.T. UNITS<
SCRAP DRY BATTERIES
By obtaining H.T. Current from Electric Supply Mains (D.C. &
A.C.) by just attaching Adaptor to Electric Light Lampholder !

i

I

owcreoLowe

SAFE !

SILENT !

412:0;y1x--

SOUND !

advance in short wave

SIZE 6 >C6'X 321.

receiver design has been made by
AGREAT

Model V2A-DC.

ment appears.).

We are reserving, a number of copies
of the booklet and blue print describing

this receiver for free presentation to
short wave enthusiasts, and if you
would not be disappointed apply at
once for your copy to

IUAL.1 1 Y -I UNIT AT THE
LOWEST COMPATIBLE PRICE

'IMAM) IATI-IikT THEY ALL SAY" .!
THE PRESS.

Amateur Wireless, 9/10/26.

have tested this Unit-no trace
hum' could be heard."

We

of

British Trade Journal, 1/10/26.

We have tested the RECO' H.T.
and found the instrument
efficient in every way. It is one of
the few exceptions that has reached
the commercial stage."
Unit

the moat. setts.
factory H.T. Unit we have yet had
brought to 'our notice, and can 'be
reco
to the attention
all readersmmended
."
offully
The

Radio Works,

LETCHWORTH
HERTS.

7'.

V2A-AC.

THE

Popular Wireless, 2918/22.

`Che BOWYER-LOWE C2 11.2

" x 6"

12Model

" EKCO

our engineers and full -constructional
details -will shortly be available
(probably by the time this announce-

EKCO'' is

Obtainable

at all Dealers

Wireless World, 11/8/26.

" No ' hum' was discernible-The
Unit is a good practical proposition
and can be relied upon."

Wireless magazine, 1/12/28.
The

EKCO' is extremely compact

and very simple to use. Results obtained are excellent, the ripple being
entirely elimina..d."

Birmingham Nail, 2/6/26.

"PURE RECEPTION-with regard

to the purity of reproduction ob-

tained, I was rather surprised to find

it so excellent as I have always been
rather doubtful of taking H.T. Supply
from the mains . . ."

UNITS TO SUIT A in
ALL SETS from arLs/ s,

ji,COLE LTP

Illustrated
Folder Free I

(DEpTit.Tav,,,,ADEOAN. RD,,

1C.,)
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a

new and better

Glut out thg

WHEN we introduced the

WORRY

valve

holder !

C.E. PRECISION
RHEOSTAT, we

thought that in quality, in

of uncertain High
Tension Batteries.

PRECISION FLOATING
VALVE HOLDER, we find it even
excels the former in these respects
to such an extent, that the demand
has been amazing and we are work-

Install one of

efficiency and in price, this
Component could not be beaten.
Now that we have added the
C.E.

ing to maximum capacity to keep

TLAS"

We are confident that after com-

" BATTERY ELIMINATORS

pace with the orders.
Before purchasing other makes, just
ask your dealer to show you ours.

parison they will have the preference.
C.E.

and lead the way to Brighter Radio

PRECISION FLO A TING

;:.

VALVE HOLDERS anti -capacity,
non-microphonic,

2'3 each.
C.E. PRECISION RHEOSTATS ,

Models for A.C.
& D.C. Current.

50 and 30 ohms 3'- each,
7 and 15 ohms 2; 9 each.
Dual Rheostats and Potentiometers,
3/9 each.
C.E. PRECISION GRID -LEAK, an
entirely original and accurate component,
2'- each.

Variable Vol-

efficient and velvety,

Ci-

WE

Full wave recti-

GUARANTEE

fication.

eve -2y

instrument.

e make them good
Manufacturers of the famous " Atlas" Plug-in Cots and
Fixed and Variable Condensers; also sole manufacturers

PREC

EFFICIENC

of the Super Selective Reactor Formers.

C. EDE & CO., LTD., BYFLEET, SURREY
Telephone : Bylleet 226.

tages. Grid Bias.

'

FOR UTNI°5T1 SION

Upkeep negligible. Silent and
Efficient.

7'elegrants : " Cetrecise, Byfieet.'.

H. Clarke & Co. (Mcr.) Ltd., 'Atlas' Works, Old Trafford, Manchester

irravvv\ravvvvvvravxrrnirral

401IIIP

--THE " HARTEL " BATTERY-

Procurable at last !

Revolution in

An authoritative, popularly written
book explaining the wanders of instantaneous vision by Wireless.

It is a Wet Battery. It charges
itself, All parts are replaceable.

Do you know that actual living scenes are
already being broadcast nightly ?

It is everlasting, as parts can
be fitted at home.
It gives long, steady discharge, suitable for largest
set. It is super -capacity.

Television is now here and is developing
rapidly. As a wireless enthusiast, your
friends will expect you to know about this
latest wonder. Can you explain it, or how
it is done ? Get this book to -day. It exillustrations,
Television is accomplished.
plains

lucidly,

with

how

CON TENTS. -Introduction.-- What TELEVISION is.-Various attempts to
solve the problem.-The photo electric cell.-The Baird Televisor. ----The
problem solved-True Television demonstrated at last. -2 T V, the World's
first Television Vroadcasting Station.-The development of TELEVISION.
Either order from your bookseller at 2/-, or send to us direct, enclosing

postal order for 21.2. when the book will be sent you post free.
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons Ltd. (Dept. P), 39, Parker St., Ringsway,London,W.C.2

ACCUMULATOR HIRE SERVICE

High

ntion

Arc

greatly
improve

Our

RADIO SERVICE COMPANY,

Loud Speare, cp.
ker
lion, eliminating ,he
uncanny noises
caused by partly run down dry
belles ies end may
be hired ready for use,

'Phone North 0623 (13 lines).

more charging, No more
scrapped H.T.'s. No more
expense, but satisfaction &

perfect reception always.
6o volts in Case 25/-

13/6
Carriag,e 43 and 1/,

3o

SPARE PARTS :
Containers 2/- doz. Post
Elements 2/'Lines

..

doz.

1/5

Send P.O. to -day to the Sole Manufacturers:

THE YORKSHIRE IGNITION CO., LTD.,
Broomhall Street, SHEFFIELD.

1

& 3,

.B

ANTI -PHONIC

for particulars of the intone service

105, Terriano Avenue, N.W.5.

corrode.

GET A " HARTEL." No

USE W

Here's a way of improving reception,
saving money, time, and trouble for
all valve set users who live within 12
miles of Charing Cross. Write row

mulators

It is ridiculously cheap.
It isstronglyrecommended
by " Popular Wireless."
Connections - cannot

Satisfied users are writing
us daily. It is unique.

FOR BEST RESULTS

HIGH & LOW TENSION

Pole*

Wet High Tension

WHAT IS THE "HARTEL" ???

Low

Tension
Hire
Service
effects

a

considerable
saying if you
add the de
predation in
value to the
cost of having

your own aCCUrnulator unskilfully
recharged,

1,0W LOSS
VALVE
HOLDERS
PRICE
Complete

with Terminals

2/3

If unable to obtain from your dealer write direct.
Manufactured by WHITELEY, BfINEHAM & CO., LTD.,

Duke Street, MANSFIELD. NOTTS.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

of the standard plug-in type, 35 or 50 tor aerial, and

(Continued from page 1068.)

outside the case, and the panel carried only three

CONDENSER ACROSS 'PHONES ON
CRYSTAL SET.

A. L. (London).-Can you tell me whether
I can improve the volume from my crystal
set by fitting a fixed condenser across the
'phone terminals ?

Although theoretically a fixed condenser should
slightly improve the volume if joined across the
'phones, yet in actual practice it makes very little

difference, due to the natural capacity of the 'phone
leads themselves acting as a fixed condenser.
In some eases, hqwever, a fixed condenser will
assist volume slightly, but the addition of this is a
matter for personal experiment.
L.

50 or GO for reaction.

Condenser values are shown on the diagram.

In
the original set (described under the title of " The
Guaranteed Reflex'") the .coil -holder was mounted
controls-the tuning condenser, crystal, and rheostat.
Any good L.F. transformers may be used, that shown
in the first stage being an "
Multi -ratio."
If a different type of L.F. transformer is to be used,
its primary connect -ions will correspond with P, and
and its secondary connections with i3, and So.

P. and ST may be ignored, and as is usual with
transformers in reflex sets, the primary and/or the
secondary connections should be reversed when the
set is tried out, to see which connection gives the best results. This applies also to the second L.F.
transformer, the lettering on which refers to the connections upon the particular component used (C.A.V.).

The size of the panel was 10 by 7 by I in.

Grid

bias will depend upon the valves used, which should
both be of the same type.

THE WAVE -LENGTH ALTERATIONS.

E. R. (Christchurch). --Since the change in
the wave -length of Bournemouth, L ha ve not
managed to receive this station so well. as I
did previously. On the old wave -length my
variable condenser was more than half -way
in, but since the change it has to be all out and
the volume is less..
- Can you please inform me'how I can remedy
the trouble ?
There is little doubt that your existing aerial coil
does not "tune down" to the new wave -length and
under the circumstances it will be advisable to try
a smaller aerial coll.

Probably 35 turns instead of 50 will do the trick: but, should the tuning coils on the set be fixed so that
they cannot be changed, then your best, plan will be

(Continuerl on page 1072.)

L.F. TRANSFORMERS AS CHOKES.
0. (Tunbridge Wells).-As I possess

several rather old high ratio L.F. transformers,
I was wondering whether these could be used
successfully as L.F. chokes in L.F. amplifiers.
Can you advise, please ?
Your suggestion is quite practicable and, providing

the windings on the transformer are still good, they
should prove efficient in operation.

THE " HALE," WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
S. J. W. N. (Wavertree, Liverpool).-Seeing
the glowing accounts of the results obtained
with the Hale receiver, I made up my mind to
build this set in the 2 -valve style described in

Po
GOMM

3

.0001

a

WHIN

NFD

s:

ca

" P. W." No. 232 (Nov. 13th issue).

I tried to obtain a copy of this issue of

" P.W." locally, but failing to get it I applied
to your Back Number Dept., only to be informed that the number was " out of print."

of

Can you supply the diagram (theoretical

will do) and details as to size, so as to enable
me to go ahead with construction ?

The theoretical diagram is given herewith, from
which the connections will be clear. The coils are

The theoretical d ag am of "The Guaranteed Reflex " receiver.

FiriELAT

£5 for a Limerick

CAN YOU BEAT THIS ?
There was a young man with a set,
Poor reception was all he could get,
So he- re -did the wiring,

0

D Z. YAW
.... ....

The result was inspiring,

Because he used -" J

"---you bet.

-of course you can-

BUT YOU CAN'T BEAT

"JUNIT"
The Unique Self -Soldering Wire
(As used by Leading Radio Manufacturers.)
No. 17 S.W.G.) per coil 1
Per 2 ft.
(Sq. section) in Carton 1.
straight length Ge

If unobtainable from your dealer send P.O. to us for
Coils 1/- each, post free.

TYPE K.

Detector and
amplifier
2 volt '3 amp.

TYPE il.K.P.
113-2v. '3 amp.
New 2 volt power -valve.

MUCH MORE FOR MUCH LESS.
CUT out the high maintenance cost in
Radio and use Frelat Dull Emitter
For performance and long
Valves,

life they are unexcelled and yet the Type K.
valve costs only 4/11. Next time put Frelat
to the test and let this guaranteed valve prove
that high prices are not necessarily the key to

the best reception.-If your dealer cannot

It's BRITISH throughout.

supply, send direct : For C.O.D. terms add
4d.-postage free.

We are offering £5 for the best Limerick sub-

CONTINENTAL RADIO IMPORT CO., LTD.,
8, SPITAL SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.1.

mitted before February 8th, 1927, each attempt
to be written on a separate carton of the 1/. coils.
Write name and address clearly.
Patentees and Manufacturers :

REXO ENG. CO., 2, Ravensconrt Sq., London, W.6
'Phone: Riverside 0274.
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THEY BRING THE MUSIC NEARER
They make the Music Clearer
and yet they are no dearer than any other valves.
Cosmos Valves are valves of sheer musical virtuosity. Sure,
exquisitely sensitive and sympathetic, they give your set a new
soul. They are wonderful musicians, the Cosmos Valves, and
keep their youth, knowing no fatigue
!

CO (6 In CI S
SHORT PATH

RADIO VALVES
for all circuits

FROM

WIRELESS DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

Metro -Vick House, 1;; Charing Cross Rd.. W.C.z.

te,,J

Wholesale

only: METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.

'Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Company Ltd.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Coothoted from page 1070.)

CONDENSERS ACROSS H.T. BATTERY.

F. J

(Nuneaton, Warwickshire).-My 3>

valve set has separate H.T. for the H .
Det., and L.F. stages, and I wish. to add

large fixed condensers to act as " by-pass " or
reservoir condensers. How should they be

to place a small fixed condenser in series with

the aerial lead immediately before it gets to the
aerial terminal. Either a '0002 or '0001' mfd. condenser would be found suitable,

connected ?
The accompanying diagram shows how the large

condensers should be connected to the H.T. neg. and
H.T. plus leads.

OVERLAP.

" DX" (Chesterfield).-When I increase

To. Z.1.74ive
PLATE

Hr+

reaction I find that although the coils have to
be close together to start the set oscillating,
they can be loosened again for quite a long

70%0ETECTOR
VALVE PLATE

HT+

7j111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L,

07e3 //i/C VALVE

14 7+

TECHNICAL TERMS ILLUSTRATED.

RZ ATE

THE BATTERY.

He couldn't win PA by his flattery,
So one day, to finish the matter, he
Went up to her father,
E
Saying, Which would you rather,
1.=

GIVOENSERS ACR0r5

ADVANTAGES OF GRID BIAS.

A weddingor assault and

-1111111

Efficient, Neat

and Cheap
YOU can see from the
illustration what a neat
job this "Peerless" Fixed
Resistor is. The Base is

solid insulation and the
Former a strong impregnated material that atmospheric conditions will

not affect. The wire is
wound evenly and firmly
and terminals and soldering tags are fitted. One

hole fixing. A very

thoroughly assembled and
finely finished unit in all.
OTHER BEDFORD PRODUCTS :
" Peerless" Dual Rheostat .. .. 3/9
.. 2,6
" Peerless " Junior Rheostat
(already over half a million sold)

" Peerless " Resicon Variable Con..
15/- to 18/ denser, from
(Dial and Vernier 2/6 extra)
" Peerless " Master Switch .. .. 2,9
3/" Peerless " Valve Switch ..

.Frori, all good dealers or direct.

I7

..ifJ11111111111111011111111fi11111111110111111l11111111111111111111111111111c-:

way before the oscillation stops. I am told

this is " overlap," and a variable grid leak
would help to cure it.
Yes.

rBAlTeRr.

Is that so ?

The condition described. is known as over-

lap, and it is a fatal fault if one hopes for long distance
results. The variable grid leak will probably cure it
completely.

TESTING FLASH LAMP BATTERIES.

" DEALER " (Blackpool).-What is the best

" PREJUDICED

(S.S. " Crantully Castle ").

-What are the real practical advantages of
grid bias ?
Purity of tone for one thing, and economy in R.T.

current for another. If, as your nom -de -plume
suggests you have a prejudice against the use of grid
bias, we advise you to throw it overboard. Failure
to use the correct value of grid bias means lose of

purity, and loss of money, too, for the amount of
current taken from the H.T. battery largely depends
upon the value of the bias applied to the grid.
In other words, one volt on the grid is often worth
a dozen on the plate.

CAPACITY CONTROLLED REACTION.

flash lamp or voltmeter ?

" SEARCHER " (Pangbourne, near Reading).
-I have an ordinary 1 -valve set (2 coil holder,

The average flash hung bulb takes far too much
Cheap voltmeters of the " moving -iron " type are
also a heavy drain upon the cell, so a high -resistance
voltmeter of the ' moving -coil " type should be

necessary ?

method of testing for. a faulty dry cell, by
current to be good for the cell (10 milliamps, or more).
used.

Its resistance should be of 40,000 ohms. or so, and
Its scale a low one, reading up to, say, 10 volts.
.

MOUNTING A TAPPED SOLENOID COIL.

plenty of coils, etd.), but I would .like to try
Capacity control " of reaction. Is it likely to
improve the set, and if so what alterations are
The alterations are easily matte, and we think you
will improve results greatly.
'Take leads from the reaction coil socket to a coil
plug mounted away from the aerial coil (A, in accompanying diagram). Into tins plug a large coil (1501200

H. F. E. (Coventry).-Are-bases of the plug-

in variety advantageous when using home-

made tapped coils,, or can the wiring be taken
straight to the coil ? (The sot is to operate

upon the lower wave -band only-not for
5 X X.)

The bases are not necessary In such a case, and the
wires- to the tappings or ends should be connected
directly to the coil, as shown in the photograph below.

The method of taking
connections direct to a
solenoid coil is shown
by this photograph.

turns) to act as H.F. choke (Ch.). Then the reaction
condi user (.0002 or so) is joined between the plate and
timed gild circuit; as shown, and a fine variation of
reaction is obtained by adjustment of this condenser.

JACK AND PLUG SWITCHING.

" ExQtrutEn " (Burton-onTrent, Staffs).-

Why is it that jacks and plugs, which are now
1:ccoming so popular for low -frequency switching, are seldom employed in the high -frequency
side of a receiver ?
Jacks and plugs are liable to cause H.F. leakage clue

to their compdratiYely high self -capacity, and this
has prevented their being. used for H.F. switching.
Self-capacity in a low-frentiency switch is not a disadvantage, so after the detector stage full advantage
can be taken- of this handy form of switching.

CURE FOR A KNOCKING NOISE.

(Framlingham, Suffolk.).-I
have made up the 2 -valve set as per " P. W."
Sixpenny Blue Print (No. 11), and obtained
excellent results, so I assisted a friend to make
a similar. set. Although everything in his set
(Continued on next page.)
" 2-VALvEn "
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continual from, previous page.)

appears to be just as good as in mine, wiring
similar, all joints O.K., etc., we cannot get
rid of a regular knocking noise that starts as
soon as the valves light. The thumps are regu-

lar ones, almost too fast to count, but very

loud. What is the cause?
This is due to a fault in the detector valve's grid
circuit, and in all probability you will find that the
grid leak you are using is the cause of the whole
trouble.. To test this, try the effect of using your

107:1

STOP USING WASTEFUL and EXPENSIVE
HIGH TENSION BATTERIES !
The 44

Goltone

ELIMINATOR
operates your Wireless Receiving Set
from the Lighting Mains at negligible

TUNING WITH D COILS.

eiNi Gives Increased Volume and Purity rm,
of Tone.

winding being as shown by the arrows.

(Regd.)

HIGH TENSION BATTERY

own grid leak in your friend's set. It is almost certain
that the trouble will disappear instantly, proving that
the leak at present in use is of the wrong value.

" D " (Hainpstead, N.W.).-How is a LI
coil wound, and what are its advantages ?
I) coils are wound upon specially slotted flat cardboard formers. (See illustration.) First one D is
wound, and then the other, the direction of the

iv

cost.

A Refinement and convenience
beyond praise.

First Cost saved in

a Short Time.
Plug into any convenient Lampholder.

Complete with Adaptor, Connecting
Cord and full instructions
DIRECT CURRENT MODELS.

Approx. tappings 45 and too

Model " Di."

Approx. tappings 3o, 50, 75, 90,
and 120 volts
ES 0 0
Model " DN." Possesses latest refinements.
Tappings as Model
Perfectly silent.
" D." Suitable for voltages from 200/250
Model " D."

£3 12

volts

ALTERNATING CURRENT MODEL.
Model "A." Approx. voltage tappings 3o, Go,

Dual tappings are
taken from each voltage, thus providing
8 separate tappings. PRICE £5 10 0

90 and 13o volts.

6

State voltage and frequency of Lighting Mains when ordering,

What Users Say!
G. J., Church Rd., Acton, London.-The

V. M., King's Rd., Rochdale.-It is ideal
and there is not the slightest trace of

giving great satis,
The set is perfectly silent,
there being not the slightest suspicon
H. 12. Eliminator is

hum. All my H.T. troubles are now
done away with, thanks to you, and

faction.

of hum.

all my friends have' been charmed with
it, and NINE of them now possess units

like mine.
In the complete coil the flat faces of the D's are

close -together, and between them is the spindle -hole,
for mounting the coil.
Two such coils, placed face to face, can be variably
coupled by rotating one of the formers. In this way

G. A. J., Sheffield Rd., Glossop.-I am

quite satisfied with the results and the

'

Eliminator is working O.K.

J. T., The Cliff, Hr. Broughton, Manchester.-The Eliminator is working to

E. J. G., Maulsecombe, Brighton.-After
giving it a good trial I find it very satis-

my entire satisfaction.

factory and have recommended it to several
friends who are dissatisfied with H.T.
batteries.

J. W. G., Atkinson Rd., Fulwell, Sunder-

land.-I am delighted with the results.

The increase of volume is great, and no
trace of hum whatever.
L. M., Liverpool Rd., Gt. Crosby.-It
is without doubt the best I have handled.

S. & Co.; London. -1 should like. to say

I find the Eliminator excellent-no hum

whatever, and giving wonderful volume.

Fully illustrated 48 page

Radio Catalogue on
request.

Zreli

" Goltone" Products are
stocked by the Leading

Stores. Refuse substitutes
a fiat varlometer can easily be made, with the advantage of relatively sharp tuning and great compactness,
as compared with " swinging -coils," or those coupled
by the ordinary lateral movement.

H.F.

AMPLIFICATION OF THE LOCAL
STATION.

B.

J. E. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).-My new

H.F. and del. receiver (straight -tuned anode
without neutralising) seems to he working

fairly well, and I can get several Spanish,

German. and Swedish stations, as well as two
Parisians, Brussels, Rome, Vienna and several
unidentified foreigners. But I notice that on

the 5 N 0 transmissions I can turn the H.F.
valve filament right out, without making an
atom of difference to the strength of reception.
Why is this ?

On the strong transmissions from the local station,

there is little
amplification.

or nothing to be gained by H.F.

The reason.that you hear these programmes when
the rheostat is turned off is that the inter -electrode
capiteitV of the valve acts as a by-pass condenser,
passing the impulses along to the detector valve just
like any other small condenser would.

(Continued on next page.)

PENDLETON.

add.leivnui
nut.

,::,/,,..MANCH EST f P. 110.

London Showrooms :

8a&9

fGotr.

Street,
VV.I

ittaillaingiMillitolli Frederick Road, Pendleton, Manchester. mostimmo60660.~

WIRELESS.-Capable, trustworthy men
with spare time who wish to substantially increase income, required where we are

not fUlly represented.

Applicants must

have practical knowledge of installation of Set
and Aerial, be a householder or live with
parents, and be able to give references : state
age and experience. Address : Dept. 10, Genera!
Radio Company, Limited, Radio House, Regent
Street, London, W.I.
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Chapel
ht
Street,
7-'eskausji;

A LUMINIUM p OIL c CREENS f
ALUMINIUM UOIL COREENS I:f

f

I

I

Constructors save money and get perfect remits
by using our Screens. Suitable for Solodyne,
Mewllex, and all screened coil receivers.
Beautifully Made a iwurygattg, nut r1.
Base Extra.
Polished 3/6 each
COMPARE
Frosted 3/S
Special Prices for
PRICES
Post Free.
Quantities.
-

SEND TO -DAY!!!

ThANSFOHltilatS HIEVoistaiti

Transformers,

EASY
PAYMEN TS 2'11c;ille2r-ra'Pe'te'
including loud
speaker, 120 H.T., D.E. valves, £7 10s.; or 18/9
down and 11 instalments of 15/.,

Phones. Loudspeaker:, Rewound and Repaired to Maximum Efficiency.
Alt One Price 4! each. Don't discard if burnt out.
All work evaranteed for)? months. write for trade terms.

TRANSFOKM Cl., 115, LINKS P.P. TUTOR LONDON, S.W.I7

CASH BARGAINS. Amplifiers. 17/6 and 21f-. 'Phones, Telefunken
type, 7/9; Fr. T. Houston, llf-. Good H.T., .60-v.,

5/9; Best 66-v., 6/9; or 4.1-v. (laboratory test),
41- doz. Famous. Metal Valves (Rrench), 2-v. 2,
5/. 2-v.
.06, 6/9; 2-v. 5, Power, 8/9; 4,....06,
Straight line Condensers, 5/9; Ditto, 4^ dial,

RMONIC

5/6'.

7/3. Transformers t Habana, 3'6; Radiolys, 3 8 ;
Fr. T. Houston, 813; Brunet, 2/9. Also Ferranti,
Eureka, Forms; etc. Postage extra. Everything: in
Wireless reliable and cheap. Satisfaction or casts

refunded.-Music Roll & Gramophone Records

Exchange, 29, High St.. Clapham, London,
,
s.w.4.

119
DONT PAY

MORE

9LLITE HOLDER.
Don't pay more. Lou can't boy more.
New design eliminates losses. New
springing system gives better results.

FAMES cnnts'rtn & SONS. Ltd.,
246, West Street, SHEFFIELD.
London Agents: A. F. BULCIN & CO.,

to. Oursiter Street, London. E 0.4.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

MOVING BLOC

CANNOT
FALL

(Continued from precious page.)

aito

" The Rolls Royce of Radio "

d'iiI

01,<",itWEIGHTY1
EVIDENCE!

1

Throughout the great Radio Exhibition
at Olympia, a 4 lb. weight of solid
brass, combined with the strenuous efforts of thousands of sceptical visitors,
failed to produce any movement in the
moving block of the
PAT.

Price

GEAR
RATIO

No.

9:1.

193.180.
GEAQED
COIL HOLDER

61 Of all good

Radio Deal-

ers. or post
free direct

from the

manufacs
Curers.

He Wants a Model de Luxe
l'zik.4-a DIX-ONEMETER

The Only Perfect Coil Holder

Evidently the set is working well, fis your " bag
of distant stations is a very good one, considering that
you have not had the set long.

COUPLING THE REACTION COIL.
A. R. S. (Southend -on -Sea). --In a set having

one or more stages of H.F. amplification, I

understand that the reaction coil may be
coupled either to the tuned anode coil of the
H.F. valve, or to the A.T.I. (aerial tuning

inductance).
Which method gives the loudest signals ?
The loudest signals will be obtained when the
reaction coil is coupled to the aerial coil, because the
amplifying powers of the H.F. valve are employed
to magnify the signals passed originally by the detector
valve into the reaction coil.
its ordinary capacity as an H.F. amplifier.

coil made.

PENTON ENGINEERING CO..
15, Cromer St., London, W.C.1.

=

= that only in cases where they wish to a

STRUCTONE No. 1 NOW.

E write direct to Mr. Harris (or other :f
a authors).
No guarantee can be given of a reply
to any letter addressed in this way, even
when a stamped addressed envelope is :2.
enclosed, and it is pointed out that all

Order your copy of the MONOTONE CONPRICE
THE CONSTRUCTONE PUBLISH- 2/6
ING CO., 37, Drury Lane, London,

Post free.

"VIOLINA" LOUD SPEAKERS

are elegant furniture as delightful as a violin. Model -

de -luxe, mahogany or walnut cabinet top type for
lid of set or on wall. Liquidation stock of 5 -guinea
Violinas, fitted 2,000 ohm Brown's reed reproducer,
25/-, packing and carr. 5,-. Violin only 12/8.
ONEMETER buyers should remember that the only
Onemeter is the DIXONEMETER a 55 Range Model de -Luxe radio necessity with in the reach of all. Double
Mirror scale, knife pointer, Soo ohms per volt.- Dead

accurate. Instrument only 55/-. Any Multiplier 8/8.

3-

guinea Model, Bronze for 30/-, complete with cord.
All the above and a thousand other Bargains
at the showrooms of

ELIE (CT Et -AM IX RADIOS

218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.
MR I

Knife-edge Pointer, 500 ohms per volt,
DO NOT TAKE A FORD arrangement
of a

make suggestions for future articles, to
= raise points which can be dealt with in E7.
.=

INSTRUMENT IN CASE. 55, MULTIPLIERS. 6/6 EACH

print, or to report results, should they F-

Obtainable from:

Electradix Radios, 218, Upper Thames St.
Radiax Ltd., Holloway Rd., N.y.

Manchester Radios, 155 Oxford St., Manchester.
Eagle Engineering Co., Warwick.
Ballantynes, 103, Vincent St., Glasgow, or

LESLIE DIXON & CO., LONDON, E.C.4.

questions of a technical nature must be E

JARS ZINGS SACS

E sent to the Query Department, observing
the usual rules. Under no circumstances E
E whatever should remittances of any sort
direct to Mr. Harris or any other
=
= writer, since such remittances do not pass
through our usual system of booking, and
E it is practically impossible to trace 'them =

Waxed,_

110 DOZ.

LAMPLUGH
RHEOSTAT

AND

POTENTIOMETER

to set up oscillations in the aerial circuit, and thus
spoil other listeners' enjoyment.

SHORT WAVE FLEWELLING.
J. G. (Boreham Wood).-Can the Flewelling,
or modified Flewelling, be used successfully
upon the short waves, round about 60 metres ?
Yes. Excellent short-wave results are obtainable,
using the circuit shown herewith.

Special,

1/- DOZ.

High Capacity.

1./6 DOZ.

For making Wet H.T. Batteries, post free on 3 doz.
and over. Packed in special carton with division for
each cell. This can be used as a container for the
battery when made up. Send 6d for sample complete unit, particulars and instructions.
Build a
Loud Speaker of the latest type with the Seamless
Moulded Cone for the most perfect reception.
Easily assembled. All the necessary parts stocked.
Call, inspect and hear.

ET: in the event of any subsequent inquiry.
Should there be other receiving sets in the.immedi.
ate vicinity, it is advisable to react on the tuned anode
coil, as, though the reaction would be slightly more
effective if coupled to the A.T.I., yet it is not so liable

meter on a board, a dock hand

pointer and a fuzzy scale substitute.
THE DIX-ONEMETER is worth owning.

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.,

F7f11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111d11111111111111111111 i

Britain 's Best in Radio

a

and 55 Ranges.

It is necessary to remind our readers

TONE 3, an advanced receiver designed by C. P. Allinson, A.M.I.R.E., Into of Radio Press and Elatree Labs.
Three -valve only (Det. and 2 L.P.) includes the highly
efficient and powerful C.A.R. circuit. 15 diagrams.
photographs, and 12 pages of detailed instructions
enable you to duplicate this amazing performance.

offered

Super -Substitute, ask if it has Mirror Scale,

POSTAL QUERIES. -EL.

0101.0101%1050"Mamatookegagamilliasualliftagalli

CONE LOUD SPEAKERS with the Golden Voice.

IMPORTANT.-If you are

L'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111101111111111111_

44
STATIONS on SPEAKER
2 miles from 2L0. Great success of MONO-

W.C.2.

Latest Model.
Mirror Double Scale. Moulded Base.
The finest Precision Multi Measuring
instrument is the DIX-ONEMETER.

If the latter coil is coupled to the tuned anode coil,
the H.F. valve (first) is not made use of, except in

The helical interlocking gears make it
absolutely impossible for the moving
block to fall, even with the heaviest

9-R, Mason', avenue. ,oiemau street. London, E.C.2.
'Phone : London Wall 2292.
(Nr. Bank.)

*00000000000*
* EVERY LOUDSPEAKER
a DESERVES n*
a,,,
g....3

MULLARD

MASTER
VALVES

- Ask for * Mallard P.M. Power Valves.
Oblainabk
from all
Leading

LOZZOZOWOZZA
2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, 351

Wireless

1 -Valve Amplifier, 20I-, as new; -Valves, D.E. 06,
7/-; Headphones, 8/6 pair; new 4 -Volt Accumulators, 13/-- new 60 -Volt SET., guaranteed, 71.;
2 -Valve All -Station Set, £4. Approval willingly.
Write for free bargain list.

Dealers.

RHEOSTAT, the choice of the expert.
3 ohm, 3!-;15 ohm, 3/3;30 olim,30 each.
POTENTIOMETER, Using the famous
Lamplugh Buffer Contact ensures absolutely silen t operation. Resistance500ohing.
4'8 each.

S.

A. LAMPLUGH, LTD.

King's Road. Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM.

Send for

RADIO

P. Taylor,57,Studley Rd.,Stockwell, London.

BUILD A LOUDSPEAKER

er

!Ma",

A.

SERA AT

Lists.

WITH OUR NEW

SEAMLESS MOULDED CONE
The primary is a 4 -turn basket -coil, secondary 8
turns, and reaction up to 20 turns or so. (18 D.C.C.

wire is O.K. for the coils).
With the .0003 variable tuning condenser the set is
capable of bringing in W G Y (40 metres), K 15 K A
(63 metres), and other American stations.

(Prov. Patent 25069/26.)

and a BROWN A, or -LISSENOLA. You will
obtain PERFECT RESULTS. Successful
Construction for a'Minimum outlay is en..
cured with our Specialities. Otzistrated Lists

and fell particulars for Stamp.

GOODMAN'S, 27, FARRINGDON ST., 5.0.4-
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters from readers discussing interesting
and topical wireless events, or recording unusual experiences, are always welcomed
but it must be clearly understood that the
publication of such does in no way indicate
that we associate ourselves with th3 views
expressed by our correspondents, and we
cannot accept any responsibility for informa-

ELECTROLYTE HEATED BEYOND THE LOW
TEMPERATURE POINT OF 750 FAHRENHEIT.
which it quickly reaches, creates Chemical Heat. Everytime-

tion given.-Editor.

BUY BRITISH GOODS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I be permitted to comment on

Mr. Fullelovg's letter in " P.W." No. 235 re prices and
quality of British goods. I use a Flewelling 2 -valve, "

and a neighbour, hearing same, asked me for copy
of the circuit. Three -days later he told me lie had
burnt out both his valves. As everyone knows,
there is a .006 fixed condenser between the filament earth lead and the back -feed from re -action. Upon

looking at his set, I saw a cheap fixed condenser

marked D.R.G.M., which he stated cost him sixpence
off a stall. My fixed condenser is a Dubilier, costing

2s.-but it has not cost me two valves also.
Again, I would like to record the very fair treat-

ment I have received at the hands of the Ormond Co.,
and also Cossor's. I bought an Ormond S.L.F.
Condenser which was slightly damaged upon opening
the box. This was immediately replaced. A similar

thing happened with a Cossor valve (Stentor Two):
I returned same for examination and without quibble
the Cossor people returned me a new valve.
In conclusion-I beg to offer the season's compli-

short or long-that this low degree point is exceeded it then becomes
a

dangerous destroying Heat which permanently reduces the

amperage capacity of each Plate, and eventually kills every Battery.
This is why present day Batteries require constant re -charges. Once damaged
by Heat can never again hold a full rated re -charge. The modern Car Battery is
ideal for Generating and Retaining excessive Heat. Internal Heat is also
excellently assisted by the inseparable block of Wood and Plates. Celluloid
Ebonite and other compound containers are all Heat retaining materials cemented
into a solid block, and thereby the heat, fire and explosion risks are considerably
increased and intensified. In another advertisement we give some facts on
Gas in Batteries-the bye -product of excessive Heat.

ments to " P.W." and especially now-with such a
formidable list of experts, it is far and above the
outstanding radio paper.
Yours sincerely, S. GLEED,
5, Approach Road, Mayors Park, S.W.

yar4estigefliiigi.;tautfiait;4Mee

#010?

"P.W." A.C. MAINS UNIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Since you published " An A.C. Mains
H.T. Unit " (" P.W. " No. 227, 0/10(26), I have
carefully perused all subsequent issues for a report
on this unit, but without result.
As there may be many people " sitting on the
fence," perhaps you would publish my experiences
with this instrument.
First' and foremost it is a roaring success-not

Tungstone is Entirely ALL Metal-WITHOUT WOOD
and CELLULOID-which holds the heat.
METAL is the Ideal disseminator of Heat.
HEAT is dissipated as rapidly as made through the Tungstone

literally I

I did not consider it possible to so completely cut
speaker on II.F., Det., 2 C.F., all on and no station
working, there is positively no sound whatever.
With same set am able to get continental stations as
hitherto-no extra tuning difficulties.
Volume, using this unit, is increased, mainly, I

opt all hum, but your unit does it. With loud

think, because I am at last applying the full 120

patented Glass Valve Vent Plug.

BECAUSE Independent and Airy Plate Separation gives free
unfettered diffusion of the Electrolyte always at very low

and

volts to my D.E. G.
Construction is wonderfully simple compared with

that of a receiver. For economy's sake I used a
wooden panel with ebonite strip for the tappings.
(Total cost of wood and strip 1(4.)
No second choke or screening necessary. (In this
connection I suggest that where it is necessary to
screen trairsformer. a lug should be left on the screen
in such a position that it ran be connected to the
minus terminal of the transformer-but only when
H.T. minus and L.T. minus in receiver are connected
togellier.)

Thanking you very much for permanently solving

my H.T. problem and giving me a use for my relegated
Yours faithfully,
bright Cossors.
W. D. RICHARDSON.

53, Cassio Road, Watford, Herts.

temperature rate and minimum rise.

FREE AIR is always freely circulating round the FOUR OUTSIDES of each 2 -Volt metal container.
CONTINUOUS OVERCHARGING cannot create excessive heat.
TUNGSTONE High Tension 60 Volt Battery 3 a.h. is sold in the United Kingdom on monthly
payments over extended period. Apply for particulars. Further interesting information on points
of this advertisement are to be found on pages 58, 59, and 67 to 73 of the Illustrated Booklet
T.A.45
" Photography tells the Story" which will be sent free on application to theTUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., St. Bride's House. Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4

*tell
Expensive new machinery winds Watmel Chokes far
E. better-each turn of wire exactly parallel with cotton
between each layer. Remember
Watmel Auto- Chokes have
transformer volume with Choke
purity.

For every Constructor.
Estimates to your OWN sizes and LISTS FREE.

All

Picketts Cabinet (P.W.)Works, Bexleyheath.

communica-

tions concerning

advertising in
" Popular

Wire-

less," "Modern
Wireless," and
"The Wireless
Constructor," must
be

ALITO-Cf10 KE
The Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.,
332a, Goswell Rd., London, E.0 1
Telephone : Clerkenwell 7990.
Representative for Lanes.. Yorks.,
and Cheshire.
Mr. J. B. Levee, 23, Hartley St.,
Levenshulme, Manchester.

PICKETTS -CABINETS

SPECIAL NOTE.

sent to

P IR 1E-4- E
in the

WO VOLT'
Class

JOHN H. MEI

Flf S. T21(0.4 -146

4, Ludgate Circus,
London, E.C.4.

"w'RS.T.23 (o.15A)18t

LIMITED,

('Phone: CITY 726

and NOT

to

L.F ST 22 (01A)141/-

.)

the

POINT ONES WHICH GIVE THE
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY ON THE
LOWEST MT (60 VOLTS AHPLE)

Editorial or Publishing
Offices.

BUILT LIKE, THE PYRAMIDS- TO LAST
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BARGAINS -No. 21Ia
CRYSTAL SETS FOR B.B.C.

(Continued from page 1038.)

LOUD SPEAKER BOBBINS. Wound to x,000 ohms,
4d. Unwound, 3d. pair. Loud Speaker Cords, -1/-.
LOW LOSS RECEIVER INDUCTANCES, 6 by 21 ins:,

x5 taps to plug sockets on ebonite panel, 200/2,000

metres, 5/,

H.F. CHOKES ON EBONITE, 1/6, 2/8, 4/6. Cut-out

parasite currents, 2 -valve panels, with holders,

fitted 4 Antipong Springs, 3/6.
B.B.C. 2/6. Polar 8/8.
WIRE. New 22 Gauge Cotton -enamel covered, 1/6
lb., cut price. Two tons all gauges in stock. Navy
7/23 Enam. Aerials. Su,perflex 8/- too ft.; Electtronic Aerial, too ft., 1/8; 5oo +-oz. reels, 28 gauge
S.C.C. Wire, makes two Broadcast Coils, 4d. each.
VARIOMETERS.

Twin Flexible Cord, 2/6 doz. yds. 5/36 Silk -covered
Flex, 12 yds., 98. Flex, rubbered, 1/- doz4yds., too
yard coils, cheap, 6/6.
PHONE CORDS. BroWn's Head, Double, new, 1/8 ;
Lightweight, 1/3. Single Cords, 6 ft., with solo
plug each end, 9d. Twin L.T. Battery Cords, with
spade end., 1/..- Single Phone Cords, 7d.
LOUD SPEAKER EXTENSION WIRE. 6/- coo yds.

Transformer Coil Wire, 1/3 lb. Stampings, 1/- doz.

NEW R.A.F. 4 -WAY SWITCH -PLUG AND SOCKET
FOR L.T. AND H.T. 4 -pin plug and socket with
cord, push switch for L.T. Neatest device for con-

necting to set. Cheap, 4/6 pair.
PLUGS AND JACKS, 2/6. Dewar's x -way, 1/6 ; 3 way, 2/6. 2 -pin Lucas Plug and Sockets, 4d. pair.

Panel 2 -pin Base and Plug, 88. Adapters, 4d.
EARTH MATS. Mesh, Good Earth for short waves,
12/8 each. Earth Spikes, 1/3, Earth Clips, 6d.
AEROPLANE AERIALS. Ito ft. 7 -strand hard -drawn
B.C. Copper Wire wound on bobbins to run out
freely. Sale price, 1/3 ; post 3d.
-

D.E.C., 25 amps, 9/-. Microsix Famous
o6 valves, 7/6. Transmitting Valves, 17/6 ; xo

VALVES.

Watt, 15/- 25o Watt, Osram, Cossor;-40/...

-

INTERVALVE IRONCLAD TRANSFORMERS. Ratio
5 tot, Type E, 3 to x. Latest at reduced price of 7/6.

500 CHOKES FOR SMOOTHING. We have a few

hundred ex -WD. Marconi s,000 or 3,000 ohms, 4/-.
Small type 1/6. H.T. from Mains,
2,000 MAGNETS FROM GOVERNMENT LAB., for

experimenters, 4 in. Bar Steel, 9d. ; so in. dater,
1/- ; Horse Shoe, 1/- ; Magnet Needles, Agate
centres, 9d. post extra. Pivot Pillars, 88.
SLATE PANELS. Polished face, in. thick, 5/6 per

sq. ft. 1 in. thick, 6/6 "per sq. ft. Plain Slate Bars
for Power Rheostats, 10d. each.
HEADPHONES. Ex-W.D. Brown's, 1,5oo ohms.
" A " reed type,' Mil- pair. 2,000 ohms single
;

receivers, " A "-12/8, Alumin. Headbands and
Swivels, 1/9. Pleated Parchment Paper for

Diaphragms, 2/8. MEL Headphones and Cords,
4,000 ohms, 8/-. Single L.R. phones, 1/4 each, with
cord, 1/10. 4,000 ohm Ericsson with Headband
and Cords, fine tone, 9/8. Three days' trial.

SULLIVAN Double Headphones, L.R. type, new,
too sets, 3/6 pair. B.T.14., 12/8 Marconiphones,

11/6 ; Magniphones, 11/- ; Hezaphones, 101-.
All first-class English, new, with cords.
PRECISION INSTRUMENTS. Finest stock in London.
Mov. Coils to 500 m/a, etc., 20/- ; 3 -range Min on.
87/8 ; 2 -range Voltmeters, 6/x2o, 11/8 ;
0-3o volts, 10/-1 120 volts, 20/- ; boo volts, 55/... ;
o -x,000 volts, ea ; 1,50o volts, 24 10s. ; z,5oo
volts, 26 ; S9 ,Mov. Coil. Siemens Cell Testers,
15/- ; 2,5o mla or 50o m/a Thermo Meters, 151- ;
Megofimmeters, 50o volt. 50 megs., 28 10s.
SUNDRIES. Electric Bells, 1/6. Morse Sounders, 10/ each. Morse Keys, with cover, 2/6. Aerial Erecting
Sets, 2/8. '
-

Inductance Coil Blocks for Het., ebonite, - enclosing
two basket coils, 4/6.
800 Potentiometers. 35o ohmi, 2/8. Panel 600 ohms,
4/6.

3,500 ohms, 9/6.

Protractors. Engraved Double o-x8o, in leather case.
Taylor, Hobson. Cost Lo. Our price 8/-.
Switchboxes. Lucas 3 -way Switches, in walnut case,
with flush metal cover, 3 levers, 1/3 ; 8 -way, 4/8.
Grid Leaks. R.A.F. z and 4 megs., 1/- ; ro megs.,
1/9 ; Marconiphone Sterling, all ranges, 1/2.
Insulators. The R.A.F. Light Weight Aerial Insula-

tors, brass ring and screwed tension stem. Millions
in use. so,000 in stock; 1/6 a dozen. Bell Porcelain, 1/3 ; Transmitting Insulators, 1/6.
Hanley Porcelain Lead-in Tubes. Straight or drip proof ends, 6d. and 9d. each. Egg or shell of China
reels, 16. or 108. per doz. Bullerdix Bell Aerial,
1/- ; large, 1/3.
Mica Sheets. Best Ruby Mica for Condensers, oo2,
2 by z by .002 thick, 1/- per doz.
Condensers. 2 mid. ex-W.D., 216. New x mfd., 3/8 ;
2 mid., 4/8 ; 4 mfd., 6/6.
Polar Surplus, All New. Precision Condensers, '0003
list, 42/6. Sale, 4/8. Polar Panel 2 -way Coil Holders
Polar Varia H.F. Transformers 300/500, 3/6. L.F.
Intervalve, 7/8. Dubilier Anode Res., all sizes,

-

of a re activator, to save nine out of ten valves
which would otherwise be discarded for loss
Of emission.
As most of my readers know, the thoriated

tungsten filament depends for its specially
high emissive property (at any rate, according
to prevailing theories) upon the presence on

2 te, 1LYisrtes, Thames Street.
Blackfriars Stn., Met. Rly.

Tel: City ox91.

Single hole fixing
panel type.

The Switch you have 1 19

been looking for . . each

The LONDON COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL

its surface of an extremely- fine film of

STORES LTD., 13, Farringdon Ave., E.C.4

at present properly understood, from the

Anrimir

thorium which diffuses by some means, not

body of the filament arid- which gives at a:

dull red heat a much greater electronic

emission than would be given by the plain'
tungsten not thoriated. There is a great

liability for a dull emitter filament to be

operated at a somewhat higher temperature.

than that specified by the makers, and if
this is done it means that the thorium at the

surface is dissipated more rapidly; than it
can diffuse out from the interior --without
relying upon any particular theory as to how

it gets there -more rapidly than it can be
replaced.
The Cure.

The dissipation of the thorium on the

surface of the filanient is much accelerated
by the application of a high potential

difference between the filament and the

anode, or, in general, by the application of
a strong electric field which draws away
the electronic emission from the filament. ,

H.T. BATTERIES

BUY BRITISH. Complete Units 3/8 per doz. Ali
goods BRITISH MADE by BRITISH LABOUR.
Jars 1/3, Zinc, 1/, Sae/ 1/6 per doz. Carriage
-and Packing extra. Trade inquiries invited. -Demon

BatteryCo.,89,Badliand.,Walthamstow,E17

A &Mall Deposit Buys
the Set you want !
How often have you wished for a multi -

valve Set, but have been discouraged by the
cost ? Our Catalogue " P" tells how almost
any well-known Receiver ran be yours for
a small initial payment. Everything is
guaranteed. ' Let us know your reouirel
ments and we will advise you. Write to

T New Times Sales Co.
77. City Road, E.C.I

6665

LIFE
LONG 14.71.
Tromba units are conetructed Of the finest
quality sacs, zinci, jare,etc..and creeping
of the electroltse anAnther.troubles usual
to Leclanche celli eliminated. In units or

any size battery to order in Mahogany
Case with glass -cover Amalgamated sines
6d doz. extra., SaMple unit and sample
large capacity Sac., -post free 1/.. Send to -day for free de-

scriptive folder, stn:
'ROAM ELECTRICAL C°

- -.
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The basis of any reactivation process is
usually the raising of the filament to a
temperature considerably higher than its
normal working temperature without the

ALTERNATING CURRENT

BATTERY.

application of any electric field, to draw away
the emission.

ELIMINATOR
without smoothing
choke and condenser Zit0/

In subjecting the filament to the high
temperature and in 'carrying out the re-

COMPLETE with EA/

activation process generally, there is danger

of burning out the filament or, if not that,
of damaging it seriously, and some skill
is called for to carry out the reactivation
process safely and successfully. The re activators or rejuvenators are really devices
which take care of the filament and permit

the reactivation process to be carried out
with safety by the uninitiated.
HEADPHONES REPAIRED
Re -wound and re -magnetised 5/- per pair.

Loud

Speakers repaired 5/- Transformers re -wound 5/ -each.
aettvers
AR work guaranteed and tested
Write for Trade Prices.
'Phone Clerk 1796

MASON & CO., 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

MANUFACTURERS'
ADVERTISED IN THIS
ALL

GOOD S

PAPER

Can be obtained C.O.D. or Cash

with Order, per return, from

-

YOUNG'S (GlitallY)

40, STOCKWELL STREET, GLASGOW.
Write To -don for Big Free Catalogue.

;Jur'

above (2 Tappings,\

H.T. Accumulator Chargers from 35/39.'6
Negligible Consumption. Reliable and Efficient.
COMPONENTS supplied tor home construction,
Write for detailed price lists.

THE TULSEMERE MANUFACTURING CO.,
TULSEMERE RD., WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27.

'Phone; Streatham 2268.

Iratiled
ileilaued
AS GOOD AS NEW !!
- -_
-Waco. &P.* and
(Except
capacity

ALI.

types).

low

D B.

111InfinUm

Current 0.15 amps when repaired.
&ITT EA
13.<16HIT ft 061.i.
Listed at less than Wi-

is4

E.

---.-

Minimum charge

-

.6?...

tt, 'D.',' Wimbledon. tab

82;A

VALCO' Grove,

illeborp
,GENUINE EBONITE

LITTLE vetHELR56 C.s.OGE-r'S

Holders on ebonite, 1/-. Polar Semi -fixed
Detectors, 2/8. Polar Variometer on panel, scale
and dial. List, 21/-. Sale 8/6.
The finest stock of perfect and accurate apparatus for
immediate delivery in the City. Please ca(l.
4d. Catalogue, 600 illustrations. Saves you Pounds.

ELECTR.ADIX RADIOS,

SWITCH

its object the " gingering up "-(so to speak)
of dull -emitter filaments, particularly - the
plain thoriated-tungsten type. According
to the manufacturers it is possible,' by means

-itrcAoicg

STOCKED BY ALL THE BEST DEALERS
Audrey Clouse. EEL

3/6.

Have you bought your DIXONEMETER yet ?
De Luxe Instrument 55/-. Multipliers 6/6 each.

COMET"
TUMBLER

TECHNICAL NOTES

3/8. With Phones, 7/-_

TRELLEBORGS EBONITE WORKS

THE VERNT NOR ,re

Prov. Pnt. 27071 & 22489.

.71" cou7DAVVIPPW
_MAP Co. 246 Ot: ListerSt.,Ehrminthgin.
We regret that the photograph of Mr. De Groot
which appeared in our Xmas number was published
without his approval.

4 - ELECTRODE VALVES
We are the suppliers of the genuine
U.O. and Thorpe valves, as specially
and recommended by the
"Unidyne " inventors and "Popular

tested

Wireless " U.C.5 and Thorpe
11.4 (both 4 -electrode 6 -inn 1
valves), each. post tree..
IU
Cash
Order Oren from.

---

LUDGATE RADIO CO. Ovil.,hr
56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.
B/R

,...Pfeempr! y.5!11,

POPULAR WIRELESS.

RADIO
FOR THE
FOUR WONDERFUL CIRCUITS

WITH FOUR BLUE PRINTS

FREE

Every wireless amateur will welcome this
great opportunity to build quickly and at

little expense up-to-date receivers in keeping
with the new high standard of modern valve
design, made possible by the Mullard P.M.

Series of Radio Valves with the wonderful
P.M. Filament.

"Give us master circuits for your P.M.
master valves," has been the demand from
thousands of P.M. Valve users.
Here is your chance. Get this free book,
"Radio for the Million." Gives you new
radio outlook and endeavours for 1927.
The chapter "The Choice of a Receiver,"

Perfect RadioMu!txrd brings it home to you

alone, is a gold mine of lucid information.

Get your copy at once and make your

ex;sting components, with a few extras,
bring greater zest to your radio pleasure.
Fill in the coupon to -day.

Mullard
THE * MA'STER, VALVE

NATIONAL PHYSIC AL
LABORATORY TEST

I'

I

.01

,.,..

o

.
.

0.e.."°°°.'°..4eTle

Mullard Wireless
Service Co., Ltd.

"....# Mullard House, Denmark St.

London, W.C.2
Please let me have, free and at once, a
copy of "Radio for the Million," price //,,
either direct or through my nearest radio dealer.

''''

THE VALVE WITH A PUBLISHED

..

....

.
I

I

;

o.

(Your Name) M
Address

-

I
7

I
I
I

POPULAR WIRELESS

December 23th, 192,3.

WILL BE THE BIGGEST

FEATURE THIS YEAR
Here is another remarkable R.I._ component designed for circuits
where a tuned:Trid circuit is employed.
Being an R.I:' product "it-liass all the features necessary to give
improved working of this circuit, for, as it is used virtually in
parallel with . the tuned circuit it is-important that the high.
frequency 'resistance and - klf-caPacity'are negligible in order to
maintain selectivity and efficiency.
Hence the New R.I. H.F: Choke possesses a high impedance value
and is wound in well -spaced sections on a low -loss skeleton fornv-r.
For wavelengths of from 5o to 4,000 metres it is quite suitable

no observable increase in the H.F. resistance of the parallel tulle,'
circuit will result.
It is a precision instrument well in keeping with the sound
engineering tradition of R.I. Ltd. Perfect in design and :wOrkruan
ship it an outstanding ex -ample of the dominating influerkik- of
this progressive company in the wireless- field

As

recommended

and used in
Mullard

P.M. Circuits

PRICE 12/6
Write for the R.I. Catalogue.

o
0

THE MARK

OF

BETTER

RADIO

.$4
CI
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